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Saving the Web: Facets of Web Archiving in Everyday Practice

by Jessica Ogden

This thesis makes visible the work of archiving the Web. It demonstrates the growing
role of web archives (WAs) in the circulation of information and culture online, and
emphasises the inherent connections between how the Web is archived, its future use
and our understandings of WAs, archivists and the Web itself. As the first in-depth so-
ciotechnical study of web archiving, this research offers a view into the ways that web
archivists are shaping what and how the Web is saved for the future. Using a combin-
ation of ethnographic observation, interviews and documentary sources, the thesis
investigates web archiving at three sites: the Internet Archive – the world’s largest
web archive; Archive Team – ‘a loose collective of rogue archivists and programmers’
archiving the Web; and the Environmental Data & Governance Initiative (EDGI) –
a community of academics, librarians and activists formed in the wake of the 2016
US Presidential Election to safe-guard environmental and climate data. Through the
application of practice theory, thematic analysis and facet methodology, I frame my
findings through three ‘facets of web archiving’: infrastructure, culture and politics.
I show that the web archival activities of organisations, people and bots are both
historically-situated and embedded in the contemporary politics of online commu-
nication and information sharing. WAs are reflected on as ‘places’ where the past,
present and future of the Web collapses around an evolving assemblage of sociotech-
nical practices and actors dedicated to enabling different (and at times, conflicting)
community-defined imaginaries for the Web. WAs are revealed to be contested sites
where these politics are enabled and enacted over time. This thesis therefore contrib-
utes to research on the performance of power and politics on the Web, and raises new
questions concerning how different communities negotiate the challenges of ephem-
erality and strive to build the ‘Web they want’.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Prologue

In April 2018, Twitter and web archivists alike erupted in reaction to the news that
Joy-Ann Reid, a morning talk show host and journalist at MSNBC (a US-based broad-
cast news company), had accused the Internet Archive of archiving ‘altered’ blog-
posts from her political pundit blog The Reid Report. Reid stood accused of author-
ing a series of incendiary posts in the early 2000s that attempted to ‘out’ supposedly
closeted homosexual politicians, supported homophobic and anti-gay marriage views,
as well as implicated others such as retired NBA player Tim Hardaway as a homo-
phobe. Philip Bump, a journalist writing for the Washington Post, explains how the
Twitter user @Jamie_Maz made headlines:

“@Jamie_Maz found the article because it had been indexed by the Inter-
net Archive’s Wayback Machine, a mostly automated tool that, for more
than two decades, has been storing copies of Web pages as they appeared
at the time. At some point in 2007, the Internet Archive’s system visited
Reid’s blog and saved a copy of the Hardaway article, dropping it in a
database where it sat mostly ignored for 11 years — until @Jamie_Maz
uncovered it” (Bump, 2018).

The news cycle that dominated thereafter included various interpretations of how
these blogposts came to be archived at the Internet Archive, including a statement
from Reid that after consulting cyber-security experts they had determined that ‘an
unknown, external party accessed and manipulated material from [their] now-defunct
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blog’ (Ecarma, 2018). Responding to the allegations of hacking, the Internet Archive
issued a response on their blog, an excerpt of which reads:

“When we reviewed the archives, we found nothing to indicate tamper-
ing or hacking of the Wayback Machine versions. At least some of the
examples of allegedly fraudulent posts provided to us had been archived
at different dates and by different entities.

We let Reid’s lawyers know that the information provided was not suffi-
cient for us to verify claims of manipulation. Consequently, and due to
Reid’s being a journalist (a very high-profile one, at that) and the journal-
istic nature of the blog archives, we declined to take down the archives”
(Butler, 2018).

The use of the archived posts from The Reid Report provides a window into some of
the ways in which citizens and journalists are leveraging the archived Web to support
their claims and hold political and public figures to account. Further, this example
concisely demonstrates several aspects of web archiving that are of central concern
to this thesis. First, the case of The Reid Report clearly illustrates the functional role
that web archives – and the Internet Archive Wayback Machine (IAWM), in particular
– are playing in the performance of web-based informational politics (Rogers, 2004),
through their provision of historical records for deleted and otherwise dynamic web
content. Here, the web archive is valued as a source for historical information through
time; exemplified through @Jamie_Maz’s use of the IAWM to access numerous blog-
posts that have long been deleted from the ‘live Web’. The implied importance of the
IAWM is also clearly expressed through the Washington Post headline: ‘The Joy Reid
fight reinforces how critical the Internet Archive is to modern politics’.

Second, this example highlights popularised conceptions about the role of automa-
tion in web archiving, whilst black boxing unknown and invisible processes that en-
able web archiving in practice. The language used in the above excerpt from the
Washington Post article describing the backstory behind @Jamie_Maz’s discovery is
instructive. Here, the IAWM is rendered as an unbiased agent and neutral receptacle;
as a dumb ‘mostly automated tool’ that stumbled onto Joy-Ann Reid’s blog and for-
tuitously made a copy. It portrays the IAWM as an unknowing place where articles
are ‘saved’ then ‘ignored’, but also one where they can be ‘found’ and ‘uncovered’
by willing users. This passive language of automation is reminiscent of others who
have likened the IAWM to a ‘lobster trap’ that ‘[sits] passively in the ocean, placed in
areas of strategic interest’ (Karpf, 2012). However, as Ben-David and Amram (2018)
have similarly problematised the ‘epistemic assumptions’ embedded in the depiction
of the IAWM as a passive agent, this portrayal invariably obscures the complex as-
semblage of sociotechnical relations at work in web archives. This is further suppor-
ted through a wide range of relevant scholarship that challenges notions of ‘naturally

2
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occurring’ archives and makes the case for acknowledging (and studying) the implic-
ations of invisible labour and the human component of information infrastructures
(Star and Ruhleder, 1996), data production (Ribes and Jackson, 2013) and memory
work (Arnold, 2016).

Setting aside the hacking allegations, the excerpt from the Internet Archive’s response
to Reid alludes to some of the everyday decisions that are made by web archives about
what is archived and how these archives are made available. The statement complic-
ates the ‘lobster trap’ metaphor and gestures to multiple mechanisms by which web
pages end up in the IAWM. They indicate that ‘at least some of the [posts]’ were
provided at ‘different dates and by different entities’, however, at the time there was
no way to know who and what those entities were due to a temporary policy decision
to remove public access to the The Reid Report snapshots. This highlights problems
with how users of the IAWM (and web archives, more generally) are to contextualise
and understand the origins of archival collections – who archived a website, how and
why?

In addition to the unknown dimensions of collection practices, the Internet Archive’s
statement raises additional questions about how decisions are made surrounding
what archives are made accessible and when. The IA’s assertion that Reid’s position
as a ‘very high-profile’ public figure alongside the ‘journalistic nature’ of their blog
points towards an unknown set of criteria for determining public access. Therefore
as a final point, this example also underscores the fundamental operation of power
when web content moves between the live Web and web archives. Here, as content
moves it becomes subject to new regimes of control, interfaces and access protocols
that dictate how the potential use of web archives is enabled and constrained.

In summary, this example reveals both the importance of web archives in the face of
a dynamic Web and why web archives deserve further exploration. As shown in the
Joy-Ann Reid example, web archives such as the Internet Archive provide a grow-
ing resource for accessing lost web content. These resources are subject to diverse
and largely unknown collection techniques that are often portrayed as automated,
unknowing, neutral and objective. Like other complex sociotechnical systems that
involve both human and semi-automated agents on the Web, web archives and the
practices that underpin how they function are not widely understood – particularly in
contexts that operate outside of conventional memory institutions historically tasked
with maintaining historical records. In this thesis I focus on just this: how does web
archiving actually get done?

As the Web itself is increasingly becoming ‘the archive’ of everyday life, web archives
offer an opportunity to capture and temporarily stabilise a view of life online at an
unprecedented scale (Milligan, 2019). Given this scale however, any attempts to
capture the Web will always be partial. The ways in which web archives are collected
and maintained, therefore, have important implications for what of the Web is saved

3
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and indeed its future knowability. By expanding and deepening knowledge of web
archiving in practice, this thesis therefore interrogates the operation of power and
politics surrounding how and what of the Web ‘gets saved’, for whom and for what
purpose.

1.2 Web Archiving

The remainder of this chapter works to further frame the motivations for this thesis.
First, I take a step back to consider the ways that the ‘ephemeral Web’ has led to the
initial creation of web archiving initiatives. Second, in an effort to underscore the
growing role of web archives in the circulation of information and culture online, I
detail some of the ways that web archives are being used by scholars, citizen activists
and others to mitigate the effects of the dynamic Web. Here, I outline three fun-
damental concerns associated with web archives in order to emphasise the inherent
connections between how the Web is archived, its future use and our understandings
of web archives, archivists, and by extension, the Web. Next, I make the initial case
for a sociotechnical approach to studying web archiving through a brief discussion of
existing research into web archiving practices (that will be extended in Chapter 2).
This chapter ends with a discussion of the aims and approach of this thesis and finally,
a brief outline and summary of the remaining chapters.

1.2.1 The Ephemeral Web

The Web’s transience, at least in part, can be attributed to the underlying technical
affordances of the web architecture which inherently relies on a decentralised and
distributed hypertext system. The persistence and resolvability of hyperlinks based
on universal resource locators (URLs) are not guaranteed, therefore leading to the now
commonplace ‘404 Not Found’ experienced when web users attempt to access URLs
that have either moved or are no longer live. Concerns about the ephemerality of
URLs have been reinforced by various longitudinal studies of ‘link rot’ or ‘link decay’
(Oguz and Koehler, 2015), where the average half-life of web pages and websites has
been estimated anywhere between 75 days (Kahle, 1997) and two years (Koehler,
2004). This is bolstered by social media research (SalahEldeen and Nelson, 2012)
which found that during a period between 2009 and 2012, on average, 11% of online
resources shared on social media failed to resolve one year later.

And so, since the mid-1990s, institutions such as national libraries and the Internet
Archive have been ‘archiving the Web’ by harvesting and preserving the live Web in
web archives. Web archiving has roots in a wider digital preservation movement
which emerged in the 1980s-1990s, led by memory institutions to develop strategies
for addressing the rise of personal computing and the impact of digital artefacts on
their abilities to capture and preserve ‘records of social phenomena’ (Schneider and
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Foot, 2008). This was particularly fuelled by fears over the so-called ‘digital dark
ages’, a term first used by Kuny (1997) to describe a scenario where the development
pace of technologies (used to produce digital objects) outweighs that of the invest-
ment in infrastructures, technologies and policies to preserve them long-term. As
the world’s information and communication platform is increasingly born-digital and
online, web archives have been positioned as key to capturing and preserving con-
temporary digital cultural heritage, to ensuring stability and access to pre-existing
web resources and facilitating new knowledge via scholarly research. Web archives
in their various forms – including social media archives – have become a sort of ‘pros-
thesis’ for the Web and a necessary pre-condition for any research into the Web(s) of
the past and near-present.1

In practice, web archiving initiatives have ranged from the large-scale activities of
national libraries and archives (like the British Library and UK National Archives),
the Internet Archive and the work of networked communities such as Archive Team;2

to the individual efforts of scholars creating web archives for their own purposes.
Surveys of institutional practitioners reveal a growing number of organisations that
are web archiving, albeit with limited staff-time resources and with the majority of re-
spondents using some form of external service to collect or manage their web archives
(Bailey et al., 2014, 2017; National Digital Stewardship Alliance, 2012). Much of the
focus of the field has been on the continued development of technologies and stand-
ards for web collection development (Hockx-Yu, 2014a), with increased attention on
facilitating the scholarly use of web archives (Dougherty and Meyer, 2014; Dougherty
et al., 2010; Meyer, Thomas and Schroeder, 2011).

As such, a number of projects and publications in recent years have been instru-
mental in outlining both the opportunities and the challenges of engaging with web
archives from the perspective of scholars and practitioners.3 Further to this, recent
geo-political events coupled with a growing public awareness about web archives
has given rise to a number of use-cases, community groups and projects that stretch
beyond just academic engagement with web archiving and the archived Web. These
encounters (both scholarly and elsewhere) have underscored the role of web archives
in the circulation of information and culture online, but have also worked to implicate
web archiving itself in shaping claims about the past Web. Below, I further elaborate
on these points in order to outline the inherent connections between the ways the
Web is archived and its possibilities for capturing the Web for the future.

1Inspiration for this analogy is taken from Derrida’s (1998) treatment of ‘technological devices for
archiving’ as prostheses for memory formation and storage.

2http://www.archiveteam.org (visited on 9th Jul. 2019)
3For a recent discussion on the state of the field, see Taylor’s (2017) Introduction to the Journal of

Western Archives Web Archiving Special Issue.
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1.2.2 Engaging the Archived Web

Web archives for scholarly use

The opportunities presented by web archives as a tool for ‘web historiography’ have
been widely relayed by historians and communication scholars (Brügger, 2012, 2013;
Brügger and Milligan, 2019; Foot and Schneider, 2010; Milligan, 2019). Early work
in the field by Schneider and Foot (2004) describes various methodological strategies
for using web archives for the benefit of academic research. Here Schneider and
Foot outline methods that focus on the Web itself as an object of study, as well as
‘sociocultural’ approaches that take into account the ‘hyperlinked contexts and situ-
atedness of websites’ in what they call ‘web sphere analysis’ (Foot and Schneider,
2006). Examples of studying the historical growth of the Web highlight the oppor-
tunities presented by domain-scale analyses of web archives, including research into:
the growth and evolution of the Danish domain names (Brügger, Laursen and Niel-
son, 2017), the evolution of the UK web domain and UK universities on the Web
(Hale et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2017), the death of the Yugoslavian web domain
(Ben-David, 2016) and the numerous studies of national web domains outlined in a
recent edited volume by Brügger and Laursen (2019). ‘Web spheres’ analysis is ex-
emplified through, for example, the study of early Web platforms such as GeoCities
(Milligan, 2017) – where the (now defunct) platform and the communities within
them demarcate the boundary of study.

By extension, web archives therefore also present opportunities for examining the
recurring themes in Internet research (and the social sciences, more generally) by
providing temporarily stable resources for the study of issues related to online ‘iden-
tity, community, inequality, politics, organizations, and culture’ (DiMaggio et al.,
2001; Sandvig and Hargittai, 2015, p.6). Here research has often been driven by
more thematic interests, where the construction of targeted collections enables the
study of, for example, the everyday life of French migrant communities in London
(Huc-Hepher, 2015), local news production in the United States (Weber and Napoli,
2018), or the historiographical study of web design during the dot-com era (Anker-
son, 2015, 2018), to name only a few.

Web archives for evidence-based accountability

In addition to the increased promotion and use of web archives as a source for schol-
arly research, there is evidence that a diverse range of stakeholders are engaging with
the archived Web, with a growing number of examples, in particular pointing towards
the use of web archives as tools for evidence-based accountability. For example, since
2003, lawyers and legal teams have regularly used the IAWM to evidence intellectual
property claims (Eltgroth, 2009) – a practice that was further reinforced by another
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recent ruling by a US Court of Appeals that made Wayback snapshots admissible as
evidence.4

As illustrated in the Joy-Ann Reid example (discussed in Section 1.1), web archives
provide access to websites and social media that may be censored, restricted or de-
leted from the live Web, as well as providing sources for journalists, civic technolo-
gists and citizen activists to hold public figures to account. For example, Politwoops
provides rolling public access to the deleted tweets of politicians (as well as statistics
on tweet and delete patterns),5 and during the 2013 US Government shutdown, the
IAWM became the only accessible source for core government websites and inform-
ation services (Kahle, 2013). Other examples include the ways that the ‘snapshot’
approach – or the systematic capture of the same URLs over time – can be used to
demonstrate ‘content drift’ (Klein et al., 2014) or changes to web-based content. For
example, in the wake of the US Presidential election of Donald Trump in 2016, web
archives have been regularly used by activists, journalists and the mainstream media
to fact check and detect changes to: official documents and transcripts released by the
Whitehouse (Watson, 2018) federal environmental policy agendas associated with
climate change (Wallace, 2018), the availability of immigration and asylum officer
training documents (Campbell, 2018, 2019) and information related to healthcare
and the 2010 Affordable Care Act (Bergman et al., 2019) – to name only a few.

Two further examples are frequently cited when making the case for the importance
of collecting web archives as records of the past Web. The first example stems from
2013 when the UK Conservative Party deleted ‘a decade’s worth’ of political speeches
previously hosted on their website (Ramesh and Hern, 2013). The deletion was
accompanied by the use of the robots.txt protocol to block crawlers and access to
archived versions of the site contained on the IAWM – a move that for some, signalled
the political motivations underlying the deletion.6 As such the Tory party’s deletion
was met with extensive media coverage, including from Computer Weekly who broke
the story (Ballard, 2013) and emphasised ‘how fragile the historic record is on the
Internet’ (Ramesh and Hern, 2013).7 In addition, however, the story also worked
to publicly draw attention to the existence of targeted collections by the UK Web
Archive (UKWA), who have been archiving the party website (with their permission)

4Since 2003, IAWM snapshots have been admissible as evidence in the US court of law (Eltgroth,
2009), often requiring Internet Archive representatives to provide expert testimony regarding web
archiving procedures and the validity of the archives. Further precedent was made by a recent rul-
ing by a US Court of Appeals Second Circuit in 2018 to accept them as evidence (McCarthy, 2018).

5https://politwoops.eu/ (visited on 9th Jul. 2019)
6The robots.txt protocol is a web standard and set of guidelines used to communicate between web

masters and web crawlers (Koster, 1993). Web masters place a robots.txt file in the root of their host
directory which can contain a series of instructions that allow or disallow certain named web crawlers
from crawling their website or particular parts of a website. The IAWM also uses the robots.txt
to determine access rights, and in the case of the Conservative Party website, the interpretation was
that they deliberately changed the robots.txt to disallow public access to the archived website in the
Wayback Machine.

7Ballard (2013) likened the Tory party’s deletion to ‘men in black’ taking history books from a public
library and burning them in the car park.
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since 2004 (Webster, 2013). Therefore, in lieu of use of the robots.txt protocol to
block public access to the IAWM, the UKWA was for a time, the only way to access
ten years worth of Conservative Party speeches.

The second example occurred in 2014, when the IAWM was used to support alleg-
ations surrounding the downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 in Ukraine (Dewey,
2014). Here, the IAWM’s public ‘Save Page Now’ feature8 was used to archive a so-
cial media post by a pro-Russian Ukrainian separatist claiming they had shot down a
plane (which turned out to be flight MH17).9 The case of MH17 provides a ‘powerful
testament’ (Dewey, 2014) for the role of web archives in the circulation of inform-
ation online, where the archived post contributed to the investigation and eventual
condemnation of Russian forces by the international community.

Framing the significance of web archiving practices

The broad use of web archives by both scholars and the wider public (e.g. journalists,
citizen activists and lawyers) has positioned both web archiving and web archives as
necessary and legitimate sources in the face of an ephemeral Web. However, with
this increased engagement, three fundamental points of concern are raised that are
central to the framing of this thesis.

First, web archives are contingent on practice. This may appear to be an obvious point
to make, however, it draws attention to the notion that rather than an inevitable out-
come of the Web’s ephemerality, use and access to the archived Web is contingent on
the interventions of human and technical actors to ‘save the Web’. This point has been
made elsewhere by historians and communication scholars who argue that the Web
as a information/communication medium has fundamentally impacted the nature of
the historical record and scholars’ ability to study the past (Brügger, 2018; Milligan,
2019). Joy-Ann Reid’s blog, the Conservative Party website and the Ukrainian sep-
aratist tweet all had to be archived in order for researchers, journalists and citizen
activists to be able to make claims about what was said and done online. The pur-
pose here is not to assert value judgements about whether or not these web resources
should have been archived, but rather it is to argue that these preservation interven-
tions have enabled a set of claims to be made about the World that would otherwise
be impossible given the medium through which they were originally communicated.

Second, web archives are inherently shaped through practice. Here, as Brügger
(2018) has argued, web archives should be seen as ontologically different to both

8Save Page Now is a set of tools hosted by the Internet Archive that enable public users to archive
and host web pages in the Wayback Machine. Further details about Save Page Now can be found in an
Internet Archive blog promoting the use of the tool at: https://blog.archive.org/2017/01/25/see-
something-save-something/ (visited on 10th Jul. 2019).

9https://web.archive.org/web/20140717155720/https://vk.com/wall-57424472_7256 (visited
on 10th Jul. 2019; archived on 17th Jul. 2014)
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the Web and conventional conceptualisations of ‘archives’ (analogue, digital or born-
digital). Distinguished from other ‘born digital’ material, Brügger (2016) character-
ises web archives as ‘re-born digital’ objects that are fundamentally shaped by the
processes undertaken during their collection, preservation and access. Here a com-
bination of both collection decisions and ‘technical problems’ leads to web archives
that are not copies of the live web, but rather contingent constructions where ‘the pro-
cess of archiving itself may change what is archived, thus creating something that
is not necessarily identical to what was once online’ (Brügger, 2012, p.108). Fore-
grounding the subjective nature of practices, Brügger (2009, 2013) outlines how
choices surrounding what to archive, what strategies and software are employed,
how archives are re-assembled for use, as well as problems that may occur during
archiving – all create unique representations of the Web. Furthermore, these obser-
vations also underscore the fact that any attempts to archive the Web will always
be partial and incomplete. Web archives are therefore, particular representations of
the Web – they are inherently situated and dependent upon the mechanisms of their
production.

Third, unpicking practice is key to understanding web archives, archivists and by
extension, the Web. In the first instance, the point here is that the ‘re-born’ status
of web archives creates an imperative for users of web archives to employ what has
been referred to as ‘digital source criticism’ (Rogers, 2017), or the practice of critic-
ally engaging with the nature and validity of the source material used to make claims
about the world. Although practices associated with source criticism have been fur-
ther complicated by the sociotechnical complexity of web archives (Ben-David and
Huurdeman, 2014; Brügger, 2012; Rogers, 2017), by unpicking the practices un-
dertaken to create and re-construct the archived Web, users better apprehend their
affordances and the impact practices have on the nature and possible limitations of
future claims made using web archives. As an extension to this point however, I want
to argue that engaging with web archiving practices also tells us something about
web archival practitioners and the Web(s) they seek to archive. By engaging with
the myriad of motivations, value-statements, mechanisms and circumstances under
which web archivists operationalise their aims, we learn about how the Web itself is
valued, situated and framed within the everyday lives of practitioners. Studying prac-
tices therefore, critically re-centres and acknowledges both the humans and technical
agents embedded within the processes of saving and engaging with the Web’s past.

1.3 ‘Opening the Black Box’ of Web Archiving

Rather than frame web archiving as an inevitable outcome of an ephemeral Web, this
thesis explores the ways that web archiving is rooted in particular cultural worlds and
practices that have implications for how and what of the Web is archived. As such,
this thesis draws on (amongst others) a social constructivist view of web archiving ‘to
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emphasise the contingency and choice rather than forces of necessity’ (Winner, 1993,
pp.366-367) involved in the enactment of web archiving. Here, the aspiration of
‘opening the black box’ is not necessarily to ‘know all’ but rather, as others have sug-
gested (Bucher, 2012; Chun, 2013), to make sense of the diverse material relations
that make up sociotechnical systems and the knowledge they produce.

Other studies have attempted to engage with web archiving practices from different
theoretical and methodological perspectives, some of which I briefly outline below
in order to situate the contribution of this thesis within the landscape of previous
research. Overall, previous work can be divided into overlapping clusters of research
that draws on different methodological approaches and aims for studying web archiv-
ing practices. These clusters of research offer overviews of the field and contemporary
practices through time, studies that attempt to address the gap between the collection
of web archives and their use by scholars, and research that seeks to ‘reverse engin-
eer’ or reconstruct practices through ‘forensic’ studies of web archives themselves.
Although each of these clusters complements the approach taken here, this thesis
aims to both widen and deepen an understanding of web archiving through the use
of ethnographic methods and by focusing on the socio-materiality of web archiving
practices across different sites (discussed in the next section).

Various windows into practice have been published that attempt to map the field of
web archiving, including overviews of the field (Brown, 2006; Masanès, 2006), lit-
erature reviews (Niu, 2012) and ‘best practice’ documents (Bragg and Hanna, 2013;
Day Thomson, 2016; Pennock, 2013) that provide models for charting the general
components of web archiving. However, some of this documentation has failed to
keep up to date with the pace of web/archiving technology development, and is often
limited to specific software, tools and professional contexts (e.g. library/bibliographic
approaches to web archiving). Additional research has sought to get a view of the
types of organisational contexts in which web archiving is taking place. Here, ef-
forts have been made to establish a baseline for knowledge pertaining to who is web
archiving, the tools and technologies they are using and to a lesser extent, what they
are archiving (Bailey et al., 2014, 2017; Truman, 2016; Vlassenroot et al., 2019).

Whereas this research (in the form of surveys and interviews) provides a view of the
web archiving landscape, ideal workflows for web archival programmes and insights
into what web archivists say they are doing, it does not detail how practices are
actively enacted and shaped within the organisational contexts within which they
are based. By virtue of the methods used, they do not provide in-depth information
about the day-to-day decisions, activities and processes that facilitate web archiving
in practice. And although work like Truman’s (2016) raises much-needed questions
about how different professional decision-making practices impact the nature of what
is collected and preserved (e.g. between bibliographic and archival approaches to
web archiving), the dynamics of how these decisions get made remains understudied.
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With an increased focus on facilitating scholarly research using web archives, a num-
ber of resources outline both the conceptual and practical challenges of engaging
the archived Web. Despite a relative increase in scholarly engagement with web
archives (such as the examples provided earlier in this chapter), here the aims have
been to address the gap between the widespread collection of web archives and their
historically limited use by researchers (Dougherty et al., 2010; Hockx-Yu, 2014a;
Meyer, Thomas and Schroeder, 2011). Whilst recent edited volumes (Brügger and
Schroeder, 2017) and projects (e.g. the BUDDAH project)10 have provided much-
needed empirical examples of the potential opportunities for research provided by
web archives (Schroeder and Brügger, 2017), they have also outlined the many chal-
lenges that persist for researchers wishing to understand how collections are amassed
in practice. Qualitative work like that from Dougherty and Meyer (2014) provides
insights into these challenges through interviews with ‘experts’ across the field of In-
ternet researchers and archivists/librarians, who demonstrate conflict and concern
over issues of provenance, the subjectivity of records and the lack of transparency in
technologies used to collect web archives. This point is reiterated by Maemura et al.
(2018) who, through a qualitative study of three web archival collections, develop
the concept of web archival provenance and demonstrate a myriad of intertwined
sociotechnical factors that shape both decision-making (around how and what to
archive) and the interaction of individual decisions in the creation of web archive col-
lections. And although not focused on scholarly use, Summers and Punzalan (2017)
also provide insights into the ways that practitioners are enacting appraisal in web
archiving (or decisions surrounding identifying and assigning value to resources), as
well as the role of bots and automated agents in the construction of collections.

Researchers have also begun to use web archives themselves as a reflexive method
for critically analysing the effects of web archiving on the nature of what is archived
and made available. Through the use of large-scale analytics to identify and assess
‘archival artefacts’ and biases (Ben-David and Huurdeman, 2014), these studies have
demonstrated the effects of temporal drift in the composite re-presentation of web
assemblages in the Wayback Machine (Ainsworth, Nelson and Sompel, 2015), com-
pared platform-specific coverage between the ‘live Web’ and the Internet Archive’s
UK Domain Dataset11 (Hale, Blank and Alexander, 2017) and examined the effects
of different mechanisms for selecting ‘seed’ nominations in web archives (Milligan,
Ruest and Lin, 2016; Nwala, Weigle and Nelson, 2018). These approaches examine
and attempt to ‘reverse engineer’ (Gehl, 2017) the infrastructural contingencies of
web archiving and have further revealed the importance of understanding the direct
impact of collection activities on the shape and subsequent use of web archives.

10The Big UK Domain Data for the Arts and Humanities project (2013-2015) generated a
number of case studies, tools and peer-reviewed scholarship using the UK Domain Dataset.
More on the project can be found here: https://web.archive.org/web/20161101045802/http://
buddah.projects.history.ac.uk/about/aims-and-objectives/ (visited on 17th Jul. 2019, archived
on 1st Nov. 2016)

11http://data.webarchive.org.uk/opendata/ukwa.ds.2/ (visited 15th Jul. 2019)
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As all of these examples have acknowledged, collection and curation decisions sur-
rounding both what is collected and how, as well as the varying degrees to which
these decisions are made visible to potential users, have significant impact on users’
ability to map the opportunities and limitations of web archives as sources for the
past Web (Maemura et al., 2018). However, by virtue of the methods used (and the
availability of access), these types of studies are largely focused on using the ‘outputs’
of web archiving to attempt to remotely re-construct the ‘inputs’ and processes that
enable web archiving in practice.

This thesis complements and extends the studies described above both in method-
ology and in their aims to address how collection practices structure the nature of
future web archival engagement. This research contends that these activities and
practices – though often black boxed, disregarded or deliberately hidden – are critical
for interpreting the affordances of web archives and the types of claims made possible
by their use. Here, by employing an ethnographic approach and expanding practice
research to include sites outside of libraries and archives, I aim to both widen and
deepen the existing field of knowledge surrounding web archiving practices. Below, I
outline these aims and the research question addressed in this thesis.

1.4 Aims of the Thesis

Building on the scholarship above, this research re-situates web archives as places
of knowledge and cultural production in their own right, by implicating both web
archivists and technologies in the shaping of the ‘politics of ephemerality’12 that lead
to the creation, maintenance and use of web archives. In short:

RQ: In what ways do web archival practices (the who, why and how)
shape the archived Web?

Using an ethnographic approach to explore the mechanisms and circumstances sur-
rounding the collection and maintenance of web archives at multiple sites of produc-
tion, this thesis identifies key practices embedded in the mobilisation, collection and
maintenance of web archiving which ultimately shapes the archived Web. Taking an
interdisciplinary Web Science approach that draws on STS, critical data and informa-
tion studies, and archival theory, this research engages with the performativity of web
archiving and the ways in which web archiving embodies different forms of knowledge
work that are embedded in the production of web archives. This research examines
web archives as socio-material assemblages through the documentation and explora-
tion of web archival practices in the context of three sites engaged with web archiving:
the Internet Archive, Archive Team and the Environmental Data & Governance Initi-
ative (EDGI). Of key interest for this thesis is how web archiving is situated within

12Taylor (2003) uses this phrase to describe the power and politics involved in the practice of preser-
vation – making the archive the ‘liminal zone where objects, files and memories may be lost or retrieved’
(Zeitlyn, 2012, p.466).
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particular organisational and community contexts, and the ways in which practices
are shaped by a variety of sociotechnical factors across this diverse field of practi-
tioners. Drawing on practice theory, the research takes an ethnographic approach –
through the use of interviews, non/participant observation and documentary analysis
– to document and conceptualise the everyday activities of web archivists.

Here, I want to use the concept of the ‘ethnographic gaze’ to illuminate the aims
and contribution of this research to the wider field of knowledge surrounding web
archiving. Though rarely defined, the concept of the ethnographic gaze is often used
in anthropological scholarship to refer to the object or subject of ethnography with
the view of clarifying the role of methods and the instruments of research in the
processes of identifying, interpreting and making claims about a field of study. For
this thesis, the ethnographic gaze encompasses the ways in which the field of web
archiving is brought into focus, expanded and deepened in ways that explicitly draw
on the interpretive value of qualitative research to lay bare the subjective and situated
actions that embody archiving the Web.

First, I widen the gaze to look at sites of web archiving that exist beyond the boundar-
ies of conventional memory institutions. As the Web itself is argued to have disrupted
the expectations surrounding who is responsible for archiving the Web, presenting
new opportunities for the networked enrolment of new actors, collectives, Web sub-
cultures and practices, that are quickly becoming integral to the landscape of web
archiving. Second, I deepen the gaze beyond standards and best practices to examine
the ways that web archiving gets done ‘in situ’. The ethnographic approach there-
fore enables a deeper examination of the socio-material ways that web archiving is
enacted, as well as the meaning-making activities that accompany the ways that web
archiving is framed and understood by the participants themselves.

By drawing on the concept of the ethnographic gaze I underscore the ‘situatedness’ of
this research to emphasise the ways that the research and findings are still subjective,
partial and very much a view from somewhere. The value and limitations of this
approach are further discussed in the methodological framing discussed in Chapter 3.
Despite drawing both on a range of theoretical framings from archival theory, STS and
critical data studies, this thesis is not concerned with best practices, advocating for
standards, particular modes or ways of doing web archiving, or defining what counts
as ‘legitimate web archiving’. Instead, this thesis takes a broad view of what qualifies
as web archiving in an effort to study both the material and symbolic value placed
in web archives by the organisations and communities that form the basis for this
research.
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1.5 Chapter Summaries

Chapter 2, begins by first briefly charting the field of web archiving practices through
a presentation of key initiatives and components of web archiving, followed by an ex-
amination of some of the known challenges facing web archival practitioners. Here,
I further describe and draw on the field of previous research that is relevant to this
thesis. The subsequent sections frame the research approach by drawing on a the-
oretical framework composed of archival theory, critical data studies and STS ap-
proaches to the materiality of knowledge; before further discussing the contribution
of this thesis.

This is followed by a description of the methodological approach in Chapter 3, which
includes an examination of the theoretical underpinnings and implementation of the
chosen methods, as well as a description of the limitations such a strategy has for
understanding web archival practices in the context of the sites selected for investig-
ation (the Internet Archive, Archive Team and the Environmental Data & Governance
Initiative [EDGI]). The enactment of the ethnographic approach and methods in each
case are detailed, as well as the ways the approach has drawn on thematic analysis
(Braun and Clarke, 2006) and facet methodology (Mason, 2011) to frame the ana-
lysis. The thematic analysis of the findings from each site is described, with particu-
lar significance placed on the chosen facets through which the empirical chapters are
presented.

Subsequently, three empirical chapters detail the main findings of this thesis, each
through the lens of three facets of web archiving chosen to best represent each site
of investigation: infrastructure, culture and politics. Each facet frames the results
to answer the research question through emergent themes that shape the ways that
web archiving is done. Borrowing from ‘facet methodology’ (Mason, 2011) as an
analytical framework, each facet provides one ‘methodological-substantive’ plane or
surface view of web archiving practices in each site of investigation.

Chapter 4, examines web archiving at the Internet Archive through the facet of infra-
structure. In this chapter I conceptualise web archives as infrastructure to foreground
the wide-ranging implications that these sociotechnical relations have for how web
archiving is operationalised at the Internet Archive. The lens of infrastructure en-
ables two observations about web archiving. First, following a relational view of
infrastructure, web archiving practices are acknowledged to be situated in space and
time. Second, web archiving as infrastructure reveals the heterogeneous labour that
enables web archiving in practice. Labour is then conceptualised through four re-
lated concepts (knowledge work, translation processes, maintenance and repair) that
frame the ways that web archiving is collected and maintained at the Internet Archive.

Chapter 5, examines web archiving through the case of Archive Team, ‘a loose col-
lective of rogue archivists, programmers, writers and loudmouths dedicated to saving
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our digital heritage’.13 This chapter is centred through the facet of culture, providing
a dual lens through which to understand web archiving practices as contingent upon
the cultural worlds which they create and operate within. Here, web archiving as cul-
ture reveals the ways that practices – ‘as an observable object for the study of culture’
(Swidler, 2001) – are filtered through and structured by a particular cultural frame
that shapes community membership, the nature of how, what and why the Web is
archived and the reflexive significance placed on their own web archival activities.

Chapter 6, examines the findings from my work with the Environmental Data & Gov-
ernance Initiative (EDGI), a collaboration of academics, librarians and civic techno-
logy activists formed in the wake of the US Presidential election of Donald Trump
to safe guard public environmental data. This chapter is presented through the fa-
cet of politics, which works to highlight web archiving as politics in several respects.
Politics highlight both the centring of web archiving as a tool for ensuring data ac-
cessibility but also provides the recognition that web archiving practices themselves
are situated, contested and subject to the expertise and political will of a coalition
of stakeholders that shape why and how web archiving gets done. Using the con-
cepts of boundary objects (Star and Griesemer, 2015) and boundary work (Gieryn,
1983), EDGI and the DataRescue movement that followed, provides insights into the
ways that environmental data became a boundary object that created a solidarity
movement and mobilised a diverse set of actors, skills and expertise to participate in
political action in anticipation of an ‘anti-science’ administration.

And finally, Chapter 7 reflects on the conclusions of this thesis and presents potential
paths for future work. Through a discussion of the cumulative findings from each
facet and site of investigation, I reflect on the central research question and aims
of this thesis. I further consider the place and significance of each site within the
wider landscape of the future of the Web. Prospects for extending this work are also
proposed.

13https://www.archiveteam.org/ (visited 26th Jul. 2019)
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2
Archiving the Web, Mapping the Field

In Chapter 1, I made the case for the growing role of web archives in the circulation
of information and culture online, along with outlining fundamental concerns that
emphasised the inherent connections between how the Web is archived, its future
use and our understandings of web archives, archivists and the Web. Presented in
three main sections, this chapter extends this discussion by further mapping the key
initiatives, components and known challenges associated with archiving the Web.
Here, previous research, alongside support drawn from archival theory and Science
and Technology Studies (STS), frames this thesis and the need for further research
on how web archiving practices shape the archived Web.

2.1 Web Archiving in Practice

The history of web archiving has been documented to varying extents in existing
overviews (Brown, 2006; Brügger, 2011; Webster, 2017) which chart the emergence
of a field of practice. Each have used a series of factors to characterise the field
over time, including: the tools and technologies used, the frequency and scale of
selection and collection methods (e.g. broad versus targeted), and the various mo-
tivations behind the creation of web archives. These motivations for web archiving
may represent, at least in part, a continuation of classic conceptions of the value and
role of libraries and archives as institutions that provide access to cultural heritage,
information and knowledge resources; facilitate evidence-based accountability and
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promote community memory and identity, amongst others (Barry, 2010; Cook, 2013;
Gilliland-Swetland, 2000).

Further background is provided below which examines contemporary knowledge
around who is engaged in web archiving activities, the known mechanisms by which
web archiving has been implemented, as well as the functions and motivations that
drive these programmes.

2.1.1 Key Initiatives

Although most histories of web archiving typically begin with the emergence of the In-
ternet Archive, as Brügger (2011, p.29-30) has pointed out, there were indeed earlier
systematic attempts at preserving Internet-based materials. For example, the Elec-
tronic Publications Pilot Project (EPPP) is representative of an early phase of Inter-
net/web archiving that focused on the preservation of static web-based e-publications1

that had the ‘characteristics of traditional publications’ (Electronic Publications Pilot
Project Team and Electronic Collections Committee, 1996, p.9). In this way, web
archives were positioned to extend and support the traditional functions of library
services for maintaining long-term access to scholarly works (a focus of early ‘link rot’
studies). In the university context these functions have more recently been extended
to the preservation of unpublished academic outputs and institutional web resources
(NDIIPP, 2012), and includes aspirations towards facilitating various enabling ser-
vices for web-based research using web archives. All of the above continues to be
incentives for the creation of university and national library web archiving initiatives.

As Brügger (2011, p.30) notes, these types of library programmes continued in paral-
lel along with the emergence of programmes focused on the wider remit of capturing
dynamic web content beyond just those of ‘publication quality’ or produced by the
academic community. Early pioneers include the National Library of Australia’s PAN-
DORA project,2 and the (Swedish) Royal Library’s Kulturarw3 project (both estab-
lished in 1996) which focused on efforts to archive web content from their respect-
ive national domains. Like the EPPP, the Kulturarw3 project began collecting other
Internet-based sites (not just WWW sites over HTTP) including Usenet and Gopher
sites (Arvidson and Lettenström, 1998).

The Internet Archive, a private, non-profit digital library has also been archiving web
resources (with the help of Alexa Internet) since 1996. One of the most distinguishing
factors (amongst many) that separated the Internet Archive from other initiatives at
the time was the broad transnational scope of its collections. Since 2001, the Internet
Archive have made their web archives publicly accessible online via the Wayback
Machine (with some caveats). Given this scope, the Internet Archive is commonly

1This project did also include publications that were being served via other protocols over the Inter-
net, including the Gopher protocol.

2 http://pandora.nla.gov.au
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thought to be the largest collection of web archives in the world, having archived
273 billion webpages from over 361 million websites at the time of writing (Goel,
2016c). In an effort to demonstrate the value of web archives, early collaborations
between the Internet Archive, the Smithsonian Institution and the Library of Congress
gave rise to some of the first event-based web archives collected around the 1996
and 2000 United States Presidential Elections (Kimpton and Ubois, 2006, p.202)
and 9/11 (Foot and Schneider, 2010). More on the Internet Archive’s web archival
practices is further discussed below.

As the domain has expanded over the years, a variety of institutions and alliances
have conducted semi-regular surveys with the aim of understanding who is engaged
in web archiving and under what conditions and constraints (e.g. Bailey et al., 2014,
2017; Gomes, Miranda and Costa, 2011; Grotke, 2008; Internet Memory Founda-
tion, 2010; National Digital Stewardship Alliance, 2012; Truman, 2016). These sur-
veys provide a high-level overview of the types of organisations that have historically
engaged in web archiving, as well as insights into the growth of the web archiving
community. In 2011, Gomes, Miranda and Costa (2011) cited 42 web archiving ini-
tiatives based in 27 countries archiving web content, including regional and national
libraries and archives, non-profit foundations and private sector service providers.3

In 2014, Hockx-Yu lists the International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC)’s
membership as 48 organisations,4 with Gomes and Costa (2014) citing at least 64
web archiving initiatives worldwide as of 2013. However, it is recognised here that
these figures are somewhat biased towards the number and types of institutions that
were approached for the surveys rather than necessarily a source for definitive stat-
istics on the total number of web archiving initiatives worldwide. Alternatively, the
total recorded number of web archiving organisations is greatly augmented by re-
ports by the Internet Archive that over 450 partner organisations use their Archive-It5

subscription service for web archiving, internationally (Bailey, 2016). According to
the Archive-It service, 54% (241 of 509) of their listed partner organisations engaged
in web archiving are universities, with almost 20% (101 of 509) composed of vary-
ing types of libraries, archives and museums – including state, national and public
institutions (Figure 2.1).

More clues to the types of organisations engaged in web archiving (at least in the
North American context) are given by the most recent National Digital Stewardship
Alliance (NDSA) survey (Bailey et al., 2014). Of the 92 survey respondents, 52% (48)

3One of the outputs of the Gomes, Miranda and Costa (2011) survey was the creation of a Wikipedia
page listing existing web archiving initiatives, internationally. This page has since been expanded to in-
clude additional information about each initiative, and now includes entries for tools and other web
archiving resources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Web_archiving_initiatives (vis-
ited on 4th Apr. 2016)

4The IIPC represents a coalition of memory institutions and private-sector organisations established
in 2003 to coordinate the preservation of Internet content ‘for future generations’ (IIPC, 2004). The
IIPC collaboration facilitates the creation of standards, policies and tools for web archiving in an effort
to ‘fulfil the vision of universal coverage of Internet archive collections’ (IIPC, 2004).

5http://www.archive-it.org
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Archive-It Partner Organisation Types

TYPE COUNT

Colleges & Universities 241
K-12 Program Schools 38
Other Institutions 36

State Archives & Libraries 31

Non-Government 
Organisations

28

National Institutions 24
Public Libraries & Local 
Governments

21

Museums & Art Libraries 16

Law Libraries 9
TOTAL 444

2%4%
5%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

54%

Colleges & Universities
K-12 Program Schools
Other Institutions
State Archives & Libraries
Non-Government Organisations
National Institutions
Public Libraries & Local Governments
Museums & Art Libraries
Law Libraries

FIGURE 2.1: Archive-It partner organisation types, as tallied from the
Archive-it collection website (Archive-It, n.d.) (visited on 10th Jan.
2017).

are based in university or college libraries, with 28% in either archives (14) or state
governments (12) (Bailey et al., 2014, p.4). These surveys, in combination with the
Archive-It partner organisational types, paint a mixed picture of the web archiving
landscape – one that seems to be predominantly composed of university libraries and
archives, national libraries and government organisations.

The increasing participation of national libraries and archives in web archiving may
be explained by government digital record retention policies and the proliferation of
non-print legal deposit schemes for the capture of web-based publications. In several
countries web archiving is a legal requirement undertaken by national libraries and
archives. For example, in the UK legislation requires The National Archives and the
Public Record Office of Northern Ireland to capture records of importance created by
the UK government (Pennock, 2013). This has led to the creation of the UK Gov-
ernment Web Archive6 which archives the government’s web presence. This includes
government websites (.gov) and social media content posted using government de-
partmental profiles (National Archives, 2014), as well as functions to redirect users
to the web archive in the event web pages and resources are no longer present on the
‘live Web’ (National Archives, 2011). Additional legislation such as the UK Electronic
Communications Act (Pennock, 2013) and other industry-specific requirements for
record retention (including web communication and social media) have resulted in
the need for web archival expertise in the private sector, as well. This has led to
the creation of a number of services, internationally – for example, Hanzo Archives,7

MirrorWeb8 and Aleph.9 These types of services offer web archival selection and col-
lection strategies aimed at regulatory compliance, as well as litigation prevention,

6http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/webarchive
7https://www.hanzo.co
8https://www.mirrorweb.com
9http://aleph-archives.com
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‘digital continuity’ and ‘brand protection’ for corporate, financial and legal institu-
tions.

From organisations to collectives, these initiatives are being supplemented by pro-
jects and individual researchers actively engaged in the creation and use of web
and social media archives for personal use and research purposes – albeit not ne-
cessarily with long-term preservation in mind. Mirroring early discourses in the web
archiving community,10 Rogers (2014) observes that only recently has social media
transitioned from being considered ‘pointless babble’ (Kelly, 2009) to being recog-
nised as ‘data’, or rather, a legitimate resource for researchers interested in studying
large-scale discourse, ‘patterns of social behaviour’ (UK Data Forum, 2013, p.16),
global event tracking and the effects of ‘network sociality’ (Wittel, 2001).

The rise in research in this domain combined with the limitations of observing (tem-
porarily stable) live web-based transactions (Uprichard, 2012) has inevitably motiv-
ated the creation of archives to enable this kind of research. Schneider and Foot
(2004, p.116-117) outline how web archives can support a number of different types
of web-based research, including discursive or textual approaches to web content
analyses and structural or feature analyses to understand the ‘situatedness’ and in-
terconnectedness of web content. This has been supplemented by more recent work
that positions web archives as sources for humanities research agendas, including his-
toriographical studies of the origins of the Internet and WWW, and their subsequent
impact on present-day forms of the Web (Brügger, 2013), contemporary politics and
web communication patterns (for example, Milligan’s [2016] and Ruest and Mil-
ligan’s [2016] work on Canadian elections and political parties over time), and a
range of topics as demonstrated by the Big UK Domain Data for the Arts and Human-
ities (BUDDAH) Project.11

These types of research projects and initiatives are first contingent on the collection
of web archives as data resources, whether by individuals, collectives or institutions.
As others have noted (and are further described below), the methods by which web
archives are collected and maintained have significant implications for how they are
used. The following section discusses some of the known methods used for selecting,
collecting and managing access to web archives.

2.1.2 Components and Technologies of Web Archiving

Methods for capturing and curating web archives differ across organisations, and in-
deed reflect the range of motivations for web archiving. Existing overviews (Brown,

10For a discussion of early debates surrounding the quality of web content and its suitability for
preservation see Masanès (2006, p.2-6).

11The various case studies undertaken as part of the BUDDAH Project are available on their
website here: http://buddah.projects.history.ac.uk/2015/07/09/project-case-studies-now-
available and here: http://buddah.projects.history.ac.uk/2016/04/19/more-project-case-
studies-available (visited on 30th Jan. 2017)
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FIGURE 2.2: The Web Archiving Life Cycle Model for best practices in
web archiving (Bragg and Hanna, 2013, p.3).

2006; Masanès, 2006), literature reviews (Niu, 2012) and best practice documents
(Bragg and Hanna, 2013) provide models (Figure 2.2) for mapping the general com-
ponents of web archival activities. Third-party services, such as those offered by the
Internet Archive (Archive-It)12 and previously by the Internet Memory Foundation
(Archivethe.net)13 have emerged to facilitate web harvesting, technical expertise and
infrastructure to support the collection of web archives for institutions with a range of
archival needs. These ‘subscription services’ offer web tools for collecting and curat-
ing web archives, including interfaces for managing and initiating seed lists and web
crawls, reporting tools for assessing the quality of captures, and forms for adding
descriptive metadata to collections. The NDSA described an increase (from 60% to
63%) in the use of external services for web archiving by respondents between the
2011 and 2013 surveys, including 20% of respondents reportedly using in-house tools
or some combination (16%) of both for collection (Bailey et al., 2014). In this section,
several aspects of practice are broadly considered as they relate to the thesis, includ-
ing selection, collection and quality assurance, and description and access activities.
The role and function of dedicated services for web archiving, as well as other tools
used within the field will be explored further as they relate to each component of
practice.

12http://archive-it.org
13https://web.archive.org/web/20180928191235/http://archivethe.net:80/fr/index.php/

about/180 (visited on 15th Jul. 2019, archived on 28th Sep. 2018)
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Selection and Scoping

Some programmes, such as that of the Library of Congress (Grotke, 2011b) and the
National Library of Australia’s PANDORA project, collect on the basis of thematic and
event-driven selection criteria, or based on web resources chosen by subject special-
ists for national or local significance. In addition, both initiatives are driven by ‘opt-in’
approaches to collection methods – in that where possible, permissions to archive are
first sought from content producers (National Library of Australia, 2005). The British
Library’s UK Web Archive14 utilises a ‘hybrid’ approach to archiving, building thematic
collections of websites pertaining to ‘political, cultural, social and economic events of
national interest’. The UK Web Archive also uses the UK’s non-print legal deposit
scheme (UK Parliament, 2013) to legally facilitate semi-automated harvesting of web
objects on the basis of the ‘.uk’ country code top-level domain (ccTLD) and other
national identifiers (British Library Web Archiving Team, 2014; Hockx-Yu, 2013).

Within the library and archives context, nominations for selection can come from sub-
ject specialists or ‘recommending officers’ who determine themes and/or specify tar-
get starting URLs for web crawling – otherwise known as ‘seed lists’ (Grotke, 2011a).
In addition, seed lists are frequently publicly crowdsourced (via blog posts, Twitter
and email) as a means for polling significant or popular websites around a certain
topic area or event. Examples of this can be seen throughout the last two decades, in-
cluding the 9/11 web archive (Foot and Schneider, 2010, p.63), as well as the recent
End of Term15 and 2016 Rio Olympics (Byrne, 2016) nominations. Other projects
such as those driven by the Archive Team community have used semi-automated
‘bots’ or agents via Internet Relay Channels (IRC) and Twitter to facilitate archival
nominations for specific sites or media – for example, to allow users to nominate
videos for preservation from the social media platform, Vine after the announcement
that Twitter was shuttering the service (Archive Team, 2016; Vine, 2016).

Collection and Capture

The development of web crawlers, originally created for the purpose of indexing and
navigating the Web (rather than preserving it) had a significant impact in propelling
and technically enabling the large-scale collection of web objects through the semi-
automated traversal of web links and pages (Schneider and Foot, 2008). Large-scale
‘client-side’ archiving (Masanès, 2006) typically involves the use of ‘link-based’ web
crawlers such as Heritrix16 or HTTrack17 to index and download web content over

14 http://webarchive.org.uk
15The End of Term project is a collaboration between the Library of Congress, the Internet Archive,

the University of North Texas and others, and aims to archive the United States federal government web
domain prior to each Presidential administration transition. Further information about the project can
be found here: http://eotarchive.cdlib.org/background.html (visited on 16th Jul. 2019)

16 http://webarchive.jira.com/wiki/display/Heritrix
17 http://httrack.com
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the HTTP protocol (Pennock, 2013). Web crawlers undertake a recursive process of
HTML parsing and link extraction, starting from a site domain, host, or seed list of
URLs, as provided by the user (Mohr et al., 2004, p.9). The crawl is then determ-
ined by a number of parameters (timing, frequency) and seed instructions (includ-
ing a desired link ‘depth’ and scope), subsequently writing and logging the outputs
to chosen file formats – typically in the WARC format, the accepted ISO-standard
for web archival storage (ISO, 2009). Increasingly dynamic web technologies have
led to evolutions in the development of crawling technologies, including browser-
based crawlers such as Umbra (a browser-automation companion tool for the Heritrix
crawler)18 and Brozzler,19 as well as ‘high fidelity’ web archiving tools such as Webre-
corder.20 Browser-based harvesting tools such as Brozzler facilitate web crawling (in
this case) by combining the Google Chrome/Chrominium browser and warcprox21 to
open web pages, run a series of ‘behaviours’ based on the platform, screenshot the
page and extract ‘outlinks’ before exporting a WARC file.

Whereas document-centric approaches utilise web harvesters, third-party services
and legal deposit schemes to facilitate the collection of data; social media archives are
often enabled by platform-specific Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), data
re-sellers, as well as, in the case of Twitter, the (rare) use of ‘collaborative publisher
agreements’ (Hockx-Yu, 2013) for the bulk deposit of data in selected repositories.22

The availability of server/desktop-based and command-line tools for capturing and
analysing social media data is also enabling archiving by individual researchers and
projects with the skills to wield them. In the case of Twitter, tools such as twarc,23

TAGs,24 yourTwapperKeeper,25 Twitter Database Server26 and others all offer mech-
anisms for using various Twitter APIs to download social media data, as well as offer
differing analytical capabilities for interacting with the archives. These types of soft-
ware (many of which are now defunct) and mechanisms for accessing social media

18 https://github.com/internetarchive/umbra
19 https://github.com/internetarchive/brozzler
20 https://webrecorder.io/
21 https://github.com/internetarchive/warcprox
22One such agreement is that made between Twitter and the Library of Congress in 2010, which stipu-

lated the deposit of public tweets, dating back to the establishment of the company in 2006 (Raymond,
2010). In 2013, the Library of Congress released a white paper (Library of Congress, 2013) on the
status of the transfer of tweets in which it gave a high-level description of the technical and economic
barriers it had encountered during the (on-going) construction of an infrastructure that would support
large-scale archival access to potential researchers. Since this time there has been some backlash to
the Twitter Research Access Project, during which there have not been any updates from the Library of
Congress directly. However, the US Government Accountability Office did issue a report (USGAO, 2015)
which reveals that though the project convened a group of stakeholders (the Twitter Access Group) to
determine the ‘functional requirements to support research access’ to the archive, the Library of Con-
gress expressed significant failings in the construction of strategic plans for budgeting, risk management
and scheduling deliverables. This not only offers some insights into the status of the availability of the
archive, but also into the challenges social media archives present (at scale) – even for an institution
such as the Library of Congress.

23 https://github.com/edsu/twarc
24 https://tags.hawksey.info
25 https://github.com/540co/yourTwapperKeeper
26 http://140dev.com/free-twitter-api-source-code-library/twitter-database-server
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data however, are highly dependent on the access provisions granted by the target
platforms themselves. As seen in recent years with significant changes and restric-
tions placed on API-access to platforms such as Facebook, these sorts of provisions
are frequently subject to change by platform providers, in turn creating fragile and
often unreliable access mechanisms for researchers wishing to study these platforms
(Freelon, 2018). These shifting access constraints, in combination with the need to
capture more contextual elements surrounding social media data (Walker, 2017b)
– beyond the rendering of social media posts as structured data (e.g. spreadsheets
and JSON data) – has lead to efforts to combine API collection of social media with
the use of conventional crawling technologies. This use of crawlers to capture social
media content has further emphasised the challenges of web archiving the dynamic
Web – which are presented and discussed below in Section 2.2.

Storage and Access

According to Niu (2012), the degree and manner in which metadata is generated
for web archives is constrained by both the scale of the archives and ‘the resources
available’ to the organisation. Broad scale archives rely on automated metadata ex-
traction (e.g. status codes, resource size, time of capture, MIME types) and index-
ing by the crawler and other post-processing tools. In other instances, institutions
rely on the creation of manual (in combination with automated) metadata for col-
lection/website/web page description, often using the Dublin Core metadata stand-
ard, MARC records or Library of Congress subject headings (Grotke, 2008; Pennock,
2013). Based on data collected by the Archive-It team, Bragg and Hanna (2013, p.20)
report that ‘90% of Archive-It partners generate collection level metadata, 60% gen-
erate seed metadata, and 15% generate document level metadata’. Gray and Martin
(2007) describe a setup where administrators recorded descriptive metadata (‘title,
date, subject, description, language, type, format, coverage’), as well as ‘administrat-
ive data’ associated with the capture and review process, including the software used
to harvest the collection. In the past, the Library of Congress has used a custom tool
(DigiBoard) to allow seed nominators to enter metadata pertaining to various aspects
of the collection, including subject, language and information about the permissions
process at the time of nomination (Grotke and Jones, 2010).

Access to web archives is dictated by a number of factors, both driven by policy, tech-
nologies and software that facilitate public interaction with the archived Web. In
2001, the Internet Archive began opening access to web archives through the Way-
back Machine (Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4), named after the ‘WABAC Machine’ in the
Peabody’s Improbable Histories segment on the US cartoon series, The Rocky and Bull-
winkle Show (Green, 2002; Mieszkowski, 2001). Until recently the query interface
for the Wayback Machine remained relatively unchanged, requiring all users to know
the exact URL of the website they were looking for in order to gain access to the
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FIGURE 2.3: The Wayback Machine with keyword search.

relevant web archive. This navigation system raised many challenges for researchers
(in particular) who have desired a more exploratory approach to accessing archives
(See Milligan, 2016, for discussion). In late 2016 however, the Wayback Machine
revamped the tool and underlying index and now facilitates predictive text-based
search, as well as provides capture summaries with descriptive data including MIME
types, number of captures and when captures occurred for result sets (Goel, 2016a).
The changes in Wayback Machine present new questions about both the technical
processes which underpin search results and the social ramifications of greater ac-
cess to the largest collection of web archives in the world. These and related ethical
questions associated with access are further discussed in Section 2.2.2.

The Wayback software is one of the primary mechanisms for viewing and discovering
web archived resources, as evidenced again by Bailey et al. (2014, p.20) who report
that 89% (67 of 75) of survey respondents use some version of the Wayback Machine
software as their access platform. These numbers may also be biased to Archive-It
users as the service also uses a modified Wayback to serve partner captures hosted
at the Internet Archive that have been selected to be made public online.27 Some
Archive-It partners have chosen to create their own interfaces and landing pages into
their web archives, with some developing their own search indices, and integrat-
ing their Archive-It collections with web archives held elsewhere (Bragg and Hanna,
2013, p.13-16). In 2005, the Internet Archive released the Wayback code as the
Open Source Wayback Machine (OSWB), which was subsequently taken over and
led by the IIPC in 2013 as the Open Wayback Project (Hockx-Yu, 2014b). The various

27Bailey et al. (2014) describes that web archive collections in Archive-It are by default ‘public’ and
that these defaults may explain why so many collections are not embargoed.
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FIGURE 2.4: The Wayback Machine results page indicating the
number of ‘snapshots’ that were taken on the day via the size of the
circle.

iterations of Wayback represent efforts to expand support and maintenance of the de-
velopment project to IIPC partner organisations and individuals beyond the Internet
Archive. In addition, aggregation tools, through the use of Memento Time Maps, for
example, have provided a means for services, such as that of the UK Web Archive28

that provides further access points into web archives held in multiple locations and
organisations via the Memento protocol.

2.2 Problematising Web Archival Practices

The field, the practices and technologies used to facilitate the creation and use of web
archives are all evolving, but not without their issues. The different legal, economic,
technical and ethical challenges to preservation and access presented by both ‘web
documents’ and social media have led to a mix of overlapping and divergent collec-
tion and access strategies. These include the use of non-print legal deposit schemes,
collaborative publisher agreements, platform APIs and web harvesters for capturing
online content (Hockx-Yu, 2013). It is recognised here that many of the issues and
challenges that have influenced the development of the above practice strategies are
intertwined. Nevertheless for the sake of clarity, some known challenges associated
with web archiving are discussed separately below in an attempt to begin to explore
the ways in which different sets of sociotechnical contingencies shape the nature of
what is archived and subsequently accessed.

28http://www.webarchive.org.uk/mementos/search (visited on 20th Jan. 2017)
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2.2.1 Technological Challenges

Web technologies are evolving at a faster pace than that of web preservation tech-
nologies and practice (Dougherty and Meyer, 2014), presenting challenges for pre-
serving an ‘infinite stream with finite resources’ (Leetaru, 2015). The limitations
of web harvesters in the face of new markup languages (e.g. HTML5), executable
content (e.g. JavaScript and Flash) and other dynamic content (e.g. streamed mul-
timedia, database-driven or password-protected) all lead to missing elements in the
representation of web resources in archives (Pennock, 2013). These problems have
led to the more recent development of browser-based crawling tools such as Brozz-
ler (discussed above) which attempts to mitigate issues of dynamism by mimicking
user ‘behaviours’ with specific (troublesome) platforms and web resources. However,
browser-based harvesters present new sets of issues for capture, specifically around
the computational memory and overheads required to coordinate capture at scale.

Problems for use are often presented as issues with the ‘quality’ of web archives, as
measured by the relative ‘likeness’ between archived web objects and the ‘live web’.
As Brügger (2012, p.108) describes, a combination of both collection decisions and
‘technical problems’ leads to archived web objects that are not copies of the live web,
but rather contingent constructions where ‘the process of archiving itself may change
what is archived, thus creating something that is not necessarily identical to what
was once online’. Recent research by Reyes Ayala (2018) uses an information sci-
ence approach for measuring quality in web archives, with the aim of improving and
easing quality control for web archival practitioners using substantive facets such as
correspondence (as a measure of similarity), relevance (pertinence and volume) and
archivability to build a theory of ‘information quality’ for web archives. Reyes Ayala
also positions the need for grounding information quality issues in ‘human-centred’
approaches to understanding the experience of web archives – beyond metrics which
centre the tools and technologies required to render web archives ‘complete’ and rep-
resentative of its original form. The challenges for scholarly use presented by these
quality issues – particularly when web archives are used as evidence for some past
state of the Web – are further discussed below in Section 2.2.3.

There is an abundance of research within the field pertaining to improving the effi-
ciency and quality of web crawlers, detecting change in web resources and automat-
ing frequency decisions associated with captures (Spaniol et al., 2009), as well as
technical overviews of crawling technologies at the time of production (Mohr et al.,
2004). Yet, little research exists around the interactive nature and structuring effects
of algorithmic and automated agents in decisions around what and when to archive.
Recent calls for the study of ‘archival algorithmic systems’ (Summers and Punzalan,
2017, p.831) point towards the need to further consider the performative nature of
crawlers and other web archiving technologies, as well as the ways in which different
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environmental contexts shape the technological development (Kitchin, 2016) driving
collection and access tools.

Helen Hockx-Yu (formerly the Web Archiving Program Manager at the British Lib-
rary) noted their concern in an interview (Dougherty and Meyer, 2014) that the web
archiving domain, particularly from an institutional perspective, is almost wholly de-
pendent on the same software and tools to collect and curate web archives. This
includes both the harvesters and curator tools used to manage archives, whether con-
ducted in-house or by commonly used subscription services. The claim is supported
by reports that as of 2013, 70% (53 of 75) of surveyed US web archiving institutions
use the Archive-It service for their web archiving needs (Bailey et al., 2014, p.18).
This raises questions regarding potential path dependencies in the creation and man-
agement of web archives, and the subsequent ramifications they may have for the
kinds of data that are collected and how they are understood.

The rise and increasing prevalence of social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter
virtually ‘hidden from crawlers’ and ‘traditional archiving practices’ (Dougherty and
Meyer, 2014) have led to alternative mechanisms for data collection, as mentioned
above. Yet tools for social media data archiving are also limited by the technologies
and affordances of the infrastructure in which they are trying to access. As social
media ‘data access regimes’ are increasingly heavily reliant on the API as the sole
form of (bulk) access to platform-based data, epistemological questions are raised.
For instance, Twitter’s API rate-limiting and the filtering and spam-limiting behaviour
of their search algorithms create concerns over representativeness and reproducibil-
ity (Burgess and Bruns, 2012; Driscoll and Walker, 2014), as well as fundamentally
implicate the technologies used to create social media archives. Walker (2017b) has
charted the methodological implications of decisions surrounding social media col-
lection parameters, as well as the impact of ephemerality on social media research
design and findings. All of these examples point towards the fundamental relation-
ship between the technologies of access and the production of archival representa-
tions of the Web.

2.2.2 Legal and Ethical

Many issues arise from restrictions placed on user-generated content that is collected,
stored and used in the absence of consent from its creator. From a legal perspective,
legislation often dictates the terms and conditions of data storage and use by collec-
tion institutions. For example, in the UK although the Non-Print Legal Deposit laws
facilitate the collection of web objects without prior permission from content creators,
they also simultaneously restrict the use of web archives to only those who have phys-
ical access to Legal Deposit library reading rooms (Hockx-Yu, 2011, 2014a). Here,
in compliance with the Legal Deposit statute, the UK Web Archive is only allowed to
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provide public, online access to those web archives and collections that are captured
with the permission of site owners.

For institutions such as the Danish Royal Library and the State and University Library,
who have been archiving the ‘Danish Web’ since 2005 (Schostag and Fønss-Jørgensen,
2012), collection access is limited to researchers and closed to general public use.
Schostag and Fønss-Jørgensen (2012, p.117-118) describe the legislative restrictions
which present challenges for archival access and use by researchers, including limit-
ing use for ‘scientific purposes’ by ‘researchers at PhD level or higher’. They detail the
use of collective licences to overcome issues of copyright, but concede that the archive
had yet to satisfy the requirements of the Danish Data Protection Agency with regards
to risks to privacy and potential exposure to sensitive personal data which may result
from open access to their web archival collections (Schostag and Fønss-Jørgensen,
2012). The British Library and Danish Web Archives present only two examples (of
many) where local laws govern and restrict the accessibility of archived web objects.

In the case of social media, the platforms from which web objects are derived provide
an additional layer of necessary compliance for collecting organisations. However,
Bailey et al. (2014, p.16) report that as of 2013, 75% (59 of 78) of US-based web
archiving institutions surveyed did not have an established archival policy in place
for social media. In addition to the other obstacles to social media archiving out-
lined here, another reason for this may be the fluid nature of platform terms and
conditions and the challenges this poses for the creation of long-term policies for the
collection and storage of social media archives (Lanigan, 2015). For example, Bur-
gess and Bruns (2012) detail how in 2012 Twitter (without community consultation)
significantly altered their Developer Rules of the Road and Terms of Use, restricting
high volume (‘firehose’) API access only to their official data re-sellers, forbidding the
storage of Twitter datasets with third-party cloud services and open access publica-
tion of tweets and secondary data (limiting publication to tweet IDs only), as well as
dictating strict terms for the display of tweets.29 In academia, this raises ethical ques-
tions regarding both unequal access to data but also methodological concerns over
the reporting of research data where personally identifiable information is publicly
disclosed.

Ethical concerns have been raised in light of certain technological approaches to con-
sent in web harvesting, including the use of the robots.txt protocol (Koster, 1993)
as a proxy for consent to crawl any given domain. Thelwall and Stuart (2006) also
raise concerns over the potential financial costs incurred by web servers targeted
during harvesting routines, as well as the risks to privacy in the cases where the
robots.txt directives are ignored (as is the option in many software packages).30

Thelwall and Vaughan (2004) consider the possible implications of an unbalanced
29 https://about.twitter.com/company/display-requirements (visited on 15th Apr. 2016)
30For instance, the Heritrix harvester presents users with an option for the crawler to ‘ignore

all’ robots.txt rules: https://webarchive.jira.com/wiki/display/Heritrix/Basic+Crawl+Job+Settings
(visited on 14th Apr. 2015)

30
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geographic and country distribution of web-based content in the Internet Archive,
framing the findings as an issue of ‘representativeness’ for those using the data for
longitudinal or historical research. Others, such as Lor and Britz (2004, 2012) chal-
lenge the ‘moral good’ argument for the collection and preservation of representations
of cultural production, raising questions over the ethics of primarily western-based
(northern hemisphere) institutions archiving the web ‘heritage’ of developing nations.
This has been furthered by an increased focus on the ‘right to be forgotten’ in certain
spheres and recent studies that have examined the role of copyright and privacy in
web archival research practices (Dougherty, 2014).

2.2.3 Defining, Selecting and Using the Object of Collection

Much of the focus of the web archiving community has been on the continued de-
velopment of technologies and practices for web collection development (Hockx-Yu,
2014a), with an increased attention in recent years on facilitating the scholarly use of
web archives (Dougherty and Meyer, 2014; Dougherty et al., 2010; Meyer, Thomas
and Schroeder, 2011). This has been supplemented by efforts to provide new tools
for scholarly use, including improvements for search systems (Costa and Silva, 2012),
web archive aggregation and emulation services (e.g. Memento Time Travel Ser-
vices31 and oldweb.today32). The increased focus on scholarly use has further high-
lighted existing divides in the needs of stakeholders – e.g. practitioners (librarians
and information science practitioners) and users (humanities and social science re-
searchers) (Dougherty and Meyer, 2014; Dougherty et al., 2010). Through a qualitat-
ive study of ‘experts’ involved in web archiving, Dougherty and Meyer (2014) describe
a general landscape where scholars (with access to the pre-requisite technical skills)
are creating their own web archives for research purposes without the infrastructure
to preserve or share them long-term; whilst libraries and archives with preserva-
tion capabilities are creating web archives that receive very little use by researchers.
Specific ontological and epistemological assumptions made during the collection and
curation of web archives are either not made explicit to potential users or are seen
as an impediment to their use and/or re-use (Dougherty and Meyer, 2014). Further
conflicts are often driven by methodological concerns over provenance, the subjectiv-
ity of records and the lack of transparency and metadata for harvester algorithms
used to collect web objects.

At the heart of conflicts over the collection and use of web archives are problems
with defining the boundaries of the web object to be captured and studied. Whilst
recognising that web archives are by nature, inherently and necessarily incomplete
(Gomes, Freitas and Silva, 2006), they are also highly ‘subjective reconstructions’
(Brügger, 2008, 2009) of what exists on the live Web at any given time. Appraisal

31http://timetravel.mementoweb.org
32http://oldweb.today
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decisions and selection practices, whether thematic or broad-based harvesting (Ma-
son, 2007; Phillips, 2005), the temporal dimensions of when to capture and for how
long (Lyman, 2002) and issues over geographic (Thelwall and Vaughan, 2004) and
language (AlSum et al., 2014) coverage and representation of the global Web(s),
have all highlighted methodological and sampling concerns over the generalisability
of potential research findings based on web archives.

Issues of provenance in web archives – the why, when, and how web archives are
collected – have inspired calls for greater documentation around intent, particularly
around what to preserve and why (Maemura et al., 2018; Webb, Pearson and Ko-
erbin, 2013). Webb, Pearson and Koerbin (2013) argue that particularly in the realm
of digital preservation, institutions have a specific responsibility towards outlining the
reasons why digital objects need to be preserved before necessarily addressing how
the individual attributes of those digital objects will be captured and curated long-
term. Others have focused on calling for greater transparency in how web archives
are built, some with a particular focus on the Internet Archive (Leetaru, 2016). How-
ever, practices that surround the capture and maintenance of web archives remain
relatively understudied, and for initiatives that sit outside of mainstream memory
institutions, continue to exist almost wholly unexamined. Investigations into how
curation strategies and collection tools structure the nature of collections - for ex-
ample, the timing, frequency and length of collection - have the potential to yield
insights into the contingencies that lead to the archived Web(s).

Recent qualitative research on web archival appraisal practices by Summers and
Punzalan (2017) underlines the value of such an approach for both situating web
archiving within wider institutional/archival paradigms, as well as exposing undoc-
umented practices largely missing from the archival record. Summers and Punzalan
revealed that practitioners also use a range of tools (e.g. collaborative spreadsheets,
web forms) and undocumented practices to manage seed nominations, and found
that through the practice of transferring these lists into services such as Archive-It,
information about the provenance of these lists remained largely missing from the
archival record. Taking a different approach, Milligan, Ruest and Lin (2016) contrib-
ute to a discussion of curatorial practices by reverse engineering selection through a
comparison of algorithmic, manual and social media-generated web archives associ-
ated with the 2015 Canadian Elections. These studies, plus the previously mentioned
work of Dougherty and Meyer (2014), reveal the need for additional research on the
decision-making processes that surround appraisal and selection in web archiving and
the ways in which these under-documented practices present problems related to the
use of web archives how they are interpreted and understood.

The decisions to research and archive certain ‘web spheres’ over others have political
implications for the formation of historical narratives about the past. Although the
preservation of ‘topics of civic and public interest’ are undoubtedly important, ques-
tions have been raised about the consequences of a potential absence in web archives
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of so-called ‘marginalia’ in digital/web culture(s) (Ankerson, 2012, p.390). Further-
more, the restrictions imposed by access conditions to web and social media archives
present additional questions regarding the power to set and influence research agen-
das. Whereas these types of data offer potential opportunities for new forms of social
enquiry (Beer and Taylor, 2013), some have argued for critical engagement with the
ramifications of data availability for shaping not only the kinds of questions that can
be asked, but also who is allowed to ask and under what conditions (boyd and Craw-
ford, 2012; Manovich, 2012). This has implications for understanding the operation
of power in the presence of unequal access to data based on a number of factors in-
cluding ‘special relationships’ and agreements with commercial platforms and service
providers, disparities in funding allocations to support data collection or purchase
(Day Thomson, 2016, p.8), and an absence in the technical support required to col-
lect, maintain and analyse complex data sets at scale such as web archives.

2.3 Framing the Materiality of Web Archiving

The previous sections have underscored a number of un/der-documented activities
and decision-making processes that matter for how web archives are used and un-
derstood. Web archives and associated practices, as sociotechnical phenomena, are
structured and organised by an array of actors and environmental factors that actively
shape the practice of archiving. This research contends that these (often) undocu-
mented activities and processes are critical for interpreting the affordances of web
archives as contingent reconstructions of the previously live Web. Existing surveys
have highlighted the prevalence of certain tools and technologies across the field,
and though others have pointed towards the presence of potential path dependencies
in their use, the ramifications for understanding how web archives are collected and
used in practice remain unknown. Previous qualitative studies that have engaged in
documenting web archival practices have focused on either particular ‘sub-fields’ of
practice (including those composed of academic and research libraries) or on certain
practices in isolation (e.g. selection or appraisal) of others. Although aspects of web
archival practice within the context of Archive-It have been modelled, it is unclear
how these components transfer on to the wider domain of web archival practices that
exist outside of this subscription service. The power and subjective role of the archiv-
ist in web archiving processes remains under-engaged, particularly in relation to their
interactions with bots or algorithmic agents.

The argument for a practice-based approach to web archiving is further examined in
the next chapter through a theoretical framework. This framework draws on aspects
of archival theory and Science and Technology Studies (STS) investigations into the
materiality of knowledge. Drawing on Sterne (2014, p.120), here the material indic-
ates a focus on the ‘the shape and affordances of the physical world we make and
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move through, as well as the constitutive social relations that compose our lived real-
ity’. In various ways – and as will be demonstrated in the empirical chapters – a focus
on materiality provides a conceptual tool for understanding the ways that web archiv-
ing both produces and is produced by the dynamic interactions between the ‘artefacts,
practices and social arrangements’ (Lievrouw and Livingstone, 2006) that make up
web archives as information communication technologies (ICTs). Taking the recom-
mendation of Lievrouw (2014, p.44), this thesis adopts a framework that ‘explicitly
accounts for the interplay and mutual shaping of technological tools, human action,
and social/cultural formations’, enabling an approach to the study of web archiving
that reveals and makes visible the sociotechnical work of archiving the Web.

Although this research draws on archival theory, it is recognised too that the dif-
ferences between web archives and other more conventional archival forms may not
allow for the simple transfer of one set of theoretical framings to the other. Mil-
ligan (2019, p.72) has argued that ‘web archives are not traditional archives – not
in content, form or conception’ in that they rarely conform to the core tenets of con-
temporary archival practices, like the ‘principle of provenance’ and the maintenance
of ‘original order’ in archives, or respect des fonds.33 For example, whereas respect
des fonds emphasises the need for maintaining the original context and order of re-
cords, web archives are often thematic collections of disparate web resources on a
particular topic, or indeed collected as a result of hyperlinking practices that enable
a website or resource to fall within a particular crawling threshold. Web archives
are often not given description by archivists or attributed metadata in the conven-
tional sense, leading to vast, sprawling collections of loosely-related material with
very little provenance. As such, Milligan (2019, p.67-72) posits that the web archive
(as concept) is better aligned with contemporary notions of ‘digital collections’ or in-
deed ‘back-up’ copies of online materials (Owens, 2014) rather than ‘archives’ in the
conventional archival sense.34

On the other hand, whereas the above conceptualisations of archives and record-
keeping may reflect particularly constrained notions of the functional nature of what

33Respect des fonds is based on the notion that archivists should preserve the original context in which
records were created within the archival record (Ridener, 2009). However, ongoing debates within
the archival profession point towards a continued examination of how respect des fonds translates in a
born-digital context (Bailey, 2013), as well as the ways this principle may in fact privilege narratives
of ‘naturalness’ or objectivity that impede the critical examination of the role of archivists in archival
construction and maintenance (Ridener, 2009, p.121). Archival theory and practice is a hundred year-
old discipline that deserves far greater space to adequately attend to the nature, origin and evolution
of these and other core concepts of contemporary archival practice. Nonetheless, my main assertion
here is that these concepts are simultaneously fundamental to archival practice, but still under critical
debate and examination by the field (and beyond) in the context of different forms digital archiving and
preservation practices.

34Relatedly, others have outlined the ways that ‘archive’ has been taken up by a range of scholars and
practitioners that sit outside the archival profession (Milligan, 2019; Owens, 2014; Theimer, 2012).
Whilst I want to avoid a full dissection of the various disciplinary framings here, it bears recognising that
these conceptual and practical distinctions have a bearing on how web archives are framed, particularly
in light of critiques that they are not ‘archival’ enough.
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counts as record, archive and archives – the ‘records continuum model’ frames re-
cordkeeping over several continuums which require attention be paid to the processes
of archiving in both theory and practice, not just the end products or individual re-
cordkeeping ‘containers’ (Upward, 1997). As McKemmish, Upward and Reed (2010,
p.4448) describe, the records continuum model is a ‘broad and inclusive’ approach to
recordkeeping; one which sees it as a form of ‘witnessing, remembering, and forget-
ting’, rather than confining records to those conceptualisations that originate in paper
based systems. The records continuum model therefore enables a focus on a ‘post-
custodial’ approach to web archiving that emphasises the ways that practices, people
and archives may exist outside the physical walls of memory institutions (Upward,
1997, p.22); to shift the site of enquiry to the places where individual and collective
memory are enabled through the activities of leaving, collecting, preserving and re-
presenting archival traces. And despite assertions of difference between web archives
and other archival forms (and the variability of practices across a range of practition-
ers inside and outside the library/archives profession), my argument here is that web
archiving is fundamentally a form of knowledge/memory production that deserves
attention be paid not just to the documentation of practice, but also their theoretical
framing in light of decades of critical theory that enables a broader view of what
counts as ‘archive’.

Below, I frame my approach by first briefly considering how archival theory has en-
gaged with the ways that practice structures archival knowledge production. These
performative aspects of archival theory are then considered in light of web archiv-
ing, in an effort to make the case for examining the generative capabilities of web
archiving.

2.3.1 The Digital Turn in Archives

Postmodernism and its application in archival and social theory lays the groundwork
for critically engaging with the material implications of web archiving as a form of
knowledge production. Although postmodernism has been argued as heterogeneous
in its ‘approach, subject matter and purpose’ (Hardiman, 2009, p.28), emphasis has
generally been placed on plurality in ways of knowing, communication as interpret-
ation, a rejection of ‘naturalness’ (Ridener, 2009) and a general ‘incredulity towards
metanarrative’ (Lyotard, 1984). There has been a longstanding postmodern interest
in fields and disciplines concerned with recordkeeping, through the positioning of
records as ‘evidence of process, of activity, [and] of transaction’ (Harris, 2000, p.12).
This body of work is the focus here, as it is particularly relevant to an examination of
the material social relations and consequences of archival practices.

First coined by Stoler (2002), ‘the archival turn’ denotes a shift from ‘archive as
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source’ to ‘archive as subject’, signalling wide-ranging epistemological questions con-
cerning the role of the archive (and the archivist) in shaping and legitimising know-
ledge and particular ways of knowing. Cook (2001, p.4-5) argues that postmodern
archival theory represents a fundamental paradigm shift within a community of prac-
tice largely grounded in scientific rationalism, ‘archival science’, the merits of record
stability and the objective role of archivists; towards one which recognises the incom-
pleteness of records, and values context and the interpretive role of archivists in the
construction of social memory. This signified a move in theory away from the fram-
ing of archives as ‘sites of knowledge retrieval’ towards a recognition that archives
are deeply reflective of and implicated in the production of knowledge (Stoler, 2002,
p.90). The conditions of historical narrative-making are intrinsically tied to the pro-
cesses of archival construction, where certain narratives are privileged and others
marginalised through the active reshaping by the archivist (Schwartz and Cook, 2002;
Taylor, 2003; Trouillot, 1995). These often invisible ‘exclusionary practices’ involved
in the maintenance of archives, have ramifications for the ways in which archival
holdings are often presented as ‘being a set of all possible statements’ rather than ‘the
law of what can be said’ (Bowker, 2005).

In contrast, Brown and Davis-Brown (1998) focus on the ‘technical-rational work’
of archivists – or the everyday decisions and practices related to the collection and
maintenance of archives. They characterise a profession where the ‘explicitly political
who is often reduced to the technically instrumented how’ – a sentiment also echoed
by critical information studies (Bowker and Star, 1999), as well as practitioners from
within the web archiving field (Webb, Pearson and Koerbin, 2013). In light of this,
an engagement with the political nature of web archival practice would then include
an examination of what comes to count as the ‘professional decision-making’ (Brown
and Davis-Brown, 1998) involved in a host of activities that mark the everyday tasks
of archivists based in institutional settings. Brown and Davis-Brown (1998, p.22-29)
characterise the different areas as the following:

• collection development - includes decisions over what is and isn’t to be collec-
ted, stored and catalogued in the archive

• cataloguing and classification - involves the decisions over the organisation
of materials within the archive, as well as the intellectual description practices
employed, typically defined and determined by the ‘dominant intellectual or
political paradigms’ through which the materials are viewed

• circulation and access - decisions about who sees what and when which are
closely shaped by the classification systems employed, and highlights the differ-
ences between intellectual vs physical access

• budget and finance - who controls the budgets of memory institutions is im-
portant for understanding the character and activities of the organisation (fun-
der) itself, as well as the underlying motivations for archiving the materials
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• preservation and conservation - the degree of care and attention paid to the
preservation and conservation of materials in archives ascribes ‘value’ to re-
cords and artefacts. Changes in conservation and/or preservation efforts over
time (for example, through format migration or deaccessioning) can be used as
evidence for evolving perceptions of value and worth

This form of critical engagement with archival practice facilitates an exploration of
archives as socio-political constructions, and enables questions regarding the pro-
cesses by which ‘logical hierarchies’ in selection and classification potentially become
‘moral hierarchies’ (Brown and Davis-Brown, 1998, p.30), with the power to include
and exclude. Some of these aspects of practice have been reflected in various best
practice and guidance documents (discussed in Section 2.1.2), yet it is unclear how
well these types of ‘professional decision-making’ processes map onto a wider view
of what comes to count as web archiving. In particular, very little is known about
the practices of organisations and communities that sit outside of traditional memory
institutions like national or university-supported libraries and archives, and further,
how their practices are influencing the nature of collections held at places like the
Internet Archive.

In addition to considering web archives in light of the subjective role of the archiv-
ist, the ‘digital turn’ considers the impact of digital technologies on the archive as
a dynamic and contingent information source. Eichhorn (2008) has speculated that
the timing of the ‘archival turn’ coincided with the ‘digital turn’, describing it as a
‘technological and epistemological shift that brought the concept and experience of
archives into our everyday lives’. Waterton (2010) describes the archive as a ‘protean
concept’, one which continues to evolve – moving from a ‘repository of documents’ to
encompass ‘virtual storage’ (Eichhorn, 2008) and information repository technologies
of all sorts. The digital turn ascribes the importance of unpicking digital information
technologies and not falling into the trappings of either equating them to analogue
technologies, nor essentialising their capabilities or potentialities for capturing the
cultural record. Cook (2007),35 describes the impact of the transition to electronic
archival records and the role of postmodern critique in strengthening the role of the
archivist in the digital age:

“We will move from databases to knowledge bases. We will move, in the
language of the post-modernists, to re-contextualize our activities: we
will reorient ourselves from the content to the context, and from the end
result to the original empowering intent, that is, from the artifact (the
actual record) to the creating processes behind it, and thus to the actions,
programmes, and functions behind those processes. We will move from

35Important to note that this article was first published in Archives and Manuscripts 22 (November
1994): 300-328, (now inaccessible online), and was the first instance of the application of a postmodern
theoretical framework to archival practice.
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nouns to verbs, from records to the acts of recording, from the text to the
context behind or through text (or image)” (Cook, 2007, p.410-411).

Here the archival turn is further considered in light of the digital technologies that
are intimately tied to both the production and preservation of web resources. In this
way, web archives could be examined as a form of ‘dynarchive’, a term used by Ernst
(2014) and others (Noordegraaf, 2011) to describe archives that are in a constant
state of becoming – or rather, archives that are dynamic, performative and contingent
on the material aspects of their production. The concept of the performative web
archive is considered in more depth in the following section.

2.3.2 Performative (Web) Archives

Elsewhere, performativity has been proposed as a mechanism for understanding the
Web as a sociotechnical assemblage; one which is actively co-constituted and pro-
duced through ‘the doing’ (Halford, Pope and Carr, 2010). Here performativity is
considered in light of web archival practices, and the ramifications such an approach
may have for an understanding of how practice informs the nature of web archival
holdings.

One aspect of performativity that is considered here is Butler’s (1990) view on the
role of anticipated audiences in shaping action and the ‘naturalisation of practice’.
Drawing on Bourdieu (1991), Butler (1996) describes the concept of ‘social magic’,
where repeated action leads to patterns of behaviour and belief; a concept which Ladd
(2009) interprets in other words: ‘the sedimentation of norms over time transforms
the performative into performativity and shifts the locus away from a subject that
constitutes an action to a subject constituted by that action’. In this vein, Cook and
Schwartz (2002) use the concept of performativity to explore how ‘archival science’
as practice was normalised through the repetition of ‘a sustained set of acts’, and
the ramifications for this on the archival record. Cook and Schwartz (2002) argue
that postmodern critique of archival practices reveals the supposition – on the part
of archivists – that archival ‘audiences’ and users expect objective, neutral archives
therefore leading archivists to ‘perform’ the role of ‘objective steward’ in anticipation
of this need. Bowker (2005) echoes this sentiment of ‘naturalisation’ whilst also
pointing out the role of technologies in the processes that lead to the formation of
memory practices:

“What is really interesting is not so much the individual practices and
how they articulate a given set of memory practices. Rather, it is how sets
of memory practices get articulated into memory regimes, which articu-
late technologies and practices into relatively historically constant sets of
memory practices that permit both the creation of a continuous, useful
past, and the transmission sub rosa of information, stories, and practices
from our wild, discontinuous, ever-changing past” (Bowker, 2005, p.9).
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Waterton (2010, p.653-654) and others make the case for examining the technologies
of data archives as integral aspects of the performative, specifically the ‘generative
capabilities’ of technologically-enabled data, information, and knowledge which are
in an eternal ‘process of becoming’ (Barad, 2003; Haraway, 1988). Whereas others
have identified aspects of web archival practice as knowledge production (Schneider,
Foot and Wouters, 2009, p.201-213), and have even argued for the ‘democratisation’
of (metadata) description practices in order to enable ‘collective meaning construc-
tion’ (Dougherty, 2007), none have been specifically focused on the ways in which
these knowledge production practices are both situated and co-constituted by the so-
ciotechnical arrangements of their creation. In this way, web archival practice can
be seen as another form of ‘web epistemology’ (Rogers, 2013) that frames what is
known. For example, the knowledge production practices that shape the act of mak-
ing links, connections and ‘cognitive trails’ in databases and other information sys-
tems embodies another aspect of the performative (Turnbull, 2003). In web archives,
this may be akin to the ordering of web objects in archival formats, as well as through
the use of widely accepted metadata and classification schemas to describe and cata-
logue archival contents. In this example, the decision to use specific classification or
metadata schemas – and even the decision to use metadata at all – are embedded
within particular communities, social worlds, cultural and public spheres that influ-
ence and impact upon the nature of archival practices. Unpacking the contingent
environments and sociotechnical factors that produce (and are produced by) web
archiving practices are the object of this thesis.

In Truman’s (2016) report and study with institutions engaged in web archiving, a
question was posed (and answered with more questions) regarding how epistemolo-
gical differences in the professional practices of libraries versus archives impact the
ways in which web resources are first conceptualised and then collected:

“How web archives fit into a larger collection strategy can vary between
libraries and archives, but the distinctions between how web archiving is
done in each venue is less clear than it is with either physical or other
born digital materials. For the most part, librarians use Archive-It and
archivists use Archive-It, but the goals for web collecting can vary based
on the mission and needs of each institution or unit. If one handles an
archived website as a record what are the implications in terms of how
it is described, arranged, appraised, stored, and included in planning for
long-term preservation?” (Truman, 2016, p.12)

These conceptual distinctions are again echoed in The Library of Congress’ Signal
Blog interview with Ben Fino-Radin (a former digital conservator at Rhizome Art-
Base)36 who, in an effort to describe the origins behind their job title, distinguishes

36Rhizome is an organisation founded in 1996 that specialises in born-digital art and has been archiv-
ing the Web since 1998: http://rhizome.org
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between a records management and material culture approach to the conservation of
born digital (web and Internet-based) art:

"I drew the distinction with my title for two reasons: 1) I am at the service
of an institution that lives within a museum, and 2) the digital objects I
am cataloging and preserving access to are not ‘records’ by the archival
definition. They are artifacts - and as such require a different kind of
care. I am responsible for the stewardship of intellectual entities that are
often inseparable from their digital carriers, due to the artist’s exploitation
of the inherent characteristics of the material. It calls for a high degree
of regard for the creator’s intent, and a thorough understanding of the
subtleties of the materials. A digital archivist tasked with preserving the
records of an office probably isn’t going to wonder if the use of Comic Sans
in the accountant’s email signature has artifactual significance" (Owens,
2012).

These questions regarding the impact of prior conceptualisations of significance, use-
fulness and potential use are manifested in the ways in which digital ‘objects’ are
collected and preserved. In other words, when it comes to archival practices, the
social and the material are inextricably linked. Pinch and Henry’s (1999) notion of
the ‘materiality of knowledge’ is useful here for considering the ways in which know-
ledge is also ‘embedded in physical artefacts, technologies, and ways of doing things’.
This is manifested in how practice produces ‘material bodies’ (Barad, 2003, p.808-
809) but also how materiality is bound to and embedded in practice. In this instance
Barad (2003) is referring to how the body (e.g. the anatomy and physiology) act-
ively contributes to the processes of ‘materialisation’, but in the case of web archives
it warrants an examination of how the materiality of technologies (platforms, tools,
interfaces, code, algorithms) is both implicated in the production of archives but also
potentially produced through practice. For instance, Marres and Weltevrede (2013)
reflect on the sociomateriality of ‘web scrapers’ and the methodological implications
for the use of data obtained from harvesters for social science research. Web crawlers
– ‘automated’ agents, bots, algorithms and code – are conceived as not merely pass-
ive/objective participants in the collection of web resources, but rather, are intricately
implicated in the active shaping of web archives.

The same can also be said for the interfaces that facilitate access to web archives,
including (for example) the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine. Others have invest-
igated issues of ‘temporal coherence’ and the ways in which the Wayback Machine
dynamically obscures gaps in the individual capture date-times of web resources in
order to present a ‘smooth simulation’ of composite webpages (Ainsworth, Nelson
and Sompel, 2015). These performative aspects of access – the ways in which web
archives are both shaped by the collection algorithms and ‘replay’ tools that dynam-
ically re-present the Web – are necessary for understanding the affordances of web
archives. Greater documentation of these processes is required for connecting these
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contingent processes with the knowledge work that enables the production and re-
presentation of web archives.

2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter works to re-enforce the need for further research into how web archiv-
ing is done. An overview of key initiatives and components of web archiving supports
the existence of a long-standing field of engagement with archiving the Web. The
development of projects, standards and tools dedicated to supporting web archiving
indicates an existing interdisciplinary field of practice, predominantly based in insti-
tutional libraries and archives. By drawing on previous research into web archiving,
the state of the field was problematised from the perspective of known sociotechnical
challenges. I discussed the technical difficulties of capturing a dynamic Web, as well
as the current legal constraints and ethical considerations that have had an impact
on the nature of what is collected. Issues derived from the problems of selecting
and defining the boundaries of web archival collection activities are also discussed
in an effort to further frame the ways that web archives are intrinsically subjective
representations of the live Web. And yet, the ways in which practices and tools shape
the nature of collection and access strategies (e.g. the timing, frequency and length
of collection) along with the motivations and meaning-making activities that drive
archival practices, remain under-documented. Whereas an abundance of technical
research exists around developing tools and improving the efficiency and quality of
web archival captures, little research exists around the interactive nature and struc-
turing effects of human, algorithmic and automated agents in decisions around how,
what and when to archive (Summers and Punzalan, 2017).

By framing the materiality of web archiving practices from the point of view of
archival theory and STS, I emphasise the ways that web archiving technology ‘both
embeds and is embedded in social practices, identities, norms, conventions, dis-
courses, instruments, and institutions’ (Jasanoff, 2004, p.3). Here, I underscore the
need for research that engages with the ways that web archiving is situated and en-
acted through heterogeneous systems of values, social practices and technologies that
fundamentally shape the nature of what is archived. This type of engagement with
performative web archiving exemplifies how web technologies both shape the ‘live-
ness’ of the archived Web and the ways in which they are implicated in the ‘subjective
reconstruction’ of what was once live. It is on this subject that this research is focused.
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“There is no dark side in the moon, really. Matter of fact,
it’s all dark. The only thing that makes it look light is the
sun.”

GERRY O’DRISCOLL, doorman at Abbey Road Studios
(1973, ‘Eclipse’, Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon)

3
Observing Web Archiving: A Methodology

3.1 Methodological Design

This chapter outlines the methodological design taken in this thesis to examine the
research question: In what ways do web archival practices (the who, why and
how) shape the archived Web?

In addressing this research question, this thesis takes a qualitative approach, in-
volving the use of practice theory and ethnographic methods for engaging with three
participant organisations and community groups practicing web archiving. The the-
oretical orientation and methodological design of the thesis is first discussed, before
justifying the use of ethnographic methods across multiple sites. The principles of
ethnography are detailed, along with previous examples of the application of eth-
nographic methods in similar and related fields that have guided this thesis. An
outline of the site selection criteria is provided, which led to the selection of three
sites: the Internet Archive, Archive Team and the Environmental Data & Governance
Initiative. An account of the contribution and execution of each chosen method is
then provided, followed by a discussion of the limitations and implications of the re-
search design for understanding web archival practices. And finally, I discuss the use
of thematic analysis techniques alongside a ‘facet methodology’ approach to identify
and present patterns within the data to address the research question above.
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3.1.1 The Qualitative Approach and Paradigm

Qualitative research recognises the complexity and contingent nature of social worlds,
requiring in-depth heuristic or descriptive studies of social phenomena (Hammers-
ley, 2012). Qualitative research is embedded within many knowledge production
paradigms across the social sciences, from positivist leanings to more social construct-
ivist approaches. This research is rooted in the notion that ‘knowledge is constructed
by people in an ongoing fashion as they engage in and make meaning of an activ-
ity, experience and phenomenon’ (Merriam and Tisdell, 2016, p.23). This approach
prioritises inductive methods to the study of processes, participant meaning and un-
derstanding – as well as the use of ‘the researcher as primary instrument’ (Merriam,
2009). In this way, qualitative research is well-suited for the study of phenomena in
so-called ‘naturalistic’ or everyday settings (rather than in the controlled or experi-
mental settings often associated with quantitative research), allowing observation of
communicative and interaction patterns (Hammersley, 2012) ‘in-situ’.

The mixed qualitative methods approach taken in this thesis complements existing
overviews of web archiving, which present a blend of quantitative and qualitative
‘high-level’ data about the state of the web archiving landscape. As discussed in both
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, there have been a number of surveys conducted over the
years to assess who is web archiving, and to a lesser extent what they are archiving.
This research complements these studies, where the surveys give a sense of breadth
when the ethnographic approach may be lacking in aspects of representativeness or
generalisability. Furthermore, these studies provide some degree of categorisation for
both the types of organisations engaged with web archiving (though limited to the
US) and to a lesser extent, the types of web content being archived. This has assisted
in the determination of criteria used to select sites of investigation in order to assess,
address and document heterogeneity in practices across a field that has historically,
had limited research engagement outside of conventional libraries and archives.

The methodological decisions taken in this thesis were focused on the most suitable
way of answering the research questions in conjunction and in collaboration with
input from participants. It is also worth clarifying that the underlying philosophical
orientation of this research supports the viewpoint that in this context, all narratives
are partial, particular and situated. The aim of this research is not to ‘know all’,
achieve an objective truth, ‘[to get] it right’ (Liamputtong, 2007) or to discover an
understanding of web archival practice that already exists somewhere, waiting to be
uncovered. This research recognises the subjective and contingent nature of realities,
and prioritises the importance of contextualising social activities by both observing
and allowing research participants to describe their realities (Baxter and Jack, 2008)
first hand within the organisations and communities practicing web archiving. Here
it is recognised that meaning is constructed and interpreted, and in the case of the
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ethnographic research in particular, I have tried to be explicit and transparent about
both my role in the construction of meaning and interpretation throughout.

3.1.2 A Theoretical Framework: Practice Theory

Nadai and Maeder (2005) argue that in contrast to the ethnographic tradition of-
ten associated with cultural anthropology, the focus of sociological ethnography fre-
quently spans across multiple groups, places and contexts and thus first requires a
‘theoretical framework’ to guide the selection of study sites. In the case of this re-
search, practice theory provides a theoretical lens through which to engage with web
archival practices, as well as a methodological tool for designing and specifying the
‘empirical instance[s] of ethnographic fieldwork’ (Gómez Cruz and Ardèvol, 2013,
p.29).

Practice theory, as ‘a set of conceptualisations implying a focus on practice’ (Bueger,
2014, p.383), has been used across organisation studies (Nicolini, 2012) and other
domains of social science research concerned with accessing the everyday activities
of a particular field of knowledge. Central to this approach is the notion that ‘human
activities [are] centrally organised around shared practical understandings’ and that
practices are embodied and mediated through the material arrangements of their
production and use (Schatzki, 2001, p.11-12). Recognising that there is not one
all-encompassing definition for ‘practices’ across the different theoretical traditions
associated with practice theory, this research uses Bueger’s (2014) definition which
focuses on: action and activities (both mental and physical), ‘artefacts and their use’
and the tacit knowledge that organises and gives practice meaning. In this tradition,
practice theory is thus relevant for:

• An investigation of both physical and discursive activities, as well as the back-
ground (implicit) knowledge that gives practice meaning (Bueger, 2014);

• Observing action and artefacts at multiple scales, therefore enabling the de-
tailed site-based study of practices, as well as providing strategies for following
and linking practices in the wider field (Warde, 2005);

• An approach that considers the role of materiality and artefacts in practice –
for instance, posthumanist practice theory approaches, in particular, take into
account the agency of nonhuman and technical agents in the shaping of practice
(Schatzki, 2001, p.12).

Practice theory is particularly well suited to the use of ethnographic methods, an
approach which has given rise to terminology such as ‘praxiography’ (Bueger, 2014)
to describe the ways in which theory can be empirically applied to the study and
observation of practice (praxis) in the field of interest. Bueger (2014) argues that
praxiography provides a focus for understanding the implicit knowledge that enables
and gives meaning to action and activities. Rather than facilitate the ethnographic
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study of a ‘whole culture’, a practice theory approach thus allows the focus to be on
‘a cultural understanding of interrelated practices’ (Gómez Cruz and Ardèvol, 2013,
p.33-34). In the case of this research, an examination of practices signals plurality
in a field where there may be many sets of both overlapping and divergent practices
that embody different aspects of web archival activities, roles and skills (Postill, 2010,
p.16-17). The use of ethnographic methods then enables a situated account of web
archival practices within particular sites, as well as the interconnectedness of web
archiving within the wider ‘field of practices’:

“The ‘practice approach’ can thus be demarcated as all analyses that (1)
develop an account of practices, either the field of practices or some sub-
domain thereof (e.g., science), or (2) treat the field of practices as the
place to study the nature and transformation of their subject matter”
(Schatzki, 2001, p.11).

Three distinct aspects of practice have assisted in the structuring of field observations
for this thesis. First, as Ortner (1984, p.149) advises, to examine the individual units
that locate and provide reference points for understanding particular events and pro-
cesses. For example, the sites, individual actors, social types (e.g. identities, roles), or
collective of individuals (e.g. a department or community group) that bounds prac-
tices together. This focus can be expanded slightly to also cover what Swidler (2001)
points to as anchors in practice. Certain individual practices then become an addi-
tional unit that may organise and constrain other practices. This facilitated a focus
on specific (online/offline) sites where web archiving takes place, but also assisted in
the identification of roles, individual activities and artefacts within organisations and
communities (for example, crawlers and crawling activities) that organise and define
other practices.

A second aspect of the practice approach is to explore the ‘temporal organisation of
action’, or the ways in which actions are situated in and relative to various structures
tied to time and place (e.g. wider programmes or plans of action within an organisa-
tion or community group) (Ortner, 1984, p.150). This sort of approach raises ques-
tions around the (temporary) stabilisation of web archiving practices, and has rami-
fications for an understanding of the relationship between dynamic web resources on
the one hand, and the continuous development of tools and expertise to capture and
preserve them on the other.

And lastly, the kinds of action (e.g. intentional vs routine or reproduced action) that
makes up processes and practices can also structure practice engagement (Ortner,
1984, p.150). In terms of addressing the question of ‘routine’ methodologically, some
have advocated for examining ‘moments of rupture’, breakdown or failure in order to
explore practice responses or adjustments (Bueger, 2014, p.391). This is akin to ex-
ploring some of the known challenges in web archiving that were raised in Chapter 2,
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for instance around the breakdown of certain technological contingencies that enable
the capture and replay of web archives.

3.1.3 Ethnographic Methods in Practice

In order to address the research question and aims, an ethnographic approach was
chosen to document the routine activities of archival practices and the ‘typical pat-
terns of work’ (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007, p.169) as observed through the
problems and solutions which arise in the collection and maintenance of web archives.
The research addresses professional and non-professional web archival practices as
sociotechnical assemblages with ‘situated meanings’ that differ across organisational
settings. Thus, one key practical challenge is a division in the field between sites
based in organisational or ‘institutional’ contexts on the one hand, and individual
practitioners primarily based online and outside of institutional support for web
archiving activities on the other. For this reason, the methodological design of this
research is centred upon the use of mixed qualitative methods to observe practice in a
variety of multi-site settings, both online and offline, with a focus on documenting the
ways in which ‘technologies take on specific social meanings through their embedding
within systems of practice’ (Dourish and Bell, 2011, p.74). This research therefore
addresses the role of technologies in social practice through the use of observation,
interviews and documentary sources.

Principles of Ethnography

Although this research is not what is often referred to as ‘classical ethnography’, it
is nevertheless useful to examine the relevant principles of ethnography before out-
lining the specific implementation and use of ethnographic methods in this thesis.

Ethnography is often used as a descriptor for the process of doing research and the
end product that ‘re-create[s] the shared beliefs, practices, artifacts, folk knowledge,
and behaviors of some group of people’ (Pelto, 2013, p.23). Here, ethnography docu-
ments the knowledge and value systems that influence action and behaviour with the
goal of understanding meaning situated within ‘specific points in time’ (Handwerker,
2001, p.7). With its roots in the field of anthropology, ethnography is best known for
enabling insider/outsider studies of ‘otherness’, typically researched through the use
of participant and non-participant observation. Emphasis within the field on parti-
cipant observation has been seen as a rejection of the ‘armchair anthropology’ of the
late 19th Century – when anthropologists studied the artefacts of other cultures and
constructed theories of faraway social worlds and meanings from a distance (O’Reilly,
2012) – in favour of ‘collecting information about macro processes and wider struc-
tures; about institutions, patterns, and norms, as well as about people’s feelings,
thoughts and experiences’ (O’Reilly, 2015, p.2). Although ethnography as practice
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has evolved, the importance placed on embedded knowledge and contextual under-
standings of cultural practices and action remains a key characteristic of ethnography
in contemporary empirical socio-cultural studies.

Geertz (1973) famously stated that ethnography should not be defined by the meth-
ods used but rather conceived as an intellectual, interpretive approach in search of
meaning through the production of ‘thick description’ (Ryle, 1968). Here, thick de-
scription acts as a mechanism for discerning the ‘many-layered sandwich’ of meaning
embedded in everyday interactions (Ryle, 1968), and emphasises the need to care-
fully parse and interpret material and discursive practices in context. This thesis
takes an ethnographic approach to produce detailed descriptive, as well as analytic
understandings of how web archival practice works within the context of the chosen
field sites. However, an important distinction is made here between ethnography as
a methodology and the use of an ethnographic approach. Due to both the aims and
constraints of this research, an ethnographic approach was chosen to facilitate the
in-depth study of web archival practices. Whereas classical ethnography tends to fo-
cus on exploratory, holistic and longitudinal approaches to understanding individuals
and cultural practice, this ‘focused ethnography’ approach is characterised by intense,
short-term data collection (Knoblauch, 2005). This type of approach is ideal for or-
ganisational ethnographies, which are typically constrained by the nature of access
to sites and participants due to the time and economic limitations of the research.
Drawing on aspects of ‘mobile’, ‘focused’ (Knoblauch, 2005) and ‘step-in-step-out’
(Madden, 2010) approaches to ethnography, this research relied upon multiple in-
tense, short-term periods of field work to enable detail-rich data collection at each
site.

Ethnographic Methods in Libraries and Archives

An ‘upward trend’ has been observed in the use of ethnographic methods in library
and information science research, which Khoo, Rozaklis and Hall (2012) attribute to
the rapidly changing information technology environment of libraries, the increased
need for assessing both the expectations and effectiveness of ‘value added’ services
provided by libraries to their respective communities, as well as ‘a growing interest
in qualitative analyses of the social lives of libraries’ (Khoo, Rozaklis and Hall, 2012,
p.86).

Although there are comparatively fewer examples of ethnographic methods being
used within the context of archives, ethnography has been identified as a means
for conducting in-depth, comparative and cross-cultural studies of archival practice
(Mckemmish and Gilliland, 2013). For the purposes of this research, Gracy’s (2004)
ethnographic work within two archives specialising in film preservation provides the
methodological stimulus for an ‘archival ethnography’, or rather, an understanding of
archival practice in situ:
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“Archival ethnography is a form of naturalistic inquiry which positions the
researcher within an archival environment to gain the cultural perspective
of those responsible for the creation, collection, care and use of records”
(Gracy, 2001).

Using archival ethnography, Gracy observed and documented the ‘tacit knowledge’ of
film preservation practices, or the ‘unstated practices and norms shared among com-
munity members’ as they occurred (2004, p.336). The ethnographic approach (using
participant observation, in-depth interviews and focus groups) allowed for an exam-
ination of the community’s value systems, the ‘shared meanings and disjunctures’ in
work practice and the relationships between practitioners with different roles in the
archival process (Gracy, 2004, p.338).

Also relevant is Flinn, Stevens and Shepherd’s (2009) ‘community-centric’ approach
for examining archival practice through the lens of multiple sites focused on community-
driven archives. In an effort to understand the role of community archives in the pro-
duction of heritage and identity, particularly in relation to ‘mainstream’ memory in-
stitutions, they observed archival practices across a number of case studies. The work
of Flinn, Stevens and Shepherd holds particular relevance in relation to web archiv-
ing activities that sit outside the landscape of conventional memory institutions that
are driven by communities with a ‘clear political and cultural mission’ (2009, p.72).
Here the use of ethnographic methods presents an opportunity to investigate Archive
Team and EDGI, in particular, as centres for community-based web archiving in which
members collect and control archival materials in and ‘on their own terms’ (Flinn,
Stevens and Shepherd, 2009, p.73), rather than as part of a wider programme or set
of institutional directives.

Relatedly, the case for examining the ‘situated context of knowledge making practices’
or epistemic cultures (Knorr Cetina, 1999) in archival recordkeeping has been made
elsewhere, with Ivanov (2017) arguing that ethnographic methods can be used to ob-
serve how archival practices are shaped by particular anchoring practices, evaluative
logics and sociomaterial genres. Specifically focused on record creation, other studies
have used ethnographic observation to understand archives as a form of knowledge
production in scientific laboratories (Shankar, 2004); to investigate communication
and organisational accountability in recordkeeping (Yakel, 1997, 2001); and to un-
derstand both the technical and the social apparatuses that facilitate record creation
and maintenance within organisational contexts (Trace, 2002). Observing record-
keeping in law enforcement through the lens of ethnomethodology, Trace (2002)
asserts that records are inextricably linked to the social worlds in which they are cre-
ated, and thus to understand archival practices it is necessary to situate them within
the organisational contexts that shape ‘why records are the way they are’.

Although not strictly ethnographic, other qualitative and mixed methods approaches
such as interviews, surveys and documentary research have been used in studies of
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archives to assess, for example, appraisal practices within university archives (An-
derson, 2011); trends and skills in the use of digital methods by archivists (Johare
and Masrek, 2011; Kim and Lee, 2009); and the localisation and impact of archival
description practices across archives in New Zealand (Battley, 2013). The motivating
forces for these studies, as well as their findings, have all emphasised the importance
and effect of context on the production and management of the archival record and
reinforce the value of ethnographic methods for documenting situated practices and
the wider interactions between archivists, archival institutions and users of archives.

Observing Practices and Technologies

Ethnographic methods have been argued to enable a more ‘complex’ appreciation of
the role and development of technologies in society – beyond a view of technologies
as simply ‘functional instruments’ (Prasad, 1997, p.110). One key assumption of this
research design is that the direct observation of technologies and their use in web
archiving is central to understanding and documenting practices. Suchman (2001)
provides relevant assistance here, defining technology as ‘the assemblage of skilled
practices and associated logics characteristic of modern industrial societies’ and arte-
facts as the ‘material production of skilled practice’. This approach allows for an
exploration of the materiality of web archiving through a discussion of the relation-
ship between practices and the production of artefacts (both digital and analogue),
as well as the role of the environment (the policies, activities, infrastructure, and
communities) that actively inform practice.

The aim, however, is not to fetishise web archives as technological objects or material
culture, a point mirrored in STS debates which attend to the pitfalls of determinism
and advocate for the avoidance of reductionist conceptualisations of either social or
technical agents as essentially defined by the other (Suchman, 2001, p.165). In other
words, web archives are produced by an assemblage that require attention be paid
to both the structure and agency of technical actors, as well as the socio-cultural
elements of technical practices – as evidence for the ways in which ‘cultural values
are enacted, produced, shared, reified, represented and reaffirmed’ (Dourish and Bell,
2011).

Historically, ethnographic methods have been used in a wide array of studies of the
ways in which analogue and digital media technologies are integrated and inter-
preted through their use, for example through audience or ‘reception studies’. Eth-
nography has been routinely used in human computer interaction studies and system
design (Anderson, 1994) and to understand technological user-requirements and sub-
sequently inform their development (Dourish and Bell, 2011; Suchman, 1985). Eth-
nographic methods have facilitated so-called ‘internet studies’ to understand different
aspects of ‘socialisation’, identity formation and mediated communication practices
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in ‘virtual spaces’ (Gómez Cruz and Ardèvol, 2013, p.30). Recognising the develop-
ment of ‘ethnographic media studies’ is relevant for a study of web archival practices
and this thesis in particular, for several reasons.

Web archiving is known to be situated across online/offline spaces, requiring the need
to take into account both the role that technologies play in the actual doing of prac-
tice and the ways in which practices are mediated through digital communication
technologies. Here, a focus on practice enables the thesis to explore the complexit-
ies of web archiving as they exist within and across the online/offline (Gómez Cruz
and Ardèvol, 2013, p.40). For example, interactions between practitioners in several
case studies occurred through online communication mechanisms such as Internet
Relay Chat (IRC) and/or Slack.1 This is of course a matter of necessity for groups
such as Archive Team and EDGI, which are online collectives, distributed around the
world. However, the use of IRC as a form of communication also presents both ethical
challenges for reporting, as well as practical challenges for associating observations
with participants with multiple pseudonyms. More on this will be discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.4.

As a result, inspiration for designing the online ethnographic component to this
thesis was found in classic ‘netnographies’ (e.g. Miller and Slater, 2000), method-
ological critiques surrounding the importance of participation in observation (Boell-
storff, 2012), and research focused on documenting communities that utilise IRC, in
particular (Coleman, 2014; Nocera, 2002; Reid, 1996). As part of the ethnographic
approach, observing online interactions has been complemented by the use of what
Kozinets (2010, p.104-106) calls ‘archival netnographic data’, or previously collec-
ted or archived community/communal interactions from online forums. As will be
discussed in Section 3.3.2, public archives of Archive Team IRC logs were used to
supplement interview and observational data, and provided a rich, longitudinal data-
set with which to explore community interactions and practices over time.

3.2 Selecting the Sites of Investigation

Chapter 2 established that there are several different types of organisations and
groups known to be archiving the Web. And yet, the specifics about why, what, and
how this is accomplished – and more importantly, how these practices and groups
shape what is preserved of the Web – remains understudied and in most cases, de-
tailed accounts of practices remain non-existent. Although there would undoubtedly
be value in a single, in-depth case study of web archival practices, the choice of mul-
tiple sites facilitates the contextualisation of practices within different socially, cultur-
ally and technically constructed spaces and places, as well as enables the assemblage

1Slack (https://slack.com) is a group collaboration and communication tool (originally based on
the IRC protocol).
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of themes across these specific organisations and groups. This research therefore bor-
rows from multi-site ethnography (Marcus, 1995) to inform the selection of multiple
sites that demonstrate the domains of ‘community life’ – as ecologies, social organisa-
tions, developmental cycles and cosmologies (Traweek, 1992, p.7) – through which
web archiving is manifested. Here, multi-site ethnography enables the construction
of contexts that include and connect multiple sites and places, facilitating both the
in-depth study of each site and the ‘making of connections’ between contexts and
cases (Morita, 2014, p.222).

A limitation of this approach (as opposed to a large-scale survey, for example) is that
the methodology does not necessarily speak to the prevalence of particular practices
across the entire population or field (Yin, 2009, p.56). However, the recognition
of this limitation also presupposes a definitive boundary or set of variables through
which to define the ‘the field’ of web archiving – an a priori assumption that this
thesis questions and further blurs through the selection of sites that have previously
remained under-examined or largely ignored in web archival research. In light of
this, I emphasise that this approach does allow for analytical insights into the ar-
ray of practices used at these three sites in ways that both broadens and deepens
an understanding of web archiving, as well as sheds light on sites that are disrupt-
ing expectations about both the role and remit of conventional memory institutions
and who should be defined as ‘typical’ actors in this space (these points are further
discussed below).

Furthermore, the selection of multiple sites (coupled with multiple data collection
methods) also has the advantage of enhancing ‘data credibility’ (Baxter and Jack,
2008) and potentially provides more ‘robust and compelling’ findings than a single
case study (Herriott and Firestone, 1983). The more sites included, and the greater
variation across sites, as Miles, Huberman and Saldana (2014) have argued, the
greater strength and stability in the results and interpretation. This has driven the
selection of sites that differ considerably from one another (in terms of their cul-
tures, stakeholders, agendas, organisational structures, non-/professional identities,
and more); whilst also enabling the exploration of connections across sites (through
the networked exchange of people, expertise, tools and technologies). The choice of
three sites offers the benefits of breadth whilst still being manageable within the time
and resource constraints of this research.

In the language of practice theory, each case can be seen as a ‘site’ or rather, ‘a place
composed of practices and material arrangements’ (Bueger, 2014, p.392). Here, the
bounds of each site were primarily defined by the physical, organisational and com-
munity boundaries that organises their participation in web archiving. The selection
approach worked on two levels: first, in the purposeful selection of the sites of invest-
igation and second, in the selection of participants within each site. The processes
that drove the selection of participants within each site are discussed as they relate
to each method of data collection (described below in Section 3.3). The selection of
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sites was driven by a number of considerations, both practical and theoretical. Prac-
tically, the selection of sites was constrained by time, money and access, all of which
inevitably limited the choice of sites for this research (more on this is discussed in
Section 3.3.4).

Given previous research discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, I established both a
need to deepen a sociotechnical understanding of how web archiving takes place, as
well as expand the field of knowledge surrounding how web archiving works beyond
conventional memory institutions that are often centred in web archiving discourse.
From the perspective of STS, these two goals are premised on the concept of hetero-
geneity and a desire to, as Latour (1987) advocates, ‘follow the actors’. The call to
‘follow the actors’ is often used in STS to draw attention to the non-human actors at
play in sociotechnical arrangements (something also heeded in this research design),
but in this instance I use it to highlight the ways that particular sites of web archiving
are centred whilst others remain unexamined within the field. As Lievrouw reminds
us, many STS approaches to materiality (e.g. actor networks [Latour, 2005; Law and
Hassard, 1999] and the co-production of science and technology [Jasanoff, 2004])
importantly emphasise:

“[...] the heterogeneity of technology, that is, as a multifaceted and dy-
namic phenomenon that entails and imbricates not just artifacts, social
practices and relationships, and knowledge, but a variety of all these ele-
ments” (Lievrouw, 2014, p.32, emphasis in original).

This therefore invites both an in-depth investigation of the sociomateriality of web
archiving at particular sites, but also the observation that these arrangements will
no doubt be variable and contingent upon where you look. Whereas a conventional
sampling strategy might be to establish the archetypal or characteristically ‘typical’
organisational types engaged in web archiving, and then choose one from each cat-
egory, this thesis emphasises the need to consider the ways that existing data on ‘who
is web archiving’ is insufficient for capturing the true diversity of sites and actors cur-
rently archiving the Web for preservation purposes. Much of the existing research
(presented in Chapter 2) concentrates on the nature of practice and technology de-
velopment in conventional memory institutions, like academic and national libraries
and archives. And in the early stages of this research design, I too began from the
premise that it was necessary to include a national web archiving initiative as a site
of investigation in order to offer the most contrasting data for a comparative analysis
with, for example, the Internet Archive or community-based sites of web archiving.2

But as Law (1990, p.11) observes, the ‘follow the actors’ slogan ‘reminds us that we
tend to reify, naturalise, or simply ignore, what may be important distributions’ within
sociotechnical systems. Here, heterogeneity merits the selection of sites that attempt
to break down ‘natural’ categories that delineate or default to particular types of sites

2I further explore the practical challenges of establishing access to a national web archiving initiative
and the role they played in this site selection decision in Section 3.3.4.
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engaged in web archiving, as well as specific tools (e.g. Heritrix) and associated
practices often at the centre of research in this space.3

And whilst Chapter 2 established that there is as of yet, a limited understanding of the
everyday ways that practices shape web archives even within known initiatives like
national or state-based libraries, even less is known about how web archiving works
outside of these contexts. For example, the Internet Archive is regularly framed as the
biggest web archive in the world, and yet very little is known about the nature of web
archiving at this organisation and the ways in which they rely on volunteer labour
and expertise to amass their collections. And despite being designated a library by
the state of California, the Internet Archive is far from a ‘typical’ case that can be
neatly categorised alongside other library-based web archiving initiatives.

In many ways, the Internet Archive can be seen as a disrupter within the digital
libraries/preservation landscape. When the Internet Archive arrived on the scene
in mid-1996 they were not the only organisation archiving the Web, however, they
offered a organisational strategy for web archiving that significantly differed from
other records-based approaches that emerged from the archival and library profes-
sions at the time.4 According to Lyman (2002, p.46-48), Alexa Internet and the Inter-
net Archive took a distinctive approach to web archiving, emphasising the application
of computer science to large-scale search and retrieval, as well as underscoring the
benefits of a commercial-nonprofit model for funding web archiving collection activ-
ities.5 Decades later, the Internet Archive now forms a central component of the
web archiving landscape through their provision of both large-scale web indexing
and preservation services, as well as steering the direction of standards and practice
through the development of tools and technologies that are widely used to support
web archiving at scale. However, as Ben-David and Amram (2018) argue, the Inter-
net Archive is often projected as a ‘monolithic entity’ in ways that ultimately obscures
the diverse sets of sociotechnical arrangements (people, practice and technologies)
that enable web archiving to work. And given the significant reliance on the Internet
Archive as a source for the archived Web, understanding the ways the Web is archived
and maintained in the Wayback Machine is critical for the evaluation of claims being
made by those who make use of this vast resource. Given this centrality and with the
aim of deconstructing and complicating the ‘lobster trap’ (Karpf, 2012) view of the
Wayback Machine, I made the Internet Archive the first site of this research.

In line with the multi-site ethnographic approach, the focus on heterogeneity then
led me to ‘follow the actors’ from the initial research at the Internet Archive to two
separate community sites (connected to the Internet Archive): Archive Team and the

3There are, of course, analytical implications for these design decisions, and in Chapter 7 I further
explore these in light of the contribution of this thesis and potential future work.

4See Chapter 2 which describes other key initiatives at the time, including the National Library of
Australia’s PANDORA project and the (Swedish) Royal Library’s Kulturarw project.

5As will be detailed in Chapter 4, the Internet Archive was set up as the non-profit arm of Alexa
Internet, a commercial web indexing service that collected and donated a copy of all sites visited to the
Internet Archive (a practice that continues to this day).
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Environmental Data & Governance Initiative (EDGI). Formed in 2009 (Scott, 2009a),
Archive Team is an online collaboration of volunteer ‘rogue archivists’ who proact-
ively archive websites at scale for depositing at the Internet Archive. Archive Team’s
much publicised involvement in partially archiving GeoCities6 in 2009 was positioned
by Jason Scott (the co-founder) as the event that launched the online collective into
‘Internet consciousness’. References to the ‘ad-hoc collective of guerrilla archivists’
(Milligan, 2017, p.140) are fleeting within the web archiving literature, and are of-
ten limited to brief acknowledgements of their contribution to specific collections
(like the GeoCities web archive), with very little written about Archive Team in terms
of their everyday web archiving practices. However, even at the outset of this re-
search it was clear that as an online, distributed community of volunteers, Archive
Team was regularly developing custom technologies and mobilising large-scale cam-
paigns to archive sites and platforms in danger of going offline. As such, the selection
of Archive Team as a site of investigation, in particular, enables the ethnographic
exploration of how web archiving works both outside the professional expertise and
(legal and resourcing) constraints of conventional memory work. In short, what hap-
pens when web archiving is under the dynamic direction of a self-described group
of ‘rogue archivists, programmers, writers and loudmouths dedicated to saving our
digital heritage’?7

The third and final site selected was the Environmental Data & Governance Initiat-
ive (EDGI), an activist coalition of academics, librarians and archivists, lawyers, civic
technology experts (and more) that formed in the wake of the 2016 US Presidential
Election. In addition to their on-going advocacy and activism around environmental
data justice (Dillon et al., 2017), EDGI and partner organisations orchestrated the
‘DataRescue’ movement in 2017; a series of 50+ public events aimed at ‘rescuing’
and archiving climate change-related information and data hosted on United States
government websites. Motivated by widespread concerns that the incoming US ad-
ministration would remove online access to climate change-related data, DataRescue
was an effort to organise subject experts and members of the public around the act
of archiving as a tool to ensure access to publicly-funded scientific data. DataRes-
cue was a previously unprecedented collaboration model for web archiving: a broad,
networked alliance between activists, civic technologists and libraries and archives to
conduct real-time web archiving in community settings. Although EDGI founders and
members were in the process of documenting their own work through academic writ-
ing, at the time of this research design there had not yet been a specific focus on their
web archiving practices.8 This research presented the opportunity to document these

6GeoCities was a popular, early web platform that enabled everyday users to host their own content
within community ‘neighbourhoods’ online (Milligan, 2017). Others have estimated that GeoCities
hosted around 38 million web pages before it was taken down by Yahoo in 2009 (Shechmeister, 2009).

7http://www.archiveteam.org/ (visited on 26th Jul. 2019)
8There has since been work and publications by EDGI members on ‘activist data archiving’ (Currie,

Donovan and Paris, 2018; Currie and Paris, 2018), as well as reflections on the DataRescue events in
practice (Walker et al., 2018) that informed the analysis for this research. These and others are further
discussed in Chapter 6.
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practices and frame the ways that web archiving is being used as a tool for political
action, as well as situate this use-case within the wider field of web archiving.

3.3 Data Collection

There are several reasons why the use and combination of mixed qualitative meth-
ods was required for this thesis. As in other mixed qualitative and quantitative
approaches, the use of different methods in combination compensates where one
method might be deficient, reiterating that each method only provides a ‘partial view’
on the event in question (Barbour, 1998). Different methods were used at each stage
of the research in order to inform subsequent techniques for approaching the ques-
tions at hand. For example, interview data focused and enabled targeted observations
(Barbour, 1998) with participants, as well as further contextualised previously collec-
ted observational data. Each method thus provided complementary data and insights
which informed the other, and in the spirit of flexible iterative research design (a
particular strong suit of qualitative methods) (Barbour, 1998; Hammersley, 2012),
allowed for the project to adapt and favour methods to suit each context. For these
reasons – and taking into account the strengths of each method for observing prac-
tice in related research (See Section 3.1.3) – a mix of qualitative methods in the
ethnographic tradition were chosen including: interviews, non/participant observa-
tion and documentary analysis. The implementation and rationale behind each is
described below.

3.3.1 Ethnographic Interviews

Ethnographic interviews are a form of research interview that are distinguished by
not only the types of questions that are asked, but also the ways in which the inter-
views are broken down into ‘ethnographic elements’ or ‘speech acts’ designed to elicit
specific types of cultural responses from informants (Spradley, 1979). They are often
used in combination with non-/participant observation as a mechanism for develop-
ing rapport with informants, as well as to clarify existing ethnographic records (ob-
servations) or to focus subsequent observation activities. The interviews conducted as
part of this thesis loosely followed Spradley’s (1979) framework for the ethnographic
interview and ‘developmental research sequence’. Each interview began with reiter-
ating the research objectives and the purpose of the interview. The interviews took
a largely unstructured approach – with a few exceptions described below – using
a combination of descriptive, structural and contrasting questions (Spradley, 1979,
p.60) in direct response to the answers provided by informants within the context of
the interview.
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The selection of interviewees followed a hybrid approach that was partially driven by
the gatekeepers for each site, as well as snowball sampling initiated by each inform-
ant at the time of interview. For example, at the Internet Archive, I first approached
Archive-It team web archivists that I had met during a conference and had begun to
develop a rapport with. The primary contact also listed the names of informants that
would be best suited to the questions that I was asking, favouring those that would
provide a longitudinal organisational perspective on the development of practices. In
all three sites, this approach was then supplemented by informant-led suggestions
which occurred during the context of almost every interview – where informants sug-
gested that I talk to others who could contribute more on particular topics, activities
and practices that came up during the course of the interview.

In the case of in-person interviews, all informants were provided with a business
card which included a link to the project website. All participants received an email
that included a direct link to the Participant Information sheet, as well as the ap-
propriate Consent Form detailing their consent and participation in the project (see
Section 3.3.4 for further details regarding ethics). The length of each interview var-
ied, ranging from 20 minutes to 2 hours, all of which were audio recorded. Notes
were taken during the course of all interviews, in order to guide the interview, as well
as provide extra contextual information for following up with the informant.

In total, 33 interviews were conducted across these three sites. All interviews at the
Internet Archive took place in person, barring two which took place on Skype. Most of
the interviews took place as one-on-one discussions in various closed-door conference
rooms located at the Internet Archive. One interview took place at a local restaurant
due to time constraints and the informant’s work schedule. Several informants opted
to bring along their laptops to the interviews, two just in case there was an ‘emer-
gency’ and one (at their suggestion) in the event that they needed to demonstrate
something. I made the strategic decision to conduct some of the interviews at the
desks of informants in the hopes that it would give them the opportunity to ‘walk me
through’ their day-to-day activities on their PCs and show the tools and technologies
they were describing. This led to one of the interviews (inadvertently) taking place
as a joint interview between myself and two informants whose desks were adjoined.9

For EDGI and Archive Team, most interviews and interactions occurred online, pre-
dominantly through Skype, IRC, Zoom, Google Hangouts and Slack. During the
course of my research I also had the opportunity to meet up with several EDGI mem-
bers, at which point in-person interviews were conducted. On many occasions I used
IRC, Slack and Skype messengers to ask clarifying questions to participants related to
observations and previous points that arose during the course of interviews.

9The upside to this session was it enabled a really lively discussion between two colleagues who had
both similar and divergent things to say about their day-to-day activities. Of course there is a risk in
these types of sessions - similar to those observed in focus groups - that may prevent certain informants
from participating as much as they would otherwise, or shaping their contribution based on the presence
of others.
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Descriptive questions made up the bulk of questions asked, which provided a means
by which to allow informants to describe the range of day-to-day activities of practi-
tioners, as well as give insight into the background and role of each individual within
the context of each site. Different types of descriptive questions were asked in or-
der to simulate the experience of specific sets of tasks and activities (as they arose
through the interview), including what Spradley (1979, p.86-88) labels as ‘grand or
mini-tour questions’. For example, "What does a typical day involve?" or "Can you
take me through the steps involved in [—]?". These types of questions were designed
to allow the informants to generalise and describe regularly occurring or patterns
of activities in lieu of time and access limitations for observing certain tasks. For
example, the activities that surround the ‘Wide Crawls’ – as managed by two engin-
eers at the Internet Archive - only occur twice a year and I happened to arrive 48
days after they had initiated the most recent crawl. However, mini-tour questions
facilitated useful insights into the tasks and activities involved in Wide Crawls.

Structural questions allowed informants to describe ‘domain knowledge’ specific to
web archiving and the site, and included questions about the organisation of web
archiving roles and activities within each site (e.g. "What are the different roles within
the team?" or "When you say [—], what are the different kinds of tasks involved in
that?"). Contrasting questions were occasionally used to ‘discover dimensions of
meaning’ (Spradley, 1979, p.60) behind (locally situated) taxonomies for ordering
actors, activities, events and objects (e.g. "What is the difference between [—] and
[—]?").

Ethnographic explanations (Spradley, 1979, p.59) were also used within the context
of each interview. This involved repeating and reiterating the research remit and
focus at the start and throughout each interview, as well as providing additional
explanations for why particular types of questions were being asked, or to avoid
jarring the informant when the types of questions shifted within the context of the
interview. Explanations were also used to further develop rapport with informants,
personalise and contextualise the questions and interview process. For instance, in
one interview I wanted the informant to know that I found an earlier interaction
useful for my research, whilst wanting to get their insights on the development of the
project (which was the focus of the previous meeting):

“So, I sat in – you were there when I sat in on the Brozzler dev meeting,
which I found really interesting for a number of reasons. One of them being
how the processes behind developing new tools for web archiving work. I
don’t know if you want to say something about that – even just generically
or about that specific project and how that’s developed over time and what
the motivations were?”

As the fieldwork advanced, in some instances, the interviews became more structured
with time and focus. As the data collection progressed, observations and interviews
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focused the data collection in ways that meant I asked certain questions that I would
not have previously (as new knowledge was gained about certain processes and prac-
tices). Questions were also inevitably shaped by the roles of certain informants –
for instance, the topics of conversation changed in focus with those in management
or founding organisational roles – or with engineers versus archivists. Overall this
means that although there is overlap in most of the interviews, the interpretive role
of both the informant and the interviewer in shaping the content of the interview is
that much more prominent in the resulting datasets.

3.3.2 Participant and Non-participant Observation

Generally speaking, the purpose of ethnographic observations is to provide access to
‘practices and actions as they unfold’ (Boellstorff, 2012, p.55), in the form of ‘non-
elicited data’ that can allow insights into the implicit and embodied activities that
form everyday life. This is predicated on the notion that some actions can not be
articulated by participants or ‘insiders’ through other research methods such as inter-
views. Boellstorff (2012) and others (e.g. Nisbett and Wilson, 1977) have long argued
that ‘elicitation methods’ such as interviews can not be a substitute for observation as
there are inherent differences and disconnects between what people do and what they
say they do. Furthermore, participants do not always have the perspective or ability
to report on all aspects of processes – particularly cognitive ones – that underly the
decisions and activities that make up practice (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977; Ormerod
et al., 2005). Observation therefore, offers another window into understanding the
relationship between meaning and action in everyday practice.

This method involved the observation and creation of ethnographic records describ-
ing: what is done – action, activities; what is made and used – ‘cultural artefacts’;
and what is said – speech acts, discursive activities (Spradley, 1980, p.10-12), in this
case involving both human and non-human actors. Participation in observation can
be seen as a sliding scale between non-participation on the one end and what Spra-
dley (1980) describes as ‘complete participation’ on the other. Based on different
‘degrees’ of researcher involvement with people and activities, Spradley (1980, p.58-
62) further divides participation levels into passive, moderate, active and complete
participation (Figure 3.1). The appropriate level of participant engagement is de-
termined by the types of questions being asked and the access provisions of the site
and context under investigation. Each level of participation facilitates different types
of ‘insider/outsider’ experiences that inevitably shape the nature of observations.

Although there are no definitive boundaries between each type of participation, this
thesis employed varying degrees of participation across all three sites, as well as
within different scenarios and activities at each site. Fieldwork was carried out at
the Internet Archive in two separate trips totalling four weeks in October - Novem-
ber 2016 and February - March 2017. Participation was often dictated by what was
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FIGURE 3.1: Model of the levels of participation in observation, as
adapted from Spradley (1980, p.58).

deemed appropriate by the host organisation and the ‘event’ or activity in question.
For example, at conferences or community events at the Internet Archive I engaged
and actively participated in workshops, discussions and brainstorming activities as
other staff and invited guests did. Whereas, passive participant observation was used
during Internet Archive staff meetings where the influence of my physical presence
was enough to rule out ‘non’-participation (even though I did not directly engage or
interact with anyone during the course of the meetings).

Participation and observations with Archive Team somewhat waxed and waned with
the activities of the collective. In an effort to begin data collection, I began sporad-
ically engaging with Archive Team members from September 2017, through many
attempts (some successful and many failed) to make contact with participants for
interviews. Under the consent of core Archive Team members (discussed further in
Section 3.3.4), during these early stages of my engagement, I used a python Beautiful
Soup script to collect historic IRC logs from the #archiveteam and #archiveteam-bs
channels hosted by an Archive Team member online. I used these public IRC logs as a
form of what Kozinets (2010, p.104-106) calls ‘archival netnographic data’, in order
to observe or ‘distance read’ participant interactions over time. This greatly assisted
in interpreting Archive Team interactions within the wider context of their activities
over time.

Beyond the use of historic logs, participant observation with Archive Team was primar-
ily concentrated during their attempts to archive Tumblr NSFW (‘Not Safe For Work’)
blogs between December 2018 - January 2019. I chose this project for close obser-
vation as it offered an opportunity to observe and capture the work of Archive Team
during a project that required the use of their Warrior tool for crowd-sourcing the
archiving of large-scale sites. This enabled me to participate, as well as observe the
ways that Archive Team enacted web archiving at scale. During this period I followed
activities as they occurred on public IRC channels (#archiveteam, #archiveteam-bs
and #tumbledown), Archive Team’s GitHub repositories and social media (Tumblr,
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Twitter, Reddit). This event was the subject of much of the analysis contained within
the second half of Chapter 5.

Participation in the everyday activities of EDGI also evolved over time. Out of all
of my sites of enquiry, EDGI involved the greatest degree of embedded participant
observation. In many ways, over the course of the data collection, ethnographic ob-
servations evolved to embody auto-ethnographic accounts of practice as I became
increasingly embedded within the community and the Archiving Working Group, in
particular. In addition to the near constant monitoring of relevant Slack channels,
between January - June 2018 I participated in almost 70 working group and ‘All
EDGI’ meetings. After being nominated and accepted as an EDGI member in Decem-
ber 2017, I was sent an email outlining in detail, the steps (that I would eventually
take) to familiarise myself with the working communication protocols and organisa-
tional practices of EDGI. My EDGI interactions spanned several online forums includ-
ing Slack, Zoom,10 GitHub and Google Drive (for Google Docs, Sheets and Presenta-
tions). I spent most of my time in the Archiving and Web Monitoring channels, split
across the EDGI and ‘Archivers’ Slacks.11 Each of these EDGI field sites had their
own localised climate of member participation and interaction, largely reflective of
both EDGI protocols and the everyday processes of each working group. The majority
of my observations and interactions with EDGI members took place over Slack and
Zoom.

In the case of all observations, ethnographic ‘records’ were made of non/participation
activities with the aim of providing the basis for ‘thick descriptions’ of practice. A
combination of both a paper and digital journal were used – where the notebook
provided a quick means for noting down activities when the computer was out of
reach. Observation pro-forma were not used however, details surrounding the act-
ors (participants), artefacts/objects (technologies, tools) and activities were recor-
ded step-by-step (where possible) to produce ethnographic accounts. In some cases
the participant narrated the activity as it happened in realtime which provided a col-
laborative account of the activity in question. When and where possible I journaled
detailed accounts of various online/offline encounters, including preliminary analytic
notes regarding my observations and interviews. I also journaled at the start and fin-
ish of each day in an effort to capture personal reflections on the time spent at each
site. As advocated by Hammersley and Atkinson (2007), I tried to clearly demarcate
between my personal reflections, analytic notes and the accounts that arose directly
from participants in an effort to clearly and more accurately represent them in the
subsequent analysis stages.

10Zoom is a group online video calling and messaging service which EDGI uses for all of its working
group, ‘All EDGI’ and Steering Committee meetings.

11EDGI engaged with two different Slacks. The EDGI Slack was developed as a ‘members only’ space
in the early stages of the organisation and the other, Archivers, as a public Slack that arose during
community DataRescue events for technology-focused volunteers to organise. More on these events will
be discussed in Chapter 6.
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3.3.3 Documentary and Secondary Sources

Documentary sources in various forms were collected to supplement the observa-
tions and interviews. ‘Documents’ is used here to refer to different types of materials
(not just textual) produced by organisations, communities and individuals to describe
procedures, policies and preferred ways of practicing web archiving. In social science
research, documentary sources have been argued to be performative in nature as
they can act as both devices for communicating the ideas and policies of those in
question, and serve as evidence for their structuring effects on human activity (Prior,
2003). The use of documentary sources here offers insights into aspects of (other-
wise) implicit knowledge that underlies practices (Bueger, 2014, p.401), as well as
transactionally documents the extent to which certain actors and contributors (that
would otherwise be obscured) participate in the shaping of practice. This is the case
for example, with the use of Wikis and GitHub as a documentary sources of practice.
Here, wiki entries, and GitHub issues and pull-requests record various metadata sur-
rounding each contribution, which enables a view into some of the ways practices are
shaped over time and by particular actors.

Existing policy and practice documentation produced (and made available) by each
site and organisation were used as additional sources. In the case of both online com-
munities, wikis (publicly available online) and other supplementary documentation
(Google Docs, academic publications) were used to supplement and understand the
development of web archiving within the community over time. EDGI, in particular
produces a considerable amount of documentation pertaining to the everyday proto-
cols, communications and work of maintaining the organisation and web archiving
and web monitoring activities. These documentary sources were made available by
the organisation, and provided a window into practice documentation going back to
the origins of the organisation. Additional sources were found in the ‘commit logs’
for tools on GitHub for all three sites – including the progression of tool development
projects, the participant programmers (staff, volunteers and community members)
and the frequency of contributions. Furthermore, as has been proposed elsewhere
(Kitchin, 2016), the in-line comments available in computer source code were also
considered as a mechanism for understanding meaning behind coding decisions, and
provided further data to help contextualise technical development practices within
the three sites.

3.3.4 Implications of the Approach

Constraints and Limitations of Site Selection and Data Collection Methods

When coupled with ethnographic methods, multiple site-based studies bring with
them a set of design and logistical challenges for data collection and analyses that are
worthy of some discussion. Additionally, the choice of these specific sites presented
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epistemological challenges associated with the collection and comparison of obser-
vation data in both online and offline contexts, and with delineating the extents of
communities not contained within either institutional or geographic boundaries.

Arranging and gaining access to organisations and people is a common constraint for
this type of research and was therefore affected by a number of factors. From the
outset I had originally envisioned targeting at least one site based in a national web
archive. As described in Chapter 2, national web archiving initiatives were amongst
the first to develop practices and technologies for archiving the Web at scale, and have
been central actors in the field ever since the National Library of Australia became the
first national library to engage in web archiving back in 1996. However, as other re-
search details, despite a widespread recognition of the need to preserve born-digital
web content, many libraries and archives engaged in these activities have limited staff
and time dedicated to web archiving, particularly as institutions have outsourced the
technical components of web archiving to third-party services (Bailey et al., 2014,
2017). This presented some challenges for locating a conventional memory insti-
tution that was both performing web archiving in-house and open to the extensive
periods of observation integral to this research design.

Furthermore, establishing relationships with these types of national and state-based
organisations takes time, and during the course of networking with national web
archives and developing the focus of this thesis, I began to identify possible altern-
ative paths for broadening the field of investigation. Using the theoretical framing
described in Section 3.2, I looked towards other organisations and communities that
have emerged outside the legal deposit mandates that shape practices in most na-
tional web archiving contexts. It should be said that the aim of this framing is not
to lessen the significance of conventional memory institutions in the field or underes-
timate the need for further research that addresses these organisations directly; but
rather, to underscore the need to attend to previously unexamined archival efforts
that occur outside the context of national web archiving.12 Despite my contention
that the facet approach developed in this thesis (and described below in Section 3.4)
presents a fruitful avenue for future work on other sites of web archiving, there are
of course analytical consequences to the decision not to investigate national web
archives here. To address these, in Chapter 7 I further reflect on the implications of
this site selection and the potential for future work that investigates and applies the
chosen facets to national web archiving initiatives.

Another potential limitation of the site assemblage lies in what may be an implicit
North American-centrism underlying the selection of the Internet Archive, Archive
Team and EDGI as sites of investigation. Practically speaking, it bears acknowledge-
ment that these particular sites presented some access advantages for myself as a

12During the course of this research I did undertake a three month fellowship at the British Library to
study the challenges of using the UK Web Archive for social science research. Although this experience
did not contribute to the empirical data used in this thesis, it did inevitably inform my understanding
of the situated nature of web archiving across these different types of organisations.
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native English speaker in that they removed potential language barriers for research
presented by other international initiatives, where English may not be the principal
language of communication. Although on the surface it may seem that these three
organisations and communities stem from and operate in a largely US-context, the
reality is more complex. Whilst it is true that the Head Office of the Internet Archive
is based in San Francisco, their collection tools and services, and at least some propor-
tion of their staff and volunteer workforce is international in nature. And although
the demographics and geographic distribution of Archive Team participants remains
unknown, several of the core participants with which I engaged as part of this re-
search are in fact based across the globe. Yet, despite these facts, there are definite
limitations in the extent to which practice observations in these contexts translate to
generalisations for how web archiving works, in for example, a European national
web archive. However, I believe this limitation is alleviated through the use and con-
tribution of the ‘facet’ analytical devices (discussed in Section 3.4) as critical concepts
that facilitate the future portability of this empirical work to other possible sites of
investigation.

Access to individuals and staff time (in the case of the Internet Archive) was negoti-
ated on a case-by-case basis, where the organisations themselves set reasonable time
frames for observation (deemed to be non-intrusive to staff/member time). Alloc-
ating enough time to multiple sites was also a consideration in the methodological
design, as increasing the amount of time spent on one decreased resources for the
remaining sites. Data overload can be another factor in multiple sites (Baxter and
Jack, 2008), and whilst linear rather than concurrent data collection was planned to
alleviate this aspect of the research, it proved difficult given the flexibility required
to undertake the fieldwork for each site. Overall, a balance was struck between the
desire to collect more data and the requirements of the research – namely to answer
the questions during the time and funding allotted to the PhD project.

The research also presented substantive, practical and ethical challenges for the col-
lection, analysis and interpretation of ethnographic data. Ethnography has long been
recognised as a cultural construction (Geertz, 1973), and as a performative, produced
and contingent product and form of inquiry (Clifford, 1988). Ethnographic research
has been critiqued with regards to the role of subjectivity in the interpretation of eth-
nographic data for producing results that may be considered too individualistic and
personal, or too specific to prevent generalisability (Borman, LeCompte and Goetz,
1986). In the ethnographic approach, as with other forms of qualitative research,
the researcher is the main instrument of data collection which requires strategies for
ensuring the trustworthiness of the results of ethnographic studies.

As such, the thesis has balanced the need for systematic engagements in the imple-
mentation of data collection and interpretation, whilst acknowledging the inevitab-
ility (and value) of the role and impact of the investigator in this type of research.
And whilst mechanisms for triangulating the results and interpretation were central
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to the methodological design of this thesis (including the use of multiple methods),
the goal was never to provide a ‘holistic’ or complete view of web archiving at each
site.13 However, where possible, ‘member checks’ (Merriam, 2009) were used during
field work to ensure plausibility and that interpretations ‘rang true’ to the experiences
of individual participants. In addition, multiple visits to field sites enabled a concen-
trated version of ‘step-in-step-out’ methods (Madden, 2010) for making the familiar,
unfamiliar; allowing for time and distance to re-evaluate, clarify and re-engage with
web archiving practices and participants on site. Nevertheless, here it is recognised
that ‘ethnographic truths’ are partial and incomplete (Clifford and Marcus, 1986),
where the value and utility of ethnography lies in the discursive, subjective and em-
bedded nature of the methods in practice. Here concepts of the ‘rational detached
researcher’ (Rooke, 2009) are challenged and despite the importance of employing
techniques for ensuring the trustworthiness of this research, ultimately the results
will always be interpretive and subjective.

Access and Developing Rapport

Establishing initial access to these sites was only the first step in this ethnographic
work. The development of what has been referred to as ‘entrée’ (Schatzman and
Strauss, 1973, p.22) or ‘rapport’ (Spradley, 1979), is a continuous process that presen-
ted both methodological challenges and opportunities contingent upon a number of
factors that contributed to the development of relationships with informants. Sprad-
ley (1979) describes this process as various stages that range from initial apprehen-
sion on the part of informants through to eventual acceptance and participation in
activities with the researcher (see Figure 3.2). These challenges can differ between
so-called ‘insider’ and ‘outsider ethnographies’ (Pollner and Emerson, 1983) and in
each of these sites, upon arrival, I felt very much an ‘outsider’. With each initial en-
counter, I oscillated between the desire to make informants aware of my pre-existing
knowledge and expertise in other related domains (my ‘insider’ knowledge) versus
my desire to minimise influence over what and how information was relayed to me
by informants.

My strategies for negotiating this ‘outsider’ status varied throughout this research. A
certain degree of apprehension was observed on the part of informants, particularly
around the observations. Challenges associated with the observation of technolo-
gical use (some of which are described in Section 3.3.4) were somewhat to blame,
particularly as I identified and negotiated the specific web archiving activities and
circumstances under which I could actually observe practices. The development of
rapport with participants was most positively impacted by online and offline social
interactions, for example, going for coffee or lunch when I had further opportunities

13This is further discussed below in Section 3.4 with regards to decisions surrounding the data ana-
lysis.
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Apprehension �! Exploration �! Cooperation �! Participation

FIGURE 3.2: The process of rapport development from Spradley
(1979, p.79), as exhibited by informants and participants in the
ethnographic research process.

to explain my motivations, research topic area and more – as well as through stra-
tegically informal discussions and interviews. For the Internet Archive, the timing of
the fieldwork (coinciding with several events at the Archive) and a field decision to
conduct informal interviews first in some cases (prior to observations) assisted in the
development of trust and mutual cooperation between myself and participants. In
the case of EDGI, the sheer number of virtual meetings attended enabled the devel-
opment of a working rapport that quickly eased the awkwardness of the dynamic of
‘being studied’.

For Archive Team, the major limitation in this data collection (and subsequent ana-
lysis) was gaining access to people for interviews. Whilst I attempted to make con-
tact in various forums (Reddit, IRC, email), the responses were mixed. I did, how-
ever have multiple contacts with an Archive Team organiser who facilitated ‘member
checks’ as well as consented to the study. Towards the end of the study I even-
tually did make contact with other newer participants who were involved in the
Tumblr case, which was the focus of an intense period of observation and analysis
in Chapter 5. Although any failures of representation are my own, I believe the
mixed methods approach taken in this thesis alleviated any limitations presented by
a lack of interviews in this particular case.

It is worth reflecting further on the role that I played in the nature of data collection
across each method used and site observed. The temporal nature of data collection
had an impact on the types of observational data collected across the three sites. For
example, although I collected nearly six months of observation data from my time
as a participant observer with EDGI, much of the data ultimately used in the thesis
focused on data traces and interview reflections on the DataRescue events (which
ceased before I began the EDGI case study). In some ways, understanding DataRes-
cue became an archival exercise in combining the wealth of digital traces of the events
(e.g. websites, presentations, documents) with the oral histories I collected during
interviews. However, (as will become clear in the Chapter 6) in many ways the
participant observation gave me access to the everyday ways that EDGI reflected and
developed specific organisational responses to the lessons they learned from DataRes-
cue. Observations and my role as a participant (in virtual meetings, working group
interactions, Slack), provided rich and valuable context for the interpretation of the
other data collected for the thesis.

However, I want to reiterate again that the levels of participant observation varied
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across all three sites and each presented different types of limitations for access.
Whereas I was highly embedded within the day to day activities of EDGI, observation
was much more passive in the case of the Internet Archive and to a certain extent,
Archive Team. However, in all cases it was the supplementary ‘liveness’ of observa-
tions that enabled a richer understanding of the everyday ways that web archiving
shapes the nature of the archived Web. In the case of the Internet Archive, ‘being
there’ helped understand the ways that web archiving is built into the organisational
context of working at the Internet Archive. But I recognise that as with any form
of participatory or qualitative research, my presence undoubtedly shaped the nature
of what was said and done in some way. In the case of Archive Team and archiv-
ing Tumblr, as the observation data was limited to IRC/logs, there were less oppor-
tunities for me to influence the nature of what was being done or said during my
observations. There was inevitably some ‘liveness lag’ between participant activities
occurring across timezones, and it became evident that there were other non-public
communication channels that were restricted to core Archive Team operators. This
is all say that, there were aspects of practice and activities that I did not have access
to during the course of this research, but it is my belief that the mixed methods ap-
proach (combined with member checks described above) limited the potential impact
of uneven access across the sites of investigation.

Ethical Implications of Design

In accordance with the University of Southampton’s research ethics policy, an ERGO
application (ERGO/FSHMS/23189) to the Faculty was sought and approved for this
research.

Initial consent for the study was obtained through coordination with those in charge
of web archiving at each organisation. In the case of Archive Team, ‘organisational’
consent was obtained through a main point of contact which was established through
another researcher who had previously interviewed them. For EDGI, a detailed
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was agreed with the Steering Committee
which outlined the nature of my research, as well as a framework for consulting
the organisation during the process of my fieldwork. Due to the varied nature of each
site, three Participant Information sheets were used, including one for individual
participants at the Internet Archive where observations were carried out in person
(Appendix A), one for the online community members of Archive Team (Appendix B)
and another for EDGI that incorporated the details of the MoU (Appendix C). The
Participant Information sheets were used to inform participants of the research pro-
ject and aims, as well as the details of what their participation entailed. Two types
of Consent Forms were used as well, one for the organisations (Appendix D) and one
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for individual participants (Appendix E). Organisational/community consent was es-
tablished to grant access to staff and community members, allowing for their interac-
tions to be observed and recorded. Individual participation in the observations was
considered on an opt-out basis, whereas individual consent was obtained for all in-
terviews. In the case of Archive Team specifically, it was impractical to gain prior
consent from everyone included in the online IRC logs and wiki data because of their
use of pseudonyms, an absence of individual contact details and the sheer number
of members (estimated in the thousands). As such, several community ‘gate-keepers’
– i.e. prominent members who moderate community activity – were contacted (via
email and in person) to establish organisational consent.

All individual participants were allocated pseudonyms. Ethical concerns are raised re-
garding representation in ethnographic reporting, particularly for those participants
where prior (individual) consent was not obtained (for the reasons stated above). In
the case of the Archive Team, IRC channels are synchronous forms of communication
(rather than more asynchronous forms of online media, arguably meant for wider
distribution or public communication). As such, the data was treated as private com-
munications where individuals – as evidenced by their participation in the channels
– may have consented for their posts to be viewed and interacted with by members
of the community but may not have anticipated or consented to the future use of the
logs for academic purposes. Online pseudonyms are therefore treated as real names,
in that they represent the online identities of the individuals who participate in both
the IRC channels and other online media outlets (often using the same pseudonym).
As such, all reporting of IRC logs in the text uses additional (researcher-allocated,
gender neutral) pseudonyms and efforts were made to remove all identifying data
points in order to mask participant online identities.

Efforts have been made to manage any sensitive and/or private information that in-
advertently arose during the course of the interviews, through the use of pseudonyms
and selective reporting. Any information that was deemed sensitive by the organisa-
tion from the start of the study (e.g. finances, client information, etc.), was either not
included or the organisation in question was consulted prior to the inclusion of the
data within the thesis. As was communicated in the Participant Information sheets,
full anonymity could not be guaranteed in a small community of web archival prac-
titioners, particularly where some participants are associated with fairly high-profile
organisations that form one or more of sites under investigation. This risk was made
clear to the participants in both the Participant Information sheets and the Consent
Forms. Both the organisational and community Participant Information sheets gave
the option for individuals to have their organisational and/or community affiliations
revealed in the reporting (i.e. to associate their ‘pseudonymised’ data with the site it
came from). The inclusion of identifiable organisations raises ethical issues regard-
ing confidentiality however, the lack of organisational anonymity is balanced here
with the ‘minimal probability of harm’ (Kozinets, 2010) to both the individuals and
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the organisations. The inclusion of names and affiliations was thus negotiated in
each case with the organisations and individuals themselves. All sites of investigation
were given the option of not being identified in the findings (with the option of a
pseudonym), however all declined.

The issue of anonymity was further complicated by the Internet Archive’s desire (at an
organisational level) for the materials collected there to be deposited in the Archive.
As such, an addendum was added to the individual Consent Forms to allow parti-
cipants to consent to their interview transcripts being deposited. For each individual
participant, I emphasised this addendum and explained that they were under no ob-
ligation to either deposit the transcript or indeed participate in the study. It was made
clear that they were allowed to withdraw and change their minds at any stage and
that they would be given the option to view the transcripts of interviews before they
were deposited at the end of the research.

3.4 Thematic Analysis and the Facet Approach

Strategies for synthesising ethnographic data were used to develop analytical themes
across the interview and observation data collected. Where practice theory was used
to frame and target specific forms of practice (as action, artefacts and knowledge),
thematic analysis and facet methodology focused the analysis and interpretation of
the results in this thesis. Thematic analysis was chosen as a flexible tool for ‘identi-
fying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes)’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p.79)
within each site and across the data collection. Here, thematic analysis offered the
opportunity to actively interpret and make connections between the various data col-
lection methods. After initial themes were established through qualitative coding,
facet methodology enabled the focused interpretation of particular substantive facets
or ‘planes’ that offered ‘strategically illuminating’ views into answering the research
question (Mason, 2011, p.77).

I used computer assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) to organise and
transcribe data from across all three sites. I initially used NVivo during the prelimin-
ary analysis of the Internet Archive data and then later switched to MAXQDA when
NVivo struggled with both the amount of data and the functionality I required for
some of the large-scale log data from Archive Team. Using both NVivo and MAXQDA,
I transcribed the interview audio recordings as a mechanism for getting familiar with
the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Reissman, 1993). I transcribed the interview data
in a way that attempted to be true to the speaker’s intentions through the use of
punctuation, whilst still being appropriate for thematic analysis (Edwards, 2001) –
as opposed to for example, transcribing for linguistic or discourse analysis.

Qualitative coding was used as a method for assigning categories or themes to indi-
vidual words, lines and ‘incidents’ in the data in order to more easily retrieve them
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across the dataset (Charmaz, 2006; Merriam and Tisdell, 2016). All data for each
site were analysed together in order to first identify common themes present within
the site. ‘Open coding’, or the use of quick short codes to describe the interview data
(Merriam and Tisdell, 2016, pp.204-205) was first employed as a mechanism for get-
ting to grips with the breadth of the dataset within each site. Lists and groupings were
compiled by repeatedly listening to the audio recordings, reading the transcripts and
observation records and comparing the subject matter across the data. Paper-based
observation records and IRC logs were digitised and imported in an ad-hoc fashion
when particular events or observations reflected themes identified elsewhere in the
data. Particular attention was paid to ‘identifying moments’ in the data, or when
people identified with their practice and the practice of others in order to frame
their own experiences – often as right or wrong, informed or not (Charmaz, 2006).
Identifying moments were used as a ‘sensitising concept’, or in other words, a ‘way of
seeing, organising and understanding experience’ and a jumping off point for further
thematic analysis across the data collection (Charmaz, 2003, p.259).

Early analysis also involved the identification and coding of ‘things informants know’
in an effort to elicit everyday practices through the various kinds of participant know-
ledge (e.g. knowledge about crawl behaviours, scoping rules, reporting tools) and
their connections to ways of doing things (e.g. maintenance and quality assurance
tasks, de-duplication techniques) (Spradley, 1979, 1980). This provided a device
for connecting the (often) implicit knowledge behind practice with discursive and
non-discursive practices. This technique was also an attempt to introduce order to a
largely unstructured data set. The methods used provided the opportunity for iter-
atively mapping heterogeneous data and highlighted particular groupings of practi-
tioner knowledge and activities into broad themes.

The final analysis presented here borrows from separate but complementary inter-
pretive approaches advocated by Morgan (1997) and Mason (2011) that use meta-
phor as a tactic for prioritising different angles to research problems. In Images of
Organization, Morgan (1997) outlines eight different metaphors, or theories of or-
ganisation and management – including the image of organisations as machines, or-
ganisms, brains, cultures, political systems, ‘psychic prisons’, ‘logics of change’ and
‘instruments of domination’. Here, metaphor offers a strategy for generating ‘com-
plementary and competing insights’ into the nature and theorisation of organisation
(Morgan, 1997, p.6). Each metaphor, Morgan argues, provides distinctive, yet partial
perspectives from which to view the multi-dimensional inner workings of organisa-
tions. Relatedly, Mason’s (2011) facet methodology uses a cut gemstone as a visual
metaphor for investigating a field of research (Figure 3.3). In this metaphor, the
gemstone (‘the field’) is composed of facets, or ‘methodological-substantive planes
and surfaces’, that come in different shapes and sizes and accordingly, have the abil-
ity to refract light and illuminate the field in ‘a variety of ways that help to define the
overall object of concern’ (Mason, 2011, p.77).
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FIGURE 3.3: A cut gemstone and its facets.

Building on the initial thematic analysis and borrowing from the above approaches to
metaphor, in this thesis I propose and examine three facets of web archiving: infra-
structure, culture and politics. This particular assemblage is reflective of a strategic
decision to address the materiality of web archiving, where each facet works to an-
swer the research question by emphasising the dynamic and mutually constitutive
interplay of technologies, action and socio-cultural relations (Lievrouw, 2014). I
therefore chose three facets (one in each site) to illuminate the material ways that
web archiving practice produces and is produced by the networked relations of soci-
otechnical labour (infrastructure), particular cultural worlds and negotiated systems
of meaning (culture), and the interplay of situated and contested forms of political
will and expertise (politics).

It should be said that these particular facets were arrived at through an iterative
approach to identifying the key paradigmatic concepts that would offer the most ex-
planatory power at each site during the analysis. These facets, in particular, provided
‘umbrella concepts’ that enabled me to zoom out from the specific themes and practice
logics at each site in order to make connections across the field of study. As discussed
in Section 3.3.4, the multi-site ethnographic approach produced a wealth of data that
presented challenges for distilling heterogeneous and semi-/unstructured data within
the time and space limitations of a thesis. In order to facilitate a rich, in-depth discus-
sion of practices and sufficiently address the research question, I chose to focus the
presentation of each site analysis through a single facet. And whilst each facet could
have been applied to each of the sites (for example, I could have framed the analysis
of Archive Team practices as infrastructure, or EDGI practices as culture), I argue
that this particular pairing of sites and facets offers critical windows into practice at
these particular sites. In this way, the facets also have a cumulative effect in that this
approach allowed for the layering of interpretation of practice between sites, whilst
enabling a detailed analysis of each individual site through the lens of a particular
facet.
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Here, I want to briefly acknowledge the risks and limitations of this analytical ap-
proach as they relate to both the selection of these specific facets and their application
to each particular site. As both Morgan and Mason caution, the use of metaphors (and
by extension, facets) can be paradoxical in that each facet has the power to produce
views of the field that are simultaneously revealing and distorted. Where particular
aspects of web archiving are strategically illuminated, others are also removed from
view. However, this is an inherent risk in all research design. By choosing partic-
ular methods, analytical approaches and ontological frameworks, researchers make
choices about how to best answer research questions with the tools at hand. And
whilst I want to avoid over-framing these particular facets as ‘naturally occurring’, it
is important to underscore that I chose to emphasise these facets at these particular
sites because they offered the most explanatory power for how web archiving is done
at these sites and across the field.14 As Mason puts it:

“The aim of our facet methodology approach is to create a strategically
illuminating set of facets in relation to specific research concerns and ques-
tions: not a random set, or an eclectic set, or a representative set, or a
total set” (Mason, 2011, p.77, emphasis in the original).

Collectively, I chose these three facets to directly address the question of how web
archiving shapes the archived Web. In this sense, the facets and sites presented here
are not a random or representative sample of web archiving practices; rather, they
provide analytical devices to tell web archiving ‘practice stories’ (O’Reilly, 2015) that
both reveal specific practices at these sites and gesture to the ways they might be ap-
plied to the wider field of web archiving. My argument is therefore that web archiv-
ing as infrastructure, culture and politics applies to any site of web archiving and to
demonstrate this contribution, in Chapter 7, I explore the ways that these three facets
offer a lens through which to explore the other three sites investigated in this thesis.

3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter set out to describe the design and implementation of a methodological
approach to answering the research question: In what ways do web archival prac-
tices (the who, why and how) shape the archived Web?. To address this question,
I began by justifying the use of a qualitative approach that draws on practice theory
to frame the nature of web archiving as practice (artefacts, action and knowledge).
I then outlined the use of mixed qualitative methods for the study of practice, first
by building on other examples of their use in libraries and archives, as well as in
the observation of technological practice. Here, practice theory and ethnographic

14As Braun and Clarke (2006) warns, there is a danger in framing an analytical account of themes
(or in this case facets, as well) as ‘emerging’ or ‘discovered’, as this denies the active and subjective role
of the researcher in identifying and choosing particular patterns and themes to report on (Taylor and
Ussher, 2001).
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methods offer mechanisms for documenting and situating practices within different
contexts of knowledge production, as well as ways of targeting the material aspects
of sociotechnical practices.

Building on the case set out in previous chapters, I then outlined the reasons behind
the selection of the sites of investigation. A focus on the STS concept of heterogen-
eity recognises the diverse material arrangements both within and across the field of
practice. I argued that given the central role of the Internet Archive in web archiv-
ing collection, research and tool development, there is a critical need to document
the inner workings of this significant resource. In line with a multi-site ethnographic
approach, I then ‘followed the actors’ to two separate community-based initiatives
that were chosen to shed light on the ways that web archiving is enacted outside of
institutional settings. Here, the field is expanded beyond the boundaries of previous
research to include the largely unknown web archiving practices of activist organisa-
tions working to archive the Web to their own ends.

I then justified and described the data collection methods used for non/participant
observation, and the collection of ethnographic interviews and documentary sources
across the three chosen sites between 2016 and 2018. I argued the merits of a mixed
methods approach for offering complementary insights into web archiving practices
at each site. The varying degrees of participation and ‘embeddedness’ in site-based
activities was described, emphasising the ways that observations were subject to the
different types of access I was granted at each site.

The implications of the approach were discussed as they relate to the practical con-
straints and ethical implications of the decisions made during the design and imple-
mentation of this research. I acknowledged the value and constraints of the interpret-
ive approach, as well as steps that were taken to triangulate this analysis. Limitations
in establishing contact with both individuals and organisations (like conventional lib-
raries and archives) were discussed, as well as the ways that my subsequent experi-
ence at the British Library offered additional perspective and insights (if not empirical
evidence) into the research topic and field. I also described the steps taken to ensure
the ethical integrity of this research project including a range of strategies, such as
the use of informed consent (where possible), pseudonyms in all reporting and the
removal of information believed to be sensitive to participants.

And finally, I discussed the thematic analysis and facet methodology approach to
presenting the results of this research. Here, I outlined the use of thematic analysis
techniques and ‘open coding’ to initially identify themes surrounding the nature of
web archiving practice in the interviews, observation and documentary data at each
site. I then made the case for drawing on facet methodology as an analytical frame
for strategically illuminating three facets of web archiving: infrastructure, culture and
politics.
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The three empirical chapters that follow are presented through each of the facets
briefly described above. In this way, each site and facet offers a cumulative view of
web archiving across the three sites. The next chapter examines web archiving as
infrastructure through the case of the Internet Archive.
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“[...] perhaps it is time for infrastructuralism. Its fas-
cination is for the basic, the boring, the mundane, and
all the mischievous work done behind the scenes. It is a
doctrine for environments and small differences, of strait
gates and the needle’s eye, of things not understood that
stand under our worlds.”

JOHN DURHAM PETERS (2015, The Marvelous Clouds:
Toward a Philosophy of Elemental Media)

4
Web Archiving as Infrastructure: The

Internet Archive

4.1 Introduction

This chapter examines web archiving as infrastructure through the case of the largest
web archive in the world, the Internet Archive. As a conceptual device, infrastruc-
ture can invoke a vision of the basic facilities and structures that support societies
in everyday life – for example, road and train networks that enable transportation
of people and goods, power grids that deliver electricity from source to use and tele-
communication networks that invisibly connect people and information. The study of
infrastructure has long been a focus of STS scholarship concerned with moving bey-
ond this view of infrastructure as ‘tubes and wires’ (Bowker et al., 2010) towards a
relational account that attends to the wider sets of embedded sociotechnical relations
and arrangements that enable infrastructures but are often invisible, undervalued and
subject to change (Jewett and Kling, 1991; Star and Ruhleder, 1996). Information
infrastructures, in particular, have been the subject of scholarship that has illumin-
ated the ways that infrastructural practices, processes, classifications and standards,
software, data and people shape the nature of how information is produced and cir-
culated (Bowker and Star, 1999; Bowker et al., 2010; Star, 1999; Star and Ruhleder,
1996). Here, I want to similarly complicate web archives and the practices that sus-
tain them.



Chapter 4. Web Archiving as Infrastructure: The Internet Archive

Information infrastructures are often defined by their fundamental ability to transport
information from one place to another, to create access and ‘reach beyond a single
location’ (Finn, 2018, p.7). Here, a relational notion of infrastructure extends this to
consider the ways that infrastructure also comes into being through the local relations
that create and make infrastructure through practice. As Star and Ruhleder (1996,
p.381) argue, ‘infrastructure occurs when the tension between local and global is re-
solved’. This chapter considers this tension between local and global in the context of
web archiving and the Web. Here, web archiving as infrastructure enables two inter-
connected observations about the ways that web archiving shapes the archived Web.
First, web archiving is enabled by a dynamic set of spatially and temporally situated
practices that facilitate the transportation and transformation of web resources from
the Web into web archives. Taking a relational view of infrastructure, these practices
are enabled through the doing of web archiving, or as I propose, the heterogeneous
labour of human and non-human agents that produce knowledge about what, when
and how to archive the Web. And whilst in this chapter I primarily focus on the
‘local’ practices of the Internet Archive, a second observation points to the ways these
localised practices are realised through networked relations that extend beyond the
Archive. Here, as efforts are enacted by the Internet Archive to further embed web
archives within the infrastructure of the Web, fundamental questions are raised about
the power and implications of web archival labour for shaping the circulation of in-
formation and culture online.

Infrastructure as Place/Infrastructure as Practice

The first observation builds on the premise that web archives are a form of inform-
ation infrastructure (Bowker et al., 2010) that are enabled through the networked
relations of people, practice and technologies that are simultaneously situated in and
produced by particular spatial and temporal arrangements. As such, I begin this
chapter by first situating the material arrangements of the Internet Archive as a ‘view
from somewhere’ by briefly locating the emergence of the organisation within a par-
ticular time and place of significance in the transition to Internet-based electronic
publication.1 Here, the Archive and their web archiving practices emerged in the
context of Silicon Valley during the so-called ‘dot-com boom’, enabling the creation
of a simultaneously local and global infrastructure for archiving the Web. Early so-
ciotechnical imaginaries for the Web as an electronic library (Stefik, 1997) coupled
with the desire to build the so-called ‘Library of Alexandria 2.0’, locates the Internet
Archive within a network of efforts to pursue the provision and preservation of net-
based information access. I then situate web archiving at the Internet Archive through

1The ‘view from somewhere’ is a play on wide-spread STS critiques of the representation of
knowledge-making practices as objective truth-making, or ‘views from nowhere’ (Nagel, 1986). Fur-
ther discussion of the significance and ‘particularities of place in knowledge-making’ can be found in
Shapin’s (1998, n.4) discussion of the ways that science is both locally produced and travels through
practice.
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their transition to a community-based ‘third place’ (Oldenburg, 1989), or a free and
open community library space. Here, the digital library infrastructure is materialised
as ‘bricks and mortar’ (Srinivasan, 2016) within a contemporary setting designed to
communicate the grandness of the task of archiving the World’s knowledge.

The remainder of this chapter is focused on the ways that web archiving as infra-
structure is enabled and sustained through what I have called web archival labour
(Ogden, Halford and Carr, 2017). Moving beyond the bricks and mortar version of
the Internet Archive, I discuss the ways that web archiving is also enabled by the net-
worked labour of a range of actors who shape the nature of what and how the Web
is archived. By extending Downey’s (2014) concept of information labor, I argue that
web archiving is sustained by dynamic forms of human and algorithmic labour that
‘[enables] and [constrains] the constant circulation of information’ (2014, p.141).
The concept of web archival labour is explored through four interconnected compon-
ents of practice that highlight the ways in which the archived Web is being shaped:
knowledge work, translation processes, maintenance and repair. Each aspect of labour
highlights the ways that web archiving is embedded within particular sociotechnical
relations and arrangements of people, practice and technologies that shape how the
Web is archived at the Internet Archive. The second observation frames these locally
enacted practices in consultation and interaction with a global network of stakehold-
ers that are generated through the production of the archived Web. Here, as web
archiving draws on selection techniques that utilise ‘the crowd’ and web archives
become embedded into other platforms like Wikipedia, Twitter and other social me-
dia platforms, the situated practices of web archiving become temporarily stabilised,
reified and even more critical to understand.2

4.2 Locating Infrastructure, Framing the Internet Archive

This section is fundamentally concerned with the ways that web archives as informa-
tion infrastructures are tied to particular places and time. Taking a cue from Downey
(2014, p.148), this section relies on the observation that information labour, or the
work to make things work, ‘always takes place in, and depends on, a particular spa-
tial/temporal and political/economic context’. Whereas the subsequent section ex-
plores this work in practice (Section 4.3), this section locates web archiving practices
at the Internet Archive within the historical and contemporary context of San Fran-
cisco and Silicon Valley, California. Below, I briefly discuss the history of the founding
of the Internet Archive and some of the ways the organisation has become a digital
library with a mission to archive the Web.

2For example, in a recent paper by Zannettou et al. (2018), the use of web archives in right-wing
forums contained on platforms like Reddit, 4-chan and Gab illustrates some of the ways that the Inter-
net Archive and other web archives are being embedded in the circulation of information beyond the
Wayback Machine. For further discussion of Wikipedia, see Section 4.3.3.
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4.2.1 Brewster Goes West and the Dot-com Boom

Following the explosion of Internet usage in the United States in the 1980s and early
1990s (Abbate, 1999, p.181), the invention of the World Wide Web and subsequent
release of the Mosaic browser in 1993 (Berners-Lee, Fischetti and Dertouzos, 2000,
p.75), and the hype surrounding the future of the ‘information superhighway’ cham-
pioned by the Clinton/Gore administration (Ankerson, 2018, pp.42-43) – late 1990s
Silicon Valley, California became the epicentre of the so-called ‘dot-com boom’.3 This
boom came in the form of billions of dollars in venture capital and a particular focus
on the development of technologies suited for net-based electronic publishing and
discovery. It was during this time that in 1996, Brewster Kahle and Bruce Gilliat es-
tablished the Internet Archive as an operational non-profit alongside Alexa Internet, a
commercial web indexing service (Kimpton and Ubois, 2006).

Alexa Internet, in Kahle’s words, was an attempt to ‘catalogue the Web’ and to ‘make
it so you knew where you were and where you might want to go next’ online (Living-
ston, 2007, p.275). Their navigational approach to search and discovery, (akin to a
modern day recommender system) ran counter to other tactics emerging at the time
(e.g. search engines) as it used a browser-based toolbar to track web pages as users
visited them.4 The anonymised ‘usage trails’ of the Alexa toolbar stored a copy of the
web page in the Internet Archive for posterity. Since the late 1970s, computational
search and discovery of information had been a longtime pursuit of Kahle’s, who has
(in interviews here and elsewhere) framed the task of building ‘the great library’ as
‘always the goal’ (Livingston, 2007, p.273) despite lacking a number of fundamental
components that had yet to be invented. In an interview, Kahle reflects on the goal of
networking the world’s knowledge:

“So I wanted to try to get everything online. And that was back in 1980. But
there were some things missing—computers, networks, software—so we just
started cranking through them. And trying to get that ‘Library of Congress
on your desktop’ was sort of how it was talked about in the 80s. I think the
Library of Alexandria, version two is probably a better way to look at it—or
has Raj Reddy put it, ‘universal access to all knowledge’. And it was to make
a smart machine. To make a global brain.”

Kahle, a former MIT student of the famous cognitive scientist, Marvin Minksy, spent
the early 1980s working as a lead engineer at Thinking Machines, a pioneer start-up in
the development of artificial intelligence and networked high performance comput-
ing. As a mechanism for connecting the super computers being developed at Thinking
Machines, Kahle developed WAIS (Wide Area Information Servers) which became
the first Internet-based distributed search and document retrieval system (Kahle et

3Ankerson (2018, pp.25-55) neatly charts this transition period from Internet to Web, marking the
significant milestones that can be attributed to the dot-com boom.

4Kahle has admitted that they were ‘wrong, just wrong’ about the scalability of search engines like
Google (Livingston, 2007; Swisher, 2017).
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FIGURE 4.1: Brewster Kahle (left) and Bruce Gilliat (right) in 1998 at
Alexa Internet’s headquarters in Building 37, the Presidio, San
Francisco. Image: (Said, 1998)

al., 1992). WAIS was a precursor to the World Wide Web which Tim Berners-Lee
released to the public just two years later. To demonstrate the networking capab-
ilities of WAIS, Kahle re-located to San Francisco in 1989 to work on projects with
Apple, DOW Jones and others, going on to eventually incorporate WAIS Inc. in 1992
(Livingston, 2007). When I later asked why the Internet Archive was based in San
Francisco, Kahle relayed the advice given to him by friend and mentor, Bill Dunn
when he asked ‘where should we put the Internet?’. Dunn advised them to ‘go some-
place where people don’t think you’re crazy’, and according to Kahle, San Francisco
was the ‘centre of the universe’.

And so, with the subsequent sale of WAIS Inc. to America Online (AOL) in 1995 for
USD$15 million (Nollinger, 1995), Kahle and Gilliat went on to build the next com-
ponent in the quest for getting the world’s knowledge online: Alexa Internet and the
Internet Archive. Having worked together previously at WAIS Inc. and as described
in Livingston (2007, p.275), Kahle characterised Gilliat as the ‘business-oriented’ half
of the partnership, whereas Kahle offered the ‘visionary side’ (Figure 4.1). After Al-
exa Internet was acquired by Amazon in 1999 for USD$250 million in stock options
(Feuerstein, 1999), Kahle and Gilliat co-directed Alexa as a separate company before
Kahle moved next door to the Internet Archive full-time in 2002 – which at the time
‘had nobody working [there]’ (Livingston, 2007, p.277).5

With the expressed goal of making it ‘part of the infrastructure of the Internet’ (Said,
1998), Alexa was named after the famous universal Library of Alexandria amassed
by the Ptoleamic in ancient Egypt. For years, Alexa Internet would be the main
source of crawl data for the Archive, a practice that continues to this day (and will
be discussed further in Section 4.3).6 To demonstrate the new-found goals of the
Internet Archive and encourage other libraries to enter the fray, the Archive partnered

5Gilliat later left Alexa Internet in 2007 (Conroy, 2008).
6This practice was written into the contract when Alexa Internet was sold to Amazon (Feuerstein,

1999).
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with the Smithsonian and later the Library of Congress to capture the US Presidential
elections in 1996 and 2000, which was followed by more event-based and ‘thematic
crawling’ by the Archive in the period to follow.

Despite the dot-com bubble bursting and the US stock market collapsing in 2001,
Kimpton and Ubois (2006) describe the years between 1999 to 2002 to be a partic-
ularly booming period for the Archive, where they in fact reportedly benefited from
a surplus of out-of-work engineers in the Bay Area. Boosted by an expansion in their
content collection activities, the development of the ARC standard and a new crawler
at Alexa, the Archive moved to make the archived Web available to the public for the
first time over the browser (Kimpton and Ubois, 2006, pp.205-207). Developed by
Alexa programmers, the Wayback Machine was launched in late 2001, and became
an application that Kahle had envisioned other libraries would use to create a global
network of other Wayback Machines:

“[...] in 2002, I moved over from [Alexa Internet] to the [Internet Archive]
and started archiving away there. But we didn’t have any money, or didn’t
feel like we had very much money, and we were getting this stream from
Alexa Internet. So we kind of didn’t need to work on that quite as much. But
we worked with these national libraries to try to get them to change their
laws to not suck and to have them start to play a role. Well, they changed
their laws to suck. And they said they were the only ones able to do it.
And they weren’t. They didn’t feel free to go and make things available. So
they didn’t go and make it so that there would be a lot of different Wayback
Machines out there that are publicly on the web. Even though we’d been
doing this for 10 years and showing it’s just not a problem. Come on, guys,
do it. So we were trying to be a leader and they didn’t follow, which is sort
of disappointing.”

Here, Kahle refers to the efforts of the Internet Archive to work with national libraries
to create a network of Wayback Machines in the early to late 2000s. These efforts
resulted in the creation of the International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC)
in 2003, and to further collaboration on issues surrounding web archiving standards,
practice and tool development which continue to this day.7 The frustrations exhibited
by Kahle concerning the legal constraints and fears surrounding the remit of national
libraries to collect and make these materials publicly available can be found elsewhere
in the field.8 However, in the context of this research – and whilst wanting to avoid an
argument that champions some form of American exceptionalism – the point I want
to make here is that the Internet Archive emerged from a space and time that has
been intrinsically informed by the social, technical, economic and legal contexts that
have enabled them to be risk takers in the field of web archiving. Their practices have

7http://netpreserve.org/about-us/ (visited on 29th Jul. 2019)
8For example, Winters (forthcoming) provides a recent summary of the opportunities and challenges

of working within the constraints of the UK legal deposit laws.
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materialised within a collaborative network of particular sets of expertise rooted in
venture capitalism, high tech computing innovation, information access, digital rights
and free speech advocacy. These connections and relations will further be reflected
on in the context of discussing the labour of web archiving in subsequent sections.

The above section has worked to illustrate the ways that web archiving at the Internet
Archive has emerged within the context of the Silicon Valley in the late 90s, early
2000s. To further frame the practices discussed in subsequent sections, below I pivot
to the ways that the Internet Archive also acts as a physical community space in San
Francisco.

4.2.2 The ‘Spiritual Centre’ of Silicon Valley

Elsewhere the Archive has been proposed as the ‘spiritual centre’ of Silicon Valley
(Quinn, 2019), perhaps (at least in part) because the main offices are located inside
what was originally constructed to be the Fourth Church of Christ (Scientist). The
Head Office of the Internet Archive is situated in the Richmond District of San Fran-
cisco, at the intersection of Funston Avenue and Clement, a bustling market street
lined with coffee shops, book merchants, Asian markets and cafes. The Archive relo-
cated here in 2009 (Figure 4.2) from their previous location in the Presidio because
– as Kahle has been quoted as saying (and as I was told during the weekly tour of
the Archive) ‘the building matched [the] logo’. Further insights into the relocation of
the Archive to the former church building can be gleaned from video footage taken
by staff shortly after the building was purchased.9 The videos provide insights into a
vision for community reading rooms for the Open Library, spaces for their table-top
scribes for scanning books and public-facing window displays for library collections.10

Here, the Internet Archive is simultaneously rooted in conventional notions of the lib-
rary as ‘third place’ (Srinivasan, 2016), or an open and free community place, and the
infrastructural imaginary conjured up by the vision to archive the world’s knowledge
in digital form.11

The scale of this imaginary, however, is equally matched by the grandness of the
physical architecture which houses the main offices of the Internet Archive. Built in
1913 (Ivey, 1999, p.167), the facade of the building is constructed in a neoclassical
architectural style, complete with columns, decorative iconography and three sets of
iron double doors a-top a flight of steps marking the entrance. The entrance leads to
a foyer that includes various stations for book and film scanning, as well as a listening
station for the music contained within the Archive’s collection. The foyer leads to two

9https://archive.org/details/300FunstonStSanFranciscoCa (visited on 15th Dec. 2016)
10The Open Library is an Internet Archive initiative started in 2016 in collaboration with Aaron Swartz

to ‘create one web page for every book every published’: https://openlibrary.org/ (visited on 28th
Jul. 2019)

11The state of California officially designating the Internet Archive a library in 2007 (Kahle, 2007)
which has wide-ranging ramifications for a US institution’s ability to claim intellectual property rights
(for example, to lend and re-use digital materials) under US copyright law and fair use (Gerber, 2019).
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FIGURE 4.2: The Head Office of the Internet Archive at 300 Funston
Avenue, San Francisco, California.

sets of staircases that facilitate access to ‘the Great Room’, the old congregation hall,
where the Archive hosts many of their large-scale events. The ceiling of the Great
Room is adorned with a large stained glass dome overlooking many rows of church
pews that the Archive has retained. The outer edges of the room, including ten
or so rows of pews on either side of the room, are home to the artist-commissioned
ceramic statues of all Internet Archive staff members who have worked at the Archive
for at least three years (Figure 4.3). At a library grappling with the preservation of
fleeting bits and bytes, the symbolism behind the memorialisation of a digital lib-
rary/archive and the archivists who work there in stone is not lost. As Srinivasan
(2016) has observed, the grandness of the setting simultaneously communicates a
degree of ‘whimsy’, as well as reverence towards the Archive’s mission to capture and
preserve the ephemeral.

Several of the Archive’s servers are located in the eves of the rear wall of the Great
Room, which provide a symphony of blinking blue lights that indicate when someone
is accessing the Archive’s content online (Figure 4.4). Every Friday the Archive has
a buffet lunch that is open to the public to come mingle with staff and volunteers,
eat free food and get a tour of the Archive (often given by Brewster Kahle). Much
is made of the visual spectacle of the Petabox (server) display in the Great Room
during the weekly public tours of the building, which ultimately communicates the
widespread utility and scale of the Archive’s servers in the circulation of information
and culture online. The Petabox is the Internet Archive’s custom storage unit designed
to store and process one petabyte (a million gigabytes),12 and is representative of an
overriding preference for do-it-yourself solutions that enable the non-profit to sustain

12https://archive.org/web/petabox.php (visited on 28th Jul. 2019)
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FIGURE 4.3: A selection of the 100+ ceramic statues of Internet
Archive staff that have worked at the Archive for at least three years.
In reference to common remuneration practices within the tech
industry in Silicon Valley, participants playfully referred to this
tradition at the Archive as ‘statues over stock options’.

the heavy rate of digital content ingestion and access they provide on a daily basis.13

Moving from the ceremonial to the other working spaces in the Archive, the ground
floor of the building – situated directly below the Great Room at the location of the
former Sunday School – is a largely open-plan space where most of the Archive staff
who work on-location are based. Senior management and directors occupy the offices
that line the exterior of the open space on two sides. The main staff room contains
several ‘pods’ and groups of four to six desks that are used to roughly delineate dif-
ferent teams and staff roles at the Archive. The physical layout of the office space,
in particular, assisted in mapping and prioritising people to talk to during the course
of fieldwork. For example, the Archive-It web archivists and programme managers
occupied a single pod, adjacent to a group of desks where the Archive-It engineers
and technical developers work, next to (but separate from) the Wayback Machine
and crawl engineers. A group of couches and recliners is situated in the middle of
the room which doubles as an informal space for staff breaks and a central gather-
ing point for group meetings. The space is lined with racks and stacks of television
tuners, old electronics, VHS, media readers, televisions and digital media, as well
as a large television screen which enables video conferencing for the numerous staff
members and volunteers that work remotely. As several informants discussed, as one
of the few operational nonprofits working in tech in San Francisco, the Archive has a
difficult time being able to recruit and retain staff locally given the cost of living in the

13In an interview at the 2016 Library Leaders Forum which I witnessed, Kahle referred to the Archive
as the ‘kings of cheap’ in response to a question about their ability to cope with the expanding storage
and preservation demands of collecting digital objects at scale (Ubois, 2016).
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FIGURE 4.4: Petabox servers in the rear of the Great Room. Image:
(Armstrong, 2011)

Bay Area. With approximately 150 employees, remote work has enabled the Archive
to retain staff and volunteers who, in conjunction with those on-site, facilitate the
day-to-day running and maintenance of the Internet Archive.14

4.3 Infrastructure as Labour

This section considers the ways that web archiving is shaped and sustained through
the infrastructural relations of different forms of labour. The web archival activities
of the Archive can be broken down into three broad areas: crawling, access and tool
development. The Archive is engaged in crawling at many different levels and in-
cludes activities that are self-directed, those that are fully undertaken at the direction
of other organisations and those crawls that are initiated and directed by other or-
ganisations using their subscription service Archive-It. The Archive facilitates access
and hosting for crawls undertaken by themselves and others through the Wayback
Machine, including the provision of tools that allow others to deposit and donate
their own WARCs to the collection. Lastly they facilitate web archiving through their
ongoing tool and technology development for crawling and replay. In practice, these
three areas do not sit in isolation from one another and represent a working environ-
ment of overlapping roles, tasks and activities at the Archive. The work that makes
up web archival labour permeates each of these activity areas, explored further in the
following sections that consider the material ways that knowledge work, translation
processes and breakdown and repair shape the archived Web.

14Staff figures were drawn from the Internet Archive’s 2017 tax filings hosted here: https://
projects.propublica.org/nonprofits/organizations/943242767 (visited on 29th Jul. 2019)
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4.3.1 Knowledge Work

Elsewhere, others have acknowledged a certain pre-occupation with abundance and
‘performing plenitude’ at so-called ‘universal archives’ such as the Internet Archive,
an observation which De Kosnik (2016, p.95) argues implicitly denies, or at least
distracts from, attention to any selectivity in archiving. Although it is clear that the
Archive is overtly concerned with abundance and scale in their endeavours to cap-
ture more, my observations point strongly towards efforts on their part to increasingly
shape, prioritise and diversify the web resources that they capture. This point was
made clear at the Archive’s 20th Anniversary Party (2016) when Brewster Kahle an-
nounced that the Archive had (at that point) archived ‘273 billion webpages from
over 361 million websites’ with the help of ‘Robots and 1,000 librarians’ (Figure 4.5).
Here, whereas ‘robots’ refers to the use of automated ‘bots’ or web crawlers to al-
gorithmically collect web archives, ‘1,000 librarians’ champions ongoing partnerships
with university and local libraries and archives to seed collections. Kahle and other
informants have identified the creation of the Archive-It subscription service as a
significant step towards archiving more selectively, by providing librarians with the
tools to save web resources. The Archive-It service was launched in 2006 to provide
external organisations the tools to submit and curate their own web archives collec-
tions, many (but not all) of which are made available through the global Wayback
Machine.15 In recent years, Kahle has regularly referenced this and previous efforts
to collaborate with librarians and subjects specialists as a successful means for diver-
sifying what gets collected in the Wayback Machine.

And yet, the selection narrative is more complex than this, or as one informant indic-
ated when I enquired about the Archive’s appraisal practices, ‘the process is strategic-
ally mish-mashed’. Collectively, these strategies (some of which are discussed below)
can be seen as one component of what Downey (2014) calls the knowledge work, or
the ‘high value labour’ that goes into the production of information that is obscured
or marketed as either automated or infinite. The notion of knowledge work is ex-
plored below as it relates to what one informant called the ‘hybrid’ crawling activities
of the Archive.

One informant relayed that a common misconception about the Archive’s crawling
activities is that they employ the services of ‘one giant crawler’ to archive the global
Web.16 This is repeated in research literature and popular media articles around the
perceived automation of the Archive’s crawling activities. At any given moment, in
fact, the Archive has an (unknown) number of crawlers engaged in selective archival

15Because of the different types of content collected by institutions using the service, some Archive-It
subscribers do not make their web archives collections public and are only available behind a login at
the custom Archive-It Wayback Machine.

16This was actually raised in conversation around the time that I approached the Archive to do this
research so should be considered ‘personal communication’.
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FIGURE 4.5: Brewster Kahle, founder of the Internet Archive,
speaking at their 20th Anniversary Party, announces the cumulative
web archival work of both ‘Robots and 1,000 librarians’. Image:
(Rinehart, 2016)

activities. A key priority was to begin to map these crawling events during field-
work, in an effort to understand each as a contingent, sociotechnical assemblage
(Table 4.1).17 These crawl events or crawl modalities (Summers and Punzalan, 2017)
inevitably define what is collected at the Archive.18 Each is shaped by different mo-
tivations, priorities and approaches to web archiving.

Looking further back in history to 2010, a moment of significance can be observed
when the Wayback team started engaging in and directing their own global crawls.
Several informants described the motivations that led to this shift in direction, which
was driven (at least in part) by the perceived inadequacies of the crawl data that were
seeded, crawled and donated by Alexa Internet to the Archive. The Alexa crawling
approach23 is raised here as it is representative of a historical focus on the popularity
of sites as a factor in the selection of seeds, one which (until recently) continued to
influence the ways in which crawls were prioritised – even in those crawls directed

17Many of these crawl events were first established in the initial analysis of interviews (discussed
in Chapter 3) as part of an effort to identify the knowledge production efforts that influence crawling
activities.

18I have borrowed this term from Summers and Punzalan (2017) who describe the different ways
in which crawling activities were broadly discussed and implemented in a qualitative study of web
archival appraisal practices. Although different (but overlapping) crawling modalities were identified
at the Archive, the focus is similarly on determining how these modalities come to pass, and how they
shape what is collected.

19https://archive.org/details/alexacrawls&tab=about (visited on 25th Jan. 2017)
20https://archive.org/details/archiveteam&tab=about (visited on 25th Jan. 2017)
21https://archive.org/details/widecrawl&tab=about (visited on 25th Jan. 2017)
22https://archive.org/details/survey_crawl&tab=about (visited on 25th Jan. 2017)
23The mechanisms behind Alexa’s crawlers were presented by informants as not fully understood, and

based on a historical understanding of ‘how they used to work’. The proprietary nature of their crawlers
and the resulting crawl data were flagged as an impediment to ever fully understanding the provenance
of how resources are prioritised over others within this data.
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Modality Crawl Event Description

Donated Crawls

Alexa
CommonCrawl

Cool Search
ArchiveTeam

This encompasses crawls that are not harvested by
the Internet Archive, but rather, donated by other
organisations and community groups. Examples
include the crawling activities of Alexa Internet,19

ArchiveTeam,20 CommonCrawl, Cool Search, etc.

Global Crawls
Wide Web Crawls

Survey Crawls
WideOps

Starting in 2010, the Internet Archive began the
Wide Crawls of the global Web in an effort to sup-
plement the data being received from Alexa.21 The
Survey crawls were initiated in 2010 in an effort to
take a regular snap shot of the home page of every
URL in the Archive.22

Partner-Curated Crawls Archive-It Crawls Harvests initiated and curated by Archive partners
through the Archive-It subscription service.

Directed Crawls
Focused
Custom
Contract

This is a term used by one of the informants to
describe crawls that are focused on specific re-
source captures. Although other crawl events (e.g.
Archive-It partner crawls) could fall into this cat-
egory, this is specifically concerned with crawls
led and initiated by Archive staff. Includes do-
main crawling done on behalf of contracted part-
ners (‘contract crawling’).

Crowd Crawls
‘Save Page Now’

Wikipedia
YouTube

This includes individual crawls triggered by link-
ing events and requests, often from outside the or-
ganisation. These crawls are automated through a
variety of means, including listening to the Wikipe-
dia IRC edit channels, Twitter tweets that contain
YouTube links and a number of browser-based ex-
tensions and tools that use the Save Page Now API.

TABLE 4.1: Crawl events at the Internet Archive.
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by the Archive itself. The use of Alexa’s ‘top million’ sites as the starting seeds for
the ‘wide crawls’ (see below) was discussed as a common place practice but often
resulted in the over-prioritising of popularity as an indicator of the value in capturing
certain web resources – with Gregory claiming that: ‘over 50% of our wide crawl was
from 2,000 websites’. Further complaints were relayed about the quality of Alexa
crawls as they do not capture images or embedded dynamic resources, often leading
to web archives with extensive missing elements:

“[...] the quality of the captures that came from Alexa were not good enough.
In the sense that Alexa was not crawling images, they were not crawling the
pages that we thought we should be crawling. Because the way Alexa was
crawling then—I don’t know how they are doing it now —but back then was
they had the Alexa toolbar and if three different users at any given day at a
particular URL, they would crawl it. And that would be determined by how
popular pages are, and so there was [Search Engine Optimisation] gaming
happening.” (Gregory, Engineer)

Various crawl events have subsequently become associated with the Archive’s global
crawling efforts, including for example, the ‘survey crawls’ and ‘wide crawls’. Survey
crawls are being used to supplement wide crawls by taking a snap shot of the home
page of every domain/host ever identified by the Archive. Wide crawls are run twice
a year over four to six months, though as Arthur described they had originally envis-
aged the crawl cycle to run four to six times a year. Wide crawls start from a seed
list (initially the Alexa top million, as described above) and are then allowed to run
autonomously with the bot following each outlink until ‘it doesn’t produce any inter-
esting data any more’. When asked how wide crawls were stopped, Arthur said they
have to regularly check on each Heritrix instance by manually go into the machine
in question and looking at the logs to see what is actually being captured, a process
they described as ‘daunting’. Alex described what they were looking for when they
examine the logs, which largely involves a visual inspection of the domain names
contained within the capture URLs, watching out for strings that resemble ‘calendar
traps’, pornography and endless Facebook sites. In direct result of some of the manual
labour required to shape and monitor the large-scale crawls at the Archive, engineers
began developing various ad-hoc tools to mitigate the need for interacting with the
harvester logs and other shell scripts. One such tool is something Arthur calls the ‘Do-
main Browser tool’ used in conjunction with Hericrawler, a crawl queue management
system the Archive developed for orchestrating large-scale crawls:

“The domain browser manual tool is for identifying undesirable domains.
It’s used to establish and prioritise ‘shades of gray’, for example only crawl
this site if there are no other sites to crawl. It’s used as a ranking mechanism
for prioritising domains based on time, resources and place in the queue, as
certain important URLs can get blocked by many instances of unimportant
URLs. For example people linking to Facebook pictures can create an infinite
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loop of queued Facebook links because of the nature of the graph. These types
of sites are really slow to crawl as they are hosted on a single site, which must
be crawled in succession because of the nature of the Heritrix crawler. Each
domain/host is assigned a budget and the crawler is paused if it reaches its
budget.” (Arthur, Engineer)

The Domain Browser tool is thus used to (manually) curate undesired domains based
on a visual inspection of a gallery of home page thumbnails of each domain/host. The
tool is set up to facilitate users tagging the site as pornography, a domain squatter or
‘link farm’ in order to remove it from subsequent crawls. Alex describes the process:

“What we did was hired half a dozen people - they would just go through
it and get the top 30,000 hosts [...] and they go through 4-5,000, that’s
what one person can do in a month or so. And then we get actual human
interaction to say yes, this is a good website. And then we would delete or
modify or prioritise based on that input. So having humans actually spend a
little bit of time at the top really helped. We’d love to do it further of course.”
(Alex, Engineer)

In addition, Arthur described another similar manual tool called ‘Live Update’ that
they use to curate new domains that are discovered through their Wordpress crawls
(crawls that are triggered by edits to sites hosted on Wordpress.com). Different to
the Domain Browser tool, the Live Update tool dynamically displays the domain/host
thumbnail of new domains in realtime allowing users to choose between overlay
buttons tagged ‘P’ for pornography, and ‘F’ for link farms, or visit the site for further
investigation. Arthur said it was developed in an effort to ‘gamify’ the process of
curation and described using the tool whenever he had downtime. When asked how
to spot a link farm, Arthur responded that ‘it’s obvious, there’s usually a giant box
[iframe] with keywords and a list of domains on the home page, easy to spot’. The use
of manual curation tools reveals both the role of human intervention in the process of
curating millions of links and the tensions and trade-offs that exist between the use
of bots and a desire to capture ‘high quality’ sites.

In response to the restrictive number of URLs collected by the wide crawls seeded
with the Alexa ‘top million’ sites, several informants described some of the Archive’s
more recent efforts to study the wide crawls through a grant they received to im-
prove the Wayback Machine in various respects. One such study of ‘wide crawl 12’ is
captured in a grant milestone report (that was made available) which describes the
various techniques used and makes recommendations for improving future crawls
(Goel, 2016b). Here, Gregory describes the process of studying the hyperlink struc-
ture of existing archives to seed crawls:

“I do a lot of link analysis where I study the hyperlink structure of our crawls
and try to figure out in certain pockets, use some rank methodologies to
figure out ‘oh these are important resources’, for instance they have a lot of
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links to them or traffic is really high – let’s seed the crawl with those. The
most recent wide crawl I took the most linked to pages from every single
website, so 230 million websites [...] and instead of crawling the Alexa top
million, let’s crawl this bit. Sort of like a hybrid survey and wide model [...].
And we found resources that we had never crawled before. I’m not saying
one is better than the other, I’m saying that hybridising this process might be
one way of balancing the scales a little bit.” (Gregory, Engineer)

This type of link analysis thus assists in finding the edge nodes of websites that the
crawlers have identified – sometimes upwards of 60 million sites – but do not get
around to crawling before the crawl is stopped. These are then used as seeds for
the survey crawl (to crawl the home pages of the sites) and to iteratively expand
the net and number of websites captured by the Archive. Gregory indicates that
through these types of studies, they estimate that at any given time they are only
crawling around 20% of the Web. Gregory structures the issues surrounding balance
in selection priorities as a problem of resources (a theme which repeatedly arises),
but outlines three considerations for determining ‘better crawls’ and ensuring they
are crawling the ‘right 20%’:

“The way I think of it [...] there’s three branches, there’s popularity, there’s
novelty and there’s the risk of going away. How do you achieve that bal-
ance? You want to get stuff that people are using - not just junk that is on
the Web that you’re just filling up the servers with that won’t ever be found
useful, like calendar pages, things like that, crap [...] there’s no novelty. It’s
new? We want to make sure it’s preserved because it just came out, it’s a new
article, it’s a new website. And then there’s the risk of going away [...] – if
you’re going to shut down this service—Vine is going away—we jump in and
crawl. So as we’re crawling the Web can we do a good job of sort of achiev-
ing that balance? We don’t quite know what the solution is to achieving that
balance.” (Gregory, Engineer, emphasis my own)

If we expand the picture to look at some of the other crawl modalities of the Archive,
the multi-faceted approach to selection becomes even more apparent. A number of
techniques for selecting domain/hosts were described by participants associated with
the Archive’s contract crawling, or the custom and domain-level crawling undertaken
on behalf of partner institutions. A manager, Elaine described the use of zone files,
partner-submitted seed lists (via Google spreadsheets or forms), links embedded in
particular social media streams, and using geographical look-ups of existing content
held by the Archive to extract relevant domains for crawling. Other sources for se-
lection include ‘listening in’ on Twitter to determine which YouTube videos get linked
to, as well as what outlinks get added to Wikipedia – both of which trigger crawl
events. Increasingly, the Archive has also been developing a variety of tools that use
their longstanding ‘Save Page Now’ feature to promote the saving of web resources to
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the Wayback Machine by anyone with access to the archive.org home page, a Firefox
plugin or the API.

These methods highlight some of the ways the Archive is leveraging the power and
labour of ‘the crowds’ – through the users of Twitter, Wikipedia and Save Page Now
– to not only diversify and ‘balance’ the domains and types of resources that are
archived, but also (implicitly) co-opt and transform these users into potential stake-
holders of the Archive. Furthermore, the Archive is in multiple ways, leveraging the
web archives amassed in the Wayback Machine project over the last 20 years to con-
tinue to increase their net resources. Here, web engineers use the Survey crawls to
find and re-use links that are saved by other crawling methods (like the crowdsourced
ones described above) to seed and expand subsequent crawls. This practice could be
seen as a form of knowing capitalism (Thrift, 2005), where the networked labour in-
volved in amassing web archives at scale becomes an ‘infrastructural logic’ that works
to generate further capital in the form of a bigger and bigger archive.

The next section explores the ways that upon selection, these web archives are trans-
ported and transformed at the Archive.

4.3.2 Translation

Several informants detailed the various processes that enable the transfer and preser-
vation of live Web resources into archived resources at the Internet Archive. Drawing
again on Downey (2014), I want to consider how aspects of web archival labour
act as a form of translation, where practices work to not only move web resources
from the live Web to archives, but also invariably transform the meaning and nature
of resources themselves. Using several examples of ‘real time stenography’, or the
processes associated with transcribing ‘ephemeral human speech’, Downey (2014,
p.155) describes how stenography involves translation processes that implicate ste-
nographers in making the ephemeral accessible across different spatial and temporal
contexts:

“[...] [these] are examples of what we might call translation processes
in a broad sense, because in each case they involve not just moving in-
formation unaltered from one set of technical codes to another (like in
telegraphy), nor just creating the contextual environment for information
to circulate from one institutional or intellectual context to another (like
in librarianship), but a sort of recasting of the very meaning of the inform-
ation content in the first place” (Downey, 2014, p.158).

Here, Downey is referring to the interpretation, negotiation and ‘editorial interven-
tions’ that enable the translation of human speech into fixed and permanent repres-
entations of the ephemeral. They argue that these practices require the creation of
an ‘environment’ or infrastructure to enable the flow and interaction of information
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that as a result, often ‘recasts’ the meaning of targeted resources in the process. Here,
examining web archiving labour as not merely transfer processes that copy HTML
content from the live Web to the Archive’s servers – but rather as translation pro-
cesses – places emphasis on the contingent and constructed nature of web archives,
and materially connects the archivist and the infrastructure (labour, tools and tech-
nologies) of archiving to the ways that web archives can be understood.24

The Wayback Machine itself provides a starting point for examining some of these
translation processes and their implications for the archived Web. The underlying in-
frastructure that facilitates the Wayback Machine was described as a complex series
of interconnected processes that both ingest and make web archives available on-
line – succinctly summarised by one informant as: ‘input, process, output’. Several
translation processes were identified during analysis that occur to digital objects in
the Archive (e.g. compress, transfer, decrypt, derive, de-duplicate, exclude), some of
which can be seen as individual rows in a screenshot of an example queue of tasks in
the administrator’s view of the Archive’s catalogue system (Figure 4.6). In order to
facilitate replay and access, several processes are performed on web archives that are
dependent on the source and collector of the WARCs being ingested. For example,
a decryption process is performed on Alexa Internet donations to enable access to
embargoed data (after six months) within Wayback. All files that enter the Archive
go through what is called a derive process that is dependent on the filetype entering
the network. For web archives, this enables the automated indexing of WARC files
to produce the ‘layers of indices’ that enable resources to be located and accessed
through the public Wayback Machine:

“We have this massively distributed file system that has 20,000 hard drives
on 500 plus nodes that are all part of the fabric that collectively represent a
whole lot of storage that is highly available and highly accessible. [...] In the
case of the WayBack Machine [...] we get these WARC files and we know they
are from websites, we turn them into index files. [...] The WayBack Machine
works based upon a whole lot of rules and are based on this set of four layers
of indexes that provide pointers to actual web captures that are sitting on
hard drives. So when I go and try to playback a page, the actual assets that
are going to represent that page – the individual web captures may and often
times do live on different physical machines. Maybe even different locations
too.” (Nicholas, Engineer)

Nicholas describes a complex system of physical storage, layers of index files and a
‘whole lot of rules’ that underlie the Wayback Machine. This description supports
and neatly illustrates the relational qualities of web archiving as infrastructure. It
highlights the integral and performative role of the Wayback Machine in the active

24This reinforces previous points about the contingencies inherent in the construction of web archives,
but also the ontological differences inherent to web archives as ‘re-born digital’ artefacts (Brügger, 2012,
2016).
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FIGURE 4.6: Internet Archive catalogue tasks in process. (The
individual items and email addresses of the submitters are blurred to
maintain privacy)

process of reconstructing, or translating requests to access the archived Web. Here,
archives of web pages are stored and distributed across different spatial and temporal
arrangements that are reassembled at the point of request. However, as others have
demonstrated, even the Wayback Machine’s best efforts to reassemble web pages ‘as
they were’ can work to generate views of the past that in fact, never were. As several
studies have demonstrated, issues of missing page resources (Brunelle et al., 2015),
temporal cohesion within archived pages (Ainsworth, Nelson and Sompel, 2015), as
well as ‘leakage’ that enables missing resources in the page to be replaced with those
on the live Web (Brunelle, 2012) all work to ‘recast the meaning’ of sites and produce
an archived Web that may or may not resemble what was once there.

The layers of indices and associated rules used to query the archives are worthy of
some further attention as they also form another aspect of the process of translation,
namely the ways that social protocols are embedded and enacted through technical
protocols of access. The exclusion rules that govern access to web archives stored
in the Wayback Machine have received increased attention in recent years through
public discussions of the continued utility of the robots.txt protocol (Koster, 1993)
and its role in enabling and preventing access to the archived Web at the Internet
Archive (Scott, 2017; Summers, 2017). The robots.txt protocol provides website
owners with a mechanism to communicate both whether or not Archive crawlers
should be allowed to crawl web content, but also whether or not the Archive should
make that content available through the Wayback Machine. Again, Nicholas explains:

“The primary WayBack Machine right now [consists of] 17 application serv-
ers. So for the 17 individual application servers – each of them have their
own performance profiles, each of them are accessing their own indices, each
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of them are accessing their own sets of exclusion tables because as part of
what we do, we don’t just take, capture and present. We capture, process,
present. Part of the processing may be that we have received a DMCA re-
quest – Digital Millennial Copyright Request – to say that ‘I’m the owner of
this website, I don’t want it to be available via the WayBack Machine’. We
honour that. Or there’s a robots exclusion – so someone is saying disallow *
useragent [ia_archiver]. (Nicholas, Engineer)

Here as Nicholas describes, the Wayback Machine is subject to DMCA requests and
robots.txt exclusions that at least, in theory, determine the ways that they provide
access to certain archived sites and pages. To some extent, the legal and ethical
protocols governing the archiving of the public Web have always been in question,
as exhibited by Kahle’s description of the mood surrounding their initial attempts to
archive the Web back in 1996, remembering that ‘all our lawyer friends said that
if we collected the web, lawyers would rain down on us like frogs’. A milestone
came in 2002 when, only months after the initial unveiling of the Wayback Machine,
the Internet Archive became one of several web publishers to be implicated in wide-
ranging attempts by the Church of Scientology and their lawyers to remove access to
web content that was seen to be critical of the church (Bowman, 2002; Jeff, 2002).
Subsequently, and in consultation with other free speech advocacy organisations such
as the Electronic Freedom Foundation (EFF), the Archive sponsored the construction
of the Oakland Archive Policy (OAP) that produced a series of recommendations for
operationalising situational responses to requests for the removal of online access to
archived web content.25

Despite the OAP recommendations however, the ways in which the Internet Archive
makes decisions about who and what to provide access to remains somewhat shrouded
in mystery.26 Decisions surrounding the take-down refusals in the case of the Joy-
Ann Reid blogs (discussed in Chapter 1) coupled with recent announcements that the
Archive would no longer obey robots.txt exclusions on US government websites
(Graham, 2017; Rossi, 2017), have demonstrated the ways that the Wayback Ma-
chine’s sociotechnical protocols of access are relational, only temporarily stable and
always subject to change. Here, the material relations of infrastructure (as people,
practice, software, hardware) act as arbitrators in the performance of the politics of
accessing the Wayback Machine. These relational entities are inevitably translated
through the situated technical, legal and ethical frameworks within which they are
based, and ultimately work to construct both how the Web is archived and indeed
how access to the Web’s past is enabled.

25http://groups.ischool.berkeley.edu/archive/aps/removal-policy (visited on 29th Jul.
2019)

26On several occasions when I pressed discussions about the robots.txt protocol and the ways that
decisions are made surrounding access to archived pages I was reminded of the constraints of staff
non-disclosure agreements and referred to the Wayback Machine’s FAQs: https://help.archive.org/
hc/en-us/articles/360004716091-Wayback-Machine-General-Information (visited on 29th Jul.
2019)
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4.3.3 Breakdown, Maintenance and Repair

Many informants described scenarios where human mediation was required in oth-
erwise (seemingly) automated processes. Maintaining the technical infrastructure
of web archiving may be akin to Coleman’s description of the role of system ad-
ministrators as ‘part plumber, part groundskeeper, and part ninja, fixing problems,
maintaining the system, and fending off attacks’ (2012, p.12). Here, informants de-
scribed the daily tasks of monitoring and repairing the network of crawler nodes and
20,000 hard drives (Gonzalez, 2016) – to replace failed disks, tripped power cords
and mitigate heavy network traffic (Figure 4.7). Other examples require the manual
intervention of engineers and support staff focused on crawling, including: running
patch crawls when bots failed to crawl designated seeds, or in the event of a crawler
trap where bots are trapped in an infinite loop of seed requests, or when missing or
altered elements are observed in the playback of archived web pages. Fundament-
ally, each of these boil down to issues surrounding either the capture or replay of
web resources. Borrowing from Star and Ruhleder (1996), these moments could be
considered a form of breakdown which reveal the infrastructure beneath, the contin-
gent assemblage of processes that – for example, enable the capture of intended web
resources or provide ‘high fidelity’ access to the archived collections.

As discussed in Chapter 2, issues surrounding the quality assurance of capture and
playback are not unknown dimensions of web archival practice, however, the pro-
cesses that are undergone to mitigate these issues are not well documented. Here I
draw on the work of Jackson (2014) who advocates for an examination of the mo-
ments of breakdown, repair and maintenance of technologies, in that they redirect
attention to the act and ‘ethics of care’ and embody the creation of value by their
maintainers. In other words, the practice and processes involved in fixing and main-
taining technologies can be used as evidence for their worth by those who sustain
these practices over time. These moments of maintenance and repair in web archiv-
ing are present throughout the study, including the repair and maintenance of crawl
data and crawling technologies, Wayback and access tools, as well as the repair of
broken links on the live Web by the Archive. Some of these practices are discussed
further below, as they highlight some of the factors that influence the decision-making
and technical processes that enable the repair of web archives (and the technologies
that enable access).

Repairing Web Archives

A few training sessions for a web archivist on the Archive-It team, Karen were ob-
served. Through listening to Karen’s Q&A with other team members, certain junc-
tures were highlighted where support staff are regularly required to prioritise activ-
ities, particularly in response to the ‘quality’ or ‘completeness’ of web archives (and
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FIGURE 4.7: The Internet Archive Weather Map shows network traffic
in and out of each component of the server infrastructure.
https://monitor.archive.org/weathermap/weathermap.html
(visited on 9th Feb. 2019)

as raised by partner organisations). To set the scene a bit, I have drawn on my inter-
pretive notes following an observation session:

In the second session we all sat on the couch in the pit. Lydia asked Karen
if she wanted to continue the training they began in the morning, which
was aimed at addressing a recent support request that came in from a part-
ner. When the conversation got a bit technical – as a result of Karen asking
increasingly detailed questions about how certain seeds and test crawls are
rendered in playback – Mike (a support engineer) was called over by Lydia.
Mike walked over and leaned on the couch and began to explain some com-
mon differences between capture and playback issues. The consensus from
Lydia and Mike seems to be that the first task in the support role is to de-
termine whether the issue is related to capture or playback.

Karen is concerned about waiting to solve issues based on partner requests,
advocating for the team to be more actively QA’ing collections in case they
are at risk of disappearing. Mike responds that there are different issues
at play (including time and resources) and that it’s key to understand that
capture issues will always take precedent over playback issues – for exactly
that reason.

From this vignette I observed (and interpreted) several points that led to further ques-
tioning in subsequent interviews. First, we can see that Karen is getting to grips with
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a key aspect of the role of the web archivist at Archive-It, which (in conjunction with
support engineers) is to determine the difference between playback and collection
issues and respond accordingly. Second, the comment that capture problems will
always trump replay problems is insightful. It emphasises the goal of capture and
reflects the underlying motivation driving activities – the fear of disappearance. This
observation also emphasises the active role of the web archivist and support engineer
in the processes that shape the ‘fidelity’ of web archives. They are implicitly driven by
time and resource constraints (a fact that was repeatedly brought up by informants)
but they are also active participants in the practice of choosing which support issues
are prioritised.

Around this question of prioritisation, in an interview Mike reflected on a number
of factors that influence how web archiving support tasks are prioritised in practice.
Mike first explained that Archive-It employs ‘agile development practices’27 and that
they use a ticketing system to log and keep track of both internal and external support
requests:

Mike: “Going back to our agile discussion, in our daily ‘stand-up’
we’re picking from what we do in this sprint (which is a two
week sprint). We have a whole list of items that are either high
priority because the content that we (or partners) are looking
to capture are high priority content or it’s a high priority part-
ner for one reason or another.”

Jessica: “What reasons would the content be high priority?”
Mike: “Something in jeopardy of going away on the Web is one really

good example. Or in the case of whitehouse.gov [...] yes, it’s
going away but regimes are changing, the site isn’t disappear-
ing but we know a lot of the content is going to change so we’ll
go out and capture that as quickly as possible. It’s [Joan]’s job
and a lot of the web archivists to go and put things in priorit-
ised backlog and Joan and others will pull from that to form
our sprint [...]”

Mike indicated that specific repair tasks are prioritised in each daily ‘standup’ where
team members report on upcoming development goals. Web archivists and pro-
gramme managers will mark tasks as high priority either because the content is at
risk of changing or going away, or because the request comes from a high priority
partner (as both were the case for the whitehouse.gov and End of Term archives that
were being captured at the time).

27Agile software development comes in many flavours, but in this context the informant is referring
to a common practice called a ‘stand-up’ which involves a short ‘time-boxed’ meeting session where
team members report on their progress and impediments to the upcoming code development goals
(Yip, 2016).
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Repairing the Web

Further examples of repair can be found in the work that the Archive has been en-
gaged with in fixing broken links contained in Wikipedia as part of their ‘No More
404s’ Project. Through the use of automated bots and manual intervention, the
Archive (and collaborators) have been altering URLs (out-links) on Wikipedia with
a 404 status code to point towards archived versions within the Wayback Machine.
Nicholas described the Archive’s role in this process:

“[...] [We] look at every link in English WikiPedia and we’ll check the status
code. So if it’s not a status code 200 or maybe if it’s a status code 404 [we]
say – can we edit that link to point to a capture of that web page available
via the WayBack machine back when it was a 200. So that’s what we did.
And we did it – when we say ‘we did it’ – two volunteers did it actually. It
was amazing. [...] And they wrote a robot to go crawl through Wikipedia
and basically check the status codes and look those pages up in the WayBack
Machine and attempt to do the right thing. [...] what we said recently is that
we repaired more than a million links. The nuance of that is that 600k of
those had to actually be repaired by human beings over the course of many
years using the Wayback Machine. Like 15 years or whatever. The last 400k
links we helped repair over the last few months.” (Nicholas, Engineer)

On their own, these activities deserve further investigation to document the motiva-
tions and practices which were undertaken to perform these changes. As it relates to
this research, the Wikipedia changes demonstrate how the Archive is engaged in not
only archiving at scale, but also actively changing the landscape of the live Web by
making itself one of the primary mechanisms for accessing the historic Web. However,
these types of changes to Wikipedia source references are not without controversy.
There is a perception that this maintenance work has further entrenched a reliance
on the Archive as the sole provider of archived web pages within the landscape of the
Web. Some have advocated for a more ‘robust’ approach to link repair, for example,
using the Memento aggregation protocol to check for archived resources in multiple
sources rather than just the Archive (Rosenthal, 2016). This observation is bolstered
by the number of controversies surrounding the use of bots to automate changes to
Wikipedia 404s to point towards another web archive, Archive.is28 which resulted in
the banning of a number of bots and users and four lengthy Wikipedia Requests for
Comments (RFCs).29 The wholesale and continuing practice of replacing Wikipedia
outgoing (404) links provides further evidence of an increasing reach and reliance
on the Archive as part of the Web’s architecture. The issues surrounding link repair
fundamentally raises further questions about the role of power in the maintenance of

28http://archive.is; also located at http://archive.today
29https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Requests_for_comment/

Archive.is_RFC_4#Previous_RFCs (visited on 5th Feb. 2017)
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archived resources, and the situated decision making processes that determine which
versions of the Web are to be the canonical versions of the past.

4.4 Chapter Summary

The findings of this chapter offer some important insights into the research question:
In what ways do web archival practices (the who, why and how) shape the
archived Web? Web archiving as infrastructure enabled two interconnected and over-
arching observations about the ways that web archiving shapes the archived Web. The
first is that web archiving is composed of a dynamic set of spatially and temporally
located practices that shape the nature of what and how the Web is archived. This
observation was demonstrated through my efforts to locate and contextualise the
emergence of the Internet Archive within the 1990s and early 2000s in Silicon Valley.
Here, I discussed the early goals of the Archive and its founder Brewster Kahle to
build the online ‘Library of Alexandria 2.0’, in pursuit of particular sociotechnical
imaginaries to enable ‘universal access to all knowledge’. I extended the view of this
digital library to a description of the physical space in which the Archive occupies,
in an effort to further situate the place in which local web archiving practices are
shaped. In the round, the first part of this chapter worked to situate the ways that web
archiving as infrastructure, and the practices this enables, emerges within particular
social, cultural, economic, legal and ethical contexts that shape the material ways
that web archiving is approached and enacted.

This observation is further supported by the analysis of the components of web
archival labour through the second half of this chapter. Extending Downey’s (2014)
concept of information labour, I outlined the case for four components of labour
(knowledge work, translation, maintenance and repair) that support the relational
view of web archiving as infrastructure and emphasise the explicit ways that the
everyday work of web archivists and engineers at the Internet Archive are shaping
the archived Web. This analysis points towards a complex system of knowledge and
maintenance work for prioritising which web assets to collect and repair. The Archive
is leveraging their extensive existing archives for understanding networked linking
behaviour in an effort to balance the breadth and depth of crawling activities, while
discovering new sources for identifying websites to crawl based on measures of pop-
ularity, ‘novelty’ and sites that are endanger of going offline. The team has devised
multiple mechanisms for identifying different types of ‘undesirable domains’, includ-
ing rule-based link pattern-matching and the development of ‘gamified’ tools for the
manual curation of sites.

Collectively, the efforts of the Archive can be seen as knowledge work, and these activ-
ities, seen in combination with other practices around the prioritisation, repair and
maintenance of tools and archives all have ramifications for how web resources are
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transformed for use. It is the labour of non/human agents that enables the preserva-
tion and ingestion of information from the Web into the Archive, and then once again
back to the Web where archives are reassembled via the Wayback Machine. Although
imperfect, this labour is increasingly recognised as an essential element of the web
architecture. The information labour and knowledge work of potential web archival
users is therefore intimately tied to the web archival labour of the Internet Archive.
As the global Wayback Machine currently provides access to billions of webpages –
often inaccessible elsewhere – editorial decisions have implications for not only the
fidelity of archived captures, but indeed whether or not certain parts of the Web are
preserved at all.

The next chapter, Chapter 5, expands the field of view to consider web archiving as
culture through the case of the Archive Team, a community of ‘rogue’ archivists.
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“Culture, then, consists of standards for deciding what is,
standards for deciding what can be, standards for decid-
ing how one feels about it, standards for deciding how to
go about doing it.”

WARD H. GOODENOUGH (1963, Cooperation in Change)

“I did it because I had the means (disk space), the motive
(the sense of history and the recognition that this was his-
torically relevant work representing thousands of hours)
and the opportunity (a fast connection and five days be-
fore they were to die).”

JASON SCOTT (2009, Datapocalypso!) 5
Web Archiving as Culture: Archive Team

5.1 Introduction

This chapter explores web archiving as culture through the case of the Archive Team,
‘a loose collective of rogue archivists, programmers, writers and loudmouths dedic-
ated to saving our digital heritage’.1 Here, culture is used as a vehicle to explore how
web archives are produced and enacted through systems of cultural practices. The
concept of culture helps to delineate two distinct, yet interlinked observations about
web archiving. The first is that web archives, like culture, are produced and enacted
through practice. Here, the example of Archive Team and their efforts to archive
Tumblr are used to demonstrate that web archiving is situated within particular cul-
tural worlds that are observable through local practices and associated systems of
meanings. The second observation positions web archiving as a transformative force
that also produces culture. Here, I argue that web archiving practices both create
the archived Web and reinforce the cultural worlds and communities they inhabit. In
the case of Archive Team therefore, participation transforms web archives through
practice and produces a culture of affinity around the quest to archive the Web.

Culture as Practice/Practice as Culture

The first observation is rooted in a view that culture is the articulation of practice
and systems of symbols and meanings (Sewell, 1999), or in other words, culture is

1https://www.archiveteam.org/ (visited 26th Jul. 2019)
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conceived as something that people do. I draw parallels and inspiration from Seaver
(2017) who positions algorithms as culture in an effort to foreground the ways that
conceptually, algorithms are ‘multiples’ (Mol, 2002), or unstable objects that are en-
acted through varying forms of cultural practices. Rather than solely favouring a
technical, or engineering-based conceptualisation of algorithms, Seaver emphasises
the numerous and everyday ways that algorithms are produced through the ‘local pro-
duction of abstract representations’, ‘human sensemaking’ and a diverse and changing
set of sociocultural contexts (2017, p.6). Similarly, and in line with a practice theory
approach to culture (Bourdieu, 1977; Ortner, 1984, 2006), I argue that web archives
are constituted through ‘strategies of action’ (Swidler, 1986) which are themselves
articulations of meaning-making through practice. Culture therefore, as a diverse
system of cultural practices, invokes a ‘toolkit of symbols, stories, rituals and world-
views’ (Swidler, 1986, p.273) that shapes how the Web is archived. In this case,
the practices or strategies of action employed by Archive Team are informed by par-
ticular tenets of practice that frame an importance in the abundance of collection,
distributed working practices and a general reliance on irony and humour to mo-
bilise participants. Articulating these practices and the ‘toolkit’ that informs them is
necessary for considering the impact of practices on the nature of what is archived.

The second observation is that web archiving is transformative; where a focus on
cultural practices works to frame the ways the Web is altered through archival prac-
tices, as well as highlights the contribution of culture ‘in sustaining existing strategies
of action and its role in constructing new ones’ (Swidler, 1986, p.278). As discussed
earlier in this thesis, we know that web archiving alters the nature of what is archived
through the process of archiving (Brügger, 2012, p.108), and in this chapter I extend
this observation to include the ways that culture is implicated in this process of trans-
formation. I argue that culture works to define, shape and transform the nature of
what is done, as well as create communities around the doing of web archiving. Here,
web archiving (and the Web itself) works to bring together and sustain communit-
ies of affinity through the generation of code, stories, symbols, practice ‘rituals’ and
ways of viewing the world that reinforces their mission of archiving the Web whilst
also materially shaping how the Web is archived.

Introducing Archive Team

Although featured in numerous blog posts, popular media articles, public present-
ations, podcasts and soundbites since 2009, the specifics regarding the processes
that underpin Archive Team activities have yet to receive critical attention within
the wider web archival domain. The Archive Team is distinct from other web archiv-
ing initiatives in several respects which will be discussed, including the implications
of being based outside of the professional, institutional and legislative constraints of
memory institutions typically represented in web archiving research communications.
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Archive Team and its participants have developed bespoke archival pipelines that
take advantage of distributed computing resources and volunteer labour to archive
sites and platforms at scale. Through the use of IRC logs, documentary sources and
interviews, this chapter reveals some of the ways in which Archive Team simultan-
eously works with the standards of conventional web archivists to extend these tech-
nologies to suit their own needs; whilst also rejecting risk-averse, professional (lib-
rary/archival) norms that tend to dominate discussions of web archiving practices
within the field.

This chapter is presented in two halves that work to frame web archiving as culture.
In the first first half I use the notion of community to frame the cultural dimension
of Archive Team’s web archiving practices. Here I argue that practice is structured
through the ways that Archive Team materially and symbolically constructs a com-
munity of practice. I then introduce Archive Team through a discussion of their origin
story and development of community protocols that work to enable web archiving as
a form of collective action. The chapter discusses how IRC and the wiki work to or-
ganise, mobilise and enrol new participants into the work of archiving the Web. I then
use the analogy of a radical environmental activist group, EarthFirst! to outline and
propose two tenets of ‘radical web archiving’ that shape the ways in which Archive
Team frames web archiving demands an approach that champions a form of what I
call archival neutrality and brute force archiving.

The second half of this chapter presents an account of Archive Team’s attempts to
archive Tumblr NSFW (‘Not Safe For Work’) blogs between December 2018 - January
2019.2 I followed the activities as they occurred on public IRC channels (#archiv-
eteam, #archiveteam-bs and #tumbledown), Archive Team’s GitHub repositories, so-
cial media (Tumblr, Twitter, Reddit) and in coverage by popular news media sources.
Further context is added to observations which draws on historical IRC logs, previous
projects undertaken by Archive Team and interviews. Although it is clear from this
research that Tumblr presented a particular set of circumstances for archiving – con-
strained by the sociotechnical affordances of the platform – this account explores the
ways in which an enterprising Archive Team (as a distributed, dynamic collective of
‘rogue archivists’) shapes and navigates the challenges of archiving the Web.

5.2 Framing Archive Team, Constructing Community

This section takes its inspiration from Cohen’s (1985) work on the symbolic ways
that people construct communities. Here, community is used as an analytical device
through which to frame and probe the cultural dimension of Archive Team’s web

2Not Safe For Work (NSFW) is an internet colloquialism for links and content that may contain
nudity, sexuality, profanity or violence and by implication, not suitable for viewing whilst in a public
place or workplace setting.
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archiving practices. Community is positioned as a relational idea, where communit-
ies are formed (and sustained) through notions of both commonality and opposition;
similarity and difference (Cohen, 1985, p.12). Particular significance is given to the
construction of meaning, and by extension (in the context of this practice-based ap-
proach to culture), the ways that meaning is produced through web archiving prac-
tices. As such, attention is paid to the ‘webs of meaning’ (Geertz, 1973) or symbolic
forms and manifestations of meaning, where symbols, stories and ‘rituals’ are used
by Archive Team members to motivate and constrain participation, create belonging,
as well as frame struggle and success. As Cohen puts it:

“[...through] symbolic behaviour, people draw the conventions of com-
munity about them, like a cloak around the shoulders, to protect them
from the elements – other people’s ways of doing things, other cultures,
other communities. The conventions become boundary through their re-
investment with symbolic value” (Cohen, 1985, p.63).

As a loose ‘anti-establishment’ collective of volunteers, I argue that in fact, Archive
Team creates organisational norms and shared notions of membership that drive
web archiving through the use of irony, humour and metaphor, distributed working
strategies and the transmission and enforcement of their own practice conventions.
Many of Archive Team’s ‘conventions’ undoubtedly serve practical purposes for an
online community centred on virtual participation, for example, in using distributed
web technologies for organising and managing remote communication and archiv-
ing. In addition however, I propose that practice conventions are also symbolic of
a broader attentiveness to sociotechnical values that can be associated with Levy’s
(now famous) definition of the ‘hacker ethic’ (Levy, 2010). Based on their observa-
tions of computer programmers at MIT in the 1950s and 60s, Levy outlines a ‘hacker
culture’ and set of core tenets that emphasises: a general commitment to information
freedom and freedom of expression, anti-bureaucracy and a mistrust of authority, the
meritocracy of hacking and the aesthetic potential of computers for making a better
world (2010, pp.39-46). Similar to the F/OSS software programmers in Coleman’s
(2013) study, Archive Team should also be seen as a loose ‘composite of distinct yet
connected moral genres’ that simultaneously critiques and aligns themselves with the
broader tenets of liberalism that often pervades hacker communities (2013, p.19).

Below, the origin story of Archive Team is first used to contextualise the early vis-
ions for a volunteer ‘emergency response team’ dedicated to archiving online user-
generated content. The origin story, accompanying analogies and imagery are used
to frame both ‘the opposition’ (corporations, gatekeepers, censorship) and an ‘A-Team’
imaginary with a moral cause to save the Web’s history. Next, I frame the conventions
employed by Archive Team to organise and enact web archiving, as well as to trans-
mit practice protocols to new participants. As will be discussed further through the
work of archiving Tumblr, the ways these practices and strategies are enacted, but
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FIGURE 5.1: Archive Team, a rogue band of activist web archivists
formed in response to the shuttering of online hosting services for
user-generated content. (Image: Jason Scott, https:
//www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=File:Archiveteam.jpg
(visited on 27th Jan. 2019)

also contended and negotiated through action, ultimately work to shape the nature
of how the Web is archived.

5.2.1 An ‘Emergency Response Team’ for Web Archiving

Co-founded by Jason Scott Sadofsky,3 more commonly known as Jason Scott, Archive
Team describes themselves as ‘a loose collective of rogue archivists, programmers,
writers and loudmouths dedicated to saving our digital heritage’.4 The collective
formed in January 2009 in response to a series of blog posts by Jason Scott following
the closure of AOL Hometown, an early web-hosting platform which allowed AOL
users to build websites with little-to-no coding expertise (Hogan, 1995). The closure
and loss of AOL Hometown in 2008, a service that hosted 14 million websites as
of 2002 (Hu, 2002), was likened to ‘a mass eviction’ (Scott, 2008) that amounted
to a loss of people’s ‘information, hopes, dreams [and] history’ (Scott, 2009a). The
closure became a rallying call that subsequently spawned numerous web archiving
projects for Archive Team, including partial captures of GeoCities, Friendster, and
Google Video, to name only a few.5 Jason Scott’s initial vision for the collective is
illustrated in this blog post excerpt:

“ARCHIVE TEAM would be like CERT (the Computer Emergency Response
Team) used to be, where it was a bunch of disparate people working

3Others, like Joey Hess have also indicated that they were founding members of Archive Team (Hess,
2015).

4http://www.archiveteam.org (visited on 9th Apr. 2019)
5http://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Projects (visited on 10th Jan. 2017)
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together to solve a problem in a nimble and networked fashion. They’d
find out a site was going down, and they’d get to work.

They’d go to a site, spider the living crap out of it, reverse engineer what
they could, and then put it all up on archive.org or another hosting loca-
tion, so people could grab things they needed. Fuck the [End User Licence
Agreements] and the clickthroughs. This is history, you bastards. We’re
coming in, a team of multiples, and we will utilize Tor and scripting and
all manner of chicanery and we will dupe the hell out of your dying, des-
troyed, losing-the-big-battle website and save it for the people who were
dumb enough to think you’d last. Or the people who, finding you’d been
around forever, had the utter gall to not be near their computers during
your self-created, arbitrary sunset period” (Scott, 2009a, emphasis in the
original).

This excerpt from Scott’s original vision provides a working sociotechnical imaginary
for Archive Team, as well as symbolic commentary on the loss of web history and
the erosion of the rights of platform users. Scott draws a direct comparison to CERT,
a group of computer experts at Carnegie Mellon University that was established in
1980s to convene and respond to computer security incidents. Here, Archive Team
is envisioned to be an ‘emergency response team’ that dedicate their skills to archiv-
ing websites for the users; an ‘A-Team’ in the battle against corporations who do not
provide users with the means to save their own content for posterity.6 The vision
prioritises a distributed, ‘nimble’ and ‘networked’ team and foregrounds a sense of
loss (‘this is history’) and deep mis-trust in hosted web services. Scott’s vision for
Archive Team continues on, and paints a vision of ‘vigilante teams of mad archivists’
for the Web, who work to not only archive digital content, but also to ‘publicize [the]
demise’ of failing platforms (Scott, 2009a). Motivated by a desire to preserve web-
based ephemera and what they frame as ‘our digital culture’ for the future, Archive
Team exhibits a strikingly hacker-activist orientation to the use of web archiving as
a means for advocating for the rights of platform users. This point is illustrated in
another quote from Jason Scott referring to the early aims of Archive Team:

“The goals are myriad but I think the easiest one to achieve is to highlight
and [embarrass] companies that take a cavalier attitude to removing user
data with extraordinarily short notice” (Scott, 2009b).

In the past, Jason Scott has referenced the GeoCities project as the project that ‘made’
Archive Team as it gave Archive Team publicity opportunities and mobilised people
around archiving the Web (Findlay, 2011). Scott argues that their ‘overly aggress-
ive’ approach and use of humour worked to make people enthusiastic about getting
involved in the project. This approach can be observed through efforts to publicly
‘name and shame’ companies and platforms (in the media and on their wiki) that

6The A-Team was an American 1980s television series that featured a group of mercenary, ‘soldiers
of fortune’ hired to solve problems whilst being on the run from the military police.
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resist the crawling activities of Archive Team and/or refuse to give users tools and
reasonable time frames for exporting their content. Web archiving is therefore po-
sitioned as a moral good, but also a form of resistance and civil disobedience that
works to mobilise participants to the cause.

5.2.2 Archive Team as Community Protocols

Following the culture as practice approach, web archiving as culture is observable
through the practices used to both action and organise the collective work of web
archiving. Below I discuss some of the ways that community identity is conveyed
through sociotechnical protocols and tools that facilitate a form of ‘institutional memory-
making’ through self-archiving, shape remote communication and project organisa-
tion, create a sense of community belonging and ultimately reflect particular aspects
of ‘hacker culture’ that shape web archiving in practice. The conclusion of this section
surfaces and proposes two tenets of practice – what I’m calling archival neutrality and
brute force archiving – that when actioned produce both community guidance and par-
ticular practice dilemmas for Archive Team, both of which will be further considered
through the project of archiving Tumblr (Section 5.3).

‘Rituals’ of self-archiving

Immediately following Scott’s initial ‘call to arms’, a MediaWiki instance was installed
at archiveteam.org and the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channel #archiveteam was cre-
ated on the IRC network, EFNet. IRC was invented in the 1980s, and as the name
suggests, it is the foundational mechanism for facilitating distributed internet-based
group chat, private messaging and file sharing. As noted by Coleman (2014, p.8)
in their ethnographic study of Anonymous, IRC is often the preferred communication
device for geek and hacker communities online.7 In keeping with standard IRC opera-
tions, Archive Team participants likewise designate their own handles – or nicknames,
sometimes real names, sometimes pseudonyms (sometimes multiple) – by which they
connect to IRC servers and communicate across a variety of other software platforms
central to Archive Team activities (e.g. GitHub, the Tracker and the wiki - discussed
below).

The distributed DIY nature of IRC, which requires individuals (operators) to self-
host IRC server nodes, simultaneously makes it a free and open communication tool
(where technically anyone with an Internet connection can connect) and one that
feels simultaneously obscured by the technical knowledge and expertise required to

7I have deliberately chosen the term geek here, which draws on Kelty (2008, pp.35-36), where the
term geek ‘signals a mode of thinking and working’. Like in Kelty’s (2008) work with free and open
source software (F/OSS) communities, Archive Team includes a mix of participants (from a variety of
professions and backgrounds) that are united in a central overriding concern for the preservation of
information access on the Web.
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engage with the network. The IRC environment reflects the look and feel of early
online forums and chat rooms, where the nature of synchronous communications re-
quires participants to either be online to receive notifications or alternatively set-up
automated scripts (e.g. an IRC bouncer) to persistently log channel communications
when users are technically offline. Since 2011, one Archive Team member has self-
hosted Archive Team IRC logs of the main public channels online; an activity that
was once fondly referred to by another member as A.B.L. (Archive Team Always Be
Logging). The public chat logs are symptomatic of a widely-observed tendency for
geeks and hackers to self-archive (Kelty, 2008), but practically speaking, the logs of-
fer a mechanism for Archive Team members (old and new) to organise and search
previous projects, discussions and activities over time. Snippets of IRC conversations
make their way into the records of other digital transactions by Archive Team mem-
bers, where logs are often quoted to provide additional context for Archive Team
activities and decisions in sites such as the wiki and GitHub code README files.

The wiki also works to create organisational norms that reinforce the values of the
community, by transmitting information to and enrolling new members, creating and
dividing labour roles for new projects and documenting the history of Archive Team
itself. Acting as the main website for Archive Team, the wiki is the primary land-
ing page for anyone interested in their activities and although people are generally
helpful in the IRC channels, new-comers with questions are actively encouraged to
‘RTFWiki’ (Read the Fucking Wiki)8 before expecting assistance from the team of vo-
lunteers. Here, the wiki as a form of self-archiving promotes meritocratic values and
enables self-reliance in a way that demonstrates Archive Team’s commitment to en-
couraging those with the technical ability to contribute to the collective goals.

The wiki is password-protected and in a ritual reminiscent of role-playing games,
Archive Team requires prospective wiki editors to first connect to IRC and ask: ‘WHAT
FORSOOTH, PRITHEE TELL ME THE SECRET WORD’ – to which someone eventually
replies: ‘What is your quest?’ and messages the password.9 Here, the gamification of
receiving the password can be thought of as a routine activity that is both practically
and symbolically a path to participation in the community. It signifies the transform-
ation of newcomers (outsiders) into members of Archive Team (insiders), but also
highlights the presence of a social hierarchy that distinguishes between newcomers
and ‘core members’ who participate on a regular basis, have admin privileges and
typically run some form of infrastructure for the group (e.g. ArchiveBot or staging
servers). This social hierarchy will be revisited later in the context of the Tumblr pro-
ject, where it played a role in both enabling and constraining how web archiving was
enacted.

8This is an adaptation of RTFM (Read the Fucking Manual), a commonly used acronym amongst
geeks and online communities wishing to express frustration with people who ask questions before first
seeking out the answers themselves. See also: LMGTFY (Let Me Google That For You).

9I am told this is a Monty Python reference, as well.
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The wiki also assists in the task of keeping track of dead and dying sites (discussed
in Section 5.3.1) and individual project pages. Each major project gets its own wiki
page which provides documentation (with varying degrees of completion) regarding
the basics of the project (see Figure 5.2 for an example). Project wiki pages provide
information on: the site URL, status of the project, URLs to GitHub code repositories
used in the project, names of the project lead and IRC channel (if applicable), a basic
history of the site in question (typically including externally-linked citations for fur-
ther information), details about ways for volunteers to get involved, and notes on the
processes undertaken to archive the project. Catalogues of early and ongoing project
pages also act as an ‘organisational’ record for the outcomes of Archive Team War-
rior projects, where templates provide information on their dedicated communication
channels, start/end dates and the outcomes of projects (Figure 5.3). The success of
a given Warrior project is classified by one the three ratings: Success, Qualified Suc-
cess and Failure (Table 5.1).10 The ways that Archive Team categorises and records
the success of Warrior projects is indicative of value placed in both the perception of
‘completeness’ of site archives and the archive’s public accessibility online.

Classification Description

Success All data captured and made avail-
able

Qualified Success Data incomplete or the archive could
not be made publicly available

Failure The site closed before it could be
archived

TABLE 5.1: Archive Team Warrior project categories of success.

Netiquette as community practice

Both the IRC channel(s) and the wiki have subsequently become the pivotal organ-
ising sites for the distributed work of Archive Team by connecting people with project
documentation. Since the start of the collective in 2009, the single IRC channel has
expanded to include many channels dedicated to specific platform and project com-
munications, as well as to signal organisational norms for ‘on and off-topic’ archival-
related chat. According to the wiki (and witnessed during these observations) the
group and channel operators actively enforce adherence to the general rules of IRC
etiquette or netiquette – encouraging users to ‘be helpful’, ask informed and direct

10https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Projects#Warrior_projects (visited on 6th
Mar. 2019)

11https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Tumblr (visited on 25th Feb. 2019)
12https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Projects#Warrior_projects (visited on 6th

Mar. 2019)
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FIGURE 5.2: A screenshot from the Archive Team wiki showing basic
information associated with the Tumblr project.11
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FIGURE 5.3: A screenshot from the Archive Team wiki showing a
selection of Warrior Projects, organised by the most recent project.12

questions, avoid feeding the ‘trolls’ and above all else, to stay on-topic.13 Addi-
tional ‘Special Archive Team IRC rules’ have also emerged, reinforcing the import-
ance of staying on-topic, but also explicitly discouraging participants from criticising
or largely questioning the underlying premise of Archive Team’s archiving methods.
Quoting directly from the wiki:

Don’t maliciously/demandingly criticize Archive Team, its members, nor
the Internet Archive, especially in general, empty phrases. If you have a
remark/idea, be concrete and constructive (and polite and patient), and if
you can, realize it yourself (we’re volunteers otherwise busy). Remember
the money-back guarantee!

Don’t try to convince Archive Team about that archiving is bad. We make
very few exceptions when it’s about archiving. Also, our rule of thumb
is ‘archive first, ask questions later’. Our IRC channels are the #1 worst
place to ask ‘why we are keeping this’!14

13Netiquette, or ‘network etiquette’ comes in many forms, for example, see Hambridge’s (1995) RFC
for Netiquette Guidelines that outlined the ways to keep networked (Internet) interactions polite in
the absence of typical in-person communication strategies. See also Reid (1996, p.398) for a further
discussion of the ‘shared systems of interpretation’ that underlie the rules of netiquette in early IRC
communications.

14https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=IRC#Special_ArchiveTeam_IRC_rules (vis-
ited on 4th Feb. 2019)
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The introduction of the #archiveteam-bs channel for all ‘non-emergency’ archiving-
related communications, as well as #archiveteam-ot for off-topic chat, subsequently
made the #archiveteam channel what has been referred to as a ‘bat signal’ for rallying
the Archive Team to action. Describing the difference between the #archiveteam and
#archiveteam-bs channels to a new-comer, austin explains:

<blake> What is this channel for compared to -bs ?

<austin> This is a channel of action.

This is a channel for when the archive team is needed, for when something has
arisen, or an issue needs to be handled.

<blake> Oh... My bad.

<austin> Like a firehouse, when there’s no fire, people play cards and bullshit
a lot.

So then we made -bs so all the nerds can go discuss what ifs and what fors.

<cameron> aka Batlight

Whilst further entrenching the fire metaphor, austin’s description of #archiveteam-
bs also intimates that in addition to being a place where work gets done, the IRC
is (inevitably) a place for people with an affinity for archiving to hangout, connect
and ‘bullshit’. Nonetheless, when IRC channel participants stray off-topic, channel
operators (the core members responsible for informally moderating the IRC chan-
nels) will often remind participants to take conversations elsewhere. On one occa-
sion, when a new-comer questioned why the Archive Team channels weren’t officially
moderated (e.g. restricted only to certain privileged users), several members respon-
ded by saying that Archive Team ‘is an anarchist organisation’ where the entry-bar
to participation should be low. However, IRC infractions – for example, asking too
many questions, ‘being childish’, ‘annoying’, and/or repeatedly questioning the work
of Archive Team – will get channel users banned by Archive Team operators.15 For re-
turning/repeat participants, these IRC rules work to identify and legitimise a shared
notion of membership within this distributed virtual environment (Nocera, 2002),
where Archive Team (re-)produces an online community dedicated to the mission of
archiving web content, no questions asked.

Tenets of radical web archiving

In a podcast interview Scott likened Archive Team’s mode of web archiving to that
of Earth First! (Findlay, 2011), a radical environmental activist coalition known for
their preference for direct action and civil disobedience (Lee, 1995). I want to briefly
explore this comparison, as it illuminates several aspects of the ways that Archive

15The IRC wiki page outlines both the general and specific rules of channel communications for
Archive Team, as well as provides links to examples of prohibited behaviour, illustrated in IRC logs hos-
ted elsewhere. See the wiki notes for examples of actual infractions: https://www.archiveteam.org/
index.php?title=IRC#Special_ArchiveTeam_IRC_rules (visited on 4th Feb. 2019)
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Team positions itself (both explicitly and implicitly) in opposition to the forces of
ephemerality and those that might question or resist their methods.

In the podcast, Scott contrasts the tactics of Earth First! with those of the Sierra
Club (another environmental advocacy group) distinguishing between ‘covert’ and
‘legitimate’ (or what may be considered ‘mainstream’) forms of environmental activ-
ism, and signals Archive Team’s preference for direct action and oppositional forms
of resistance (Findlay, 2011). Whilst possibly being in danger of extending this ana-
logy beyond the irony clearly intended, exploring the attributes that make Earth First!
‘radical’ is instructive for situating Archive Team in relation to their mainstream coun-
terparts. Lee (1995) describes the core tenets of Earth First! that are particularly
salient to a discussion of Archive Team activities as a form of ‘radical’ web archiving:

“Most often, they confront environmental problems through direct action
(and might be willing to destroy property); the goal of their protests is
the preservation of biological diversity; they act without direction from
an organizational hierarchy; they are poor; and they have little hope of
actually ending the practices against which they protest” (Lee, 1995, p.9).

This highlights several analogous tenets of practice that are observable in the ways
that Archive Team frames and enacts web archiving. Here, the work of Archive Team
is centred around the value of direct action to intervene in the closure of websites
and web services through the act of web archiving. As a result of their adherence to
a ‘brute force’ approach to web archiving they routinely (and unintentionally) create
the equivalent of ‘denial-of-service’ (DoS) attacks when the number of participants
outweighs the bandwidth or capabilities of the targeted site. Archive Team espouses
a commitment to ‘biological diversity’ by collecting any and all websites, and as drew
reflected, they work without any illusions of stopping the Web’s ephemerality or in-
deed website closures. The following considers and expands on the above through
two tenets of practice that are frequently used to frame the work of Archive Team.

Brute Force Archiving At every opportunity Archive Team makes it clear that they
largely do not ask permission to archive the Web. The question of seeking permission
is frequently raised by new participants and interested parties in the IRC channels
and in public forum discussions about the work of Archive Team elsewhere online.
More than a trivial question of process, the issue of permissions is indicative of a fun-
damental difference between Archive Team, conventional (institutional) web archiv-
ing efforts and an emerging class of Internet researchers who continue to question
web archiving collection activities in the absence of informed consent from content
creators.16 For better or worse, this action-oriented ‘get things done’ approach has
enabled Archive Team to proceed where institutional web archives (such as national
web archives) have been subject to their own institutional mandates and policies (e.g.

16For example, see the Documenting the Now Project: http://docnow.io
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legal deposit schemes) that restrict the nature of what can be collected, stored and
made accessible to the public.

However, drew explained that sometimes they do approach site owners, often in an
effort to facilitate smoother or more comprehensive archiving of the site in question:

“Sometimes people – and I mean, I understand and it’s their business and
they decided to shut the website down – and if you see the list of websites
that are being archived by ArchiveBot it’s pretty hard to ask each owner of
the website for permission. And then I’m pretty sure in 75% of the cases they
won’t give permission and then we’re still archiving it anyway - so we’re not
really asking permission. Sometimes we’re sending an email upfront with a
question - if we can have a list of users from the website for example. Yea I
guess we’re not really polite. [...] So yea they can get a little angry.” (drew)

Scott has argued that Archive Team’s approach ultimately operates to ‘keep the discus-
sion going’ even if (at times) their tactics are internally recognised as imperfect and
haphazard (Findlay, 2011). Archive Team frequently takes an ‘archive first, ask ques-
tions later’ strategy which emphasises action over discussion of best practices – more
than implying that other practitioners in the libraries/archives field are frequently
blocked by philosophical debates about practice while ‘the building is on fire’.17 This
is best summarised in the Archive Team’s decisions to disregard the robots.txt pro-
tocol, which was made particularly clear through Scott’s deliberately provocative post
on the Archive Team wiki entitled: ‘Robots.txt is a suicide note’ (Scott, 2017). Des-
pite the aims of keeping the discussion going, Archive Team’s brute force approach
has worked to both open and close the lines of communication between themselves,
platform-services and users. For example, following Archive Team’s efforts to archive
DNSHistory – an online archive of historical DNS records – put up a permanent ban-
ner notification that reads:

“DNS History has now shutdown, any updates are for my personal re-
quirements only – the site may go up/down as I need the resources it
uses. The number of servers dedicated to the DNS History project is now
ZERO. Due to the Archive Teams self-righteous attitude CloudFlares DDoS
protection has been enabled. They are quite open about their attitude of
ignoring robots.txt files and work around blocks on their user agent – this
[is] abuse.”18

Despite the objections of sites like DNSHistory, in the spirit of radical web archiving,
Archive Team and the image they project may be akin to a contemporary form of
what Hobsbawm (1959; 1972) describes as ‘social banditry’. Social banditry is char-
acterised as a ‘primitive form of organized social protest’ (Blok, 1972, p.494) enacted

17‘Archive first, ask questions later’ is listed in the Archive Team IRC rules described above in Sec-
tion 5.2.2.

18https://dnshistory.org (visited on 9th Mar. 2019)
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by outsiders who reject societal norms to plunder and redistribute their wealth to the
poor and vulnerable.19 In this analogy, Archive Team is positioned so that the work
of web archiving becomes a necessary force for good, despite objections from others
that may be opposed to their methods. Whilst I want to avoid getting sidetracked
with a thorough discussion of the decades of critique to this particular social theory,
the analogy nonetheless provides another window into how Archive Team positions
its own form of citizen action as a moral good to in effect, ‘save it for the people’
(Scott, 2009a).

Archival Neutrality Just as the Earth First! collective has a basic tenet of equal re-
spect for all living creatures (considered radical by some) – so too does Archive Team
espouse to treat all websites with equal priority.20 Although questions surrounding
the power and politics of archival selection have historically preoccupied the profes-
sion for decades, it is clear that Archive Team generally and wholeheartedly resist
any notion of succumbing to these particular ‘flights of fancy’.21 When I asked about
how sites get selected and prioritised, drew shared with me this passage from Archive
Team’s Wikipedia page, followed by their own interpretation:

“According to Jason Scott, ‘Archive Team was started out of anger and a
feeling of powerlessness, this feeling that we were letting companies de-
cide for us what was going to survive and what was going to die’. Scott
continues, ‘it’s not our job to figure out what’s valuable, to figure out
what’s meaningful. We work by three virtues: rage, paranoia and klepto-
mania’.”22

“I think we should just archive as much as possible. From any kind of thing.
If it’s a website with people posting a daily image of their sandwich and that
website is going offline I think we should archive it. Yea we can’t know now
what will be important in a hundred years. I mean these more extremist
people will only want to archive websites that are more like how they think
about the world and that’s one way of archiving but it’s not a way of archiv-
ing that makes sure we have a good view later on of how the world was.
So I think we should not make any decisions – or make as little as possible
decisions on what to archive. As long as it’s going offline and it’s accessible
and it’s not illegal to have in your possession then I think we should be able
to archive it.” (drew)

19Elsewhere Coleman (2014, p.71) has also compared and contrasted the tactics of Anonymous to
Hobsbawm’s concept of social bandits.

20Earth First! subscribes to the notion of biocentric equality, or recognition of ‘the intrinsic moral
worth of both human and non-human life’, which drives a view that all life is sacred, interconnected
and worth saving (Lee, 1995, p.18).

21See Chapter 6 for further discussion about the politics of archiving.
22This is quoted from the Wikipedia page here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archive_Team

(visited on 5th Jul. 2019). The quotes were attributed to snippets of Jason Scott’s keynote at the
2012 Open Source Bridge conference (Scott, 2012).
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The Wikipedia passage (drawn from a presentation by Scott [2012]) again positions
Archive Team’s projects in opposition to corporations and platforms that shutter their
services without warning to users, emphasising their role in deciding ‘what [is] going
to survive’. By implication, Scott positions the role of Archive Team through a lens of
objectivity, championing a general neutrality towards deciding the value of collecting
certain websites over others. This view is extended by drew’s reflection that collection
must be representative of the diversity of online experience so that in future ‘we have
a good view’ of ‘how the world was’. Each of these reflections are rooted in the value
of neutrality in archival creation, and work to provide context to the ways Archive
Team deploys the project of web archiving in pursuit of saving the Web’s history.

These two tenets of practice – brute force archiving and archival neutrality – work to
frame an approach to web archiving that is informed by the cultural components of
the community espoused in previous sections. From a culture as practice point of
view, these tenets form the basis to which Archive Team members and participants
can look to deploy strategies for web archiving in practice. However, tensions in each
were observed through the Tumblr project, where on the one hand, (inevitable) se-
lection decisions were both observed and challenged through the ad-hoc decision and
consensus-making required to meet the challenges of the project. Similarly, the brute
force approach produced a set of circumstances that revealed the strategies of action
deployed in the face of repeated attempts by Tumblr to ban Archive Team from crawl-
ing the site. Here, as will be discussed, new participants relied on the conventions
of practice (as dictated by core members) both to enact but also challenge ways of
working that ultimately transformed the nature of what was archived in practice.

5.3 Archive Team at Work

5.3.1 Yahoo and the Case of Tumblr

The story of Archive Team’s engagement with Tumblr begins in 2009 with their early
archival interventions with other Yahoo-sanctioned closures. The shuttering of plat-
forms such as GeoCities (acquired by Yahoo in 1999) – and the archiving project
that followed – marked both Archive Team’s earliest major archival intervention, and
the first of many dealings with Yahoo platforms and services. Since early 2009, Ya-
hoo services and platforms have been at the top of Archive Team’s Deathwatch, with
the collective ‘officially [proclaiming] ‘Yahoo! the least trustable host and its arch-
enemy’.23 And perhaps true to form, in the case of Tumblr, this culminated in a flurry
of activity just before, during and after the Christmas holiday period of 2018, with
Tumblr’s announcement giving Archive Team just two weeks to archive NSFW blogs.

23https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Deathwatch (visited on 12th Jan. 2019)
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According to the Archive Team wiki, Yahoo has had a history of closing platforms
with little-to-no notice or provision for mechanisms for users to retrieve their content
– creating a deep sense of distrust in the longevity of any platforms or domains ori-
ginating from or acquired by Yahoo and its subsidiaries.24,25 Speaking about some of
Yahoo’s ‘victims’, Scott outlines their frustrations:

“These are all the things that Yahoo! has shut down in the last four years.
Just so you understand. Yahoo briefcase, where you were able to store
10 megs, whenever you wanted, and get it from anywhere via FTP. They
shut down. Why? No spare USB drive? Content Mash, some of these you
won’t know.

Yahoo Pets was funded by Purina for a five year contract and on the day
that the contract ran out they shut it down and redirected it to Yahoo
Women. I don’t know why, but they did.

But it was a case of there was this secret contract, and when I say they
shut down, I mean with no warning. One day it was there, one day it was
gone. It had pet pictures, it had forums in it, everything, gone. Totally
gone. So in other words I’m saying Yahoo blows, OK? It is a fucking clown
car. I wouldn’t trust them with like a backup of my nutsack, because
these guys... This is a case where a company went speculatively into user
generated content and when they decided it wasn’t worth it any more,
they got out of it” (Scott, 2011).

This sheds light on several aspects of the project of archiving Tumblr, but also some
motivations that underpin the wider work of Archive Team. As portrayed above,
Archive Team’s grievances with Yahoo stem from a pattern of disregard for users’
rights to control what happens to the platform and their contributed content – par-
ticularly during precarious points of platform governance (such as when external
services are procured, taken-over, purchased and transferred). Here, Yahoo is ac-
cused of short and unreasonable timelines for platform closures which prevent users
from retrieving their content contributions to the sites in question. Problems of plat-
form sustainability are not limited to Yahoo of course, and the scale and breadth of
projects undertaken by Archive Team demonstrates both the patterns of online clos-
ures, but also the multiplicity inherent in the root causes of platform retirement and
consequentially, the ephemerality of user-generated content online.26

And so, by the time Tumblr announced on the 3rd of December, 2018 that it would
be taking steps to permanently block ‘adult content’ on the platform from public

24https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Yahoo! (visited on 12th Jan. 2019)
25https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Woohoo (visited on 12th Jan. 2019)
26Archive Team has even outlined their ‘warning signs’ of pending closures, attributing site closures

to a multitude of underlying causes and guiding users to be wary, vigilant and of course, take back-ups.
See: https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Warning_Signs (visited on 2nd Mar. 2019)
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view, Archive Team took immediate notice. Since its launch in 2007, Tumblr has be-
come a widely used micro-blogging platform with an estimated 455 million blogs and
over 168 billion posts at the time of writing.27 Tumblr’s content moderation policies
have hitherto been considered relatively permissive, particularly in comparison to
other popular social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram. Tumblr had be-
come a space for the curation and circulation of ‘adult content’, including manga
and user-generated fan art (art based on popular works of fiction) which is erotic
and sexually-themed in nature. Policies, in combination with other sociotechnical
platform affordances have worked to support ‘a sense of community’ and belong-
ing amongst users/tumblelogs (blogs) dedicated to ‘counterpublics’ considered fringe
and marginalised IRL (‘in real life’) or elsewhere online (Cho, 2015a; Hart, 2015;
Tiidenberg, 2014, 2016). As researchers have shown, this is substantiated by the
emergence and growth of tumblelogs dedicated to supporting networks of queer,
transgender, transsexual and gender nonconforming communities (Cho, 2015a,b;
Fink and Miller, 2014), a-sexual (Renninger, 2015) and polyamorous communities
(Tiidenberg, 2014), curation cultures surrounding self-injury and recovery (Seko and
Lewis, 2018), as well as those negotiating youth intimacy and social isolation (Hart,
2015).

After Yahoo acquired Tumblr in May 2013, concerns were raised by platform users
(e.g. see reactions in Renninger, 2015, pp.1519-1520), researchers (e.g. see Fink
and Miller, 2014), tech journalists (Lunden, 2013) and Archive Team alike. Fol-
lowing Tumblr’s purchase, they were all united in their scepticism that then Yahoo
CEO Marissa Mayer – regularly cited as an adversary by Archive Team – was actu-
ally capable of keeping their promise to ‘not screw it up’ (Mayer, 2013), particu-
larly in the face of pressure to generate increased advertisement revenue from the
platform. Between 2013-2018, Yahoo and subsequently, Verizon,28 took a series of
steps to moderate content on the platform through both user-based and algorithmic
filtering; an effort widely interpreted to be in response to both a desire to boost
advertisement sales and increased pressures from the Apple app store to censor por-
nographic content (Gillespie, 2018, p.175). Tumblr allowed users to self-tag their
blogs as Not Safe For Work (NSFW), creating a hybrid browsing experience distinctly
different from pornography, routinely ‘[alternating] indiscriminately between posts of
cupcakes, fashion, kittens, and cocks of the flesh, synthetic, and illustrated varieties’
(Fink and Miller, 2014). Tumblr’s choice to not distinguish between the boundaries
of (for example) ‘artistic, casual or pornographic nudity’ (Gillespie, 2013) created a
problematic environment for both increasing ad sales, and meeting the terms and
conditions of Apple’s iOS app guidelines for filtering content.

When Tumblr introduced the ‘safe mode’ in June 2017 and turned it on site-wide
27http://web.archive.org/web/20190112191359/https://www.tumblr.com/about (visited on 14th

Jan. 2019)
28Verizon Communications purchased Yahoo’s Internet business for $4.48 billion (USD) in June 2017

(Goel, 2017).
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in February 2018 (effectively blocking all NSFW posts from public view by default
without a login),29 the Tumblr universe reacted, including claims that ‘art and cul-
ture were getting destroyed’ (Koebler and Cole, 2018). However, the identification
of child pornography on Tumblr in November 2018 was the final straw. Apple sub-
sequently removed the application from their store, and Tumblr started rolling out a
series of interventions to ‘algorithmically’ identify and block content it now deemed
pornographic (Koebler and Cole, 2018). NSFW posts were among the first to go.

Prior to 2018, Archive Team had, in fact, already made several previous attempts
to archive Tumblr – first using the platform as a test case for their new version of
the Warrior application in 2012, and again after Yahoo placed Tumblr in their ‘de-
cide on’ category in a 2015 shareholder presentation (Spring Owl Asset Management
LLC, 2015). After Tumblr was purchased by Yahoo in 2013, Archive Team members
were concerned about the platform’s eminent demise, but many expressed the opin-
ion that the job was ‘too big’ and that there wasn’t enough space to cope with the size
of Tumblr and it’s posts – estimating it was at least 28 petabytes. The 2015 #archiv-
eteam IRC logs confirm that several members had actually been using ArchiveBot to
archive Tumblr posts ‘for a couple of years’. Although the Yahoo shareholders present-
ation led to the creation of the #stumblr IRC channel in 2016, as there was little to
no documentation on the wiki about the channel or this round of activities, with 2017
came a renewed interest in Tumblr and along with it, a new project and IRC channel:
#tumbledown.

This sequence of disparate undertakings is indicative of one of the major challenges
of organising the distributed work of Archive Team. With dynamic and often fleeting
participation in Archive Team activities by various stakeholders, the wiki became an
even more central component in documenting the ‘institutional memory’ of Archive
Team itself, as well as the challenges and results encountered during its previous
exploits. Archive Team’s attempts to archive Tumblr’s NSFW blogs in 2018 would
face many of the same difficulties encountered in their previous attempts to archive
this and other platforms.

5.3.2 Distributed DIY Web Archiving

On the 8th of December, Archive Team launched the public Tracker for Tumblr NSFW
blogs,30 allowing those using the Warrior application to begin contributing to the
project. After a week of testing the scripts, the Tracker was publicised and members
used various media outlets to attract participants for archiving Tumblr NSFW. Since
2009, Archive Team has been archiving and depositing web archives at the Internet
Archive, as a matter of course. The long-term storage of Archive Team projects is

29http://web.archive.org/web/20170629043336/https://staff.tumblr.com/post/
162047130530/safe-mode (archived 29th Jun. 2017; visited on 28th Feb. 2019)

30https://tracker.archiveteam.org/tumblr (visited on 2 Apr. 2019)
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FIGURE 5.4: The rate of Archive Team collection activities between
2009 - 2018, in terabytes over time.32

facilitated by a close collaboration with the Internet Archive; one which is manifested
in both an overlap of participants31 and a mutually beneficial relationship whereby
the coverage of the Wayback Machine is significantly extended by acting as a reliable,
long-term repository for Archive Team. The scale of Archive Team’s contribution to
the Wayback Machine can be seen from the Internet Archive’s Scrape API, where as of
January 2019, Archive Team has contributed more than 9.3 petabytes to the Archive
Team Collection (Figure 5.4).

Archive Team archival efforts are typically driven by early decisions from core mem-
bers about which scripts and tools will be used for which projects, determining which
sites require and constitute a large-scale project and which jobs can be handled on an
ad-hoc basis. In a 2011 podcast Jason Scott referred to this process as ‘researching
the victim’ to understand the intricacies of different targeted infrastructures (Find-
lay, 2011), again using humour and irony to provocatively situate corporate services
on the losing end of Archive Team’s efforts to avenge users’ misplaced trust in free
hosting and platform services.

For Tumblr, initial ‘research’ was done by members to ascertain the scale of the site
and whether or not any access controls (e.g. logins or cookies) are required to archive

31This research supports the observation that various Internet Archive staff members have regularly
participated in Archive Team projects and Archive Team members have gone on to be employed by the
Internet Archive. Jason Scott went on to be employed by the Internet Archive in 2011 as a ‘free range
archivist’.

32The underlying data for this calculation was generated using a tool developed by Ed Summers
which scrapes the metadata associated with collections publicly hosted on the Internet Archive using
the Archive’s Scrape API. The code is hosted in a jupyter notebook here: https://github.com/edsu/
notebooks/blob/master/ArchiveTeam.ipynb
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it. If deemed an appropriate size, sites are submitted to ArchiveBot, a semi-automated
bot for distributed web archiving.33 ArchiveBot enables core Archive Team mem-
bers with permissions to access and issue commands to the #archivebot IRC chan-
nel to request sites to be archived. Requests are then routed from a central ‘control
node’ server to self-hosted pipelines operated by Archive Team volunteers, which then
download the requested sites using wpull, sync to a staging server and upload them
to the Archive Team collection at the Internet Archive.

Decisions about which tool to use are based on a combination of the time available be-
fore site closure and the scale of the site in question. However, in the specific context
of Tumblr, several additional factors came into play. First the scale of the targeted site
was deemed to be too large (an estimated 700,000 NSFW blogs) for ArchiveBot in the
amount of time required (two weeks). Second, on the Tumblr platform, logged-out
European-based users have to consent to Tumblr data terms and conditions (based on
EU GDPR data protection laws) as well as the platform content-viewing restrictions
of safe mode. These factors meant that in order to automate crawling, cookies had to
be used to bypass the banners and settings – a function that, by default, is not avail-
able via ArchiveBot. These cookies added an extra layer of complexity to the crawling
activities and reflects both the impact of geopolitical regulatory environments on web
archiving at scale, but also the (intentional) constraints of particular tools in use by
Archive Team. The cookies proved additionally cumbersome as the scale of opera-
tions (and participation) required a sufficiently wide-ranging and dynamic source of
cookies (a ‘cookie jar’ or what Archive Team called a ‘cookie factory’) in the face of
Tumblr’s efforts to mass-ban crawlers based on large-scale cookie exploitation.

Deploying the Warriors

The Warrior is a ‘virtual archiving appliance’ that when installed uses the host to
crawl projects centrally managed by the collective via the Tracker (discussed below)
and GitHub repository (Archive Team, n.d.[a]). The virtual machine (VM) reduced
the barrier to entry for Archive Team participation, enabling users to download and
install the appliance with little to no technical skills for interfacing with code. The
Warrior application subsequently changed the way that Archive Team archives at
scale. According to Scott, the photo sharing site Tabblo34 was the ‘first real run’ of
the Archive Team Warrior. Whereas previously it took 12 to 24 people, 4 to 5 months
to download GeoCities using GNU wget,35 it took 59 participants approximately 36
hours to archive Tabblo using the Warrior (Scott, 2012). Setting aside the issues
with making a direct comparison of these two projects (GeoCities was undoubtedly a
much larger site to archive), these figures (and Scott’s enthusiasm) signify a distinct
turning point in the Archive Team’s ability to scale their archival operations. Beyond

33https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=ArchiveBot (visited on 31st Jul. 2019)
34https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Tabblo (visited on 22nd Feb. 2019)
35https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=GeoCities_FAQ (visited on 22nd Feb. 2019)
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FIGURE 5.5: The Warrior application downloading Tumblr NSFW
blogs.

an argument for efficiency, the Warrior – as a stand-alone software application –
also signifies a concerted effort to enrol volunteers that may not have the technical
expertise to administer the server environment, dependencies and scripts required to
participate in distributed crawling.

Overall, the Warrior is designed for minimal interventions and no programming skill
required. In order to participate in archiving, I downloaded and installed the virtual
machine onto an old laptop. Within a few minutes I had the Warrior application up
and running. Each Warrior is partially customisable through an interface accessible
via a web browser, allowing users to select the level of concurrency (number of crawl-
ing threads running simultaneously) and the option to either proceed with ‘Archive
Team’s choice’ or specific projects of interest. Through the Warrior I was able to mon-
itor progress in realtime through each step of the crawl, beginning with when my
machine was allocated seeds to download from the Tracker until they were uploaded
to the staging server (Figure 5.5).36

In addition to the Warrior (and the underlying scripts that power the distributed
crawling) the Tracker forms a central component to the Archive Team’s web archiving
infrastructure (Figure 5.6), as it controls the allocation, distribution and rate of items
to each worker instance,37 allowing web archiving efforts to work at scale. Added
in late 2011, and administered by different core Archive Team members, the Tracker
is responsible for handing out items to be downloaded and keeps track of whether

36In fact, none of my items actually made it through the whole process as I was crawling over the
wifi, which it turns out is not ideal. In the end I had to give up my attempts to use the Warrior.

37The wiki explains that ‘items can be usernames, subdomains, full urls, basically any unit we can use
to break the site into manageable chunks’. https://www.archiveteam.org/index.php?title=Tracker
(visited on 22nd Feb. 2019)
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FIGURE 5.6: Graphic depiction of the Archive Team’s Warrior
infrastructure, taken from their wiki. Key: 1) Website in Danger; 2)
Warrior; 3) Tracker; 4) Staging Server; 5) Internet Archive (Archive
Team, n.d.[b]). Image: (Foo, 2013)

or not they have been completed (e.g. uploaded to centralised staging servers).38

The Tracker leaderboard publicly displays a dynamic list of user-handles running the
Archive Team scripts or Warrior VM for each project, alongside the total amount of
data uploaded (measured in gigabytes). The Tracker signifies the value of gamifica-
tion in mobilising participation in web archiving, as Scott notes, ‘it turns out, leader-
boards make people do things’ (Scott, 2012). The Tracker is also a window into the
wider community of participation in Archive Team activities by those whose particip-
ation is otherwise not visible through IRC chat or the work of maintaining the wiki.
Here, scale is measured by the number of worker handles, gigabytes downloaded and
subsequently uploaded. For Tumblr, the Tracker became the record of participation
in Archive Team archival efforts, revealing a total of 1525 handles that eventually
archived c. 350,000 NSFW items (Figure 5.7).

There were persistent and sustained efforts on the part of Archive Team participants
to find ways to make the Warrior infrastructure more efficient. These strategies of-
ten manifested in the collective knowledge sharing required to setup and deploy in-
frastructure using the Warrior scripts, as well as test the technical capabilities and
limits of individual server environments and service providers for scaling Warrior de-
ployments. Archive Team participants shared free ‘compute credits’ and information
about where to find the best deals on cheap cloud infrastructure providers. They ad-
vised each other on developing efficiencies for concurrent crawling, for example the
number of jobs and machines (with what RAM, disk space and projected bandwidth)
maximised computing capabilities, and more importantly, archived the most in the
time allotted.

38The first initial commit of the universal-tracker code in the Archive Team reposit-
ory is dated November 2011: https://github.com/ArchiveTeam/universal-tracker/commit/
6ae619ee7bf56bfb2cc5033c994ea9f77e6df6a3 (visited on 22nd Feb. 2019)

39http://tracker.archiveteam.org/tumblr (visited on 3rd Jan. 2019)
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FIGURE 5.7: Screenshot from the Archive Team Tumblr NSFW
Tracker, displaying the uploaders and uploads still in process.39
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Mobilising the Masses

Online media played an important role in mobilising and enrolling participants in
Archive Team activities, including their own efforts to self-promote project-specific
causes via Twitter and Reddit, as well as numerous articles written and published
by journalists and media outlets (Duguay, 2018; Ho, 2018; Koebler and Cole, 2018;
Kozlowska, 2018; Locker, 2018). In a strategic effort to mobilise Warriors and raise
awareness of the cause, Jason Scott tweeted at various key stages of the operation
(Figure 5.8), opting to solicit new participants only when the Tracker was moving
speedily along. Other core members used Reddit (/r/datahoarders and /r/archiveteam)
and Tumblr itself to mobilise technical expertise on the one hand, and Tumblr stake-
holders in NSFW archives on the other.40,41 Further to bringing in new members (as
a form of enrolment), the media attention also therefore becomes vital to the success
of the project by scaling operations and bringing in additional resources in the form
of infrastructure, labour and sociotechnical expertise.

During the course of this research, I regularly witnessed participants wandering into
the IRC channels after having either recently read about Archive Team on Reddit, in a
popular media article, or because their favourite platform was being sunset and they
wanted to archive it. Apart from the occasional reporter, the IRC channels are usually
limited to involvement from prospective Archive Team participants with a stake in
the outcomes of Archive Team’s efforts – to announce that a site is going down and
request that it be archived, to ask how to get involved, and to more generally proclaim
their approval of Archive Team activities (although in some cases, to express their
disapproval). In addition to encountering Archive Team in the press, drew described
the role of their own personal interests in motivating involvement, as well as the
effects of a ‘local’ platform closure (e.g. a platform relevant to their own local use)
on their decision to participate:

“I think I became involved in the way that many people are involved. I
became involved I believe six or seven years ago. [...] a larger Dutch social
media site was shutting down and I read this news article that said that
volunteers were needed by Archive Team to save this social media website.
So I was like ‘hey that’s pretty cool’ and I didn’t have much to do in my free
time. So I checked it out and helped archiving the social media website and
then I kind of stuck around and eventually started doing more and more in
Archive Team and now I’m writing scripts for larger projects.” (drew)

“I became involved in [Archive Team] sometime in June 2018 [...] [Pure
Volume] was disappearing, and we had a project called puresilence. Since I
had used [Pure Volume] for some of my life, I wanted to make sure that at
least artist profiles that I listened to was preserved in some way.” (ezra)

40https://www.reddit.com/r/datahoarders (visited on 31st Jul. 2019)
41https://www.reddit.com/r/archiveteam (visited on 31st Jul. 2019)
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FIGURE 5.8: Screenshot of Jason Scott tweets used to mobilise
participants in Archive Team’s efforts to archive Tumblr NSFW posts.
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Both drew and ezra point towards the closure of two social media sites as the mo-
tivations for getting involved. Despite the numerous challenges encountered whilst
archiving Tumblr, volunteers continuously showed up during the two weeks in #tumble-
down and enquired about how to get involved. This can at least be partially attributed
to the use and publication of media updates during the course of archiving Tumblr
NSFW, where an influx of participants would enter the IRC following big announce-
ments either on social media or by mainstream reporting on the efforts.

Other efforts by Archive Team to enrol stakeholders included the creation of an open
Google Form to enable public seed submissions. The form was promoted on social
media (including on Tumblr), demonstrating the ways that some members attempted
to channel support for the cause by capitalising on the mounting Tumblr backlash
using associated trending hashtags (e.g. #dec17, #december17) (Figure 5.9). The
Archive Team Tumblr posts illustrate efforts by members to disseminate information
about how Archive Team works in practice, and solicit support through re-blogs, in-
cluding invitations to participate in the project on IRC and to donate to the Internet
Archive.

5.3.3 Transforming Culture

Despite their idealistic stance towards selection discussed earlier – or what I’m call-
ing an ideal commitment to archival neutrality – observations support the notion that
Archive Team members are, in fact (unavoidably) making selection decisions dur-
ing the course of their archiving activities. In general terms, through the process
of ‘researching the victim’, selection operates on at least three levels where choices
are made about what projects are undertaken, what seeds and URLs are archived
and how particular components of sites and platforms are included and excluded
from the archives. This section outlines the ways in which the decisions concerning
what gets archived are informed by and contingent on the time and resources avail-
able, the value-judgements and priorities of a dynamic combination of stakeholders
(Archive Team participants, the Internet Archive, and ‘the crowd’) and the sociotech-
nical affordances of the targeted platform and tools chosen to undertake the work. By
observing practice in action, strategies of action are revealed through dilemmas that
evidence the impact of a discourse of abundance, various ‘folk theories’ about plat-
form functionality and value claims surrounding decisions to scope the collection.

Archival Neutrality and Selection in Practice

On one level, collective selection decisions are made surrounding what projects the
Archive Team undertakes and in what ways the project is carried out. It is undeniable
that in the round, Archive Team is relatively open to archiving just about anything
on the public Web. As briefly discussed, Archive Team regularly employs a range of
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(A)
https://17decemberarchive.tumblr.com/
post/180795765906/save-endangered-
tumblrs-before-17-december (visited on
9th Mar. 2019)

(B)
https://17decemberarchive.tumblr.com/
post/180816781477/we-the-archive-team-
think-that-petitions-will (visited on 3rd
Mar. 2019)

FIGURE 5.9: Two posts that Archive Team promoted on Tumblr to
generate submissions and support for the web archiving project.
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mechanisms for monitoring and soliciting nominations for sites that are in need of
archiving – through the use of IRC and social media. As will be discussed further,
selection is based on a myriad of personal and crowd-based mechanisms for realising
sites are dying. Often spurred by media announcements pertaining to platform clos-
ures, people request and suggest sites to archive on IRC, Twitter, Reddit and through
email and direct messages to known Archive Team members. Some Archive Team
members setup Google alerts, and monitor subreddits like r/shutdown, a subreddit
dedicated to announcing the demise of start-ups and other web media.42 Additional
mechanisms for nominating platforms and specific content therein have been imple-
mented in other projects, including the use of bots which listen to specific hashtags
on Twitter43 and Google Forms for individual nominations (as was used in Tumblr,
discussed later). Other IRC bots are used to ‘listen’ to additions to Wikipedia categor-
ies such as Deaths and Disestablishments, which provide sources for an automated
pipeline that adds the official website for each entry to a list on Archive Team’s wiki,
and archives it using ArchiveBot (discussed later).

Once the project is selected, core Archive Team members then look into ways to dis-
cover and break down the targeted site into manageable items to archive. Describing
the overall process, drew quickly simplifies and summarises the infrastructure of an
Archive Team project:

“And what we do is we split this large website up in little pieces – so for a
social media website that would be each page of the website is one profile, or
for a forum each piece of the forum is a single thread. So yea what we have
then is a project, and multiple people run the software that I write and they
get little pieces of the website assigned to them. Then they download little
pieces of the website and send them back to us to our main server. And that
main server backs it up into larger files and sends it to Internet Archive.”
(drew)

For the Tumblr project, most blogs have domain names that resemble the following
format: blogname.tumblr.com, with some users opting to port custom domains to the
Tumblr platform. As the primary concern of the project was to capture NSFW content
in danger of imminently going offline, Archive Team tasked themselves with figuring
out how to source (and select) the blog names to be archived. Multiple strategies
were employed. They collected lists of Tumblr domains from various online sources,
as well as solicited nominations from the public. Lists of domains were collated
in Google Sheets and shared in #tumbledown before they were eventually filtered,

42http://www.reddit.com/r/shutdown
43Archive Team have used semi-automated ‘bots’ or agents via IRC and Twitter to facilitate archival

nominations for specific sites or media - for example, to allow users to nominate Vine videos for pre-
servation after the announcement that Twitter was shuttering the service (Archive Team, 2016; Vine,
2016).
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modified (to suit the format needed by the Tracker) and housed in a central repository
in GitHub.44,45

Several seed lists were captured from other scraping efforts, including the pushshift.io
Reddit comments and submissions API,46 and the majestic.com Majestic Million SEO
index of the top million domains with ‘the most referring subnets’.47 Some seeds were
derived from manually collated lists by other community-based curators such as those
copied from the Derpibooru My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic (MLPFiM) fan com-
munity.48 The use of these seed lists reveals a couple of aspects about Archive Team’s
work and the ramifications for understanding the origins of the archives they pro-
duce. It highlights a culture of scavenging and reuse amongst Archive Team, where
curated lists from fan communities like MLPFiM, and other collated data sets are re-
purposed for seeding web archives. However, although it was sometimes possible
to initially ‘forensically’ trace the sources of seeds (using GitHub, the Google Sheets
notes and Reddit posts) this exercise demonstrated the ways that collection activit-
ies are often further obscured with every step towards the act of archiving. Without
knowing where to look for the traces of Archive Team’s scavenging practices, once
these archives are deposited in the Wayback Machine it becomes impossible to fully
understand the various paths by which seeds entered the Archive Team’s collection at
the Internet Archive.

This ‘bricolage’ of seed sources reveals some of the ways that Archive Team repur-
poses other indexing efforts, but also the data work involved in converting these
lists into usable datasets for the Tracker to use in the Warrior project. Steps were
taken by Archive Team members and participants to collate, de-duplicate and fil-
ter millions of links in order to not waste efforts on capturing the same resources
multiple times, but also to filter the lists to only include blogs that were tagged as
NSFW and ‘adult’. There were however, risks inherent to this approach to seed se-
lection, both for the representative coverage contained within the archives and for
the volunteer participants themselves. For example, confusion ensued concerning
the difference between ‘adult’ and NSFW Tumblr content, including questions about
whether or not the selection of one category would be subsume the other. These dis-
cussions (along with the discussion regarding notes in the following section) revealed
the local, platform-specific knowledge required to disentangle the affordances (and

44https://github.com/ArchiveTeam/tumblr-items (visited on 9th Mar. 2019)
45One collated list provides a record of (in-flux) notes pertaining to the source and number of blogs

in each list, confirmation that it should be added to the Tracker and links to the corresponding GitHub
repository file. Examining the spreadsheets and associated files allowed me to trace some of the origins
of the seed lists, as well as the steps taken to modify the lists to suit the requirements of the Archive
Team infrastructure.

46https://pushshift.io/
47https://majestic.com/reports/majestic-million (visited on 3rd Mar. 2019)
48Since 2015, MLPFiM users have been maintaining a running list of in/active NSFW tumblelogs, as

a mechanism for sharing artwork related to MLP fandom. https://derpibooru.org/forums/uppers/
topics/%E2%9C%BF-upload-resources-tumblr-nsfw-active (visited on 3rd Mar. 2019)
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use) of Tumblr in order to archive it. Further concerns were raised by some volun-
teers about the inadvertent and perhaps unavoidable selection of child pornography
as part of this wide-scale approach to nominating NSFW blogs to archive. Throughout
the project questions were raised in IRC about Archive Team’s position on the legal-
ity of such an operation if indeed child pornography was being downloaded using
the Warrior application (on to a participant’s personal computer). Here, it is notable
that after spotting a highly suspect blog (with a characteristically suspicious domain
name) being archived by their machine, one participant informed the channel that
they were quitting the project altogether.

Further to an initial selection of seeds, there was much debate concerning the bound-
aries of what should be included and excluded throughout the process of archiving
NSFW blogs. The scope of the project was discussed repeatedly on the project chan-
nel – discussions which were steeped in an impending (and ever-increasing) sense of
urgency, typical of Archive Team’s work. One particular discussion regarding black-
listing image-hosting sites external to Tumblr was indicative of concerns that ‘hot-
linked’ images (e.g. images embedded in Tumblr posts hosted elsewhere) did not fall
within the remit of this particular project:

<frankie> are you manually blacklisting these domains?

<@ezra> frankie: yes I am

<frankie> i.pipec.ru, 1tbporn.net, i.homexvideo.com...

<frankie> I assume a lot of these existed for a grand total of 6 weeks

<frankie> I also got a bunch of errors on 4chan and photobucket hotlinks, but
I forget if they were of the instant skip variety

<grayson> are we supposed to insert content from other domains into the [Internet
Archive]? that feels funny and beyond scope

<frankie> actually yeah why are we pulling that anyway, that’s not generally
at elevated risk of deletion

<hayden> a lot of these image upload sites are at risk of disappearing without
warning

<hayden> so if people are embedding images from them I do think it’s a good
idea to grab them

<frankie> but *now*, in *this* project?

<@ezra> Well...if it recurses to them why not?

<frankie> anyway does tumblr even let you embed content still? if not roughly
100% of 4chan links should 404

<grayson> sure, but they should be a project in themselves

<grayson> random other sites from years ago an invitation for stalled crawls

<grayson> the crawler only has a single path of execution right now

This discussion about blacklisting continued on, as the channel grappled with the
most economic ways to code a mechanism for excluding external sites/URLs that
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were clogging the crawls and contributing to slow progress. This exchange illustrates
just one instance of the dynamic decisions made by those adjusting the crawling
scripts about what should be considered ‘in scope’. Further, grayson’s comment al-
ludes to fuzzy/unanswered questions about what (if anything) is agreed with the
Internet Archive about the boundaries of the Tumblr NSFW collection activities. Here
they are balancing the representative value of grabbing embedded images/resources
(even if linked from elsewhere), the perceived likelihood that certain image host-
ing sites are ephemeral (and therefore likely unavailable) and the effects this has on
crawler speeds and completion success rates. In this instance, the observation that
the ‘crawler only has a single path of execution’ is a path dependency that forces
the team to subsequently prioritise and adjust the scripts to avoid crawler traps in
realtime.

Overriding concerns about having enough time to complete the crawls before Tumblr’s
removal of NSFW sites were ever-present in all decisions made about adjusting the
crawl parameters of the Warrior scripts. Although the above example about black-
listing sites implies an importance placed on archiving platform components deemed
important by its users (e.g. ‘if people are embedding images [...] I do think it’s a
good idea to grab them’), other discussions about archiving different components of
tumblelogs (e.g. notes) further revealed the ways that Archive Team collectively eval-
uates and forms ad-hoc consensus around other types of exclusions. The example of
Tumblr ‘notes’ presents another salient example of this form of valuation. Helpfully,
Seko and Lewis (2018) explains the role of notes on the Tumblr platform:

“While giving another post a ‘like’ is a gesture of affirmation prevalent
among social media platforms, the ‘reblog’ feature contributes largely to
Tumblr’s unique media ecosystem. By reblogging a post, bloggers can
copy and repost the material made by others on their own dashboards
(i.e. homepages). The record of interactions with a post is immediately
attached to the post through ‘notes’ that list the original poster and each
user who has reblogged or liked the post” (Seko and Lewis, 2018, p.183).

Here, in order to decide on whether or not to archive notes, participants discussed
the form and function of notes on Tumblr – which given Tumblr’s unique system of
re-blogging, was not readily apparent to all involved in archiving the platform. This
was then followed by many discussions on whether or not notes were a priority to
archive, with most deliberations hinging on the lack of time available to crawl. Over
the course of several days, various participants made the case for different views
on the matter – to continue archiving notes in full (despite the time constraints), to
partially archive notes (e.g. only the first 50 on any post) or to fully exclude them
from the archive. Ultimately, in a move to speed up the captures and in the absence
of definitive technical paths for efficiently including a partial capture of notes, several
participants announced what they deemed ‘The DecisionTM’ to exclude notes from the
crawls:
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<ezra> I am all for ignoring notes at this point, since we have so little time
and some sacrifices must be made to get as much as we can

[...] (two days later) [...]

<indiana> most Tumblr file metadata consists of "RandomDerp liked this" and
"RandomDerp reblogged this image". It is 99% worthless.

<jamie> indiana, I’m actually interested in the who reblogged it stuff. that’s
a snapshot of the community... the social network... and that’s a huge part
of what they’re destroying here.

<kyle> indiana: well that’s just a fundamental disagreement then. I don’t
think preserving just a part of history is preservation at all.

<kyle> agree with jamie

<logan> indiana: Destroying the like and reblog metadata destroys the social
part of the social network that is Tumblr.

Here ezra characterises the exclusion of notes as a necessary ‘sacrifice’ given the im-
plications of time and resources to archive Tumblr. Several days later participants
were still discussing the value of notes as a proxy for understanding the social dy-
namics of the Tumblr NSFW blog network. Here members are balancing the desire to
collect more (a trait I call ‘archival abundance’, discussed further in the next section)
with the value of collecting particular components of Tumblr blogs. The continued
discussion reveals the ways that Archive Team participants both contest decisions and
work to frame the value of collection through the lens of a desire to produce a com-
plete and representative record of ‘the social network’. This desire is also framed
through opposition to the actions of Tumblr to remove the NSFW posts in the first
place, an act of ‘destruction’ that comes at the detriment of a future understanding of
this community if seen through the use of web archives that only partially captured
the experience of Tumblr.

Furthermore, the issue of notes is reflective of concerns over the ways that slow crawl-
ing had an effect on Archive Team’s ability to recruit new participants and ultimately,
collect more Tumblr blogs:

<austin> I will not scream louder until I know we have the warriors moving
faster

<grayson> I agree with austin. its [frustrating] to see slow crawls

<grayson> people might not come back

These examples also work to illustrate concerns from Archive Team that slow crawling
could potentially turn away possible volunteers (who would rather see the Tracker
speeding along) and therefore limit participation in the project. grayson reflected
that it was ‘frustrating to see slow crawls’ and a further concern that ‘people might
not come back’. Over the course of the Tumblr grab, participants periodically tested
the limits of the targeted infrastructure, in terms of its bandwidth capacity and the
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potential likelihood for rate-limiting for particular user agents if used at scale. The
slow decay of many sites targeted by Archive Team (neglected by time and infrastruc-
tural resources) often makes them incapable of supporting the bandwidth required
to enable simultaneous large-scale access.

In the case of Tumblr, however, it would not be the slow decay of their server in-
frastructure that would impact the rate of archiving, but rather, what Archive Team
interpreted as multiple concerted efforts (on the part of Tumblr itself) to derail and
block their efforts to archive NSFW blogs before they were taken offline on the 17th
of December. Tumblr’s efforts involved rate-limiting, but also user-agent throttling
and wholesale IP bans that led Archive Team and volunteers to continuously investig-
ate, test and implement work-around solutions in order to continue crawling NSFW
sites, particularly over the course of the last few days before Tumblr retracted public
access to NSFW blogs. This game of ‘cat and mouse’ and the strategies undertaken
are further discussed below.

Circumventing the Ban, Brute Force Archiving in Practice

In the case of Tumblr, a breakdown in crawling became a moment when internal as-
sumptions about practices were revealed, discussed and subsequently re-configured
based on community conventions and the realtime collective priorities of those do-
ing the work. Over the course of the two weeks, Archive Team participants were
repeatedly rate-limited and/or banned by Tumblr. As discussed earlier in this chapter
(Section 5.2.2) it is a regular occurrence for Archive Team to receive pushback from
the sites being targeted by their crawling efforts. As drew explains:

“Yea we are banned sometimes. We have some nice examples of the owner
of a website coming into our IRC channel – and then we use the user-agent
‘Archive Team’ so you know, it’s not impossible to know who is causing such a
high load on their servers. So sometimes people come into our channels and
ask what we are doing, and if they can help us, for example. But sometimes
people are a little aggressive and they decide to ban us. And what we usually
do is throw more IP addresses at them, use more common user-agents so it’s
a little harder to automatically ban.” (drew)

As explained by drew, Archive Team typically uses a bot that is identified through the
‘archiveteam’ user-agent which makes web masters aware of the origins of increased
access requests to their servers. For the Tumblr project, breakdowns in crawling
caused by mass IP bans and significant rate-limiting of various user-agents, forced
repeated discussions around whether or not Archive Team permitted the use of logins
and different (more common) user-agents during crawling. Here logins or the use of
additional cookies that enabled crawler bots to mimic ‘real users’ became a topic of
extensive debate that revealed an ethical dilemma for Archive Team members who
attempted to balance a desire for abundance (e.g. more crawling, more archives)
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with ensuring particular forms of archival integrity. For newcomers like grayson, it
became unclear whether or not the question and use of login cookies in Archive Team
was in fact, what they distinguished as a technical issue or one of policy:

<grayson> drew said there was some decision about login cookies but didn’t get
to explain the why

<ezra> I would also like to know the reason why we can’t do login cookies

<grayson> we had at peak 4 people working on code changes for it so we need
to repurpose them to something we’re going to use

[...]

<austin> Using login cookies apparently crosses a line

<austin> Then we’re acting like people

<austin> And it gets into the WARCs

<mica> Hm, does that mean that there’s no way to get around the ratelimiting
after all?

Only through further questioning ezra (after the project had finished) was I able to
understand the reasons underpinning the debate about logins. Here, the discussion
of logins reflects a general Archive Team ‘policy’ that I have not seen documented
elsewhere:

<ezra> With logins/cookies we are sort of contaminating the resulting warc
with data that is not really meant to be there. I’ll give an example, if Facebook
decided to shut down their service, since posts and profiles are quite easily
viewable publicly without authentication we can grab that, however with private
profiles we risk grabbing data that is not

<ezra> meant for public consumption, such as a users email address, or an users
mobile phone number(that would be disastrous)

[...]

<ezra> However if a site was previously publicly viewable, and they now have
a login wall, we may circumvent that by using a login, but we don’t like doing
it as we are linking an account to what is supposed to be anonymous data

<ezra> By just using a login we expose data that shouldn’t otherwise be exposed,
ie in my example user email addresses, mobile phone, secret questions, etc

Here ezra outlines the reasons why they tend to steer clear of using logins to crawl,
namely to avoid the risk of collecting components of websites that are typically only
viewable through the use of access controls. Through by-passing these access con-
trols, Archive Team risks inserting information into the WARCs that was once only
viewable behind a login, through friend networks and cookies that enable both. But
in the case of Tumblr, and in the face of the prospect of having to stop the project and
the collection of NSFW blogs, participants ultimately decided to use login cookies
– in order to achieve this an entire infrastructure was built to support the dynamic
generation of cookies (called ‘a cookie factory’). The choice to proceed with the use
of login cookies reveals a hierarchy of priorities for Archive Team participants, and
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therefore two observations about community practice and culture. First, despite a
general ‘policy’ against the use of logins, the prioritisation of continued crawling over
abandoning the project reveals a fetishisation of abundance that ultimately trumps
the risks imposed by breaching access restrictions. Here, the desire to collect more –
whether in terms of scale or completeness – was reflected in many aspects of Archive
Team’s practices, including the use of the Tracker leaderboard and the Warrior cat-
egories of success.

Second, the juxtaposition of these two priorities – what we might call archival abund-
ance and archival integrity – reveals the ethical boundaries and practice values of the
community that both relies on conventions of practice and core members to trans-
late them to new participants, but is also indicative of a community that promotes
adaptability (Kelty, 2008) in practice. Here adaptability is associated with ‘the ability
to critique design and propose alternatives’ (Kelty, 2008, p.235) that reflects the dy-
namic and performative ways that web archiving is both shaped by culture (through
the symbolic and material conventions and strategies of action) but also works to
transform community practice, and as a result, the archived Web they produce.

5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter offers significant insights into the research question: In what ways

do web archival practices (the who, why and how) shape the archived Web?
Through the lens of web archiving as culture two observations about web archiving
were made. The first is that web archives, like culture, are enacted through prac-
tice. Through the case of Archive Team, I have shown that web archiving is pro-
duced within particular cultural worlds, systems of meaning and strategies of action.
Second, web archiving is thereby transformative, in that it both creates and sustains
a community of practice but also inevitably shapes how and why the Web is archived.

In the first half of the chapter I framed the cultural dimension of Archive Team’s web
archiving practices through the concept of community. I introduced Archive Team
through a discussion of their origins in the closure of AOL Hometown, and the sub-
sequent ways Jason Scott and others formed a community of practice in pursuit of
archiving the Web. The use of IRC and the wiki to organise Archive Team activities
not only stems from a pragmatic need for devices that enable distributed collabor-
ation online, but are also indicative of underlying epistemological commitments to
decentralised ways of working that reflect a desire to self-document and promote
volunteer contributions to their collective goals. I argued that community protocols
around organisational self-archiving and IRC communication were indicative of prac-
tices that communicated and enrolled new participants into a culture based on two
tenets of what I’ve called ‘radical web archiving’. Here I proposed the concepts of
archival neutrality and brute force archiving as two tenets that shape the ways Archive
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Team frames their own practices, particularly in opposition to more conservative ap-
proaches to web archiving.

The second half of the chapter detailed Archive Team’s web archiving practices through
the context of their efforts to archive Tumblr NSFW posts in December 2018. Here,
I contextualised their efforts through a longer history of Archive Team’s engagement
with Yahoo, as well as a detailed summary of the sociotechnical aspects of the Tumblr
platform and their policies towards NSFW content. I described the use of the War-
rior application and efforts by Archive Team to mobilise a wider public to the cause
of web archiving Tumblr NSFW blogs. The final section returns to the concepts of
‘neutral’ and brute force archiving as a mechanism for exploring how these tenets of
the Archive Team approach both shaped the nature of the archived Tumblr blogs, but
also revealed the ways that practice is negotiated, contended and enacted through the
circumstances and challenges of web archiving. These final sections revealed a hier-
archy of priorities, including a quest for balancing the desire for what I called archival
abundance and archival integrity. These priorities, as observed through the decisions
surrounding whether or not to archive particular components of the Tumblr platform
(‘notes’ and hyperlinked images) and use login cookies in response to attempts to ban
the group by Tumblr, revealed a community actively engaged with the ramifications
of their practices. Participants regularly discussed and contested aspects of their col-
lection practices, whilst overwhelmingly favouring approaches that enabled them to
collect more, despite the risks of breaching the access protocols of sites like Tumblr.

In conclusion, this chapter has revealed the ways that Archive Team is actively shap-
ing the nature of what they are collecting, as well as creating a cultural world and
community of practice that is steeped in a tradition of ‘radical’ approaches to archiv-
ing the Web. Despite the use of specific standards of web archiving like the WARC
format, these practices will be seen in stark contrast to other approaches taken by
conventional memory institutions. However, given the scale of the impact of Archive
Team’s collecting activities on the shape of the Internet Archive Wayback Machine,
understanding their practices enables crucial insights into the ways that the Web is
transformed through web archiving.

The next chapter, Chapter 6 extends the study of community web archiving to exam-
ine web archiving as politics in the context of the Environmental Data & Governance
Initiative.
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“There is no political power without control of the
archive, if not of memory. Effective democratization can
always be measured by this essential criterion: the parti-
cipation in and access to the archive, its constitution, and
its interpretation.”

JACQUES DERRIDA (1998, Archive Fever)

6
Web Archiving as Politics: Environmental

Data & Governance Initiative

6.1 Introduction

This chapter explores web archiving as politics through the case of the Environmental
Data & Governance Initiative. In November 2016, in the wake of the election of Don-
ald Trump for President of the United States, an international grassroots network of
environmental specialists, lawyers, librarians, archivists, civic technology advocates
and concerned citizens mobilised to archive data and web pages pertaining to US
federal government environmental policy, climate science and research. Continuing
through June 2017, these ‘guerrilla archiving’ events (later dubbed the ‘DataRescue
movement’) formed part of a strategy by the newly formed Environmental Data &
Governance Initiative (EDGI) and collaborators, to centre web archiving as a key
mechanism for mitigating the potential effects of an incoming US administration who
were seen to be ‘anti-science’ and ‘anti-environment’.

The chapter uses the lens of web archiving as politics to emphasise some of the ways
that web archiving – like other forms of memory work – is inherently a political pro-
ject. This point has been made elsewhere through decades of engagement within the
archival profession with the tensions between the view (by some) that recordkeep-
ing is and should remain an objective and fundamentally neutral endeavour (Greene,
2013), versus those that have challenged these claims, to recognise the power and
politics embedded within the processes of selecting and preserving the past for the
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future (Brown and Davis-Brown, 1998; Caswell, 2009, 2013; Cook and Schwartz,
2002; Zinn, 1977). Web archiving as politics is premised on Harris’s argument that
‘the archive is politics – not that it is political, but that it is politics’ (2005, p.173,
emphasis my own). This claim is distinctive from other assertions that acknowledge
the ‘political nature of archives’, and the ways that archivists are actively implicated
in the political processes of archiving and recordmaking as a form of power (Harris,
2005, pp.174-175). ‘Archives as politics’ builds on the work of Derrida (1998) and
Foucault (1972) to assert that political power fundamentally stems from the control
of information and memory – where power is exercised through the construction and
control of ‘the archives’. Politics is therefore a lens to focus the discussion on the
conditions of possibility that web archiving creates, where the construction of the
archive is negotiated, contested and ultimately becomes the ‘law of what can be said’
(Foucault, 1972, p.145).

Building on this, I make two over-arching observations about web archiving as politics
that further emphasises the mutually constitutive ways that practices (who, why and
how) shape the archived Web. The first is that politics work to motivate and mobilise
web archiving as a tool for both ensuring access to the Web, but also as a mechanism
for enacting particular claims about the ways the Web should work. This observation
is extended by a second point which supports the notion that politics also emerge
through the practice of web archiving and the everyday negotiations and decision-
making that determines how and what of the Web is saved.

Politics of Practice/Practice as Politics

The chapter begins by examining politics through a discussion of the emergence of
EDGI and the ways they framed the perceived incoming threat posed by the Trump
administration to environmental and climate data, in particular. Narrated through a
crisis discourse, I contextualise the origins of EDGI within a Political climate of un-
certainty that motivated both the formation of the organisation and a particular form
of ‘resistance’ that emphasised the urgency and vulnerability of environmental policy
and federal public data infrastructures. ‘Crisis’ provides a motivation and rationale
for EDGI’s work, playing both a structural role in the chapter and an analytical oppor-
tunity for understanding web archiving as a set of situated practices that are deployed
in response to specific geo-political circumstances – in this case, the US presidential
election.

Second, through the DataRescue movement, web archiving becomes a boundary ob-
ject for mobilising a particular form of politics that is enabled through the act of
‘rescuing data’. In Section 6.3, I use popular STS concepts of boundary objects (Star
and Griesemer, 2015) and boundary work (Gieryn, 1983) to frame the ways the
DataRescue movement used web archiving as a means to bring together different
groups around a common goal. Here, fears surrounding the potential disappearance
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of web-based environmental data initially mobilised the involvement of over 1,500
participants (Lamdan, 2018) in volunteer efforts. EDGI and collaborators worked
to design and develop interventions that translated the needs of multiple forms of
expertise to archive sites and data. The politics of expertise are revealed through
boundary work, or the ways that web archiving is negotiated by a diverse set of soci-
otechnical actors from a range of disciplines, professions and civic interests.

And in the case of EDGI, the US presidential election and political party Politics –
what I’m calling ‘big P politics’ – is certainly implicated in the ways that web archiv-
ing was mobilised in DataRescue. But ‘politics’ is also used to capture the everyday
ways that ephemerality, expertise and resistance are all negotiated, contested and
manifested through web archiving practices. In this case, web preservation can be
seen as part of a wider geo-political climate that draws attention to the power rela-
tions underlying the production of evidence, scientific facts and truth-making. In the
case of EDGI, web archiving has been deployed as a mitigation tactic for both the loss
of public data essential for researching environmental harms and climate science, but
also as a means for critically engaging with the role of the state in the production and
preservation of science data. Here web archiving enables alternative forms of activ-
ist interventions that move beyond institution-centred approaches to web archiving.
Many issues were encountered by DataRescue participants and organisers, including
the sociotechnical challenges associated with the (in)efficiencies of crawling techno-
logies, the verification of archived data and concerns over selection (Lamdan, 2018)
– all of which impacted how web archiving was negotiated and enacted as part of
the DataRescue movement. But in this context, web archiving and EDGI’s associated
projects also worked to empower communities in the creation of alternative ima-
ginaries and infrastructures for data stewardship and relations (Dillon et al., 2019).
Below, this chapter begins by framing the emergence of EDGI in the wake of the US
Presidential election in 2016.

6.2 Origins of EDGI, Framing a Crisis

In their own words, the Environmental Data & Governance Initiative is ‘an interna-
tional network of academics and non-profits addressing potential threats to federal
environmental and energy policy, and to the scientific research infrastructure built to
investigate, inform, and enforce them’.1 Since its formation in November 2016, EDGI
has been working to mobilise citizens in both the United States and Canada around
collective action dedicated to protecting and critically engaging with environmental
data governance. To further these aims, EDGI members have interviewed former and
existing US federal employees, built archiving and analytical tools for monitoring US

1https://envirodatagov.org/about (visited on 15th Dec. 2017)
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federal web pages, tracked legislative changes and submitted Freedom of Inform-
ation Act (FOIA) requests, and organised events and ‘research networks to proact-
ively archive public environmental data and ensure its continued public availability’.2

Since 2016, EDGI has evolved to include several working groups and projects focused
on Interviewing, Archiving and Community Technology, Environmental Data Justice,
Capacity and Governance, and Website Monitoring activities. In addition, members
rotate on and off of a Steering Committee which oversees the continuity of the or-
ganisation. Each group has its own distinct working rhythms, activities, roles and
projects however, each is ordered by EDGI’s overarching principles of horizontal and
consensus-based governance subscribed to by the 175 scholars, activists and civic
technology advocates which make up EDGI’s membership.3

This section is fundamentally led by a desire to unpick the ways that the contempor-
ary political climate of US President Donald Trump’s ‘anti-science’ agenda sparked
a social movement around what was framed as a potential crisis for environmental
protections and research in the US. Over the course of this research, participants in-
dicated that a particular mode of working came to characterise the first year of EDGI’s
organisational existence. In the context of discussing the work of web archiving, one
EDGI member, Bernard reflected that ‘in a project like EDGI there’s a lot of urgency,
we work in crisis mode’. As a mechanism for discussing the political dimensions of
web archiving, this section reflects on the emergence of EDGI and their initial web
archiving projects through a crisis discourse. Here I use ‘discourse’ to refer to the
ways that ‘statements say something about individual or socially shared subjective
reality’ – rather than as a mechanism for producing a particular kind of effect or out-
come (Alvesson and Karreman, 2000) – where ‘crisis’ is indicative of the ways that
participants (as social actors) reflexively represented practices upon reflection (Fair-
clough, 2012, p.455). Discourse is therefore used to make a connection between the
ways that participants collectively framed the election of Donald Trump as a moment
of crisis (both politically and environmentally) and the implications this had for why
and how web archiving was mobilised to further EDGI’s aims. For context, I draw on
Rosenthal, Charles and ‘t Hart (1989), who define a crisis as:

“[...] a serious threat to the basic structures or the fundamental values and
norms of a system, which under time pressure and highly uncertain cir-
cumstances necessitates making vital decisions” (Rosenthal, Charles and
‘t Hart, 1989).

Using three elements of crises outlined by Boin and ‘t Hart (2007, p.43-44), this sec-
tion explores the threat, uncertainty and urgency that motivated the centring and use
of web archiving by the newly formed EDGI organisation. As will be examined, EDGI’s
efforts were rooted in both a threat to federal environmental science data posed by

2https://github.com/edgi-govdata-archiving/overview (visited on 15th Dec. 2017)
3As of a 2018 EDGI scholarly publication, the organisation reported it had 175 members (Vera et al.,

2018, p.511).
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the Trump campaign’s public denouncements of climate change (Dennis, 2016b), but
were also tied to historical precedents for dismantling environmental protections set
by previous US and Canadian governments. Below, participants describe EDGI’s early
engagement with web archiving, and the ways these responses were framed by a
sense of urgency and uncertainty that were manifested in the material and emotional
labour of ‘empowering a broad community to work together to copy and preserve
data that they cared about’ (Dillon et al., 2019, p.7). Further, by acknowledging
the subjective processes behind the identification of crises (Boin and ‘t Hart, 2007,
p.45), this framing foreshadows emergent tensions between EDGI’s goals of ‘rescuing
data’ and the mixed reception of these activities as ‘an extreme reaction’ by some in
the environmental science and wider web archiving communities (Brennan, 2016).
Here, politics shift between the centring of web archiving as a tool for ensuring data
‘accessibility amidst times of political instability’ (Walker, 2017a), to the recognition
that web archiving practices themselves are situated, contested and subject to the
expertise and political will of a coalition of stakeholders that shape why and how web
archiving is done.

6.2.1 The Threat of Donald Trump and the Harper Years

“Crises occur when the core values or life-sustaining systems of a com-
munity come under threat. [...] The more lives are governed by the
value(s) under threat, the deeper the crisis goes (Boin and ‘t Hart, 2007,
p.43, emphasis my own).”

In the weeks following the 2016 US Presidential election, EDGI emerged through
a collective email exchange amongst a small network of humanities and social sci-
ence scholars, and environmental organisations (Vera et al., 2018). The founders of
EDGI organised around a concern over ‘the future of environmental science, data,
and policy in the face of a virulently anti-science and anti-environment administra-
tion’ (Dillon et al., 2019). For years prior and throughout the Presidential campaign,
Donald Trump publicly denounced climate change science, claiming that he was ‘not
a believer’ (Dennis, 2016b) and appointing vocal deniers of climate change to the
transition team who openly vowed to defund the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) (Davidson, 2017). During the period immediately surrounding the Presidential
inauguration, EDGI conducted extensive interviews which exposed a demonstrable
fear amongst current and former career staff at the EPA and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) that the Trump administration ‘posed the greatest
threat to the [EPA] in its entire 47-year history’ (Sellers et al., 2017). Moreover,
EDGI’s framing of the threat posed by the incoming administration (and therefore,
the nature of their response) was informed by their own collective values, expertise
and knowledge about historical precedents for governmental tactics for dismantling
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environmental protections. One EDGI academic and early collaborator, Claire, de-
scribes their experience of framing the politics of information access in a ‘very in-
tense discussion’ with their students, specifically around whether or not it was ‘game
over on climate change’. They went on to describe their motivations for the Web
Monitoring project as emerging based on (and explicitly grounded in) their fears sur-
rounding the potential disappearance of government web pages that they relied on
for teaching:

“[...] the class was on mitigation via switching out energy sources and the
exercise was designed all around information from the Energy Information
Administration which is a US website that’s part of [the Department of En-
ergy]. And it’s supposed to be a source for impartial information on the
environment. And so I had students do some work before they came into
class and they were working through data collectively from that site during
class. And as I was walking home from class [...] I was thinking, wow when
I teach this class next semester I’m not sure if I’m going to be able to use that
website.” (Claire)

Beyond a reliance on particular websites for teaching, this comment is reflective of
an uncertainty surrounding the potential effects of the Trump administration on the
impartiality of environmental information supplied by federal agencies. Whereas
others have characterised the removal of web content related to climate change as
‘expected’ on sites like whitehouse.gov (Brügger, 2018, p.2), Claire points towards a
fundamental difference between the removal of information related to the political
priorities of a particular administration and the removal or denial of scientific facts by
federal agencies charged with providing impartial information access to the public.
Reactions to the administration are further contextualised in recollections by Bernard,
who again recalls a collective ‘sense of serious crisis’ that immediately followed the
election:

“So you know, the election happened and it was quite a system-shock for a
lot of people, certainly for me also. [...] It was a feeling kind of reminiscent
of when George Bush was re-elected in 2004. Like what just happened? You
know? Who could make these decisions? So I think that was a common
feeling of like whoa, body blow—and what does this mean for the things
that we care about for a lot of the people involved in EDGI. And that, you
know, that’s really pivotal to the success of DataRescue. That sense of—in
that first 3 or 4 months after the election—of serious crisis before the Twitter
presidency was normalised. You know, a kind of disbelief that the United
States would be governed in the way that in fact, it’s being governed now.”
(Bernard)

Here Bernard acknowledges the unexpected nature of the election results, through
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a description of their visceral response (‘system shock’, ‘body blow’) to an immin-
ent threat directed at ‘the things we care about’. Bernard’s observation that they
previously felt this sense of crisis works to highlight other precedents that parti-
cipants observed in their reactions to the threat posed. As EDGI has documented
elsewhere (Sellers et al., 2017), Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s adminis-
tration (2006 - 2015) provided a recent reminder of the dangers of canceling climate
change programmes, ‘muzzling’ federal environmental scientists and widely remov-
ing public access to information through federal websites, libraries and archives.4

With early EDGI members spanning between Canada and the US, participants ac-
knowledged the impact of the Canadian precedent on their own sense of the threat:

“I had this Canadian precedent in mind. Of how quietly and quickly, and in
my mind, effective to their goals [the Harper] government was in strategic-
ally shifting the whole bedrock around what information was available to
people about environmental things. But also they abolished the long-form
census—census data which is used by so many different disciplines and used
as baselines against which tons of community organisations and NGOs [non-
governmental organisations] and other people make policy recommenda-
tions. And so I felt a sense of concern because [...] I don’t remember it
being so public of an issue in terms of [Stephen] Harper’s [administration].
He just never said stuff in the same way. [...] Whereas with Trump it was so
vocal. These are targets. It felt like such an active targeting.” (Augustine)

“Yea so in Canada there wasn’t a census one year. And the term libricide was
invented in Canada. And that happened in my time, I remember those years
and I remember how shitty that was. So when this stuff came along I was
like this is real, this will happen and to me it was just a foregone conclusion
that they would start censoring data.” (Luke)

Here participants consider the ways that the precedent set by the Harper administra-
tion framed their own responses to the threat of Trump, with Augustine comparing
the two administrations and reflecting on the public sense of ‘active targeting’ that
Trump, in particular, conveyed with regards to the environment. The removal of the
mandatory long-form census under Harper5 is raised by both participants – point-
ing towards the ways that members were framing the significant role of data (and
it’s availability) in the documentation of environmental harms and the formation of
national agendas for environmental protections and policy. Luke expresses a fear
surrounding the threat of ‘libricide’ – a term used to signify the ‘regime-sponsored,

4See Coates (2015) for an entire issue of Canada Watch in response to the Harper government’s
suppression of the study and dissemination of knowledge about Canada.

5Under the Harper administration, the 2011 long-form census was replaced with a short-form census
and a longer voluntary survey (known as the National Household Survey). Over 500 Canadian organ-
isations protested the decision, including the Canadian Medical Association and the Canadian Chamber
of Commerce (Marche, 2015), where the removal was argued to be a tactic for disabling the collection
of data (particularly on socially/economically marginalised populations) that could be used to support
social advocacy causes in government (Murdoch, 2010).
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ideologically driven destruction of books and libraries’ (Knuth, 2003, p.5). Here Luke
indicates a concern for the role of libraries and archives in the stewardship of cultural
and scientific memory, but also acknowledges the precariousness of these institutions
(and their holdings) when confronted with political ideologies that centre the availab-
ility of information as a tactic for political gain. Although EDGI members were aware
of and in contact with libraries and archives involved in existing efforts to archive the
.gov webspace (discussed below) there remained a certain degree of uncertainty over
the coverage of existing institutional programmes (particularly around datasets), as
well as how communities would be able to access these archives in the future.

The next section reflects on how these uncertainties, coupled with the urgency of
the political climate led EDGI and other emergent organisational and community-
based projects to mobilise their own collaborative efforts to use web archiving as a
mechanism for responding to the incoming administration.

6.2.2 Uncertainty, Urgency and the End of Term

“In a crisis, the perception of threat is accompanied by a high degree of
uncertainty. This uncertainty pertains both to the nature and the po-
tential consequences of the threat: What is happening and how did it
happen? [...] What can we do? What happens if we select this option?
What will others do? (Boin and ‘t Hart, 2007, p.44, emphasis my own).”

“Crises induce a sense of urgency. [...] Time compression is a defining
element of crisis: the threat is here, it is real, and it must be dealt with as
soon as possible (Boin and ‘t Hart, 2007, p.44, emphasis my own).”

Many EDGI participants described the presence of uncertainty and urgency during
the first few months of the organisation’s existence, tied to the perceived threats to
federal web-based environmental data and information access. Augustine reflected
that before there were EDGI working groups, or regular weekly (virtual) meetings,
their was an everyday climate of urgency that persisted during the months before
Donald Trump’s inauguration:

“[...] that everyday was pretty—it just felt so urgent. That’s the other thing.
It’s pre-inauguration, we don’t know what’s going to happen. And it felt
pretty loose. I feel like there was a less strong understanding of how or what
identifying as an EDGI person exactly meant.” (Augustine)

Alongside EDGI’s other early initiatives (particularly around interviewing federal work-
ers) the work of imagining and coordinating an events-based model for web archiving
became an organising mechanism for both the articulation of EDGI membership and
resistance of the impending uncertainty that surrounded the transition period. In
November 2016, EDGI founders and early members identified a potential collaborat-
ive partner in the End of Term web archiving project. Running since 2008, the End of
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Term (EoT) project is an ongoing cooperation between several institutions that col-
lectively seed and crawl the US federal domain during Presidential transition years.6

The University of North Texas’s nomination tool provides an interface through which
the public can play a part in the nomination process,7 which enables a ‘community of
subject specialists with a convenient means to contribute information on specific sites
for the focused crawl’.8 Accordingly, the tool allows users to submit particular URLs
(or seeds) for crawling by the EoT infrastructure, whilst providing basic information
about the URL (relevant branch of government and agency) and themselves (name,
institutional affiliation and email address) in the process.

In previous years, the EoT crawl received relatively little public engagement through
the nomination tool, with the project reporting around 30 nominators in both 20089

and 2012.10 As several EDGI members have noted in interviews, EDGI was not the
only organisation which formed around a perceived threat to environmental data in
the wake of Trump’s election. Here Augustine attributes part of the emergence of
these independent projects as a response to an uncertainty surrounding what would
be covered as part of existing web archiving efforts like the EoT crawls:

“[...] we were already interacting and engaging with Internet Archive and
trying to think about a correct approach, but there was so little that was clear
about any assertion about how much would be archived. And so that’s also
why we were not alone, there were those other projects like Project Azimuth
and Climate Mirror and Data Refuge that independently were also like ‘oh
shit, this could be affected’.” (Augustine)

Part of this uncertainty can be attributed to the scale of the problem, as well as the
complex entanglement of various statutes and mandates surrounding who is in fact
responsible for ensuring the preservation of the US federal webspace. EoT project
members have spoken publicly about the impossible scale of the task of archiving the
government Web in its entirety, at times describing the proliferation of government
sites as akin to ‘invasive species’ (Jacobs and Bailey, 2017).11 Furthermore, as Phillips
and Phillips (2019) describe, the US National Archives and Records Administration

6The 2016 End of Term project involved the Library of Congress, California Digital Library, University
of North Texas Libraries, Internet Archive, George Washington University Libraries, Stanford University
Libraries and the U.S. Government Publishing Office.

7http://web.archive.org/web/20170107092748/http://digital2.library.unt.edu/
nomination/eth2016/add/ (visited on 22nd May 2019, archived on 7th Jan. 2017)

8https://digital2.library.unt.edu/nomination/eth2016/about (visited on 9th May 2019)
9https://digital2.library.unt.edu/nomination/eth2008/about (visited on 22nd May 2019)

10https://digital2.library.unt.edu/nomination/eth2012/about (visited on 22nd May 2019)
11Adding to the issue of scale, the US legal mandates surrounding the preservation of the federal

webspace, particularly in times of administrative transition are far from clear. The US Federal Records
Act (FRA) which mandates the maintenance, preservation and (where applicable) public notification
of the destruction of government records is, as Lamdan (2018) argues, ill-equipped and in need of
updating for the regulation and enforcement of electronic records management. Whilst the US National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) is federally tasked with the preservation of government
digital records, Lamdan (2018, p.241 n.40-41) notes that their (discretionary) digital archiving strategy
‘does not carry the force of the law’ and is insufficient in reaching a ‘policy consensus on whether all
types of webpage materials’ are indeed ‘federal records’.
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(NARA), the Library of Congress and the US Government Publishing Office include
‘web archiving as part of their imperative’ but none of these organisations have a
broad enough mandate to capture the whole federal webspace. For this reason, the
EoT project formed in 2008, following a memo by NARA that (despite previous at-
tempts) they would not be archiving the wider federal domain during the Presidential
transition following the election that year (Phillips and Phillips, 2019).12 Therefore,
in the absence of a funded mandate and despite the scale of the task, the EoT pro-
ject operates on an ad-hoc, volunteer basis where institutions donate staff time and
expertise to the task of archiving the federal websites.

It is within this context that EDGI identified the EoT project as a means for contribut-
ing to existing web archiving efforts. But, as Augustine acknowledges, there was still
uncertainty surrounding the nature of EoT project and its coverage:

“I find understanding what is in the End of Term collection not clear. So if
you were concerned about a specific dataset, which I personally was less so,
but there were so many people in EDGI who were because of their research
interests and environmental justice background—it was not so easy to have
an assurance that this thing that you cared about was there, or it wasn’t
apparent to us how to do it.” (Augustine)

Augustine expresses an uncertainty amongst ‘many people in EDGI’ surrounding the
fate of digital resources that were central to their research interests, which broadly
spans the humanities, social sciences and law, physical and life sciences and ‘justice-
centred approaches to environmental data and policy’ (Dillon et al., 2019). For EDGI
members, uncertainties surrounding the vulnerability of datasets – particularly re-
lated to climate change and environmental health and hazards – manifested both in
terms of fears associated with political precariousness of access but also the technical
aspects of the crawling technologies used to archive web-based resources. Distinc-
tions emerged between ‘datasets’ and ‘web pages’ that fostered further concerns about
what would actually be captured by the EoT project crawlers and how researchers
would be able to access the resources of concern (or ‘the thing you cared about’).

These uncertainties with regards to what was being archived (where and by whom)
would continue throughout EDGI’s DataRescue work and in their Web Monitoring
project. The sociotechnical complexity of the task, combined with the urgency of the
political climate and the fears surrounding the impending removal of access to pub-
lic environmental data and web resources had several effects on the ways that EDGI

12In fact, NARA conducted the first large-scale capture of the federal webspace after George W. Bush’s
first term in 2004, however the 2008 memo announced their decision to discontinue their practice of
snapshotting the wider federal government domain (with the exception of the Congressional and White-
house websites which are governed by the FRA and Presidential Records Act, respectively). They argued
that NARA’s creation of snapshots would discourage federal agencies from managing the preservation of
their own web domains (as NARA declared this the statutory responsibility of the agencies themselves),
and further added that they remained unconvinced of the ‘permanent archival value of a Federal agency
web snapshot taken on one random day near the end of a Presidential term’ (National Archives and Re-
cords Administration, 2008).
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manifested politics through web archiving. Whilst the threat of data deletion (and
other known tactics for discontinuing access)13 worked to foster widespread good-
will and drive EDGI’s collaborative interventions in web monitoring and event-based
web archiving, it also contributed to the burnout experienced by some volunteer
members who – in addition to their day jobs – worked for months in crisis mode. The
collective sense of urgency invigorated a DataRescue movement that in a matter of
weeks mobilised thousands of volunteers to archive federal data and websites, whilst
seeding the work of building inclusive, alternative communities and infrastructures
for stewarding public data (Dillon et al., 2019). The next section explores the ways
the workflows and tools developed by EDGI and others enabled DataRescue, with a
view towards understanding the political dimensions of how web archiving worked
to bring together people and technologies to archive federal websites and data.

6.3 DataRescue and the Boundaries of Web Archiving

In December 2016, the University of Toronto’s Technoscience Research Unit (TRU)
and a fledgling EDGI organisation coordinated the first ‘guerrilla archiving’ event in
Toronto. The event was aimed at several activities: to identify potentially endangered
environmental programmes, data and databases; nominate seeds to the End of Term
crawlers; establish difficult to crawl data sources and create scripts to archive them;
and begin constructing a ‘toolkit’ for other organisations to host similar future events
(Murphy, 2016). Whilst Toronto was the first, 48 DataRescue events followed in cit-
ies and universities across the US, including Philadelphia, Indianapolis, Los Angeles,
Ann Arbor, Boston and New York City, to name only a few (see Figure 6.1 for the
geographic distribution of DataRescue). The public events model worked to bring to-
gether an estimated 1,500 participants (Lamdan, 2018) around the cause of DataRes-
cue, spawning new partnerships between EDGI and other science activists, civic tech-
nology groups and organisations with data curation and preservation expertise. In
this section I explore web archiving as politics through two widely-deployed concepts
in Science and Technology Studies (STS): boundary objects and boundary work.

In some ways the following could be read as a contradictory approach to the notion of
‘boundaries’ in STS. For Star and Griesemer (2015, p.176), boundary objects are ana-
lytic concepts used to describe ‘robust’ scientific objects that ‘inhabit several intersect-
ing social worlds’ and take on a fungibility that enables both a common identity and
local adaptation by collaborators. As such, they exist at the intersections, rather than
the margins of different social worlds, temporarily bridging heterogeneous practices

13In an interview prior to the ‘guerrilla archiving’ event, one member described the ways that EDGI
was not only concerned about the outright removal or deletion of data, but also recognised the broader
set of tactics that can prevent access to public environmental data: “If programs aren’t cancelled, I
expect to see them starved of budget, of personnel, of resources. You can stop data collection that way.
I expect datasets might be pulled back out of public access and be harder to get” (Kupferman, 2016).
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FIGURE 6.1: A map of DataRescue events between December 2016 -
June 2017. The map was created by compiling data about
DataRescue events from an archived version of the Penn Program in
Environmental Humanities DataRescue web page (Penn Program in
Environmental Humanities, n.d.).

to support common goals (Star and Griesemer, 2015, p.195). On the other hand, Gi-
eryn (1983) uses boundary work to describe scientific practices that operate at a level
of exclusion – where professionalisation works to foreclose and marginalise different
forms of knowledge production, often to maintain autonomy and authority. Rather
than attempt to reconcile this potential contradiction, I draw on both of these con-
cepts to explore DataRescue as a system of boundary objects and highlight two ways
that web archiving simultaneously produces and is produced by politics.

First, environmental information and data is itself a boundary object. In the case of
DataRescue (and beyond), the preservation of access to this data became the goal that
mobilised a diverse set of actors, skills and expertise to participate in political action
in anticipation of an ‘anti-science’ administration. Here, the political climate and
threat of the incoming administration to science data and environmental protections
(described through the crisis discourse, above in Section 6.2) created, in the words
of one informant, ‘a solidarity movement’ dedicated to intervening in the future of
environmental data accessibility.

Second, in order to satisfy the diversity of needs and concerns brought by different
actors, EDGI and the DataRescue project had to ‘translate’ these multiple perspectives
to design sociotechnical interventions to achieve the collective goal of ‘rescuing data’.
The DataRescue workflow and associated applications constructed by EDGI and part-
ners can therefore also be seen as boundary objects that became negotiated (then
locally standardised) representations of the priorities of different stakeholders that
enabled the work of event-based web archiving. Consequently, despite the successes
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of the events (discussed below in Section 6.4), DataRescue also highlights the politics
of web archiving as revealed through the challenges of boundary work that attempts
to both translate and lay claim to particular forms of expertise and practice.

The following Section 6.3.1 first explores the ways that environmental data mobil-
ised multiple publics, before then considering the politics of the collaborative inter-
ventions (as toolkit, workflow and software applications) that enabled DataRescue in
practice.

6.3.1 Mobilising Publics and Expertise

The ‘guerrilla archiving’ (GA) event in Toronto was the first of its kind: a public,
large-scale, grassroots, community-based event that combined participation in the
End of Term crawl and other efforts to download ‘difficult to crawl’ data. Despite
a snow storm, the one-day event attracted around 150 attendees14 and a swarm of
media attention, including coverage from the Washington Post (Dennis, 2016a), the
Canadian Broadcasting Company (CBC) (Mortillaro, 2016) and Vice (Koebler, 2016),
amongst others. Here I want to explore the ways that environmental information and
data acts as a boundary object that mobilised participants with a range of expertise
to both contribute to the DataRescue project and ‘lay claim’ to a set of archiving
activities.

EDGI members have themselves reflected on how DataRescue and the formation of
the EDGI organisation benefitted from the wider political context that surrounded
the election of Trump – where, following the election there was a climate of political
protest in the US and abroad in resistance to the incoming administration (Vera et al.,
2018). During Trump’s first few months in office alone, several large-scale protests
occurred across the US, including those championing women’s rights,15 refugee,
migrant and immigration rights to travel,16 and in support of public science and
evidence-based policy-making.17 Drawing on political opportunity structure theory
(Kitschelt, 1986), Vera et al. (2018, p.517) describe the ways that EDGI’s pre-existing

14https://envirodatagov.org/datarescue (visited on 21st May 2019)
15The international Women’s March occurred the day after Trump’s inauguration in January 2017

(including over 650 separate marches in the US alone), marking the largest protest in the history of the
US (Chenoweth and Pressman, 2017).

16Also in January 2017, whilst occupying many international airports across the US, an estimated
‘thousands’ of people protested the passing of a (Presidential) Executive Order that put a freeze on
refugees and banned travel from seven Muslim-majority countries (Gambino et al., 2017).

17The March for Science occurred on Earth Day in April 2017 across more than 600 cities across
the US and the globe (Fleur, 2017), with goals of celebrating science for the public good and ad-
vocating for evidence-based policy making. https://web.archive.org/web/20170318183426/https:
//www.marchforscience.com/mission-and-vision (visited on 21st May 2019, archived on 18th Mar.
2017)
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networks through distributed partner organisations like Public Lab18 and their ‘in-
tellectual networks of STS scholars’, worked as organisational structures that also
configured social mobilisation. These networks, combined with the urgency of the
wider political climate facilitated a coalition of ‘diverse actors that do not often inter-
act with each other’ (Vera et al., 2018, p.524) to coalesce around a social movement
dedicated to enacting environmental data politics.

This sentiment is reinforced by several members who reflected on how DataRescue
created a broad coalition (or in the words of Bernard, ‘a solidarity movement’) with
a range of organisations and activists – including for example, Civic Tech Toronto,
Data Refuge, Climate Mirror, Project Azimuth, the Union of Concerned Scientists
and others – who each brought particular sets of methods, expertise, values and
goals to the project of web archiving. Again, there was a feeling that the political
climate brought together groups that ‘wouldn’t normally work together’, but also that
it presented a ‘golden opportunity’ to seek creative interdisciplinary interventions:

“So for me [...] I was like this is the chance for us to build the library that
doesn’t burn. This is a chance for us to establish consensus across professions
and roles that normally wouldn’t want to work together. There is a golden
opportunity here. And though this all feels really chaotic and we’re all feeling
really upset, this is actually an incredible moment. This is a chance for us to
do something really cool.” (Luke)

Here Luke makes reference to cautionary tale of the Library of Alexandria whilst
championing the opportunities afforded this coming together of people and expert-
ise to build consensus around community-held data. The intersection of concerns
surrounding the preservation of environmental data extended to the many individual
participants who attended the DataRescue events, some of which became members of
EDGI and subsequently organised their own events. As Lamdan (2018, p.234) notes,
DataRescue was ‘organic, innovative and optimistic, driven by the idealistic notions of
saving and valuing government data’; a sentiment neatly represented in Augustine’s
observations about the ‘weird way that people cared about data’:

“[...] it was the public, immediate, weird way that people cared about data
in a new way that felt special about the DataRescue events. I don’t think
people expected that many people to show up in Toronto. In Canada. In
December. And then the Philly one was big and Ann Arbour was big. And
I was at Ann Arbour and people showed up and had bought a hard drive,
because they were like ‘I don’t know, I’m not technical but is this what I’m
supposed to do? This is where the data goes? But I’m going to help’, right?
And maybe slightly in jest but also so earnestly. And that sentiment felt

18The Public Laboratory for Open Technology and Science (Public Lab) is a community and 501(c)(3)
non-profit corporation that works to ‘democratize science to address environmental issues that affect
people’ through the development of low-cost and open source environmental monitoring. Public Lab
serves as fiscal sponsor of EDGI. https://publiclab.org/about (visited on 21st May 2019)
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novel, or important not to ignore which was people who were not research
scientists or data managers, or web archivists or librarians or I don’t know
people [...] who should know this shit—caring about this preservation, that
seems pretty special. But I mean it was tied to this political climate and level
of uncertainty and fear.” (Augustine)

Augustine first reflects on the level of participation and directly links it to the polit-
ical climate and uncertainty of the post-election atmosphere. Recalling the Ann Ar-
bor event, Augustine points to the uniqueness of the atmosphere, and places partic-
ular emphasis on participation from volunteers who had no previous connections to
either digital preservation or specific research datasets. Here environmental data acts
as a boundary object that extends beyond the scholarly and professional disciplines
already working in digital preservation to include a wider set of publics concerned
about environmental protections and the role(s) of science, the state and activism in
ensuring those protections. DataRescue became a means for the creation of a ‘novel’
form of civic engagement; a form of activism that EDGI scholars (Currie, Donovan
and Paris, 2018; Currie and Paris, 2018) have argued draws on broad traditions of
both archival activism (Flinn and Alexander, 2015) and data activism (Milan, 2016).19

Currie, Donovan and Paris (2018) make the case for DataRescue as an example of
activist data archiving, providing insights into the ways that grassroots data archiving
projects become organising sites that mobilise decentralised means to bridge ‘experts
and lay publics’ in the service of social justice aims. They expand on this work to po-
sition data archiving as a form of political activism to highlight ‘the power of archival
work to safeguard politically vulnerable information’ (Currie and Paris, 2018).

Other EDGI members have further reflected on the ways that DataRescue enabled a
broad public to participate in political action. Here, web archiving enables a form
of activism that EDGI member Gary described as a way of doing something ‘for the
greater good’ that was ‘less confrontational’ than attending a protest. Another EDGI
member, Julian, talked about being initially motivated to participate by both a con-
cern for the ‘disappearance’ of scientific data and a prior awareness about the pre-
cedent set in Canada during the Harper years. Julian spoke about the ways that
the DataRescue event itself expanded their concerns about data availability, as they
learned more about the potentially vulnerable environmental and physical sciences
datasets that were nominated by scientists for archiving. Below, Julian and Bern-
ard both express how their involvement enabled them to channel their concerns and
apply their own expertise to ‘do something valuable’ in an effort to effect political
change:

19Data activism focuses on the ‘reappropriation’ of statistics and data power (Bruno, Didier and Vi-
tale, 2014) for the purpose of recognising the ‘political dimensions of data’ through the generation of
new data or statistical analyses that challenge official representations (Currie, Donovan and Paris, 2018,
p.67-68). Archival activism (and similarly, activist archiving) encompasses both the activities of archiv-
ists who ‘seek to creatively document political and social movement activism as well as those projects
which engage with archives and the archival process as part or in support of political, human right and
social movement activism’ (Flinn and Alexander, 2015, p.329).
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“[...] although I generally abhor hackathons, I kind of felt like it seemed—
from what I understood of [DataRescue]—they were scoped in a way where
it might be useful and I could go and do something valuable about a prob-
lem that I was super concerned about. And that I could also do something
political that felt like it might be useful with my technology skills.” (Julian)

“[...] it felt like I had something to offer. And I’ll say I care about envir-
onment and climate and I’ve written about [it] a bit, but it’s not like that
was obviously the thing that I cared most about. It was that this was a
project—and this is something else to be said, it’s not to say that we’re the
best people to do this, it’s that we’re the people who are doing it. And it felt
like something that ought to be done and that I had something to offer too,
and so it really filled a need for me because not having anything to do was
very distressing. So I think that there were a lot of people in that situation
that really just wanted to have something to do, some way to take action as a
citizen, you know? To intervene in the transformation of the United States.”
(Bernard)

Julian and Bernard position the goal of web archiving as a mobilising force for their
own participation; a goal that they both note is political in its aims. Along with
other EDGI members, they both reflect on the ways that web archiving enabled them
to ‘take action’ and ‘do something political’ with their skills. Beyond the observa-
tion that Julian and Bernard believed they had valuable skills to offer the cause of
DataRescue, Bernard’s comments also work to legitimise their involvement in web
archiving, despite a view that EDGI were possibly not ‘the best people to do this’.
This positioning and centring of expertise, can be seen as a form of boundary work
that is the result of a broad public caring about and claiming a set of activities they
may have otherwise not engaged in – a phenomena that Augustine attributes to the
‘political climate and level of uncertainty and fear’.

During DataRescue, web archiving becomes the place where the politics of expert-
ise and practice are negotiated by participants from different fields to achieve the
end goal of preserving access to government data. The significance of these politics
extend to the role of the media in communicating the goals of DataRescue and mo-
bilising participants to the cause. Describing how they first heard about the Toronto
event, one EDGI member, Ethan recalled receiving a link to a Washington Post (WP)
article (Figure 6.2) from a friend on Facebook that reported on various efforts taking
place to preserve climate data (including the GA event, and other projects like Cli-
mate Mirror). Following Trump’s election, Ethan – who described themselves as ‘not
very politically engaged’ prior to the election – began meeting with university friends
and colleagues who had broad concerns about ‘institutional memory loss’ at federal
agencies and the potential impact of both departmental re-shuffles and career staff
departures due to the incoming administration’s ‘anti-science’ agenda. The WP article
– in addition to accentuating the state of crisis – centred the role of ‘scientists’ in their
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‘frantic’ and ‘feverish attempt to copy reams of government data onto independent
servers’ (Dennis, 2016a). In an interview, Ethan and I discussed the potential ways
that the media ‘messaging’ surrounding the event played a part in mobilising them to
participate:

Ethan: “[...] the messaging was right because it was scientists, so it
kind of caught [my] eye at that time probably, even though I
think that part really isn’t—I don’t know, I think it was im-
portant for the public perception, that it’s scientists but I don’t
actually think that that was really important in terms of who
was doing the work. The way it was done, maybe the way we
wish we did it.”

Jessica: “Do you think that—did that draw you in though? The idea
that it was being organised by scientists or being pitched to
scientists?”

Ethan: “Probably to some degree. I don’t know, yea if they had just
said librarians are doing this maybe [I] would have thought
about it a little differently.”

Although Ethan is reluctant to fully attribute their own participation to the messaging
in the article, it is nonetheless clear that they believed it had an impact on the public
perception of who was doing the ‘guerrilla archiving’. They went on to speculate
about the effectiveness of the message, and whether or not their friend had sent
them the article because of their ‘scientist connection’. This works to briefly highlight
the significance of the discursive practices that surrounded the wider interpretations
of ‘guerrilla archiving’, DataRescue and the ways that who was seen to be doing these
activities had an impact on how support was mobilised. These discursive politics are
further observed through Bernard’s reflections about the significance of describing
the first event as ‘guerrilla archiving’:

“[...] in some ways ‘guerrilla archiving’ has a different feel right? So there
are two things about it. First it has archiving in the name so it explicitly
lays claim to a certain kind of activity despite the fact that there were no
archivists involved, right? And then it has this guerrilla word which is a little
bit aggressive in some ways but certainly—so in some contexts it’s perceived
as aggressive—it’s certainly oppositional. So it had that flavour of we are
going to archive despite the fact that they don’t want us to. And that’s how
we understood what we were doing. Although I think we didn’t really know
who they were who didn’t want us archiving.” (Bernard)

Bernard acknowledges the explicit politics embedded within the discursive practices
surrounding the naming of the first event. The GA event worked to assert and le-
gitimise a claim to a set of memory practices typically limited to the boundaries of
professional librarians and archivists. The name also communicates a sense of cov-
ertness and ‘opposition’; implicitly positioning the not-yet-in-office administration as
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FIGURE 6.2: A Washington Post article that included coverage of the
‘guerrilla archiving’ event and other efforts to save environmental
data in December 2016 (Dennis, 2016a).

opponents in the preservation of environmental information access. Although EDGI
and the TRU brought specific sets of expertise to the organisation of the GA event –
including, for example, skills in activist/community organising, data science, STS, en-
vironmental justice, history and information science scholarship – Bernard and others
have noted the significance of EDGI’s positioning outside of the professional expertise
of librarians, archivists, or indeed web archiving circles of practice. This framing is
reminiscent of other scholarship on the power of community archiving, where EDGI
members and DataRescue participants worked to bridge different ‘epistemic cultures’
(Knorr Cetina, 1999) and boundaries of expertise to ‘[seize] the archive as an ap-
paratus to legitimize the new forms of knowledge and cultural production in an eco-
nomically and politically precarious present’ (Eichhorn, 2013, p.4). Here the archive
becomes a vehicle for political resistance – where resistance becomes a ‘diagnostic of
power’ (Abu-Lughod, 1990) and sheds light on the power relations embedded in both
the vulnerability of public data infrastructures and the professionalisation of memory
practices associated with ensuring their stability.
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6.3.2 Collaborative Interventions

In the lead up to the Toronto GA event, EDGI began collaborating with Data Refuge,
a project based out of the Penn Program in Environmental Humanities (and the
University of Pennsylvania Libraries). Data Refuge also formed in November 2016
‘to draw attention to how climate denial endangers federal environmental data’.20

Working with the model initially developed as part of the Toronto event, the groups
collaborated on the further development of an open workflow for other institutions
and community groups to host their own events. From January 2017, EDGI and
Data Refuge members liaised with local DataRescue organisers to onboard and share
information; communicating regularly through online community conference calls,
email, Slack and GitHub. Events were organised by university libraries, environ-
mental programmes and labs, civic technology groups, and others, with some organ-
ising multiple meet-ups to both participate in DataRescue and the technical develop-
ment surrounding the harvesting of web pages and data. In addition to managing
the emergence of EDGI as an organisation, during the peak of DataRescue activities
(December 2016 - March 2017) EDGI members involved in DataRescue reported to
have spent anywhere between 5-50 hours a week organising events, coordinating the
toolkit and software contributions, attending events across the US, developing pro-
tocols, creating documentation and generally managing the collaboration with Data
Refuge.21

Between December 2016 and June 2017, the event model evolved over time, as work
with local organisers combined with many hours of coordination, collaboration and
research by EDGI members and others worked to create documentation and tools for
community-based web archiving. Here, Bernard describes the initial model used at
the GA event, which reflects some of the early motivations behind grouping archiving
tasks into separate areas based on both the skillsets of participants and a perceived
difference between archiving web pages and datasets:

“We started to develop a taxonomy in preparing for that event when we were
trying to think about who are the different classes of people who are going
to participate. We had these different areas. There was a strategising or
political organising area, there was a seed generation area which is where
most of the people were, and this thing that we called ‘hackers corner’ where
there were people trying to figure out how to extract datasets from web in-
terfaces. So we called that the ‘hard to crawl’ or ‘uncrawlables’ section. And
so we were totally naively working our way through a set of problems that of

20http://web.archive.org/web/20190304214339/https://ppeh.sas.upenn.edu/experiments/
data-refuge (visited on 22nd May 2019, archived on 4th Mar. 2019)

21These figures are drawn both from my own interviews and an internal 2017 ‘EDGI Lessons Learned’
collaborative presentation drafted by members (across the different working groups) in an effort to
document the first eight months of the EDGI organisation.
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course web archivists have thought about. But since there were no web arch-
ivists there, you know I mean we just had to blindly work our way through
these issues.” (Bernard)

The basic structure of the workflow evolved to eventually include five optional ‘paths’
or tracks that contained different types of activities within them, including tracks
that marshalled different forms of expertise to systematically map the government
webspace, archive websites and manage the processes associated with ‘difficult to
crawl’ datasets. Drawing on the workflow documentation designed by EDGI, Data
Refuge and organisers, the following briefly outlines each track:22

Path I: Surveying – creating ‘agency’ and ‘sub-agency primers’ for mapping the web presence of
government agencies, offices and programmes, including researching their background, incoming
administration policies and appointments, and potential risks of deletion associated with particular
sites and data

Path II: Website Archiving – using agency, sub-agency primers and a custom Google Chrome
extension to contribute seeds to the End of Term project, as well as work to identify difficult to
crawl datasets

Path III: Archiving More Complex Datasets – researching datasets discovered in Path II and
writing scripts to scrape and download them. Coordinated by the Archivers.space event workflow
management tool, including the following roles:

• Researching if and how particular datasets could be harvested

• Harvesting difficult to crawl datasets using custom scraping scripts

• Checking and Bagging to inspect and confirm the integrity of datasets, then ‘bag’ the data
using the BagIt file format to generate checksums and deposit them in the Data Refuge
CKAN repository23

• Describing datasets in the CKAN repository, increasing potential usability through basic
metadata and making data publicly accessible online

Path IV: Storytelling – using social media and storytelling kits developed by Data Refuge to collect
stories about the DataRescue event and participants, including a focus on the importance of climate
and environmental data in everyday life

Path V: Looking Beyond DataRescue Events (the Long T(r)ail)24– a space dedicated to
roundtable discussions for the future of various EDGI and Data Refuge projects, including:

• EDGI’s Next Steps in Tech Development to discuss community building and strategise the
potential for distributed, community-based public data stewardship

• Data Refuge Built into a Libraries Network to build a network of research libraries in the US
to systematically ‘pull’ government data

• Data Refuge’s Longer Path: Three Stories in Our Town project to work with communities to
document how they use environmental and climate data

22This model and the text included here summarises and draws on multiple online sources in EDGI’s
archived GitHub repositories: https://github.com/edgi-govdata-archiving/DataRescueTEMPLATE
(visited on 14th May 2019) and the DataRescue Workflow: https://datarefuge.github.io/workflow
(visited on 14th May 2019)
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During the peak of DataRescue, the workflow itself can be seen as a central system
of boundary objects that became a continuously negotiated and temporarily stable
‘bridge’ (Star and Griesemer, 2015, p.194) between EDGI, Data Refuge, local event
organisers and the End of Term project partners. Event organisers locally adapted
the workflow to suit their own needs whilst using the tools to contribute to the wider
project activities. The tools and workflow enabled EDGI to take advantage of and ex-
tend the End of Term project infrastructure – through the Chrome extension, agency
primers and extensive volunteer labour – whilst contributing to the seed nominations.
Each of the paths reflects the priorities of particular collaborators that brought dif-
ferent sets of concerns and professional expertise to the problem of facilitating the
processes behind archiving websites and data. They required translation and buy-in
from a diverse set of stakeholders; where EDGI, in particular was driven by a commit-
ment to horizontal governance and decision-making. DataRescue coding work during
this time was often facilitated by what Luke referred to as a mode of working that
championed ‘rough consensus and working code’ to enable the technical development
to happen in real-time with the event coordination:

“I was like OK we do have consensus around that we need backups and we
need backups as soon as possible. And we don’t know how to do that but
we’re going to try. And the most exciting thing about that phase and the
time that I think a lot of people refer to as ‘the DataRescue time’ is in the
beginning there was this real—OK, any given solution will be accepted as
long as it fits. [##] has this incredible phrase ‘rough consensus and working
code’. If there’s rough consensus around a topic and the little script you wrote
does the thing, we use it. And that tended to be the ways that things moved
forward at the time.” (Luke)

Below, I briefly explore the ways that both website and data archiving were negotiated
through two components of Paths I/II and III of the DataRescue workflow: seeding
the End of Term Crawl and archiving ‘uncrawlable’ data. These two interventions help
to highlight the ways that DataRescue both broadened the communities of expertise
involved in archiving websites and data in practice, as well as challenged organisers
to translate their expertise and goals into working software and protocols that shaped
the who, what and how of web archiving was accomplished.

23CKAN (the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network) is open source software for managing
and publishing open data online: https://ckan.org (visited 21st May 2019). Data Refuge setup a
CKAN portal to house data harvested during DataRescue here: https://www.datarefuge.org/dataset
(visited on 18th May 2019)

24In different DataRescue documentation and discussions with EDGI, this path was interchangeably
referred to as both the ‘Long Tail’ and the ‘Long Trail’.
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Seeding the End of Term Crawl

In addition to the workflow documentation itself, the EDGI toolkit included guidance
to encourage local organisers and attendees, through the promotion of a code of con-
duct, to create events ‘aimed at fostering an inclusive and enabling work environment’
(Dillon et al., 2019, p.7).25 EDGI produced documentation on web crawling, includ-
ing guides on the Internet Archive web crawlers (Environmental Data & Governance
Initiative, 2016a,b) used for the EoT project and training videos that walked organ-
isers through the basics of using the software and primers as part of the DataRescue
workflow. These were designed by and for volunteers who had little-to-no previous
experience with web crawling, however provided a mechanism for DataRescue par-
ticipants to utilise and extend the EoT infrastructure for archiving federal websites.
This work drew on the goodwill of volunteers to research and manually nominate
seeds, as well as the wider expertise of researchers who had knowledge pertaining
to public science data and information, environmental policy and the breadth of re-
sources potentially vulnerable to removals.

As discussed in Section 6.2.2, the Toronto GA organisers identified the EoT project
early on as a key mechanism for channeling participation at the event. However, as
Augustine explains, the existing End of Term nomination tool (developed and hosted
by the University of North Texas) did not scale to the size and use-case of the events
model, as it was not designed for repetitive use:

“[the UNT bookmarklet] was great but it worked for one thing. And then
you had to re-enter all of your information the next time. And we were like,
OK—because immediately, like three in, you would be so annoyed—I was
annoyed. So we were already back in December [...] thinking about—we
already knew that nominating to the Internet Archive was a great fit for
everyone’s technical background but then how to make that process easier.”
(Augustine)

In order to contribute to the EoT project, GA organisers solicited help from Civic
Tech Toronto, a local civic technology group who run a weekly open ‘Hacknight’
for Toronto community members to pitch collaborative projects with volunteer de-
velopers.26 Two Civic Tech Toronto volunteers collaborated with the GA organisers
to code the Chrome extension for the first event.27 The extension operated in the
Chrome browser and enabled users to input basic information associated with the
title and URL of the targeted site, as well as details about the submission, including
details pertaining to the user and the DataRescue event (see Figure 6.3 for a screen-
shot of the tool in its current state). Once fully developed, the Chrome extension

25At the time of writing, the toolkit documents developed by EDGI (including the code of conduct) are
still hosted on their website at: https://envirodatagov.org/datarescue (visited on 14th May 2019)

26http://civictech.ca (visited on 15th May 2019)
27The code for the Chrome extension: https://github.com/edgi-govdata-archiving/eot-

nomination-tool (visited on 18th May 2019)
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FIGURE 6.3: A working screenshot of the EDGI Google Chrome
extension used to submit seeds to the 2016 End of Term project, as
part of the DataRescue events. If the URL had recently been archived,
the user received a message to avoid duplication of effort.

enabled users to also enter government sub/agency codes (discussed below) used by
EDGI to systematically keep track of captured websites and datasets that they identi-
fied as vulnerable. In order to avoid duplication of efforts, the extension also queried
the Internet Archive’s CDX API to confirm the URL had not been archived within
a specified time window. Once entered, the extension submitted the seed informa-
tion to the UNT bookmarklet for focused crawling, as well as to a Google form and
spreadsheet centrally managed by EDGI.

Following Toronto, the EoT seeding activities at DataRescue were organised via the
creation of agency primers and sub-agency primers that aimed to systematically map
federal agencies, sub-agencies (offices), programmes and projects to their relative
websites and pages. These primers eventually served several purposes for EDGI.
They were used to coordinate and systematise the selection of nominations and to
lower the technical barrier to entry for seeders using the Chrome extension. The ex-
tension and primers also became a tool for ‘peer learning’ that enabled volunteers to
both research and become informed about the organisational structures of US federal
environmental agencies and programmes. The primers also later became another
mechanism to prioritise the selection of sites saved via Versionista, the tracking soft-
ware used in the early stages of EDGI’s Web Monitoring project. Speaking about how
the primer system emerged after Toronto, Ethan reflects on their desire to make the
process of nomination more systematic:
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“[...others were] saying hey this was good but we need to find a way to
organise on a high level what we start tackling. So that’s how we made these
agency primers. I remember exactly where I was in [##], in some cafeteria
being like damn it now we have do this. Because I didn’t see another way and
we were just sitting there talking about how we make this systematic and the
only way we could think about it was actually using the government’s own
structures to organise. So we used org charts and made an agency office
database [...]. It’s basically just a relational database that attributes a code
to a particular office. And it’s a hierarchical structure so that there’s an
office, a higher office, an agency and a department. And that way you could
relate a website to a particular part of the government. Even though websites
are not always that simple. But we were like well if we span all the agencies
and all the offices then we kind of span the government, at least in some
measure of it.” (Ethan)

Ethan describes using the the organisational structure of government agencies to
map their relative web presence. Hosted on Google Docs, the primers used basic
templates (see Figure 6.4 for an example of an agency primer) to outline the offices
contained within each targeted government agency, including the background of the
department and a risk assessment regarding potentially vulnerable programmes and
datasets within each sub/agency. Vulnerability for website/data change and loss was
assessed based on key appointees, nominees and statements by the incoming admin-
istration.28 The primers created a map for ‘seeders’ to follow at DataRescue events,
guiding users to explore each agency and office website, recording URLs along the
way. Different DataRescue organisers and volunteers would ‘claim’ certain offices and
programmes (and associated sub-primers) during their events in an attempt to reduce
duplication of efforts across DataRescue seeding efforts.

The Chrome extension and agency primers built to systematise the seeding efforts
broadened the community of participants to include both volunteers with domain-
specific knowledge about environmental science data and those without the tech-
nical skills to archive websites and data at scale. The tool enabled the GA event (and
the DataRescue events that followed) the benefits of contributing to the EoT project
in a distributed way and established a mutually beneficial relationship with existing
(and long-running) web archiving efforts and organisations like the Internet Archive
and the University of North Texas Libraries. Beyond assisting with the initial devel-
opment of the Chrome extension, Bernard reflected that Civic Tech Toronto became
instructive for EDGI (especially during the early stages of the organisation) on ways
to to model community work around feminist and anti-racist principles of inclusiv-
ity to enable open source technology for public good. Through this collaboration,

28EDGI provided guidance in a Google Doc entitled ‘How to Create Primers’ that was linked to the
DataRescue Workflow that gave examples and guided primer ‘surveyors’ through the creation of the
document.
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FIGURE 6.4: A screenshot of an EPA Agency Primer (Version 1.3,
page 1 of 2) used as part of the DataRescue workflow. Includes links
to the agency’s sub-agency primer documents, the background of the
EPA, further information pertaining to relevant appointments to the
2016-2017 Trump transition team and a risk assessment for
particular agency programmes.

EDGI members also identified and established a working relationship with the Inter-
net Archive, an organisation seen to have complementary organisational values and
with whom they still work in the context of the Web Monitoring project.

During and after the Toronto event, EDGI volunteers invested heavily in developing
the DataRescue workflow with Data Refuge, which emphasised both non-technical
and technical contributions to the project – expanding on the different tracks to
enable participation from people with varied skills and expertise. Nonetheless, al-
though the Chrome extension was pitched to people with little-to-no technical skills,
in practice it revealed complexities of communicating web archiving (and DataRescue
goals) to both non/technical participants (at the event and within organising team at
Toronto).
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Archiving the ‘Uncrawlable’

The conceptual and technical differences between preserving web pages and datasets
that emerged from the Toronto event was said to have acted as a ‘social organiser’
for both the DataRescue workflow and EDGI’s archiving work, more generally. In
Toronto, ‘hackers corner’ became a space largely occupied by technologists and people
with coding experience (data scientists, civic technology experts, and more) who con-
tributed to scouting and developing ways to map and download environmental data
from the federal webspace. Implicit in this separation is the different ways that ‘data’
was framed by the workflow and its creators. Here, data is conceptualised based on
the tools and technologies needed to extract it from the Web. In the case of basic
HTML, the End of Term crawlers (using Heritrix) were sufficient for automating the
collection. Other types of data, like those illustrated in Allen et al.’s (2017) graphic
(Figure 6.5), present known problems for crawlers like Heritrix, and required further
investigation to design collection mechanisms. Data stored in databases with query-
able web front-ends, embedded content and other large-scale directories of packaged
datasets became the target of custom scripts and efforts to semi-automate and ex-
tract data from web interfaces. To organise these efforts, initially DataRescuers used
centrally managed Google spreadsheets to keep tally of URLs and datasets that re-
quired researching custom harvesting techniques. URLs and datasets were given a
unique ID (UID) and researchers and harvesters would ‘claim’ the ones they were
working on during the event by placing their name in the corresponding spreadsheet
column. This portion of the workflow development process benefited from what Luke
described as ‘a lot of iteration’:

“So the tech development at the time in Philly—well it was developed largely
at—well kicked off at the Toronto event where everybody just chucked up a
Google sheet and a lot of the iteration, and this was incredible—software
start-ups could learn a lot from this phase—where it was just chuck it on a
Google sheet, do it all with existing tools and iterate by changing the names
of the columns. So what does this thing mean, just put your GitHub user-
name in this cell if you’re working on this thing. And that was like our
checkin/checkout system. And iterating on that rapidly during the day. And
particularly while the Philly event was happening we were constantly being
like—like OK, we should all use this thing, and [we] very quickly wrote a
script for like UID generation and copy-pasted a column of 600 new UIDs,
and was like OK this will do that.” (Luke)

Luke describes one of the ways that DataRescue partners were collectively designing
the workflows for harvesting ‘difficult to crawl’ datasets through the use of existing
tools that enabled community members to rapidly modify aspects of the workflow.
However, as the number of events, participants and targeted resources increased, ca-
pacity issues with this portion of the workflow were encountered. Problems emerged
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FIGURE 6.5: Spectrum of data archiving at DataRescue, including
how efforts directed data capture towards different repositories
(Allen et al., 2017).

at the Ann Arbor DataRescue which drew around 300 people (over the course of two
days), where the online spreadsheets ‘stalled’ under the number of simultaneous con-
nections, resulting in data loss and a duplication of effort (when volunteers didn’t
realise others were working on the same tasks).

To mitigate the issues associated with the scale of participation in the events, over the
course of ‘a series of all nighters’ an EDGI member initially developed Archivers.space,29

a web-based application to manage the workflow for datasets and scale practices that
were hitherto being ‘iteratively’ managed via spreadsheets. The home page of the
app enabled organisers to visualise the work of each DataRescue event (Figure 6.6).
The app also introduced ‘a mutual exclusion lock’ that allocated and tagged URLs
with universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) and prevented them from being checked
out whilst others were working on them. Built to ‘exactly match the community-
designed workflow’, the app became an event management tool that walked volun-
teers through the steps of researching and harvesting (Figure 6.7), as well as tracking
datasets as they were elsewhere ‘bagged’, described and deposited in the Data Refuge
CKAN repository. As a mechanism for manually documenting the data’s origins, the
app helped users add metadata about the datasets and harvesting techniques used,
and created template (zipped) file directories for volunteers to compress the data
alongside the custom harvesting scripts used. However, whilst the app addressed the
practical problems of scaling the overall coordination of researchers and harvesters,
parallel tensions emerged surrounding epistemological differences over the nature of
provenance and the community’s capacity to flexibly iterate on the workflow.

From the early stages of DataRescue organisers were concerned about web archiving
issues related to data reliability and provenance that both informed the development

29https://www.archivers.space (visited on 31st May 2019)
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FIGURE 6.6: Screenshot of the home page of the Archivers.space
application. The application showed the total number of items in
each phase of the DataRescue workflow.

of practices and produced particular tensions around paths forward. The activit-
ies contained within (what would eventually be called) Path III reflect the priorities
of digital preservation best practices particularly concerning issues for ensuring the
provenance of data, data ‘fixity’ and establishing a trusted ‘chain of custody’. Data
Refuge collaborators with backgrounds in maintaining research data infrastructures
have elsewhere reflected on their central concerns over ensuring the lifecycle and fu-
ture use of harvested data by researchers. Here Allen (2017) emphasises and reflects
on embedding ‘chain of custody’ as a core value of the DataRescue workflow:

“[...] By documenting [the chain of custody] – where the data comes from
originally, who copied them and how, and then who and how they are re-
distributed – the Data Refuge project relies on multiple checks by trained
librarians and archivists providing quality assurance along every link in
the chain. Consider this extreme case: What happens if an original dataset
disappears, and the only copy has passed through unverified hands and
processes? Even a system that relies on multiple unverified copies can be
gamed if many copies of bad data proliferate” (Allen, 2017).

Allen makes the case for ensuring the provenance of harvested data, describing con-
cerns that arise when the verifiability of scientific data is called into question. This
is increasingly central to the discussion of climate data, in particular, where data
have been subject to various forms of scrutiny from a spectrum of stakeholders that
range from efforts to participate in scientific knowledge production to those that are
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FIGURE 6.7: Screenshot of an item in the Archivers.space application.
The application allowed DataRescue organisers and participants to
track each step of the workflow. This particular item has gone
through the ’research’ phase and is waiting to be harvested.
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more representative of political and ideological strategies for spreading misinforma-
tion (Edwards, 2013, pp.425-426).30 With this in mind, the enactment of strategies
to avoid future controversy over the origins and validity of scientific data – particu-
larly in the context of grassroots, non-institutional forms of web archiving – reveals
inherent tensions at the boundaries of expertise. In response to a question about
the role of provenance in the DataRescue workflow for archiving data, Luke reflected
both on the problem of provenance and the distinctly different ways that participants
framed the solutions:

“Yea I mean it’s just too many people touching the data. How do you establish
a chain from—these are bytes on a website at a point in time and how do
I draw a consistent and reliable through line from that to community-held
data? And how can you prove that every step of the way that data hasn’t
been tampered with? And that’s the standard. If you’re going to turn around
and give that output to climate scientists, that’s the standard. So we talked
about that a lot and the librarians were on to this from the get-go.

The thing that drove the technicians nuts is that the librarians believed that
the provenance arose from a human procedure whereas all of us on the tech-
nical side were like, no no no this arises from keeping the humans out of
this procedure. And bringing them into a system where they are adminis-
tering data as it’s moving, not touching data directly. And that’s in direct
tension with a grass-roots movement where it’s like the whole point is that
they should touch data directly.” (Luke)

Here, onto-epistemological differences between how provenance is both conceptual-
ised and operationalised in the context of DataRescue represents an intersection or
boundary between different social worlds and forms of expertise that have bearing
on the ways that web archiving is done. The above reveals two intertwined points of
contention about the who and how of web archiving. The first point is around how
to ensure verifiable provenance in practice. Above, Luke disputes the characterisa-
tion that provenance should be enabled through ‘a human procedure’, advocating for
technical mechanisms for ‘keeping humans out’ of the process. In conversation, Luke
went on to frame the problem as one that should be seen through the computational
lens of ‘repeatability’, rather than a need to document ‘whose hands have touched it’,
emphasising that in the context of DataRescue they actually needed tools that didn’t
yet exist.

The second point is around who should perform these mechanisms of ensuring proven-
ance. Whereas Allen (2017) emphasises the role and inclusion of experts (‘trained
librarians and archivists’) in the process of facilitating the capture of data provenance,

30A prominent example of the latter is the so-called ‘hockey stick controversy’ which embroiled climate
scientist Michael Mann and colleagues in years of public dispute and critique at the behest of climate
change denier Stephen McIntyre (Edwards, 2013, pp.422-426). Here, the rhetorics of ‘open data’ and
‘open science’ was weaponised with powerful effect, producing and fuelling an on-going public debate
around scientific methods, truth-making and the spread of misinformation for political gain.
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Luke identifies an inherent problem between the ways that ‘keeping humans out’ of
the process is in direct tension with a grassroots approach to web archiving. The
implication is therefore that by removing activists from the processes of seeking out,
downloading, describing and depositing data, a distance is created between people
and data that is potentially in contradiction with the goals of activist web archiv-
ing. Whilst reiterating the performative view that web archiving is intrinsically tied
to action, this observation also raises questions tied to the operation of power and
legitimacy claims surrounding who (and in what context) web archiving should be
performed. Here, web archiving practice is essentially linked to and framed through
the lens of particular professional objectives embedded within the act of web archiv-
ing, in this case to ensure provenance.

Further issues surrounding expertise and web archiving extend to the ways that EDGI
proceeded to model technical paths forward for capturing web resources not included
in the EoT crawls. From December 2016, with a shortage of web archiving technical
expertise, an impending sense of urgency, and the scale and pace with which the
DataRescue movement escalated, some members described the impacts on their abil-
ities to interpret and make use of existing web archiving tools in use elsewhere. EDGI
members investigated other tools, including Heritrix, the crawling software used by
the Internet Archive and by other International Internet Preservation Coalition (IIPC)
members in national libraries. However, speaking about Heritrix, one EDGI member,
Luke reflected that during the course of DataRescue they not only felt they did not
have the time to implement the infrastructure required, but also that Heritrix and
other existing web archiving technologies seemed like a ‘nuanced set of tools’ not fit
for their purposes:

“There are 700 configuration lines. I don’t have time for this. It would be
faster if I put a wget loop in a script and wrote down my IP address so that’s
what I’m going to do. It was that level of—these tools don’t work because
they were not designed for this use-case. And that to me was immediately
and blatantly obvious. And it was just like no, this doesn’t do anything that
we need it to do. What’s this thing do—it spits out a WARC record—what’s
a WARC record? [...] Let’s record some stuff as JSON because that’s what
everybody in the modern universe uses.” (Luke)

This passage reveals some of the challenges of the technical requirements of web
archiving, in this case exacerbated by the urgency of the political climate. Luke went
on to say that ‘the world [was] on fire’, and they, along with others, felt that there was
‘just no time to stop and have a discussion about best practices’. Whereas web archiv-
ing may in fact be a boundary object that brings together many different stakeholders
who are accompanied by their own knowledge and expertise, there are still many bar-
riers to entry. This observation is reminiscent of Star and Ruhleder’s remark that ‘one
person’s standard is in fact another’s chaos’ (1996, p.378). In this case, interfacing
with the tools and accepted standards of web archiving (e.g. WARCs) still require
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a significant amount of articulation work (Strauss, 1988) to implement locally – or
in other words, the work required to make things work. EDGI members (including
those with technical skills) did not have immediate access to the tacit knowledge or
‘interpersonal and organizational networks’ (Star and Ruhleder, 1996, p.385) to help
them successfully implement and operate these particular tools whilst also working in
‘crisis mode’. And as Augustine reflects, despite a feeling that EDGI and collaborators
were aware of this gap in knowledge, they too felt that the urgency of the political
moment nonetheless required action:

“I think we were aware—we were like ‘we don’t know how to use these tools
in the right way’ [...]—that we were not doing things in the best way and
we were probably re-creating something else. But I also think the moment
was unique in a way that we shouldn’t have ignored and I’m glad we didn’t.”
(Augustine)

In the next section I summarise and reflect further on the political dimensions of
EDGI’s collaborative efforts to archive environmental websites and data.

6.4 Reflections on the Politics and Impact of DataRescue

As of May 2017, DataRescue events nominated more than 63,076 seeds to the End
of Term project and identified more than 22,000 datasets as ‘candidates for non-
automated preservation’ (Walker et al., 2018) through their data archiving work-
flows. Their efforts, combined with the work of other contributors made the 2016
End of Term crawl the largest and most comprehensive crawl of the EPA.gov to date
(Dillon et al., 2017; Lamdan, 2018). The impact of DataRescue can be visualised
in a visualisation of End of Term 2016 nominations (Figure 6.8) that clearly demon-
strates the significant contribution made by EDGI and Data Refuge volunteers in the
submission of seeds to the project.

However, despite these successes several informants reflected on a certain degree of
pushback from different communities about the guerrilla archiving/DataRescue ef-
forts. In the aftermath of the project and speaking from the perspective of a local
event organiser, Lamdan (2018, pp.236-238) outlines numerous shortcomings of the
DataRescue efforts, arguing that: volunteers were not equipped with the sociotech-
nical expertise to archive and store .gov resources, the scale of the task and the public
response were too great to manage the project effectively and in the end, it was diffi-
cult to sustain longterm commitment from volunteers. As further evidence of the fu-
tility of DataRescue, Lamdan (2018, p.239) points to the government-initiated snap-
shot of EPA.gov that was taken in January 2017, arguing that this snapshot provides
the access inefficiently sought through community web archiving efforts.31

31https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov (visited on 30th Jul. 2019)
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FIGURE 6.8: A graph of the 2016 End of Term nominations over time
which shows the major peaks in nominations in approximate
correlation with the initial DataRescue events in Toronto,
Philadelphia and Indianapolis.34

I raise these responses (and others below) to the DataRescue efforts to further em-
phasise the situated and subjective ways in which web archiving is positioned as a
means for enacting data politics. And whilst I would generally support Lamdan’s po-
sition that the problems of ensuring persistent public access to government data and
information should be addressed through legislation, arguing that the EPA snapshot
offers persistent public access misses many of the lessons of DataRescue, and works
to further support the underlying argument of this thesis. In fact, the EPA snapshot
is demonstrably incomplete. For example, it only includes the English language por-
tions of the EPA site, excluding all Spanish content (espagnol.epa.gov) and therefore
further reducing historical access to EPA information on climate change for a substan-
tial portion of the US public.32 Furthermore, the snapshot does not include numerous
data portals that were once included on EPA.gov, nor what it considered ‘large col-
lections’ of EPA.gov content due to disk size constraints.33 In short, the snapshot is
subject to the same subjective decision-making processes, resource constraints and
sociotechnical contingencies of all efforts to archive the Web.

The subjective nature of practice and the perception of ‘crisis’ also extends to the
web archiving community and works to further underscore the role and impact of
technical expertise (and politics of boundary work) in the enactment of web archiving
in practice. This observation is extended through a reflection amongst EDGI members
that experts in web archiving believed the threat to environmental web resources

32I was alerted to this point by the EDGI Web Monitoring team.
33https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/snapshot-help.html (visited on 30th Jul. 2019)
34The underlying data was exported from: https://digital2.library.unt.edu/nomination/

eth2016/reports/ (visited on 31st Jul. 2019)
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that EDGI and others (e.g. Climate Mirror, Project Azimuth and Data Refuge) had
identified was ‘overstated’:

“I would also say—this is how it has been put to me—is that a lot of people
who did web archiving or digital preservation didn’t think that there was
[...] as much of a threat and that it was overstated. And so looked at what
was happening and were confused, but didn’t take that as an opportunity
to be involved and help steer the direction of it—but instead saw that as a
‘oh they’re going to do this thing they don’t need to be’ and didn’t engage.”
(Augustine)

This comment from Augustine again highlights how different perspectives and forms
of expertise frame how the threat was interpreted, and at the least, how an absence
of a response in kind was perceived by some EDGI members. Several EDGI members
were quick to point out though that it wasn’t that there was a lack of librarians and
archivists involved in the wider movement around saving government data per say
– Data Refuge was a collaboration with research data librarians and a number of
DataRescue events were hosted by and with university libraries (for example, the Ann
Arbor DataRescue was organised by the University of Michigan Libraries). Relatedly,
as a volunteer consortium of the Internet Archive and other libraries, the End of Term
project has written about the difficulties of managing the increased attention and
offers of support they received during the 2016 crawling efforts:

“The community’s sudden desire to participate was unexpected, and the
team struggled to find a way to harness all of this public energy in a pro-
ductive way. Companies were interested in providing storage and com-
puter infrastructure for the project. Individuals wanted to crawl content
on their own and then contribute it to the project. People that didn’t
know how they could help wanted to talk to the team about ways that
they could contribute. The team was almost overwhelmed by eager as-
sistants with nothing specific they could do” (Phillips and Phillips, 2019,
p.29).

This point is extended by Jacobs and Bailey (2017) who described DataRescue and
the associated media attention received by the EoT project as both a ‘blessing and a
curse’, as they reportedly spent a significant amount of time fielding media interviews
and explaining web archiving to journalists. In addition however, there was a distinct
sense amongst some members from both inside and outside library/archival com-
munities that, in general, challenges for collaboration stemmed from fundamental
differences between the ways institutions and grassroots movements work to achieve
social change. Speaking about the expertise of what they called the ‘larger data cur-
ation, data archiving, and federal information preservation field’, Gary frames these
differences as a challenge for collaboration:
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“[the way] I’ve framed this in my mind is we knew enough to get started
but we didn’t know enough that those communities do, to know how such a
Sisyphean task this is. And as I’m sure you’ve heard other people say, trying
to work with these larger library organisations can be really challenging.
Because I think that one of the reasons [...] is libraries are very often in
the ‘for everybody and forever business’. Which makes it really hard to be
nimble and try to respond to things. And there’s also a concern with being
too responsive to short-term needs in libraries because then it just becomes a
bunch of boutique projects or things that aren’t sustainable.” (Gary)

However, even more significant than the practical challenges of working across in-
stitutional and community boundaries, according to some, community-based web
archiving also poses risks to the perception of objectivity in institutional recordkeep-
ing.35 The fear of partisanship can be seen in comments by Millar (2017) who warn
against the potential negative consequences of collaborating with guerrilla archivists
beyond the institutional boundaries of conventional memory work:

“The challenge with archivists reaching beyond our institutional boundar-
ies, or even reaching beyond the scope of consulting and advising, is that
we risk diminishing our credibility as objective recordkeepers and being
seen as just as political as those in power” (Millar, 2017, p.69).

Despite the above attempts to reinforce the objectivity of recordkeeping and distance
institutional involvement in the politics of guerrilla archiving, as others have detailed
extensively (Brown and Davis-Brown, 1998; Zinn, 1977), here I assert that archiving
and associated memory work is always a political project. Web archiving as politics
deliberately positions web archives as intrinsically linked to both the contemporary
politics of the object of collection and the ways that web archiving is negotiated and
enacted through particular forms of expertise, value systems and practice. As the
example of the emergence of EDGI and DataRescue have demonstrated, web archiv-
ing is being mobilised in an atmosphere of wide-spread public debates surrounding
the value and defence of scientific knowledge-making. Through the mobilisation of
over 1,500 people at approximately 50 events across the United States and Canada,
DataRescue had an indelible impact on the shape of the archived Web at the transition
to the Trump presidency. The intersection of stakeholders who mobilised to ‘rescue
data’ highlighted the politics of expertise that occurs at the boundaries between web
archiving practices and ultimately framed how the Web was archived in DataRescue
and beyond.

35An aversion to the politics associated with DataRescue was also seen to be reflected within the
science community. One informant, Wesley, speculated about the difference between politics and partis-
anship and characterised an identifiable ‘reluctance’ amongst some in the science community to confront
the politics of the moment for fear of being seen as partisan. There were others who warned against
exaggerating the threat of the incoming administration, for example when Mark Serreze, a Director of
a science data centre in Boulder, Colorado cautioned the scientific community at a scientific conference
in December 2016 to ‘be careful not to overreact’ (Brennan, 2016).
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EDGI’s post-DataRescue work has been extensively informed by the above experi-
ences of utilising and negotiating web archiving as a tool for government account-
ability and environmental justice. The Web Monitoring project that emerged in par-
allel to DataRescue, has sought to produce evidence-based reporting on ‘meaningful
changes’ to the government Web (Rinberg et al., 2018). In collaboration with the
Internet Archive, the Web Monitoring project continues to archive parts of the gov-
ernment Web associated with environmental policy and health and hazards, develop-
ing protocols and extensive reports on changes to web resources. The Data Together
project emerged out of the sociotechnical challenges of DataRescue to advocate for
community-based mechanisms for the stewardship and preservation of public data
that are based in paradigms that support ‘post-custodial stewardship’ in collaboration
with institutional and non-institutional partnerships (Abrams, 2017; Kelleher, 2017;
Walker et al., 2018). Data Together therefore, fundamentally raises questions about
how the Web is archived and who should control and steward the public data archives
(Walker et al., 2018). These projects coupled with EDGI’s emergent scholarly work
on environmental data justice (Dillon et al., 2017, 2019; Walker et al., 2018) have all
demonstrated the power of web archiving for shaping public discourses about data
preservation in the face of a precarious Web.

6.5 Chapter Summary

The findings of this chapter offer some important insights into the research ques-
tion: In what ways do web archival practices (the who, why and how) shape the
archived Web? Through the lens of web archiving as politics I made the case that
web archiving is inherently a political project. In the case of EDGI and DataRescue,
politics both mobilised the use of web archiving as a political tool for ensuring ac-
cess to public Web resources, and reflected various forms of politics (associated with
expertise, values and decision-making) that occur at the intersecting social worlds
engaged in web archiving. Here, the acts associated with deciding what to save and
how are intrinsically linked, and worked to demonstrate the everyday politics of web
archiving.

This chapter therefore argued that web archiving simultaneously produces and is pro-
duced by politics, an observation that fundamentally shapes the nature of who, why
and how web archiving is done in practice. I began the chapter through a discussion
of the emergence of the EDGI organisation in the wake of the US Presidential election
of Donald Trump in November 2016. Here, I outlined the ways that the new admin-
istration (and previous precedents in Canada) helped shape the formation of the
EDGI organisation and a subsequent DataRescue movement through the discourse of
‘crisis’. I detailed the ways that the perception of the threat, urgency and uncertainty
of the incoming administration’s stance towards science data, and climate science (in
particular) mobilised EDGI and others to preserve access to web-based environmental
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data and information resources. Here, the political climate produced a movement of
over 1,500 participants to engage with archiving the US government Web.

I then outlined a two-part argument that centred around the use of two STS concepts
– boundary objects and boundary work – to first frame the ways that web archiving
(as practices, artefacts and knowledge work) became a system of boundary objects
that mobilised a diverse set of stakeholders around the mission to ‘rescue data’. Here
I discussed a variety of ways that participants framed their motivations for enacting
web archiving, including how web archiving was framed as a form of political action,
enabling activists to ‘doing something’ in defence of public access to environmental
data resources. And whilst EDGI and DataRescue signalled a sense of optimism for
the collaborative potential of the expertise that participants brought to archiving the
Web, boundary work highlighted the ways that this expertise played a part in shaping
the nature of how practice was negotiated, challenged and enacted.

Through EDGI’s participation in the End of Term project and their own efforts to
archive data in collaboration with DataRefuge, I discussed the creation of the DataRes-
cue workflow, the End of Term nomination tool and the Archivers.space app. Each
of these highlighted the ways that EDGI developed sociotechnical strategies for en-
acting web archiving and creating an inclusive community around DataRescue. The
fundamental differences between how provenance was conceived and operational-
ised, for example, provided windows into the work that occurs at the boundaries of
social worlds engaged in web archiving during DataRescue.

The general absence of volunteers and organisations with web archiving expertise in
DataRescue (beyond the End of Term partners) was also discussed to underscore fur-
ther barriers to entry for community members wishing to make use of web archiving
in practice. I extended this discussion in the final section as a mechanism for reflect-
ing on the impact and perceptions of DataRescue in the wider field whilst relating
these to continuing debates around the supposed ‘objectivity’ of archival practice.

Whilst there are many other potentially fruitful avenues of discussion in EDGI’s work
– both as they relate to web archiving as politics, as well as other facets of web
archiving discussed in this thesis – the DataRescue movement neatly illustrates the
co-constitution and significance of who, why and how web archiving is enacted. In
the next and final chapter I examine the cumulative findings of this thesis and propose
potential future work in this area.
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7
Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Facets of Web Archiving: A Review

In the preceding six chapters I have made the case for an examination of web archiv-
ing that centres an approach on the material and performative aspects of practice.
In this final chapter I will first review my line of argument, methodology and find-
ings from each empirical chapter before pivoting to a more general discussion that
attempts to bring together this research. As a reminder, this thesis addressed the
following research question:

In what ways do web archival practices (the who, why and how)
shape the archived Web?

The initial three chapters of this thesis worked to frame the case for this research.
In Chapter 1, I emphasised the growing role of web archives in the circulation of
information and culture online by charting the ways that web archives are being
used by academics, citizen activists, lawyers and journalists as resources for schol-
arly research and evidence-based accountability. Given these use cases, I outlined
three fundamental concerns about the intrinsic connections between how the Web is
archived, its future use, and our understandings of web archives, archivists and the
Web. These concerns positioned the need for situating practice within the myriad
of motivations, value-statements, mechanisms and circumstances under which web
archiving is enacted. Chapter 2 charted the history of web archiving through a discus-
sion of key initiatives, components and challenges encountered in web archiving and
the use of the archived Web. I extended this discussion to problematise web archiving
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from the point of view of archival theory and STS, by emphasising the materiality of
practice and the critical need for research that considers and engages with the ways
that web archiving is embedded within particular sets of sociotechnical relations that
fundamentally shape how the Web is archived.

Given this case, in Chapter 3, I outlined an interpretive approach to researching web
archiving that centred the materiality of practice. I positioned this research within a
qualitative paradigm that drew on practice theory and multi-site ethnographic meth-
ods, before outlining my selection of the three sites of investigation. The choice of
each site was driven by an initial framing of the field to position this thesis in con-
trast to existing research. I then discussed the data collection using ethnographic
interviews, non/participant observation and documentary analysis across the three
sites. I then frame the limitations of the approach as well as discuss the ethical im-
plications of the methodological design. Subsequently I discuss the thematic analysis
undertaken, as well as introduce the ways that my analysis borrowed from the other
interpretive approaches to the use of metaphor, including the facet methodology ap-
proach (Mason, 2011).

The second half of this thesis presented the results of the empirical approach to the
study of web archiving in three different sites: the Internet Archive, Archive Team
and the Environmental Data & Governance Initiative (EDGI). The main observations
from each site is summarised below.

Web Archiving as Infrastructure: Internet Archive

Chapter 4 was examined through the lens of web archiving as infrastructure at the
Internet Archive. This approach enabled two interconnected observations about the
ways that web archiving shapes the archived Web. The first is that web archiving is
composed of a dynamic set of spatially and temporally located practices that shape
the nature of what and how the Web is archived. This observation was demonstrated
through my efforts to locate and contextualise the emergence of the Internet Archive
within the 1990s/early 2000s in Silicon Valley. Here, I discussed the early goals of the
Archive and its founder Brewster Kahle to build the online ‘Library of Alexandria 2.0’,
in pursuit of particular sociotechnical imaginaries to enable ‘universal access to all
knowledge’. I extended the view of this digital library to a description of the physical
space in which the Archive occupies, in an effort to further situate the place in which
local web archiving practices are shaped. In the round, the first part of this chapter
worked to situate the ways that web archiving as infrastructure, and the practices
this enables, emerges within particular social, cultural, economic, legal and ethical
contexts that shape the material ways that web archiving is approached and enacted.

This observation is further supported by the analysis of the components of web
archival labour through the second half of this chapter. Extending Downey’s (2014)
concept of information labour, I outlined the case for four components of labour
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(knowledge work, translation, maintenance and repair) that support the relational
view of web archiving as infrastructure and emphasise the explicit ways that the
everyday work of web archivists and engineers at the Internet Archive are shaping
the archived Web. This analysis points towards a complex system of knowledge and
maintenance work for prioritising which web assets to collect and repair. The Archive
is leveraging their extensive existing archives for understanding networked linking
behaviour in an effort to balance the breadth and depth of crawling activities, while
discovering new sources for identifying websites to crawl based on measures of pop-
ularity, ‘novelty’ and sites that are endanger of going offline. The team has devised
multiple mechanisms for identifying different types of ‘undesirable domains’, includ-
ing rule-based link pattern-matching and the development of ‘gamified’ tools for the
manual curation of sites.

Collectively, the efforts of the Archive can be seen as knowledge work, and these activ-
ities, seen in combination with other practices around the prioritisation, repair and
maintenance of tools and archives all have ramifications for how web resources are
transformed for use. It is the labour of non/human agents that enables the preserva-
tion and ingestion of information from the Web into the Archive, and then once again
back to the Web where archives are reassembled via the Wayback Machine. Although
imperfect, this labour is increasingly recognised as an essential element of the web
architecture. The information labour and knowledge work of potential web archival
users is therefore intimately tied to the web archival labour of the Internet Archive.
As the global Wayback Machine currently provides access to billions of webpages –
often inaccessible elsewhere – editorial decisions have implications for not only the
fidelity of archived captures, but indeed whether or not certain parts of the Web are
preserved at all.

Web Archiving as Culture: Archive Team

In Chapter 5, I examined web archiving as culture through the case of Archive Team,
a community of ‘rogue’ web archivists. In this chapter I made two observations about
web archiving. The first observation was that web archiving is produced within cul-
tural worlds and particular systems of meaning. The second observation asserts that
web archiving also creates and reinforces the cultural worlds they inhabit.

In the first half of the chapter I used ‘community’ as an analytical device through
which to probe the cultural dimension of Archive Team’s web archiving practices. I
first framed the origins of Archive Team through a discussion of how the collective
emerged through the closure of AOL Hometown. I explored how Jason Scott and
others have constructed a community around archiving the Web through the use
of distributed technologies for communication and self-archiving. The community
protocols for IRC and the wiki both enabled the work of Archive Team, but I argue
they also signal an attentiveness to the broader sociotechnical values of Levy’s (2010)
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‘hacker ethic’. I then went on to describe two tenets of practice that I called archival
neutrality and brute force archiving to describe the ways that Archive Team reflects an
approach to ‘radical web archiving’.

The second half of this chapter examined the web archiving practices of Archive Team
through the case of archiving Tumblr ‘Not Safe For Work’ (NSFW) blogs in December
2018. I provided context to the project through a discussion of the circumstances
that surrounded the NSFW ban on the Tumblr platform. Following this I provided
an account of Archive Team’s deployment of their Warrior project, as well as the
groups use of media to recruit participants to the cause. The final section returned
to the concepts of archival neutrality and brute force archiving to explore the ways
that these tenets were engaged, challenged and contested through practice. The final
sections reveal two further priorities, archival abundance and archival integrity that
shaped the ways Archive Team members made decisions surrounding the removal
and blacklisting of externally linked images, ‘notes’ (or re-blogs) and the use of login
cookies. Participants regularly discussed and contested aspects of their collection
practices, whilst overwhelmingly favouring approaches that enabled them to collect
more, despite the risks of breaching the access protocols of sites like Tumblr.

Web Archiving as Politics: Environmental Data & Governance Initiative

In Chapter 6, I examined web archiving through the lens of web archiving as politics.
I began by positioning web archiving as an inherently political project. Here I made
two further observations about web archiving as practice. First, web archiving is
mobilised by politics. In the case of EDGI and DataRescue, politics mobilised the
use of web archiving as a tool for ensuring public access to the government Web.
And second, web archiving produces politics through practice. Here, the project of
DataRescue produced various forms of politics through the interaction of range of
stakeholders in the process of enacting web archiving.

The chapter expanded on these observations to include a discussion of the emergence
of the EDGI organisation in the wake of the election of Donald Trump as US President
in 2016. Through the discourse of ‘crisis’ I detailed EDGI’s reactions to the incoming
administration as situated through three aspects of crisis, as defined by Rosenthal,
Charles and ‘t Hart (1989): threat, urgency and uncertainty. I outlined the ways that
the new administration was perceived as a threat to environmental data and scientific
information pertaining to climate change, in particular. This coupled with previous
precedents set by the Harper administration in Canada, prompted the formation of
EDGI and the centring of web archiving as a tool for mitigating what they believed
to be an incoming administration that was ‘anti-science’ and ‘anti-environment’. I
argue that this crisis discourse shaped their motivations for mobilising web archiving
through the DataRescue movement, but also had implications for how they enacted
web archiving in practice.
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Through two regularly deployed STS concepts, boundary objects (Star and Griesemer,
2015) and boundary work (Gieryn, 1983) I then framed the ways that web archiving
produced and was produced by politics. DataRescue was framed as a system of bound-
ary objects that mobilised multiple publics to engage with web archiving during the
c. 50 community-hosted events across North America. Through a discussion of the
DataRescue workflow and tools used to seed the End of Term crawl and capture the
‘uncrawlable’, I discuss the politics that emerged through the boundary work, or prac-
tices that foreclose on different forms of knowledge production. In order to satisfy the
diversity of needs and concerns brought by different actors, EDGI and the DataRescue
project had to ‘translate’ these multiple perspectives to design sociotechnical inter-
ventions to achieve the collective goal of ‘rescuing data’. Consequently, despite the
successes of the web archiving events, DataRescue also highlights the politics of web
archiving as revealed through the challenges of boundary work that attempts to both
translate and lay claim to particular types of expertise and work across organisational
boundaries.

In conclusion, I reflected on the impact of DataRescue on the nature of what was
archived as part of the End of Term crawl, before discussing some of the wider reac-
tions to their efforts to archive environmental data. Here I emphasise the subjective
nature of ‘crisis’ and from the perspective of informants, I frame the ways that some
felt that the wider web archiving community did not engage with the activities of
DataRescue, despite their expertise in this domain. I then reflect on the ways that
some reactions can also be seen as attempts to project the value of objectivity and
neutrality in archival and recordkeeping practices. I end the chapter by re-positioning
and reasserting the ways that web archiving is inherently political.

7.2 Facets of Web Archiving: Thesis Contribution

In this section I would like to re-emphasise the strategic reasoning behind the choice
of these-three-facets at these-three-sites, as a mechanism for exploring the wider ap-
plicability of the observations made through this empirical work. Through the course
of this research, and in particular in the completion of field work, each of these fa-
cets became critical concepts for illustrating the transformative force of web archiving
practices at each site. I initially drew on the approaches of Mason (2011) and Morgan
(1997) and their use of metaphor as a mechanism for prioritising particular aspects of
the research field in question. After an initial thematic analysis of the data from each
site, I chose each facet (infrastructure, culture and politics) to illuminate the field in
ways that offered the most evidence and explanatory power for how and why web
archiving is done. In particular, the choice of these facets was also informed through
an analytical comparison of web archiving at each of the three sites. By this I mean
that my choice to emphasise culture at the Archive Team was not only made because
it critically illuminated particular aspects of practice, but was also decided in relation
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to the other sites and facets. Each of the facets were present in each of the sites of
investigation and could have provided the lens through which to discuss the analysis
of web archiving at each site. As described in Chapter 3, I chose to emphasise these
particular pairings of sites and facets to provide critical windows into practices at the
Internet Archive, Archive Team and EDGI.

Below, I demonstrate the portability and contribution of each facet (as critical con-
cepts) through examples drawn from across the other sites of investigation. As a
reminder, in each empirical chapter I framed the analysis through two overarching
observations about the ways that each facet illuminated web archiving practices at
each site. Here, using observations of practice from the Internet Archive, Archive
Team and EDGI, I apply and provide evidence for the six facet observations in each
of the other two sites.

Infrastructure

Web archiving is a view from somewhere, it is situated in space and time.

For Archive Team, the spatial and temporal arrangements of infrastructure both en-
abled and constrained the work of web archiving. For example, nearing the end of
the Tumblr project participants frequently collaborated to figure out ways of extend-
ing the window of time during which they could download the NSFW blogs before
they were removed by Tumblr. Here, Archive Team (as an internationally distributed
community) collectively strategised the location of their own virtual machines (VMs)
and server infrastructure in relation to the international location of Tumblr hosts and
CDNs (content delivery networks). They scouted out ‘local mirrors’ both nearer to
their own infrastructure but also within a timezone that would enable more time to
crawl, with the added benefit of producing quicker, more efficient downloads (from
being closer the source on the network). Here, the spatial and temporal arrangements
of Archive Team’s infrastructure (coupled with their own situated technical expertise)
facilitated web archiving in a way that enabled them to collect more blogs, at a faster
rate and in a longer period of time than would have otherwise been possible. Fur-
thermore, it also emphasises the point that although the Internet is global, speed and
accessibility on the network are heavily subject to space and place.

Web archiving is enabled through heterogeneous forms of labour.

Each of the sites in this thesis have demonstrated the breadth of labour required
to enable the collection and maintenance of web archives in practice. Here I take
each component of web archival labour in turn, beginning with knowledge work. In
the case of EDGI the entire DataRescue workflow and toolkit can be seen as a form
of knowledge work. For example, the production of agency primers that worked
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to comprehensively catalogue the US government webspace were a cornerstone of
the seeding efforts for the End of Term crawls (Section 6.3.2). Translation processes
can also be seen in EDGI’s attempts to port the DataRescue workflow for archiving
‘uncrawlable data’ to the Archivers.space app (Section 6.3.2). In this case, informants
described the subsequent tensions that arose when the workflow was translated into
software that transformed both the nature of practice and revealed epistemological
differences over the nature of provenance and the community’s capacity to flexibly
iterate on the workflow. In short, ‘something was lost’ in practice. Though not fully
illustrated here breakdown, maintenance and repair can be seen through the entirety
of EDGI’s Web Monitoring project. EDGI has built an entire infrastructure around
monitoring the federal web presence that includes a complex assemblage of people,
protocols, crawlers, bots and server infrastructure. Various services regularly break
down and require maintenance and repair to enable the work of web monitoring to
proceed.

Culture

Web archiving is produced within cultural worlds that shape meaning through
practice.

The case of EDGI and DataRescue also present an opportunity to reflect on the ways
that culture is produced through what Swidler (2001, p.92) has called ‘public ritual
occasions’ that establish new forms of social practice and associated meanings, and
create opportunities for participants to align themselves with a community identity
through participation.1 Here, I transfer this concept to the case of DataRescue to
argue that the election of Donald Trump created a ‘disruption event’ (Sewell, 1999)
that forged a new community centred on visible, public displays of data activism.
DataRescue promoted a set of practices through which an explicit ‘culture of resist-
ance’ was performed through web archiving. The DataRescue events can then be seen
as a series of ‘public rituals of resistance’, where participants established and asserted
community membership, whilst aligning themselves with the values of the EDGI and
DataRescue through practice. In summary, in the case of EDGI, the DataRescue events
can be seen as a set of practices that communicated and enacted a culture through
archiving the Web.

Web archiving creates and reinforces the cultural worlds they inhabit.

Through the case of the Internet Archive, I want to briefly explore the interlinking
ways that the discourse of ‘universal access to all knowledge’ works to (re-)produce

1Swidler (2001) uses the example of the original San Francisco Gay Freedom Day Parade to illustrate
how visible, public displays of change or disruption (in this case, the public celebration of homosexu-
ality) offer concrete and reoccuring mechanisms for communities to demonstrate their commitment to
social causes, but also enrol new participants.
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web archiving through practice. Here, web archiving practices in interaction with
the discourse of ‘universal access to all knowledge’ enables an ‘observable object for
the study of culture’ (Swidler, 2001, p.84) at the Internet Archive. Elsewhere, as
Ben-David and Amram (2018) have recently framed, the system of web archiving
practices that enable the Wayback Machine can also be seen as a form of epistemic
practices that shape the production of ‘sociotechnical facts’. This framing, in combin-
ation with the concepts developed in this thesis surrounding the nature of practice
as labour (Section 4.2), enables the view of Internet Archive practices as a form of
epistemic culture (Knorr Cetina, 1999) that shapes the nature of archival production.
This framing is complemented by work by Ivanov (2017) who uses practice theory to
consider archival practices as a form of knowledge production that is shaped by par-
ticular cultural and organisational functions the archive performs. Epistemic culture
can then be used to underscore the ways that the Internet Archive uses the results of
the knowledge work practices identified in Section 4.3.1, to produce more knowledge
in the form of more archives – a practice that I speculated can also be seen as a form
of knowing capitalism (Thrift, 2005). Here, the epistemic practices of the Internet
Archive – as varied and complex as they may be – work to create and reproduce the
discourse of ‘universal access to all knowledge’ through everyday practice.

Politics

Web archiving is mobilised by politics.

As described in Chapter 4, the Internet Archive has regularly deployed web archiving
at times of political transition. In collaboration with the Smithsonian and the Lib-
rary of Congress, some of the Archive and Alexa Internet’s earliest targeted crawls
were around the 1996 and 2000 US Presidential elections Section 4.2.1. During this
time, the Archive crawled the websites of the Presidential candidates as a matter
of recording the campaign agendas of those running. The 1996 collection was sub-
sequently the first web archive exhibition on the Internet Archive (Figure 7.1), and
the subject of an exhibit at the Smithsonian on Presidential websites (Kahle and Va-
dillo, 2015). The 2000 archives became the subject of several early studies on the
impact of Internet-based campaigning (e.g. Schneider and Foot, 2002). These early
web archiving interventions both demonstrated the utility of web archiving for doc-
umenting the new age of web-based publication. But also, collaborating with high
profile (and conventional) memory institutions like the Smithsonian and the Library
of Congress gave the Internet Archive, in Kahle’s words, a sort of ‘blessing’ to move
forward despite the legal uncertainties associated with web archiving at that time.

2https://web.archive.org/web/19971011050034/http://www.archive.org:80/ (visited on 1st
Aug. 2019)
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FIGURE 7.1: The Internet Archive’s web exhibition of the 1996 US
Presidential election web archive.2

Web archiving produces politics.

In the case of archiving Tumblr, the politics produced by practice came in many forms
throughout the research. Another form of politics can be seen in some of the reactions
to archiving Tumblr not examined in Chapter 5. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, given
the ways that the (pre-ban) Tumblr NSFW community evolved into a space dedicated
to taboo topics and ‘counterpublics’ often considered fringe and marginalised ‘in real
life’, some felt that the web archiving efforts of Archive Team were unfairly targeting
the intimate content of this vulnerable online community. In practice, the ‘politics
of ethics’ are observable through reactions to web archiving and Archive Team’s sub-
sequent responses. It was argued by others that transporting Tumblr NSFW posts
to web archives therefore further marginalises the users they intended to help by
divorcing content from the agency of their original creators (Figure 7.2).3 Whilst os-
tensibly fighting for the rights of Tumblr users, in this case, their right to consent to
the de-contextualising of their content was outweighed by a mission to save, as one
Archive Team member called it, a ‘culturally significant portion of the Internet’.

Analytical Implications and Future Work

I want to propose potential avenues for future work that could both apply the ap-
proach taken here in other contexts, as well as extend this methodology to include

3This debate relates to work elsewhere on the nature of platform moderation intervention practices,
as ‘the entangled judgements of relevance, value and propriety’ (Gillespie, 2018, p.196), and the ‘social
afterlife’ of images when they become divorced from their original context when re-blogged on Tumblr
(Tiidenberg, 2016, p.1566).
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FIGURE 7.2: Screenshot of Twitter user reaction to Archive Team web
archiving Tumblr NSFW.

additional facets for examining the sociomateriality of archival practices in a fruitful
way. The first most obvious path is to apply these observations wholesale to each of
the other sites considered in this thesis. As demonstrated above, there were already
examples that point towards possible further insights using this empirical data. It
would also be worth exploring the emergence of other observations within the chosen
facets for each site. Whilst the facets presented here were the most persuasive, there
will certainly be further insights into practice that can be gleaned from this empirical
work.

In summary, this thesis centres the ways that web archiving – as infrastructure, cul-
ture and politics – shapes the nature of how the Web is archived. However, this is
not to say that these are the only web archiving facets that could be observed. There
will certainly be other facets of web archiving that deserve further attention in future
work. One approach would be to explore these three facets and associated observa-
tions in other sites of web archiving. In particular, this work would greatly benefit
from considering whether or not these observations hold true in the context of con-
ventional memory institutions engaged in web archiving, like for example, national
libraries and archives. Although I make no claims in this thesis as to whether or
not the specific practices and approaches to web archiving observed at the Internet
Archive, Archive Team and EDGI would have been observed elsewhere, my funda-
mental assertion is that all web archiving can be seen as infrastructure, culture and
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politics.

Although the previous section is only a brief exercise in applying each of the facets
to the other sites of investigation, it does offer further evidence for the applicability
of these critical concepts across the Internet Archive, Archive Team and EDGI. These
particular facets offer windows into web archiving practice that illuminate how web
archiving is done and the ways in which different practices were influenced by various
factors associated with organisational mission, values, community needs, technical
provisions for web archiving and the dynamic negotiation of each in response to
emergent obstacles and challenges. Each facet directly addresses the question of how
web archiving shapes the archived Web by illustrating how these three organisations
and community groups frame their own archival activities through different strategies
that shape what parts of the Web are ‘saved’.

And despite their apparent differences, a common thread between the Internet Archive,
Archive Team and EDGI can be seen in their networked capacity for experimentation
and disruption in the web archiving field. These sites, in particular, highlight the
ways that the emergence of the Web itself and the networked enrolment of new act-
ors are disrupting expectations about the role of conventional memory institutions in
the work of preserving cultural and scientific memory. Here, web archiving is rep-
resentative of a particular form of memory work that has transitioned from being
the sole charge of state-based actors or professionals within libraries and archives
to what De Kosnik (2016) calls ‘rogue archiving’. This thesis therefore underscores
the value of examining web archiving as it occurs outside of conventional memory
institutions, national libraries and legal deposit. And in doing so, the site selection
reflects a central component of sociological enquiry which is, according to Hughes
(1971, p.53), ‘to understand how social values and collective arrangements are made
and unmade: how things arise and how they change’. Examining the ways that web
archiving practices are being enacted outside the ‘conventional’, also reveals the ways
that the Web itself is being ‘made and remade’ in the context of these three sites of
web archiving – a topic that I further explore below.

7.3 The Web They Want

To conclude this chapter I want to briefly reflect on how web archiving is mobilised
by particular sociotechnical imaginaries (Jasanoff and Kim, 2009) that are intricately
connected to the ways that archivists imagine the future of the Web and their role
in it. To begin, as Finn (2018, p.6) documents, infrastructures are simultaneously
‘forward and backward facing’, where the idea of infrastructures-as-relational invites
us to attend to both the ways that infrastructures are rooted in the foundations of
particular standards and conventions, as well as the future-making possibilities that
are enabled by their production and maintenance. Here, and as a jumping off point,
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I argue that for many web archivists throughout this thesis, web archiving functions
as a form of infrastructural inversion (Bowker and Star, 1999, pp.34-46) for the Web,
or rather, web archiving becomes a collective apparatus for imagining and agitating
for the future Web they want.

For the Internet Archive, the imaginary is motivated by the sociotechnical possibilities
of ‘universal access to all knowledge’ which, as Chapter 4 supported, has positioned
the Archive in the centre of a global network of web archiving. From its inception,
the Archive has been rooted in Brewster Kahle’s vision for building the ‘Library of
Alexandria 2.0’ which draws on several imaginaries associated with ‘the global brain’
and ‘smart machines’, or artificial intelligence technologies that, with the help of
networks have the capacity to map and link the World’s knowledge. And when Kahle
discussed these visions through reflections on the early motivations for the Internet
Archive, Alexa Internet and the earlier WAIS system, the lines were often blurred
between the ways that he simultaneously referred to the Web and his vision for the
‘global brain’ as one in the same. And whilst recognising that early metaphors for
the Internet were often framed in a similar vein (e.g. ‘information superhighway’) –
upon returning to Kahle’s imaginary, I can’t help but observe the ways that, at times
– and with the Internet Archive, in particular – it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
where the Web ends and the web archive begins.

In the first instance, the blurring of this place of overlap between the Web and the
archive can be observed in some obvious places. The first is inside the web archive,
where studies have illustrated the ways that the live Web seeps into the archive in
the form of so-called ‘zombies’ and cobbled-together representations of the Web that
never was (Ainsworth, Nelson and Sompel, 2015; Brunelle, 2012; Brunelle et al.,
2015). However, with the ever-diversifying ways in which the Internet Archive is
deliberately embedding itself into the Web architecture, this distinction between Web
and archive is even more blurry. For example, as discussed briefly in Section 4.3.3,
the Archive has in recent years been replacing all 404 links on the English language
Wikipedia with links to snapshots in the Wayback Machine. As described elsewhere,
the volunteer Wikimedia programmers employed ‘best guess’ solutions to finding the
snapshot that best represented the intentions behind the original linking to external
sources from within Wikipedia articles. Aside from obvious critiques around the heur-
istics for determining the intentionality behind linking practices, I use this example
to extend beyond the remit of this thesis that addressed the ways that web archiving
shapes the archived Web. Here I ask how is web archiving fundamentally changing
the Web itself?

I propose that the ways in which imaginaries are imagined and materialised through
practice are intimately tied to the ways that ‘the problem’ is conceived. Despite com-
mon framings of ephemerality as a technical fault of the Web’s architecture, this
thesis has shown that conceptualisations of ephemerality should take into account
the broader sociotechnical processes that shape the Web’s transience. Across these
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sites of investigation web archivists have framed the problems of ephemerality (some-
times implicitly, sometimes explicitly) in ways that have focused on specific types of
web resources (social media, science data), created and mobilised public(s) around
particular forms of resistance, and informed strategies of direct action in practice.

Although steeped in a commitment to direct action, the long-view of the evolution
of EDGI tells a story of reflexive archival practice; a shift from what they called ‘the
sprint to marathon’. Given the perils of working ‘in crisis mode’ (Section ??) EDGI
members regularly spoke of burn out, financial hardship and a general overcommit-
ment. In this self-proclaimed move to ‘slow archiving’ EDGI has actively committed
itself to tenets of working practices that incorporate principles of data justice, en-
gage with questions of the potential for data harm and ongoing fears of re-producing
the ‘single point of failure’ problem of centralised archives. In the case of EDGI, the
imaginary – the Web they want – is a performative and continuous process that is
dynamic, evolving. For EDGI what was once implicitly framed as a focus on collec-
tion (e.g. scraping and copying web data) and preservation, has evolved into an
attentiveness to the wider issues of ‘single points of failure’ in the Web architecture.
In collaboration, EDGI has shifted to exploring and enabling alternative ways for
community-based stewardship of archives and data. For the imaginary, this may be
characterised as the difference between imagining the Web as a place where state act-
ors play a centralised role in the provision of access to public data to (perhaps, also)
imagining a Web that isn’t burdened by centralised storage, but rather is enabled by
networked communities hosting and stewarding the Web they want.

In addition to the focus on archiving environmental data and websites during DataRes-
cue, EDGI members were also concerned with developing mechanisms to use web
archives for government oversight. Here EDGI began the Web Monitoring project to
use web archiving as a tool for tracking so-called ‘meaningful changes’ to the archived
Web. Whilst the Web Monitoring project began to take shape, some EDGI members
began to imagine the ways that the monitoring project could also be expanded to
facilitate other areas of accountability in governance, beyond environmental science
and policy. Here, the group envisioned an open platform that provided a ‘way to keep
track of what governments do’. They called it Everythingdotgov.

In the months following the DataRescue SF Bay (at the University of California Berke-
ley) in February 2017, members penned a ‘one pager’ to describe their vision and
circulated it amongst the EDGI members, prospective funders and partner organisa-
tions in order to mobilise support. Everythingdotgov emphasised the importance of
providing a ‘public platform’ for facilitating access to federal data and knowledge as
a ‘public resource’:

“The data and knowledge created and stored by the federal government
is a public resource that belongs to the people. EDGI proposes a pub-
lic platform – Everythingdotgov – that will archive government websites
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and digital data and allow anyone to monitor how publicly available in-
formation changes over time. If governments hide or remove evidence
that contradicts their interests, cut programs and regulations, or reverse
progress towards open data, our platform will enable journalists and civil
society organizations to hold them accountable” (Environmental Data and
Governance Initiative, 2017).

In addition to building the platform to support their vision for Everythingdotgov,
EDGI is now experimenting with ways to steward grassroots collaborative web archiv-
ing via the participation in the development and use of new protocols like Interplan-
etary File System (IPFS) to address the perceived need for distributed storage on the
Web via the use of content-based addressing. The Data Together Project has emerged
from this and presents an alternative imaginary for the Web – one that EDGI envisions
as the manifestation of data justice principles to enable community-based infrastruc-
ture for stewarding data. In this web imaginary, access becomes thickened to move
beyond the concept of ‘URL-accessible’, towards an access that is situated and steeped
in community-based critique that fundamentally questions the power relations which
underly data collection, stewardship and access. Here web archiving is envisioned
as a mechanism for subverting mainstream/institutional narratives surrounding who
stewards what and for whom.

The Data Together Project and IPFS is part of a wider network of practitioners and
technologists advocating for the decentralised Web. And it is no coincidence that it
was the inaugural Decentralized Web Summit that brought Vint Cerf (the co-inventor
of TCP/IP) and Tim Berners-Lee (the inventor of the World Wide Web) to the Internet
Archive – further signifying web archives as the site in which these future imaginaries
for the Web will be shaped. The question remains, who will shape them?
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Participant Information Sheet – Organisation 

 
Study Title:  Observing Web Archival Practice 
 
Researcher: Jessica Ogden   Ethics number: ERGO/FSHMS/23189 
 
Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this 
research. If you are happy to participate you will be asked to sign a consent 
form. 
 
What is the research about? 

This study is being undertaken as part of a PhD research project on web archival practice. 
Much of the focus of the web archiving community has been on the continued development of 
technologies and practices for web collection development, with increased attention in recent 
years on facilitating the scholarly use of web archives. This research will take a step back to 
consider the place of web archives in light of postmodernism, ‘the archival turn’ and emergent 
questions over the ever-expansive role of memory practices and the archive in everyday life. 
The mechanisms and circumstances surrounding the production of web archives are 
fundamental to understanding them as ‘new forms of social data’. This research proposes to 
re-situate web archives as places of knowledge and cultural production in their own right, by 
implicating both the web archivist and technologies in the shaping of the ‘politics of 
ephemerality’ that lead to the creation, maintenance and use of web archives. In short: How 
does web archival practice (the who, what and how) shape what is known about the Web? 

This study aims to address the following objectives:  

1) To identify key underlying assumptions about what the Web is, what of the contemporary 
Web is (or isn’t) being archived, and the relative affordances for web archival practice and 
scholarly use.  

2) To consider the performativity of web archiving, and the ways in which the practices of 
selection, collection and classification are forms of knowledge production, and thus shape 
what is known about the Web. 

3) To examine the implications for a socio-technical understanding of web archives -  by 
observing the interplay of both social and technological agents in the production of web 
memory practice(s). 

This will be achieved through the use of ethnographic methods to produce an in-depth 
understanding of the assumptions, motivations, and technologies that inform practice(s) 
within different communities engaged with archiving the Web. The research will be carried out 
within three to four distinct ‘communities of practice’ (pending consent) – some of which 
involve formally dedicated organisations engaged in web archiving such as libraries, archives 
and other non-profit groups, as well as other less formal, distributed collectives of volunteers 
and hobbyists. The overall aim is to take into account and document the wider social, cultural, 
economic and technical landscape in which each community of practice resides. 

This study is supported by the Web Science Centre for Doctorial Training at the University of 
Southampton (UK). 

 

Why have I been chosen? 

You have been approached because you have been identified as an organisation or member of 
an organisation that was or is involved in web archiving in some way – including but not 
limited to activities associated with web harvesting and indexing, metadata or description 
practices, supporting research, developing archival policies, services, tools and standards, etc. 
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What will happen if I take part? 

The study is taking an ethnographic approach, which includes a flexible period of on-location 
observation with employees, team members and volunteers involved in web archiving at your 
organisation. The researcher will observe (as a participant or non-participant, as appropriate) 
the everyday activities of web archivists and other individuals that support and engage with 
web archiving. This will involve allowing the researcher to be present at the organisation and 
to shadow employees and team members in the office during their everyday work activities. 
The researcher will use digital photography to record some observations and may follow-up 
with unstructured engagements with individuals, including asking informal questions and 
clarifications on aspects of activities, as observed. 

All observations will be contingent on prior organisational consent, where individuals will be 
given the opportunity to opt-out should they not wish to take part in the observations. 

Walking interviews will be used to contextualise the observations by enabling individual 
participants to describe their working experience as it exists within the actual space and place 
of the organisation. Individual participants will be asked to describe and explain their work as 
it takes place in different physical (and digital) spaces associated with archiving. Occasional 
follow-up questions will be asked to clarify aspects of each tour, and may also include the use 
of ‘screen casts’ and other digital recording techniques (e.g. photography) to record the tours 
of working environments. Each walking interview is expected to last no longer than 1 hour. 

Biographical interviews will be used to further situate the observations and give a narrative 
element to understanding the historical development of web archival practice within your 
organisation or community. This will involve an in-depth semi-structured interview with the 
investigator, focusing on the participant’s involvement in web archiving and lasting 
approximately 1.5-2 hours. 

All interviews will be contingent on prior individual consent, and will be audio recorded. Some 
individuals may be recruited for one or both types of interviews, but individuals are under no 
obligation to participate in either. 

Where available, the researcher will request access to any archival policy and practice 
documentation produced by your organisation.  

 

Are there any benefits in my taking part? 

It is expected that the study will add to current knowledge about the state and development of 
web archival practice and directly contribute to the investigator’s graduate-level research. 
Furthermore (and where applicable), it is the researcher’s hope that the study may also 
incentivise and promote further interaction with web archives within the organisation and the 
wider community of potential users of web archives. 

 

Are there any risks involved? 

The expected risks to involvement are considered minimal, and primarily associated with the 
‘pseudonymisation’ of observations. All individual participant names will be given pseudonyms 
in the reporting of the findings of this research, though informants should be aware that full 
anonymity may not be possible in the context of the relatively small community of individuals 
and organisations associated with web archiving. The inclusion of organisation names and 
affiliations in the reporting will be negotiated on a case by case basis. In the event that 
individuals or organisations do not wish their affiliation to be revealed, organisations will be 
given a pseudonym, as well. 

 

Will my participation be confidential? 
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Although this study will not collect personal or sensitive data, anything recorded during the 
context of the observations deemed confidential will remain so. 

 

What happens if I change my mind? 

Organisations and individuals may withdraw at any time and for any reason, at which point 
your data will be removed from the study. 

 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

Should you have any concern or complaint, please contact the University of Southampton Head 
of Research Governance (+44 2380 595058, rgoinfo@soton.ac.uk). 

 

Where can I get more information? 

Should you require any further information on the study, please contact the investigator 
directly (Jessica Ogden: jessica.ogden@soton.ac.uk). 
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Participant Information Sheet – Online Community 

 
Study Title:  Observing Web Archival Practice 
 
Researcher: Jessica Ogden   Ethics number: ERGO/FSHMS/23189 
 
Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this 
research. If you are happy to participate you will be asked to sign a consent 
form. 
 
What is the research about? 

This study is being undertaken as part of a PhD research project on web archival practice. 
Much of the focus of the web archiving community has been on the continued development of 
technologies and practices for web collection development, with increased attention in recent 
years on facilitating the scholarly use of web archives. This research will take a step back to 
consider the place of web archives in light of postmodernism, ‘the archival turn’ and emergent 
questions over the ever-expansive role of memory practices and the archive in everyday life. 
The mechanisms and circumstances surrounding the production of web archives are 
fundamental to understanding them as ‘new forms of social data’. This research proposes to 
re-situate web archives as places of knowledge and cultural production in their own right, by 
implicating both the web archivist and technologies in the shaping of the ‘politics of 
ephemerality’ that lead to the creation, maintenance and use of web archives. In short: How 
does web archival practice (the who, what and how) shape what is known about the Web? 

This study aims to address the following objectives:  

1) To identify key underlying assumptions about what the Web is, what of the contemporary 
Web is (or isn’t) being archived, and the relative affordances for web archival practice and 
scholarly use.  

2) To consider the performativity of web archiving, and the ways in which the practices of 
selection, collection and classification are forms of knowledge production, and thus shape 
what is known about the Web. 

3) To examine the implications for a socio-technical understanding of web archives -  by 
observing the interplay of both social and technological agents in the production of web 
memory practice(s). 

This study is supported by the Web Science Centre for Doctorial Training at the University of 
Southampton (UK). 

 

Why have I been chosen? 

You have been approached because you have been identified as a person who was or is 
involved in web archiving in some way – including but not limited to activities associated with 
web harvesting and indexing, metadata or description practices, supporting research, 
developing archival policies, services, tools and standards, etc. 

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

The study is using biographical interviews to investigate web archiving within different 
communities of practice. The interviews will involve an in-depth semi-structured interview with 
the investigator, focusing on your involvement in web archiving and lasting approximately 1.5-
2 hours. The interviews are designed to give explore the underlying motivations and 
intentions driving web archiving, as well as provide a narrative element to understanding the 
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historical development of archiving within your community or organisation. All interviews will 
be digitally recorded either via Skype or an audio recorder in face-to-face interviews. 

 

Are there any benefits in my taking part? 

It is expected that the study will add to current knowledge about the state and development of 
web archival practice and directly contribute to the investigator’s graduate-level research. 

 

Are there any risks involved? 

The expected risks to involvement are considered minimal, and primarily associated with the 
‘pseudonymisation’ of observations. All individual participant names will be given pseudonyms 
in the reporting of the findings of this research, though informants should be aware that full 
anonymity may not be possible in the context of the relatively small community of individuals 
and organisations associated with web archiving. The inclusion of organisation/community 
names and affiliations in the reporting will be negotiated on a case by case basis. In the event 
that individuals or organisations do not wish their affiliation to be revealed, organisations will 
be given a pseudonym, as well. 

 

Will my participation be confidential? 

Although this study will not collect personal or sensitive data, any interview data deemed 
confidential will remain so. 

 

What happens if I change my mind? 

You may withdraw at any time and for any reason, at which point your data will be removed 
from the study. 

 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

Should you have any concern or complaint, please contact the University of Southampton Head 
of Research Governance (+44 2380 595058, rgoinfo@soton.ac.uk). 

 

Where can I get more information? 

Should you require any further information on the study, please contact the investigator 
directly (Jessica Ogden: jessica.ogden@soton.ac.uk). 
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Participant Information Sheet – Organisation (EDGI) 

 
Study Title:  Observing Web Archival Practice 
 
Researcher: Jessica Ogden   Ethics number: ERGO/FSHMS/23189 
 
Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this 
research. If you are happy to participate you will be asked to sign a consent 
form. 

What is the research about? 

This study is being undertaken as part of a PhD research project which considers the 
mechanisms and circumstances surrounding the production of web archives. The overall aim 
of the project is to understand the motivations underlying different web archiving initiatives, 
and the ways in which these are transformed into practices, policies and technologies that 
shape the nature of information preservation and access. In short: How does web archival 
practice (the who, what and how) shape what is known about the Web? The research will 
be carried out within 3-4 distinct ‘communities of practice’ (pending consent). Further framing 
of the research and methods can be found in a recently published paper by the researcher: 
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=3091478.3091506 or on the researcher’s website: 
https://archivingtheweb.me/. This study is supported by the Web Science Centre for Doctorial 
Training at the University of Southampton (UK). 

Why have I been chosen? 

You have been approached because you have been identified as an organisation or member of 
an organisation that was or is involved in web archiving in some way – including but not 
limited to activities associated with web harvesting and indexing, metadata or description 
practices, supporting research, developing archival policies, services, tools and standards, etc. 

What will happen if I take part? 

Online/offline participant observation within EDGI public/member spaces will be used to 
engage with the everyday practices of the community. Observations will be recorded whilst 
participating in different teams, with a particular focus on working with the Archiving/Web 
Monitoring Project, Data Together and any activities that support of the collection and storage 
of archived data. The researcher will record reflexive observations describing what is done, 
made/used and said (about web archiving practices) and may involve in-situ follow-ups with 
individuals, including asking informal questions and clarifications on aspects of activities, as 
observed. Participants will not be quoted in observations without explicit individual consent. 
Observations will require presence and access to organisational online spaces (including Slack 
channels, online meeting spaces, and other communication channels), as appropriate. All 
observations will be contingent on prior organisational consent, where individuals will be 
given the opportunity to opt-out should they not wish to take part in the observations. 

Walk-throughs will be used to contextualise the observations by enabling individual 
participants (including the researcher) to describe their working experience in real-time. 
Participants will be asked to describe and explain their work as it takes place in different 
physical (and digital) spaces associated with activities in question. Occasional follow-up 
questions will be asked to clarify aspects of the walk-through, and may also include the use of 
‘screen-casts’ and other digital recording techniques (e.g. photography) to record working 
environments. Each walking interview is expected to last no longer than 1 hour. 

Ethnographic interviews will be used to further situate the observations and give a narrative 
element to understanding both the historical and contemporary development of web archival 
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practices within EDGI. This will involve in-depth semi-structured interviews with the researcher, 
focusing on the member’s involvement in EDGI and lasting approximately 1-2 hours, as 
appropriate. All interviews will be contingent on prior individual consent, and will be audio 
recorded. Some individuals may be recruited for one or both types of interviews, but 
individuals are under no obligation to participate in either. 

Documentary evidence will be used to further contextualise community (web archiving) 
activities, including for example, the use of reports, blog posts, meeting notes, previously 
recorded meetings, project documentation, media coverage and press releases, Github 
commits and comments. Any materials deemed inappropriate for the study will not be used. 

Are there any benefits in my taking part? 

Through the use of interviews, the study could also be used to document the community’s 
‘institutional memory’, providing both a retrospective (through oral history accounts and 
interviews) and a contemporary snapshot of the history of EDGI for future use. It is expected 
that the study will add to current knowledge about the state and development of web archival 
practice and directly contribute to the investigator’s graduate-level research. Furthermore (and 
where applicable), it is the researcher’s hope that the study may also incentivise and promote 
further interaction with web archives within the organisation and the wider community of 
potential users of web archives. 

Are there any risks involved? 

The expected risks to involvement are considered minimal, and primarily associated with the 
‘pseudonymisation’ of observations and findings. All individual participant names will be given 
pseudonyms in the reporting of the findings of this research, though informants should be 
aware that full anonymity may not be possible in the context of the relatively small community 
of individuals and organisations associated with web archiving. The inclusion of organisation 
names and affiliations in the reporting will be negotiated on a case by case basis. In the event 
that individuals or organisations do not wish their affiliation to be revealed, organisations will 
be given a pseudonym, as well. All off-the-record spaces will be treated as confidential, 
including Slack channels and information deemed confidential during one-on-one interactions 
and interviews with the researcher. This study will not make records of information or data 
deemed sensitive to participants. 

Will my participation be confidential? 

Although this study will not collect personal or sensitive data, anything recorded during the 
context of the observations deemed confidential will remain so. 

What happens if I change my mind? 

Organisations and individuals may withdraw at any time and for any reason, at which point 
your data will be removed from the study. 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

Should you have any concern or complaint, please contact the University of Southampton Head 
of Research Governance (+44 2380 595058, rgoinfo@soton.ac.uk). 

Where can I get more information? 

Should you require any further information on the study, please contact the investigator 
directly (Jessica Ogden: jessica.ogden@soton.ac.uk). 
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CONSENT FORM – Organisation 

 

Study title:  Observing Web Archival Practice  

Researcher name: Jessica Ogden 

Ethics reference: ERGO/FSHMS/23189 

 

Please initial the box(es) if you agree with the statement(s):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Protection 

I understand that information collected about me during my participation in this study will be stored on 

a password protected computer and that this information will only be used for the purpose of this 

study.  

 

Name of Organisation (print name) ……………………………………………………………….. 

 

Name of Line Manager/Director (print name) …………………………………………………… 

 

 

Signature of Line Manager/Director ………………………………………………………………. 

 

Date ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I understand participation in this study is voluntary and that the organisation 

may withdraw at any time without their legal rights being affected.  

I understand that individuals will be given pseudonyms in reports of the 
research but that full anonymity may not be guaranteed. I understand that 

organisational names will be maintained unless otherwise agreed. 

I consent to the organisation and members of our organisation taking part 

in this study and agree for their interactions to be observed, recorded and 

used for the purpose of this study. 

I have read and understood the information sheet (12 August 2016 – 

23189_information_v3_AppA) and have had the opportunity to ask 

questions. 
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CONSENT FORM - Individual  

 

Study title:  Observing Web Archival Practice  

Researcher name: Jessica Ogden 

Ethics reference: ERGO/FSHMS/23189 

 

Please initial the box(es) if you agree with the statement(s):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Protection 

I understand that information collected about me during my participation in this study will be stored on 

a password protected computer and that this information will only be used for the purpose of this 

study.  

 

Name of participant (print name)…………………………………………………… 

 

Signature of participant………………………………………………………………. 

 

Date……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

I understand my participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw at any 

time without my legal rights being affected. 

I consent to the interview being recorded. 

I agree to take part in this study. 

I have read and understood the information sheet (12 August 2016 – 

23189_information_v3_AppA or AppB, as appropriate) and have had the 

opportunity to ask questions about the study. 

 

I consent to anonymised quotes from the interview being used in 

publications arising out of this study. 
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